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PREFACE

During the last two decades the schools, which were tradition-

ally the cornerstones of sooial stability and continuity, have become

the oruoible of sooial ohange. It was to be expeoted that sooieties

which have opted for rapid economic) and teohnological ohanges,would

be faced by deep sooial changes reaohing into the achoole. What per-

haps was not bargained for is that - as inoreasing affluence has

sparked of demands for equality - the school itself has become the

platform for sooial change.

Today we can see the signs of a reaotion, in terms of a re-

emphaaie of the educational as opposed to the sooial role of the

school. The theme that standards of education should not be sacri-

ficed to sooial aims is advanced to combat those who see the school

as an instrument of social policy.

In these oircumstances the theme of innovation in education is

as sensitive as it is important. Yet no one can doubt that all coun-

tries are impelled towards a headlong process of change in the schools,

and that an assessment of attempts to make this an effeotive process

is overdue. For whatever the different social attitudes concerning

the role and its role in sooiety, it is not feasible to expeot a

standstill in the school whilst at the same time accepting a rapid

process of economic, teohnological and cultural ohange in the sur-

rounding community. Some way has to be found of relating the school

to this process of change in a way that widens opportunities for

children, maintains educational standards and recognises that the

school must have a foot in both the past and the future.

However, to talk of strategies of innovation, which is to be

the general subject of a series of CERT reports, is to assume that

it is possible to plan and manage the process of change in the schools.

Such an assumption is sometimes challenged on the grounds that organ-

isational structures to promote educational change will become a

"technocracy of innovation", and thereby stifle the creativeness of

the teachers in particular and the schools in general. But is not

the reality that what the teacher and his pupils can achieve is

greatly constrained by lack of information, resources and - let it

be said - organisation. Potential innovations assail the schools on

all sides with little hope of a considered or systematic evaluation -

so that they may be rejeoted or adopted according to proven merit.
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Surely the answer lies in some sort of balance between an organised

process and the free initiative of the individual school or teacher,

a balance that will be struck in different ways in different coun-

tries according to their traditions.

CERI's studies on innovation in education have tried to avaluate

what is actually happening in different Member countries to achieve

this balance, and to establish effective institutions in the differ-

ent national circumstances. Seventeen case-studies have been carried

out at the national, regional and school levels (for the list see

below), involving the efforts of some twenty-four research workers.

The aim has been to diagnose the reasons for success and failure,

and to probe the conditions under which planners, administrators and

teachers can work together effeotively.

The results of this major study will be published in four

volumes, of which the present Report is Number I, as follows!

Case Studies of Educational Innovation -

I. At the Central Level.

II. At the Regional Level.

III. At the School Level.

IV. Strategies for Innovation in Education - A Synthesis.

The broad conclusion to be reached from all this work is that,

regardless of educational philosophy and political traditions, all

countries are now grappling with the problem of organising a continu-

ing process of change in schools. Already many new institutions are

emerging, and the elements of policy begin to be defined. No country

can afford to ignore these trends, even if only because the schools

are influenced by new ideas from other countries as well as those from

within national boundaries. A policy for innovation, and institutions

to produce it, is becoming necessary in one form or another. It is

hoped that this series of reports will assist countries to build their

own arrangements faster and more effectively than would otherwise be

possible.

CERI owes its appreciation to many individuals, institutions

and authorities for the vast amount of willing energy that has been

devoted to the completion of these volumes. They are too many to be

thanked individually, but their contributions will emerge as the

series of reports is published.

J.R. Gass
Director
Centre for Educational Research
and Innovation
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Part One

THS SCHOOLS COUNCIL, UNITED KINGDOM

by

John NISBET, University of Aberdeen

April 1971
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SUMMARY

The Sohoole Council is the major curriculum body in England and

Wales. It is a unique and somewhat anomalous newcomer to the English

education eoene, whioh had always prided itself on the extent of its

decentralisation, and the autonomy given to teachers, above all in

curriculum matters.

After a false start which was felt to be too great a threat to

this autonomy, the Council was finally set up in 1964 with an extreme-

ly elaborate constitution designed to prevent it becoming a ourrkoulum

dictator. Since then it has been responsible for 140 development pro-

jeots covering virtually all aspects of primary and secondary school

ourriculum. These have the foroe only of suggestions for teaohere;

they are in no sense mandatory. They range from a simple team-teaching

trial involving the secondment of one teacher, and some secretarial

help, to the 4831,000 project for developing materials in a variety

of media for teaching modern languages to 13 to 16 year olds. The

total cost of the Council's aotivities is around 41 million a year,

out of about 4200 million a year spent by this country on eduoation

as a whole. Two Sohoole Council projects are described in detail by

the author.

Besides its projects and the great amount of thought and dis-

cussion on curriculum reform which they have generated, the Counoil

has also been responsible for two further developments. First, it

has pursued reforms in the public examinations system which had been

begun by the Secondary Schools Examinations Counoil and the Curriculum

Study Group, both of which the Council superseded. And second, it has

encouraged the establishment of teaohers' centres.

Teachers' centres, in the author's view, could become tbie coun-

try's most important instrument of curriculum reform. There are

already 500 of these throughout England and bales, varying from bare-

ly equipped spare rooms in schools, to lavishly equipped buildings

with full-time staff. All are places where teachers meet formally and

informally to discuss and hear about new curriculum ideas. All are

set up by local education authorities over whioh, charaoteristically,

the Schools Council has no direct power.
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Although the local education authorities are represented on the

52-strong governing body of the Schools Council, and although they

supply half its annual budget - the Government pays the other half -

they have no more direct control over it than it has over them. Like-

wise the Government, which merely nominates four Counoil members, And

appoints the chairman. For the Counoil's constitution was expressly

designed to preserve the prinoiple of teachers' autonomy by giving

teachers a majority on the governing body and on all of the Counoil's

30 committees except two - finance and publications. The teacher

representatives are nominated by the teachers' organisations, among

which of course, the National Union of Teachers, being the largest,

has much the biggest voice.

This deliberate attempt to construct a truly demooratio body has

been criticised by many as too cumbersome a maohine for the urgent

curriculum needs of today. There are up to 500 committee meetings a

year in the Counoil's headquarters. Specialists who have worked for

months in their chosen field are not infrequently forced to abandon

their labours to committee censure. Teachers complain that Council

publications are too vague as a result of this process. On the

other hand, there are complaints that the teacher unions have too

much power inside the Council, espeoially given the faot that their

own internal democracies may not be working too well. And, on top A'

all this, there is a widespread feeling - among Council members as

well as others - that Council publications are not getting through

to ordinary teachers, too many of whom still suspect that the Council

is really an instrument of centrally imposed curricula.

But these criticisms, the author feels, have begun to be met by

the Council. Over the past three years it has concentrated more on

spreading information about projects already produced - by, among

other things, a termly journal sent to all schools - than on commis-

sioning new ones. And he suggests the Council may well, in the near

future, have won enough trust and respect to allow its links with teaoh.

ors in schools and in colleges of education to become even more posi-

tive and direct.
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Chapter I

HOW IT STARTED

The origin of the Sohoole COunoil can be explained at different

levels - as a response to eooial and economio pressures affeoting

many of the developed countries in the period between 1955 and 1965;

or as a sequence of events in England which gave the Council certain

speoial charaoterietics; or in terms of epeolfio initiatives by indi-

Vidual persons at the centre of the educational system.

The first of these, the pressure of eooial and economic change,

is the aepeot which has been emphasised by the Counoil itself in its

Own reports, and by others who have written on the subjeot of curri-

culum reform, both in Britain and in other countries. It is well

summarised in a report (1) by the Department of Education and Science,

deboribing the Sohoole Council=

"In this as in many other countries there has been a growing

coneoiousnees of the need to reappraise syllabuses and curricula.

Until comparatively recently changes in the eohool curriculum

have taken place only through the slow spread of ideas among

teachers (helped by the efforts of H.M. Inspectors) or through

the work of committees set up for some specific purpose. The

rate of change did not keep pace with the needs of the times

or provide a ,speedy response to developments in particular

branches of knowledge or to changes in the general view about

the aims of education. The Schools Counoil for the Curriculum

and Examinations - or the Schools Council as it is now gener-

ally called - grew out of a reocoition by all branches of the

education service that co-operative machinery was needed to

organise a more rapid, and morn effective, response to these

changes."

Soience was the branch of knowledge where the need for reform

of syllabuses was most obvious. Rapid developments, both in pure

soience and in the field of technology, had rendered much of the old

curriculum clearly out of date, and teachers in the schools lacked



the facoilities and the time to undertake the task of revision. In the

USA the forming of the Physical Science Study Committee in 1956 may

be taken as the start of the movement for currioular reform. In

England the Association for Soience Education provided a channel

for Soience teachers to express their dissatisfaotion with syllabuses.

This Assooiation was influential in persuading the independent

Nuffield Foundation, a charitable trust, to initiate the first of a

aeries of substantial curriculum development projeots in December

1961. Within one year the Nuffield Foundation was finanoing ourri-

culum studies to the amount of t250,000. Other areas of the curri-

culum were also giving nnuse for concern: mathematios and the human-

ities, for example, were among those singled out in the Newsom

Report (2) in 1963 as requiring special attention. The inoreasing

numbers of pupils in full-time education - and particularly the trend

towards a longer school life and the attempt to extend equal oppor-

tunity to under-privileged sections of the community - resulted in

a situation where the traditional curriculum was unsuited to many

secondary school pupils. The increasing cost of education also led

to concern that resources should be used effeotively. Governments

were beginning to use more sophisticated planning techniques, which

indicated a neca for trained manpower which the educational syetem

was ill prepared to meet.

In England and Wales the annual budget of the National Founda-

tion for Educational Research, even in 1964, was only £84,000. One

oritio noted that a larger sum was being spent on research in glue

than on researoh in education. But the need was for reform as well

as for research, and particularly for an organisation which would

ensure a continuing review of all aspects of the curriculum in

schools.

The Ministry of Education was in a weak position: there was

little positive action or initiative which it could take. For the

firmly established tradition of decentralisation in the English

system excluded the Minister from influence in the curriculum, and

gave control to the local education authorities. The local authori-

ties had not in fact exercised control over the curriculum, but had

given wide freedom to individual head teachers to decide on sylla-

buses, timetables, books and equipment. This freedom was jealously

guarded. Bitter memories still lingered of the domination of elemen-

tary schools by the system of Payment by Results, introduced a

hundred years previously and abandoned before the end of the 19th

century, when school finance was decided by inspectors who tested

-16-



pupils tgainst prescribed standards of achievement. As far back ae

1907, when the Board of Education (as it was then called) had issued

a manual of teaching practice, it was given the gentle title of

'Handbook of Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers and Others

Concerned in the Work of Public Elementary Sch0o1sI. This title was

used in subsequent reprints up to 1947. The preface contained the

aasurancet

"The only uniformity that the Board 4:1 Education desire to see

in the teaching of public elementary schools is that each

teaoher shCuld think for himself, and work out for himself such

methods of teaching as may use his powers to the best advantage

and be best suited to the partioular needs and conditions of

the school."

In the secondary grammar schools the freedom was somewhat

illusory, for the syllabuses of tha General Certificate of Education

(GCE) examinations largely determined what was taught in the schools.

Even here, the central authority had little influence, for the exam-

inations were conduoted by nine examining boards (eight of these

being university boards), coordinated through the Secondary School

Examinations Counoil. Many teachers, and pupils too, spoke of the

tyranny of external examinations and resented their restrioting

influence.

To understand how the Schools Council was incorporated in this

decentralised system, it is necessary to consider the explanation

at the second level which was mentioned at the start of the chapter -

the sequence of events which led to the setting up of the Council.

If told in full, this would make a story of absorbing interests how

a bold (or perhaps rash) initiative was modified to preserve the

accepted distribution of responsibility within the system; and how

subsequently an organisation has evolved which lak., a greater poten-

tial for change than could even have been achieved by the earlier

more direot effort. The story is as yet unfinished. But perhaps a

brief outline can convey something of the interest.

Although the teaching in secondary grammar schools was very much

under the influence of external examinations, the secondary modern

schools (for the pupils of average and below average ability, as it

was understood at tnis time) had originally been envisaged as an

area free from examinations of this kind. Even in 1959 the Crowther

Report (3) had commented:
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"The most promising part of the eduoational system for experi-

ments in new methods of teaching ... will be the middle streams

of (secondary) modern schools - but only if they are left free

from the cramping effect of a large-scale external examination."

. Already in the 1950e pressures outside the control of the

schools had encouraged a growing number of pupils in the secondary

modern sohoOls to enter for GCE examinations, previously limited to

and designed for the grammar schools, or for examinations set by

various other external institutions. It was to meet this situation

that the coordinating body, the Secondary School Examinations Council,

appointed a committee in 1958 to study the problem.

In July 1960, the report of this committee (the Beloe Report

(4)) proposed a 'new pattern of examinations' for pupils aged about

16, for the award of what was later to be called the Certificate of

Secondary Education. The solution which the committee offerci to the

problem of external control of the curriculum was 'teacher control'

of the examinations.

"Since the primary object of the examinations as we envisage

them is to serve a constructive educational purpose in the

schools themselves, it is in our view fundamental that the

teachers in the schools which will use them should play a major

part in the arrangements. This has been our starting point in

consideration of the machinery for providing the examinations."

(paragraph 116)

Seeing that their proposal was likely to raise complex technical

problems in examining and in establishing national standards, the

Report also proposed the formation of 'a small but highly qualified

research and development unit'.

"We have in mind an ad hoc group of five or six people knowledge-

able about examinations and in close touch with current praotice

in the schools. We are clear that, in the early years of a sys-

tem of examinations designed to be sensitive to the needs of the

classroom in the way we propose, many new problems will be thrown

up demanding continuous thought, observation and experiment. The

group should therefore be continuously available; it would seek

help wherever it was to be found ... The personnel for this unit

might be made up partly of members of H.M. Inspeotorate ... and

partly of teachers or organisers with appropriate experience

seconded by local authorities." (paragraph 12)
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The model vhiCh may have been in the minds of the Committee

was the Development Group of the Arohiteots and Building Branch ce

the Ministry of Education. This unit had been formed in 1949 when

cost limits were introduced for school building. The Group's first

publication was a review of enterprising work in building by local

authorities in the immediate poet-war years; and subsequently it

based its designs for schools on observation by teams who visited

Classrooms to study teachers' methods - in particular looking for

imaginative improvisation by teachers in old-style schools. Their

findings were made available to local authorities for the design of

new sohools, and met with very favourable response. (A desoripticn (5)

oftthe work of the Development Group is to be found in the Introduotion ,

to Building Bulletin 36). A key to the success of this small unit was

its joint direction by a professional and an administrator - an archi-

tect and a civil servant, who worked closely together, sending teams

into the schools to observe and test out new ideas.

Whether or not this was the model for the Beloe Committee's

recommendation, it was oertainly the model for the Curriculum Study

Group, the unit which the Minister of Education set up in February

1962 to carry out the task which the Beloe Report had outlined, The

task, in the meantime, had enlarged significantly, for at the end of

1961 the Nuffield Foundation had announced its programme of curriou-

lum development projeots and the Curriculum Study Group was given a

wider remit: it was to concern itself with the curriculum as well as

with examinations. 'The main job of the unit', as the Ministry's

Permanent Seoretary explained in a letter on 9 Maroh 1962,

"will be to improve the value of the service that the

Inspectorate and the Department have for a long time sought

to offer in the field of curriculum and examinations The

appropriate teams within the new unit will place their findings

at the disposal of the education service as a whole or of the

appropriate body within it but there will be no change in the

present pattern of relationships between the various interests

concerned."

The letter made specific reference to the analogy of the

Development Group in Building.

"But, as with the work of the Development Group in the Archi-

tects and Building Branch, we shall be equally pleased if the

effect is to stimulate constructive criticism and new thinking
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...in other quarters. And we shall also follow the praotice of

the Development Group in one Other important respecti most of

the studies mounted by the new unit are likely to involve close

and Continuous collaboration with local education authorities,

practising teachers and others concerned to imprOve the quality

of the education service."

A further similarity was that the Curriculum Study Group would

be under joint leadership of a senior inspector and an Assistant

Secretary from the Ministry. This pattern of joint responsibility

was to be followed throughout the unit, teams being staffed jointly

by inspectors and administrators. Perhaps it was not just coinoidence

that the occasion when the Minister announced the formation of the

new unit was the opening of a new school building in Hertfordshire.

A Development Unit for school building was a different matter

from a Curriculum Study Group. School building was mainly the archi-

tect's responsibility, and the Unit allowed the interests of teachers

to be considered more effeotively. Capital investment in buildings

was also accepted as a responsibility of central authority. The

curriculum was the responsibility of teachers and local authorities,

and to some of them it seemed that they had trouble enough already

with suggestions from psychologists, sociologists and other so-called

experts without this new expert group who might have much greater

power. The Permanent Secretary gave assurances in three separate

parts of the March 1962 letter that the Ministry did not seek power.

"Our aim is to give a service, for those who want to use it,

and to provide a chopping block for those who find stimulation

far their own thinking in reacting against the findings of

others working in the same field. But we have no intention of

disturbing in any way the present pattern of powers and

responsibilities in the area of curricula and examinations,

and we shall constantly seek to ensure that the voice of the

new unit is heard only as one voice amongst others, invested

with no greater authority than is merited by the quality of itP

contribution to the general store of knowledge and experience."

In spite of these assurances (or possibly because of them), the

announcement was received with suspicion by the other partners in

the education service, the local education authorities and the

teachers' associations. The statement that the voice of the new unit

would be 'invested with no greater authority than merited by the
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quality of its contribution' was a little too innocents an expert

group operating within the central authOrity was likely to become

something more than just 'one voice amongst others'. Hostility to

the idea developed slowly but steadily. In the journal Z4NlAilan

(page 549) on 23 March, Sir William Alexander, Seoretary of the

Association of Education Committees, complained that there had been

no prior consultation on the formation of the Group, and he pointed

to the danger of control by Central authority. The National Union

Of Teachers likewise was concerned about the way in which the new

unit would operate.

"We would partioularly deplore any action which would diminish

the professional responsibility of head teachers or impose

any limitations on the choice of textbooks and equipment

Teachers should be consulted before any changes are made or

findings are published ... Teachers should participate in the

working out and operation of new programmes."

The build-up of opposition to the Curriculum Study Group

throughout the summer of 1962 may be better understood if it is set

against the wider background of the educational controversies of

the period. At this stage it is appropriate to turn to the third

level of explanation to which reference was made at the beginning

of this chapter - tie influence of individual personalities. Manzer,

in his analysis (6) of the structure of educational politics in

England, comments

"Decision-making in the development of educational policy is

traditionally by agreement with the local authorities, the

teachers' organisations and, where relevant, the churches. The

"friendly and conspiratorial" triumvirate of Sir Percival Sharp

(Secretary of the Association of Education Committees, 1925-45)

Sir Maurice Holmes (Permanent Secretary of the Board of Educa-

tion, 1936-45) and Sir Frederick Mender (General Secretary of

the National Union of Teachers, 1931-47) entrenched a pattern

of relationships which has dominated policy development eN3r

since." (page 8)

The 1950s, however, saw a weakening of this partnership through

a succession of controversies - teachers' superannuation, the 'block '

grant' system of financing local authorities and the Minister's

intervention in salary negotiations in 1959.
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"Throughout the 19500 the factors whioh had supported the

existing distribution of power after 1944 were steadily under-

mined Oradually, new men came into the Ministry who did

not share the tradition of partnership of the inter-war period.

They read the Eduoation Aot and wondered why the Ministry did

not exert a more positive influence. The rapid expansiOn of

the educational system compelled offioials to adopt a more

oritioal attitude to the allocation of resources to education

Beginning in the late 19500 the Ministry attempted to

assert more positively the needs of the community, as it inter-

preted them, in the formation of national policy." (pages 24-25)

This is, of course, a speculative interpretation of events, but

it is supported by the statement of the Minister of Oducation,

Sir David Eccles, in the parliamentary debate on the Crowther Report

in 1960, when he referred critically to the 'secret garden of the

curriculum'. Education debates, he said, were too often concerned

exolusively with questions of buildings or organisations: he would

'try to make the Ministry's voice heard rather more often and posi-

tively, and no doubt more controversially', on what was taught in

schools and colleges. One of Sir. David 2ccles' private seoretaries

was Derak Morrell, who also served in the Development Group of the

Architects and Building Branch, was Joint Seoretary of the Curricu-

lum Study Group, and one of the first Joint Secretaries of the

Schools Council. Morrell's views on these matters - a very different

interpretation from Manzer's - can be found in a speech he made many

years later, only a few months before his tragic death. In May 1969,

in an address to his colleagues in the Association of First Division

Civil Servants, he said:

"Our ethic is simply stated. We stand committed to neutrality

of process. We profess that public power is not to be used tO

further the private purposes of those to whom it is entrusted

... The valid application of the principle of neutrality of

process is'to evolve a set of procedural rules such that those

who are not in themselves value-neutral - because they are

human beings with needs and aspirations - can, by accepting

those rules, contribute to a process which has public rather

than private outcomes But we still do not accept the

reality of our individual humanity: we have not therefore

evolved rules of procedure such that we can contribute all that

we are to a process having public and not private outcomes. The
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"price which we and the publio pay for pursuing a myth is heavy

... Speaking personally, I find it yearly more difficult to

reconcile personal integrity with a view of my role which

requires the deliberate suppression of part of what I am. It

is this tension, and not overwork, which brings me, regularly,

to the point where I am ready to contemplate leaving a service

which I care about very deeply But the price which the pub-

lio has to pay is even heavier. For the part of ourselves which

we are asked to suppress is the creative part. There is nothing

more individual than an idea. No committee ever has, or ever

will, form an idea. It can only adopt one. Ideas are formed by

individuals from the depths of their personalitiesi they have

to be felt before they can be brought to consciousness. And they

often have to be sustained over a long period, not infrequently

with a modicum of passion, before a process of critical appraisal

by others defines their realisation as a valid object of publio

policy."

This extended quotation has been given because it is not readily

accessible, and because the views Expressed throw a different light

on the elaborate system of committee control devised for the Schools

Council by the Lockwood Committee. The Curriculum Study Group was an

initiative by central authority. The Schools Council which replaced

and absorbed it is a partnership of central and local authorities

and the teaching profession. This is the meaning of Manzer's cryptio

conclusion:

"The Schools Council may be regarded as an assertion of ortho-

doxy and, quite possibly, an opportunity lost.' (page 97)

The best evidence of Morrell's creative contribution to the

thinking which lay behind the setting up of the Curriculum Study

Group is to be found in his address (8) to the Annual General Meeting

of the National Foundation for Educational Research, in October 1962.

The invitation to him to give this address was a shrewd initiative -

on whose part we do not know - and the speech (subsequently published

in February 1963 (7)) is a key document in the account of curriculum

development in England. Stressing that these were 'provisional,and

entirely personal, thoughts', he started by acknowledging 'reasons

why society should extend to the teachers a large measure of freedom

to decide how and what to teach'. But if teaching was to be effective,
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"every teacher must receive or acquire as part of his stock in

trade a "package" of knowledge about the ourriculum, and about

teaching methods, which becomes the norm from which, if he is

a good teacher, he departs in the interests of meeting indivi-

dual needs To my mind, the crucial contemporary question

in attempting to discern the reality behind the slogan "the

freedom of the teachers" is, therefore, this: how, and by whom,

should the packages be created, and how and by whom should they

be kept up to date? ... It is not self-evident that this is a

job that the teachers can claim to be exclusively their own. It

involves, amongst other things, defining and interpreting

society's terms of reference for the education service, and it

can be argued that it should be shared with those whose special

forms of skill and experience, or representative status, qualify

them to express society's contemporary needs, and to discern

trends in social, economic and technical development. And this

argument gains strength if it can be shown that the teachers

are not producing a suffioient supply of packages relevant to

society's needs, or that the teachers are finding it difficult

to control the outside pressures that tend to distort the

curriculum in sectional interests.

"Unfortunately, there is today some evidence that this is what

is happening. There is a growing recognition that the teachers

need more help if they are to create, with the speed now

required, new packages relevant to society's needs, and are to

preserve the balance of the curriculum in the face of growing

pressures from a great varietyof sources."

The question with which he concluded his address was:

"How can we best give form and shape to a genuine partne'cship

between the various agencies concerned, which will increase the

speed and relevance of curriculum development, and base it more

soundly on an increased volume of research, without in the

process surrendering or even endangering what is essential to

a free society in our tradition of freedom for the teachers in

ourriculav, matters7"

Two weeks later, in Education, Sir William Alexander gave his

answer to this question:
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"It is a matter of urgenoy and importance that the work of the

Curriculum Study Group should be brought effectively under a

representative body in which local education authorities and

the teaching profession are in membership."

This would give its work the 'measure of independence from the

Minister himself which is essential'.

When the speech was published in Educational Research in

February 1963 an editorial summarised 'three questions of polioy't

"1. Is there a real need for overall leadership to be given

to the schools in matters of curriculum design and the

related matter of examinations?

2. If there is such a need, from where should this leadership

come and how should it be organised without damage to the

essential liberties of the schools? Should it be manifestly

independent of authority, or should it come from an offioial

body with the danger that it may appear to be mandatory?

3. Should the results of the study of curricula and of exam-

inations, by whomever they be undertaken, be subjeot to

rigorous experimental evaluation by an independent body

and, if so, how should this be done?"

Comments made at the N.F.E.R. Annual General Meeting 'had

emphasised both the importance of the problem, and the controversial

nature of the approach'. Five prominent educationalists were there-

fore invited to contribute observations on the address, and Alexander

used the occasion to repeat his suggestion of a "representative body

to which the Curriculum Study Group will be responsible."

This was the line of action which was followed up. In May 1963,

the Minister of Education proposed a meeting with teachers' assooia-

tions and local education authority representatives, to discuss

setting up 'a new Schools Council for the Curriculum and Examinatiots',

to which the services of the.Curriculum Study Group would be made

available. The memorandum prepared in the Ministry for this confer -

once repeated Morrell's argument of October 1962 in a rather stronger

and less tactful form. Among the phrases which gave offence were the

statements:

"This long tradition of substantial laissez-faire in curricular

matters has created something of a vacuum within the school

system ... In this situation, the doctrine of the freedom of the
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"teaoher as traditionally accepted is becoming more and more

the means whereby the teachers are forced to reepond to events

they cannot control."

The annOtated agenda accompanying the papers showed clearly that

the Curriculum Study Group was envisaged as continuing in existence

as one of the forms of full-time professional support for the new

Council.

The conference was held in July 1963, and (to quote one of the

partioipants)t

"After a morning's discussion, agreement was reached in only

one respeot - that there were problems which warranted careful

examination and that a working party should be set up to examine

all these problems and report back in due course."

The working party was promptly appointed, with Sir John Lockwood,

chairman of the Secondary School Examinations Counoil, as its chairman.

Skilfully he steered the committee through a succession of difficul-

ties (including at one stage a threat of withdrawal by one of the

parties) to an agreed report published in March 1964, just in time

for the Easter conferences of the various teachers' associations.

The proposals in the Lockwood Report (8) were substantially

different from the "small but highly qualified research and develop-

ment unit" which had been originally proposed. A Schools Council for

the Curriculum and Examinations should be established, with 52 members

appointed by teachers' associations, local authority associations and

other bodies (including 4 appointed by the Minister of Education), a

Chairman appointed by the Minister, and provision (still not fully

implemented) for 14 further co-opted members. It was felt 'appropriate

to have a majority of members representing the schools'. The new

Counoil would take over the work of the Secondary School Examinations

Counoil and the Curriculum Study Group. Terms of reference were

drafted, giving pride of place to 'the principle that each school

should have the fullest possible measure of responsibility for its

own work'. A constitution and method of working, 'designed to proteot

the freedom of the member interests', were outlined in detail. Staff

were to be recruited by short-term secondment, since it was 'olear

that a career secretariat and study team organisation is not desirable'

The new body would be 'a free association of equal partners, retaining

unimpaired their own rights of decision within their own areas of

responsibility'. (This phrase occurs twice in the report ).The Counoil
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'should have control of its own work' and be free to select its own

subjeots of study'. The Minister's contribution was to pay the staff,

provide accommodation and supply finance for research and development

work.

The conference was reconvened in July 1964 and approved the

recommendations unanimously. The Schools Council held its first

meeting on 26 October 1964, with Sir John Maud, Master of University

College, Oxford, as its Chairman and D.H. Morrell and R.W. Morris,

HMI, as Joint Secretaries.
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Chapter II

PURPOSE AND rRIORITIES

The Lockwood Report set out precise terms of reference for the

Counoil, and these were adopted without alteration. The full text

extends to 23 lines of print. The opening paragraphs states

"The objects of the Schools Council for the Curriculum and

Examinations are to uphold and interpret the prinoiple that

each School should have the fullest possible measure of

responsibility for its own work, with its own curriculum and

teaching methods based on the needs of its own pupils and

evolved by its own staff

In order to promote these objects, the Council will keep under

review curricula, teaching methods and examinations in primary

and secondary schools ..." (paragraph 19)

The individual responsibility of the school is thus placed

first, and the teak of reviewing curricula and examinations is firmly

subordinate to that primary objective. In the report, no doubt is

left about this:

"Tho results of t e Council's work should possess only their

own inherent auth rity ... (It should) produce recommendations

which ... had faiOn all r,levant factors into account and were

agreed by representatives of all the member intereats concerned.

But they would 0.011 be recommendations, addressed to those who

have their own area of responsibility, and who must be free to

take their own deoiaiona ... In particular, the Council would

neither publish, nor approve, anything in the nature of a text

book." (paragraph 21)

It is easier to identify from this what the Council is not to

do than to establish what precisely it is intended to do. Surprisingly,

the paragraph which follows the one quoted above, begins: 'This method

of working would not, in our view, render any of the Council's work

ineffective.' But the argument is developed as the paragraph continues:
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"On the oontrary, we are recording our belief that if new

ranges of choice are made available, the sohools will freely

select for themselves any approach to syllabus content or

teaching methods which clearly offers a better educational

solution than that previously available. The need for a more

rapid response on the part of the schools to changing education-

al needs is not in doubt. But there is no need to transfer

responsibility to the centre in order to bring this about. The

response will be freely made by the sohools themselves once

their room for manoeuvre has been increased, and once the

teachers are enabled to play a bigger part in research, and in

the development of new ranges of professional choice."

(paragraph 22)

This became, and remains, a guiding principle in the Counoil's

philosophy. It has two elements, freedom of choice for the schools

and the involvement of teachers in the work. Thus the aim is to

widen the range of choices open to the teachers, and to ensure that

the choices offered are Soundly developed from the actual require-

ments of the teachers. This in turn involves two further principles:

an extension of the idea of partnership in responsibility for educa-

tion, and a development of standards within the teaching profession

so that teachers can enter fully into their share of the responsibil

ity. In short, freedom and involvement; and partnership and profes-

sionalism - 'a witness to a certain style of running an educational

system', as it has been desoribed (1). The speech from which.this

last quotation is taken - an address to a national conference in

1970 by Geoffrey Caston, Joint Secretary of the Schools Council at

that time - gives a olear exposition of this philosophy of aotion.

He described the Council as

"a deliberate resort to democracy, an attempt to secure the

commitment of teachers by involving them decisively at every

stage in the innovation programme. This includes the making of

decisions at national level on polioy and on the spending of

money, and at local level in the management of teachers' centres

and local development groups Somehow we were going to dispel

the notion that teachers were being forced to dance to a tune

composed and played by people who knew nothing about their

problems ... A teacher who feels professionally coerced is most

unlikely to be able to contribute to a productive relationship

with his pupils. They cannot learn self- confidence from teachers

who have none.
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v... The Council has no authority over teaohere. It may - and

I hope it does - sometimes carry a certain amount of professional

consensus, and w great deal of the kind of authority which comes

from organised knowledge. But not authority in the Oxford Diotion-

ary definition, "the right to enforce obedience". It cannot

instruot anyone to do anything. To my mind - though not always

to those who command a majority in our ranks this is a great

source of strength. It means that the use of any of the materials

or methods which the Council may commend requires a positive aot

of agreement by the teachers concerned. It is an eduoational

axiom that if individuals do things because they have chosen to

do them they do so with infinitely more effect than if they are

passively acquiescing in authority. It is true for teachers as

for their pupils. "The right to enforce obedience" has no place

in an educational process, either between teachers and organis-

ations, or between teachers and pupils. Once coercion creeps in,

education begins to go nut."

The parallel is clear between this 1970 statement and the purpose

outlined in paragraph 22 of the Lockwood Report. In the early years

of the Council's work, however, the forte of this argument was slow

to be accopted by the teaching profession. Teachers were still in-

clined to see a sinister power in the Council and its secretariat -

a correspondence in the columns of the educational press in 1967

repeated all the old arguments. To some, these fine ideals were seen

as little more than a rationalisation of the uncertain restrictions

which had been imposed on the Council at its birth: since the organ-

isation was to be subject to these democratic restraints, one might

as well try to make a virtue out of necessity. But it was much more

than this. The way in which this principle shaped the activities and

structure of the Council will be discussed in later chapters. Briefly,

its effect was shown in the committee structure, the staffing and in

the pattern of the Council's development projects.

The Council had to be large, so that all sectors of the educe-

ticnal system could be represented. Its work is therefore done through

a complex structure of committees, initially 22, now 30, on all of

which (except for the committees responsible for finance and publica-

tions) teachers form a majority of the membership. Almost all the

staff of the Council (approximately 40 senior staff and nearly 100

executive and clerical staff) are appointed on secondment from other

educational organisations for periods of about three years. The turn-

over is a guarantee against control by a career secretariat, and
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ensures that personnel return to their organisations with a knowledge

of the Council and its wOrk. There is no Director of the Council:

joint seoretaries - at first two and now three - share the responsi-

bility for administration, and the Director of Studies, head of the

small research team, holds a joint appointment as Professor in the

University of Reading. Teachers are directly involved in the develop-

ment projects, both as members of the teams and in trying out new

materials in schools. And the formation of groups of teaohers to

discuss issues arising from the projects, is an important aspeot of

development work. The criterion for deciding priorities in develop-

ment work is the value of the work to the teacher in the Classroom.

The policy gives the Council a place in the educational system

which is not too different from that of the conventional Civil Service

department, in which an administrative service supplies the basis for

deoisione by eleoted or nominated representatives, while the adminis-!

tratore are expected to maintain a personal neutrality. insofar as

the Council is seen in this way there is a model from which Council

and Committee members and Council staff derive some idea of the roles

they are expected to perform. However, it may not be an entirely

appropriate model fot the work to be done. Unfortunately, it alsO

encounters the customary criticisms of the Civil Service - indecisive-

nese, delays, endless committees and excessive paper work. The atmos-

phere of the Council's offices itself creates a speoial problem, for

the interest of the work generates a keen sense of involvement. Por

senior staff, too personal an involvement may arouse antagonism from

committees: Morrell's dilemma of reconciling neutrality of process

with creative ideals has to be constantly resolved. At a more junior

level it is easier to accept the principle of teachers' involvement

in projects than to accept committee judgments on a topic to which

an individual member of staff has given months of careful thought,

However, the attitudes arising from these restraints are precisely

the reason why the idea of a central innovatory organisation was

regarded with such caution in England. In the speech which has already

been quoted above (1), Casten concludes by 2aferring to three 'enemies'

of freedom ('and there is a bit of each of them in every one of us',

he says); first, the lethargic; second, the complacent; and third -

The dirigistes or the technocrats. They have worked ovt just

what the needs of the nation are in trained manpower ter 1988,

and they know that in Sweden research has proved that you can

teach an infant Boolean algebra by the tima he is three years

old The most important thing for them is to set a few really
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"olever people to work compiling programmes and work cards that

cannot be fouled up by the teachers who operate them, Even if

they do not go to that extrems the one thing they cannot stand

is chaos. P,o let things be arranged so that somebody can sit at

the centre and make quite sure that everybody in education does

what is best.

As an ex-Whitehall boffin I suppose I might have been one of

the third group of the enemy myself. But if so, my spots have

changed. Education is power over individuals and no one is

worthy of enough trust to be given that kind of overall respon-

sibility, So we must disperse power, disperse responsibility,

and :ind ways of providing for all of us alternative means of

responding to change. From these we can choose the one that will

suit our own personal style and serve the interests of the pupils

who are in our care."

A brief outline of the Council's work from 1964 to the present

may help to amplify tnis very general discussion of the basic policy

which the Council has adopted. One small feature which illustrates

the growing acceptance of the Council and the fading of the suspioions

with which it was originally regarded is seen in the revised consti-

tution which was adopted in 1967. In this revision, a more logical

order was followed in setting down the objects of the Counoil. The

reference to the 'general principle that each school should have the

fullest possible measure of responsibility for its own work' now

comes after, and not before, the definition of the Counoil's object

as -

"The promotion of education by carrying out research into and

keeping under review the curricula, teaching methods and exam-

inations in schools, including the organisation of schools so

far as it affects their curricula."

Initially, the Council took over certain commitments from its

two predecessors, the Curriculum Study Group and the Secondary School

Examinations Council. The Curriculum Study Group had been acting as

a service unit, arranging trials in schools for the development pro-

jects set up by the Nuffield Foundation in science, mathematics end

foreign languages, and la'er in humanities and classical languages,

the application of linguistics to English language teaching and the

use of technical and other resources for learning in schools.
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Gradually the Counoil took over responsibility, in part or in full,

for these projeote. In addition, at its very first meeting, the

Counoil decided to initiate three new programmes, which remained the

core of the Council's development work for the first three years at

least:

1. Research and development in the teaching of English;

2. Preparations for the raising of the school leaving age,

a programme designed to help schools;

3. Sixth form curricula and examinations.

In the field of examinations, the Council took over ta solid

legacy of work in preparation for the new Certificate of Secondary

Education and of preliminary thinking about the development of sixth

form examinations'. (2) In the English system of secondary education,

examinations have a particularly marked influence on the syllabus in

Jach eubjeot. It is not too much of an exaggeration to olaim that

'whoever controls the examinations controls the schools'. Thus it is

important not to overlook the substantial influence which the Schools

Council was able to exert through its position in the examination

structure.

Tho first examinations for O.S.E, were offered in 1965 by 9 of

the 14 C.S.E. examining boards to about 66,000 candidates, and the

numbers grew rapidly in subsequent years. To provide a check on

national comparability of assessment in these new examinations, the

Council and the National Foundation for Educational Research jointly

operated a procedure in which aptitude tests were used to indicate

ptobable distributions of grades on a national scale of assessment.

This testing procedure was w dely resented by teachers, and as a
k\result, priority was given to devising a comparability procedure

which did not involve tests, i preference to continuing work on

attempts to refine the tests wAich were being used. A series of

experiments in cross-moderation of marks proved successful, and the

aptitude testing was discontinued.

For the already existing G.C.E. examinations, the Schools Council

continued the general coordinatinz funotione which the Secondary

School Examinations Council had performed. But, as the report (2) on

the first year's work made clear, it had a wider, and ultimately more

important role:

"This is to secure a happier marriage than in the past between

the actual work of the schools - which must constantly develop
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"in response to new needs and new insights into the learning

process - and the examinations which, in the process of assess-

ing that work, can all too easily stand in the way of necessary

innovation ...

If the schools are to respond to the needs of individual pupils,

and to changing social and economic needs of the community, they

require freedom to innovate and to adapt. But the users of exam-

ination results - the universities and colleges, professional

bodies, commerce and industry, indeed the candidates and their

rarents - need order; they need to be assured that the examin-

ation results flowing from different schools and eiffe:ent

examining boards convey meaningful, and reasonably comparable,

information about pupils' achievements so far, and about their

potentialities for the future.

The main task of the Counoil is therefore to assist in achiev-

ing a new reconoiliation of freedom and order, capable of

regular adjustment as circumstances change."

It will takr, time to achieve this broader aim, says the report.

In fact, the attempt to reform the examination system has not yet

succeeded. Two main reforms are sought: first, a single examination

at age 16, to replace C.S.E. and G.C.E. '01 (Ordinary) level; and

second, a new pattern of 'second' examinations (i.e. after the 'first'

examination at 16), providing an instrument for the seleotion of

candidates for higher education, but covering a wider range of study

and of ability than the present G.C.E. 'A' (Advanced) level. By

contrast with the indirectness of the Council's approach to curricu-

lum development, this is a more positive line. But the Council has

no power, and can work only by discussion and agreement. This was

demonstrated only too clearly in 1970 when proposals for a new exam-

ination structure (the 'Q and F proposals'), resulting from discussion

initiated in November 1966, were rejected, and the whole question was

referred back for further consideration. In 1965, Sir William Alexander

had written:

"There is no question of the Schools Counoil seeking control

over the individual examining boards, nor must there be any

question of the boards seeking to control and direct the work

of the individual schools. The idea that we are verging on a

battle for power must be removed."(3)
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Though the Council is not a battle-ground, it is a meeting-

point for the various bodies, and inevitably there is a certain olash

of interests.

Finance is not obvimqy connected with policy, but the Council'

priorities in development have been influenced by the financial con-

sideratione. The iiitial programme which the Council undertook re-

quired substantial funds. To quote the 1968 Report, 'Soon after ita

establiehment, thp Council realised that it could not do its job

without a considerable increase in the finanoial resources at its

disposal'. Finding adequate funds therefore became a matter of high

priority almost from the start. Ae explained in the previous ohapter,

the rekartment of F'ducation and Science (the name now given to the

Ministry of Education) nad undertaken to pay accommodation and staff-

ing costa and to commit an annual sum for the Council's research and

development work, rising to t100,000 in 1968-69. By the standards of

investment in educational research in 1964 this had seemed a gener-

ous figure, but it did not match the Nuffield Foundation's investment

in its projects and was clearly inadequate to provide for work on the

scale now envisaged. Before the end of its first year, the Council

had begun negotiations for new arrangements for financing its work.

Details of financial negotiations often go unnoticed and un-

recorded. In this case, however, they resulted in a major advance in

policy. The local 'education authorities finally undertook to share

in the cost, matching the total contribution from the Department of

education and Science with an approximately equal amount - 085,000

in 1967-8, rising to 000,000 in 1968-9, giving a total of £1.25

million. (Current financial arrangements are described in Chapter Iv) .

Two of the 'partners' thus finance a council in which the third part-

ner, the teaching profession, has a majority representation. The

decision by central and local authorities to invest in the Council

in this way opened up a new scale of operation. It may not be too

much to say that this decisiorL and the agreement on the Lockwood

Report represent the two major events in the creation of the Council.

As a result, by the end of the first three years, the Council

had already commissioned 61 projects costing, in all, over £2 million.

the total outlay from 1964 to 1971 on 140 different projects and

investigations, ranging in cost from nil to t831,000, amounts to a

total of t4,300,000.
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The period to the end of 1968 may be described as the initial

phase of the Counoil's work, when the main purpose was to build up

a high level of aotivity in curriculum development. The priority

areas had originally been designated as English, preparation for the

raising of the school leaving age, and the sixth form in secondary

school. To these, primary eduoation had been added, and new projects

were started, or taken over from the Nuffield Foundation, in human-

ities, modern languages and technology, to mention only a few of the

most expensive. So much was initiated that it in difficult to dis-

tinguish any olear priorities.

In 1968, the emphasis began to change. Of course, the change

was gradual and even in 1970 new projeots were still being commis-

sioned on a substantial scale. But 1968 is taken ae the beginning

of the end of the first phase, because it was in October of that year

that the Programme Committee held a detailed discussion of priorities.

This Committee had been established as a result of a review of the

constitution, which the Lockwood Report had suggested should be held

after the first three years; it had a majority of teacher members

and took a key position in the Council's organisation, with responsi-

bility for determining policies, priorities and programmes. The

Programt. Committee recommended that the Council should now concen-

trate on consolidating successful work in hand, even if this meant

deferring new projects. For example, as some of the projects were

now nearing completion, it was important to make sure that their

results were fully available to teachers. After all, the criterion

which the Council had resolved to adopt in judging the suitability

of a projeot was its probable value to the teacher in the olassroom.

It was therefore not enough just to develop new materials and new

methods, and publish them, and then to wait for teachers to adopt

them. Nor was it merely a matter of bringing new materials to the

attention of teachers: there was reason to believe that the output

of new ideas from projeots was near the limit of what teachers could

reasonably be expected to absorb. Means had to be found, therefore,

of helping teachers to incorporate the results of development work

into their teaching.

It will be seen that this is an extension of the principle which

was discussed in the first part of this chapter. Curriculum develop-

ment is not achieved by changing syllabuses: one must also change

the teacher who is to teach that syllabus.

Thus, a project might require to be extended to allow the team

to arrange facilities for teachers to receive training in the use of
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the new materials. Provision of this kind was already built into the

development stage, while the project was under way: but there was a

need for an 'after-care' provision when the project was completed and

the project team was disbanded. A difficulty which arises here, how-

ever, is that teacher training is not part of the Sohools Counoil's

jobs training is an area of provision clearly assigned to other insti-

tutions, and to a distinot branch within the adminietration.

This new phase, which might be summarised as the phase of con-

solidation in the Council's development, thus raises important issues

which will be discussed more fully in the final chapter. It is linked

with another of the decisions taken by the Programme Committee: recog-

nition of the need for improved communication with teachers. To the

average teacher, the Counoil appeared as a distant body. Suspicions

still lingered, and public oriticisms at teachers' conferences showed

that teachers were not yet persuaded of the Counoil's purpose. (A

motion expressing 'dissatisfaction' ,iith the working of the Schools

Counoil at the Conference of the Assistant Masters' Assooiation in

December 1970 was carried by 125 votes to 109.) The fact that the

oritioisms were often misinformed only underlined the need for

improving communication. The introduction of Dialogue, a journal

issued free once a term to all sohools in the country, was one of

the steps taken to meet this need.

Already, there are signs of the emergence of a third phase in

the Council's work. Two of the themes which are likely to be of

importance in the years ahead are examinations and the balance and

integration of various subjects in the 'whole curriculum'. Both of

these raise fundamental issues which may require a radically differ-

ent style of approach. Whether the Council has secured the confidence

and trust which will allow it to enter on this third phase is a

question to whioh we shall return in the final chapter.
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Chapter III

STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES

The 1968 Report of the Schools Council inoludes a chapter,

'What is a ourriculum development projeot?' This chapter outlines

the successive stages in a projeot, though it is acknowleAged that

not all projeots would follow this pattern in detail.

1. Investigation - a review of current practice and a

formulation of objectives.

2. Creation of new materials.

3. Experimental trial of these new materials in schools - at

first in only a few schools, later more widely - with

feed-back to refine and improve the new approach.

4. Diffusion - inoluding the organisation of conferences

and courses.

5. Evaluation - inoluding the gathering of suggestions and

oritioisms which may provide the basis for fresh projects.

These are differing emphases, rather than successive stages. Stages

2 and 3, for example, overlap extensively: and in several of the

projeots one of the early appointments to the project team has been

that of the evaluator. The intention is that evaluation should be

integrated into all stages instead of being considered as an indepen-

dent stage after the rest is finished. Thus the evaluator is brought

into the discussion on objectives, the shaping of new materials and

the arrangement of school trials. In this way he is better equipped

to design an appropriate framework for the final evaluation. There

are, however, examples of projeots where evaluation has been done

by an independent team.

In the design of new materials in development projects, atten-

tion is given to the choice of the appropriate media - print, film,

picture, model and so on - and the balance between these different

media. Media specialists are brought into the discussion at an early

stage, and are not asked merely to provide an attractive 'wrapping'
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for a package whose content is already deoided, In this and other

ways, the 'classical' concept of curriculum development as a neat

sequence of stages has been modified, and is seen rather as a

sequence of changing emphases in the course of a projeot.

Thus it is possible to make a distinction between two different

styles of project sponsored by the Council. Early investigations,

particularly those initiated by the Nuffield Foundation, tended to

be on the °olaesical' model, with a small team of experts who had a

fairly olear idea of the changes which were thought necessary and

who provided most of the original ideas themselves, using the trials

in the schools to check and modify these ideas. Later projeots have

tended to draw more widely on teachers' ideas, being started some-

times by forming groups of teachers to discuss current praotice and

objectives, and thus involving much larger numbers of teachers in a

oreative role. This procedure is justified on several grounds: first,

that ideas emerging from actual classroom praotice are more likely

to be praotical; and second, that the activity involved is itself an

important part of curriculum change. Even if the project were not to

proceed beyond this stage, it may be claimed that the stimulus from

discussion and knowledge of differing practices would have a worth-

while effect. This point of view is summarised in the sayings 'The

process is more important than the product.'

There is, however, a danger if this extreme view is accepted

too unoritically. Educational innovation, perhaps more than any other

activity, runs a risk of producing talk rather than action, and a

projeot may readily be bogged down in a plethora of discussion and

committees, which produce lengthy reports and little else. This

applies particularly to discussion of objectives, over which much

labouring to obtain a high level of precision may result only in a

sense of frustration and a loss of the momentum which brought the

discussion groups together. Some of those who have been through this

experience quoted with approval the statement which appears in

92triculum Innovation in Practice (1) to illustrate the English

attitude in contrast to the American:

"I've always thought that to define the aims of education in

general terms is more or less meaningless: to do it more

precisely is downright dangerous."
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One major point in the Council's strategy has been the enoour-

agement of teaohers' centres. The Nuffield Foundation, in its pro -

jecta in mathematics, science and modern languages was instrumental

in bringing teachers together. Local education authorities which

beoame trial areas were required to provide centres where teachers

could meet to discuss experiences, prepare materials and take part

in courses. The &shoOls Counoil continued this polioy of seeing

centros where teachere could meet and work togetner as essential to

its philosophy of curriculum review and development. Through the work

of its projects, conferences and field officers the Counoil have con-

tinued to encourage the development of local groups and centres. The

readiness of local education authorities to provide these centres is

further evidence of the support which the Counoil receives. At the

same time, in many areas teachers' centres have grown from the meet-

ings of groups of teachers already taking place in their localities.

The number of such centres hae increaeed dramatically: few existed

before 1964; by March 1969, there were 270; a year later, over 400;

and now, almost 500. The growth of teachers' centres may eventually

prove to be the most important ingredient in curriculum development.

Insofar as the success of curriculum reform is to be judged by the

involvement of teachers in the process, the existence of these local

centres is clearly a crucial faotor. In 1967 a Council Working Paper

(2) was published urging the establishment of teachers' centres and

suggesting guidelines. In 1969 three national conferenoes were

organised in York, London and Cardiff, to encourage more areas to

establish centres. Liaison with teachers' centres is an important

aspect of the work of the Council's field officers (see Chapter IV).

Though the teachers' centre movement has great potential, it is

important to recognise some of the obstacles facing a new form of

educational institution such so this. The numbers of centres quoted

above can be interpreted in a different way - namely that about half

the centres have been in existence for less than two years, and

consequently they have still to establish settled procedures for

operation, according to the nature of their areas. A detailed analysis

of 214 centres by Garland (3) in 1970 revealed that as many as one

third lacked elementary facilities, some being little more than a

spare classroom in'a school made available for meetings after school

hours. In many other places, an effeotive organisation hae been

established; and in some cases the response from teaohers is des-

cribed as 'overwhelming'. In Garland's sample, attendances averaged

about 100 teachers per week during term at each centre. Reports
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suggest that the response has come from primary school teachers more

than secondary, and from the non-graduate teachers more than the

graduates. Those who teach the established academio subjeots have

their own subjeot assooiations, and a national or regional linkage

on a subjeot basis may be more useful to them than a looal link.

Also, the teachers' centre, like the Schools Counoil itself, is a

new institution, and inevitably has an initial struggle to secure a

territory of operation against established interests already operat-

ing in these areas.

The indications are of a wide diversity of provision. There is

no single agreed pattern. A majority cover the whole area of curricu-

lum, while others were set up to deal with a speoial area or a single

development projeot; others again; which started as speoialised cen-

tres, are widening their scope. In most centres aotivities tend to

be unevenly balanced, if only because eome develop successfully and

others run into the sand. Some centres have full-time wardens,

appointed TO a permanent basis: in others the warden is part-time,

or on a short-term secondment. Some have originated from the initia-

tive of teachers and some are run by committees of teachers; others

tend to operate as the agency of the local education authority. The

provision is clearly inadequate as yet as a basis for a national

network of curriculum review and innovation. The variety results

from the diversity in local circumstances, for only if the centre is

genuinely a local centre - if the teachers see it as 'their centre' -

is it likely to be used effeotively and appropriately. Consequently,

any attempt to impose a national pattern ie likely to be resisted,

and might weaken the strength of the movement at this early stage in

its growth. In the Council's report on The First Three Years, 1964/7,

published in 1968, there was a reference to 'some kind of national

clearing-house for local centres ae they develop, so that each can

know of relevant work going on in others'; but even this exchange of

information has not been developed systematically.

A related form of provision is the resource centre - a central

store from which teachers may draw illustrative material for their

teaching. Some teachers' centres function in this way, but there are

many problems - for example, of storage, indexing and retrieval, and

of the uncertain relationships between school-based centres and

national resource centres and the question of how far centres should

specialise. These are problems which the Council has only just begun

to explore.
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A particular strategy of provision on a regional basis is

illustrated by the North-West Regional Curriculum Development Project

in Manchester. This was instituted towards the end of 1966, when it

was envisaged that it would be the first of five such regional groups.

Manchester was an obvious choice because a collaborative regional

projeot in CSR examining had been in progress since 1963. The start-

ing point was a oollaboration of the university and its satellite

colleges of education (teacher training colleges) with the local

education authorities in the region. This brought together the agen-

cies which provided initial and in-service training, provided a 00-

operative basis for the establishment of teachers' centres, and made

available the expertise and faoilities of the University School of

Education. Perhaps the scheme was too ambitious: in essence, its

objeotive was to provide a continuity of training throughout the whole

of a teacher's career. Aegional centres, co-ordinated by the Schools

Counoil and serving their local teachers' centres, would have provided

a hierarchy of national, regional and local provision for curriculum

development. In 1967, however, the Schools Council was not prepared

to take this step; and though the North-West regional centre was

supported, no other regional centres were set up.

One of the strategies which had been productive in the work of

the Development Group in the Architeots and Building Branch was the

Observation of 'good practice' by teachers in schools. However /good

practice' may be defined, the indentification of imaginative work

and improvisation by teachers offered a promising source of ideas.

Too often good ideas remain unknown outside the classroom or

the school in which the teacher works, because the communication

structure in the educational system does not provide for any extensive

exohange of ideas between teachers. The teachers' centre offers one

means of remedying this weakness, but also, from time to time, the

Schools Council considered ways of identifying and publicising exam-

ples of good teaching practice. Morrell's experience in the Develop-

ment Group in the 19508 and then as Joint Secretary of the Schools

Council was no doubt a factor in this; and it is appropriate that,

as a form of memorial after his death, the Council decided to insti-

tute Morrell Awards - small grants, normally between G25 and Z100,

to give individual teachers facilities for developing ideas which

were considered promising.

Another new strategy recently adopted is the use of the national

television and radio network to provide a stimulus and guide for local

teachers' groups. By arrangement with the British Broadcasting
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Corporation, a series of television and radio programmes, starting

in 1972, will be closely linked to Schools Counoil produots and pub-

lioatione on the problems arising from the raising of the school

leaving age. Previously, the networks had been hesitant to tie their

programmes to any one approach; now it appeared that this approach

might secure a more effective utilisation and a bigor audience for

their programmes. Each programme would be transmitted twice, once in

school hours, to enable teachers to partioipate in school centres or

in teachers' centres. School broadcasting in Britain has been devel-

oped in oloee collaboration with teachers and education authorities

through the Sohool Broadcasting Council; and the tradition of consul -

tatice may help to make this particular form of central co-ordination -

amounting almost to an invasion of the 'forbidden territory' of 'in-

service training - less open to suspicion.

Many of the Council's decisions reflect the resolve that it

should represent All the member interests and should not in any way

appear to be an agent of the central authority. Two recent adminis-

trative changes - in finance and publications - illustrate this point.

Initially, the Department of EducAtion and Soienoe paid directly for

the staffing and accommodation of the Council and made an additional

contribution for research and development projects. As was explained

earlier, when the local education authorities agreed to provide a

substantial sum in addition, this resulted in an expansion of aotivity

In April 1970, a new system of finanoing was introduced, in which

the Department and the local authorities provided equal contributions

towards the total cost, and the Council negotiated its budget with

these bodies as an independent institution. Likewise, the Council's

publications initially were handled by the government publishers,

appearing under the imprint of Her Majesty's Stationery Office in

the same way as publications of the Department. To some, this appeared

too much like the stamp of offioial approval. When the first curricu-

lum project began to develop teaching materials, there was also some

uneasiness among the educational publishers at the appearance of this

rapidly growing cuckoo in the nest. But a solution was found by set-

ting up a Schools Council Publications Company which negotiates con-

tracts with educational publishers for producing both the Council's

reports and teaching materials. Thus the Schools Council imprint is

now quite free from any association with the government publisher.
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Chapter IV

THE ORGANISATION OF TH.14 COUNCIL

The previous chapter aimed to demonstrate how the Counoil has

sought to apply two guiding prinoiples, that teachers should be tha

agents of innovation and not merely spectators of the process of

change, and that the Council should be seen to represent all the

member interests and not to be an agent of central authority. These

same principles are refleoted in the structure of the Council's

committees and ivs staffing. The present structure of committees is

set out in Figure 1, which is taken from the first issue of the

Counoilts newsletter, Dialogue (1).

The Programme Committee, which meets about once a month, holds

a key position in this syste.a. It is the first committee to consider

most matters, and also has the final say (subject to approval of the

Governing Council) after receiving recommendations from other commit-

tees to Which the matters have been referred. The three Steering

Committees, for the primary, early secondary and late secondary

stages (allowing oonsiderable overlap of age) are also powerful

groups* espeoially if they disapprove of a course of action, when

their deoision has almost the power of veto. The Steering Committees

are also the co-ordinating authorities for examinations and do not

need Programme Committee approval for their deoisions on this aspect.

Examinations have a separate sub-system of committees; and the sixteen

subjeot committees are involved both in the routine examination work

and also in discussion of projects and other curriculum activities.

There is a teacher majority on all committees, except the Finance

and Staff Committee and Publications Committee.

The elaborate committee system was laid down in the Lockwood

Report to ensure that the work of the professional staff should, in

tne words of Sir William Alexander (see page25),sbe brought effective-

ly under a representative body in which local authorities and the

teaching profession are in membership: The Council by itself was too

large to exeroise effective control, and so its functions had to be

delegated to a number of smaller groups with more specific remits.
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It would be wrong, however, to describe the arrangement as designed

solely to control; it also provides a means by which the views of

teachers and local education authorities can be brought to bear. If

representatives of these two groups are fully iLvolved in discussions

of the Council's work, two advantages are likely to accrue. First,

the activities undertaken and the deoisiohs made are more likely to

be acceptable to schools and local authorities. In a decentralised

system these agencies have a large measure of independence, and

Unacceptable proposals from the Counoil would just be ignored. But

if a projeot can be shaped appropriately in the planning stage, a

form may be found which is acceptable. Also, the practical experience

Of the representatives is available to help design the project pro-

perly. Second, the produots of the Council's work are more likely to

be taken up by schools and local education authorities if represent-

atives decide priorities from their praotical knowledge of school

problems and needs. The point is well expressed by Owen (2) (formerly

a Joint Secretary of the Counoil):

"The new idea which teachers think is peddled by tht theorist

or enthusiastic, devotee for his own seemingly unintelligible

ends meets with coolness, suspicion and sometimes hostility.

That which teachers make their own, on the other hand, quickly

puts out strong roots and equally quickly flourishes in a

variety of ways which go well beyond their originator's

conception." (page 63)

" ... To promote a sense of relevance amongst serving

teachers requires -

that any experimental work should be carried out with regular

teachers in ordinary teachers' centres; otherwise

credibility is lost;

that experiment should start where the teachers now are in

their thinking rather than where we might hope that they

should be;

that no major claim is made for any experiment ahead of time:

the modest small scale idea which is limited in the duration

of the work required is more likely to attract support fr:m

the teachers than what is largo, nebulous and timeless."

(page 66)

Nevertheless, the structure is cumbersome. To quote one observer

(3)1 'The Schools Council struggles with a committee structure which
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should never have left the pages of a constitutional lawyer's text-

book.' It is also expensive in time and money. The number of commit-

tee meetings each year in the Council's headquarters is between 400

and 500; some 400 papers each year are prepared on speoial topics

(exclusive of minutes, agenda, etc.) for these committees; three

executive officers and six clerical officers handle arrangements for

meetings; and committee travel and subsistence costs amount to about

X21,000 per year.

Some idea of how the committees funotion may be given by Figure

2, which outlines the procedure for a development project from init-

iation to publication.

The meetings of committees are timetabled to enable the process

of approval, from round 1 to round 2, to be passed in about one month

(though it is exceptional for a proposal to pass through so quickly),

and during this month the proposal will be considered from a variety

of aspects (and, by some members, on a variety of occasions), from

the specific one of the subject concerned (in the Subject Committee)

to the general desirability in the light of the Council's priorities

and available funds (in the Programme Committee).

There are other problems which may in the long run be more

serious than the complexity of the organisation. How can representa-

tives acquire the necessary range of background experience to deoide

priorities? How can busy teachers and administrators handle the

volume of information which the Council generates? ('Two pounds of

paper received two days before a meeting.') These problems arise in

almost every organisation which is governed by committees. In local

government and other similar bodies, committee members are non-

professional but are given the bases for decisions by the professional

staff. Since the members are elected and answerable to their constit-

uents, this is a means by which the public interest is brought to

bear, and operates to control the professional staff. The position

of Schools Council members is not quite like this. The School's

Council members are answerable to their 'constituents' not directly

but through the representative bodies which nominate them - teachers'

associations, county council and education committee associations,

and so on. Inevitably, complaints of the intrusion of 'teacher

politics' are voiced from time to time. The very strong representation

of the National Union of Teachers (which, because of its large mem-

bership, has considerably more representatives than any other body)

puts it in a powerful position, particularly if the representatives

should wish to act together. No one group has sufficient representa-

tion to persuade the Council to move in a direction which all other
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Figure 2

A CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT: AN EXAMPLE OF PROCEDURE

SOURCE (Council sfeff

((Walling potty

( Individual or Consultation with Project
(University or College Officer, Research team, or

Joint Secreteries

Fotmulation of ' Round I proposal'

Programme Committee Round I

I I
APPROVAL. Subject Committee Reject

Steering Committee

Programme Committee Round 2

Approve Reiect

DEVELOPMENT Grant to grout holder, appoint Director
WORK Appoint Consultative Committee

Appo'n1 Stoll
Planning, in consultation with Project Officer
Approoch to trio) schools, in consultation with Council

TEACHING MATERIALS REPORT AND/OR EVALUATION

Prepreetion
i

of Materiels
Training Courses
Pilot/Main Trials
Revision I

Programme Committee

Material approved by Decision not to publish Publicotion Decision not to publish :
Consultative Committee (Council retoins copyright) Approved right to publish

notmally reverts to outhor

Subject Committee

Steering Colomittee

Publications Committee

Publication
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groups resisted; but it would be possible for an organised group to

operate negatively, and the Council is particularly vulnerable in

this respect. Consequently, it dare not fall out with its masters.

The only alternative to this system, however, would appear to be to

give more responsibility to the Council staff: the question then

would te, 'To whom are they answerable?' The committee system has

to be understood as en attempt to build a democratic sharing of

responsibility into the procedure of curriculum development.

The Council's staffing establishment for the year 1971-72 is

approximately 140 in all: about 40 senior staff and 100 executive

and clerical staff. Almost all these are attached to the Counoil on

secondment for periods averaging about three years. The only perman-

ent appointments are certain professional specialists, for example,

in publioltions and information, and the resources and media adviser.

Of the senior staff, 6 are seconded from the Department of &location

and Science, 6 from Her Majesty's Inspectorate, 14 from local educa-

tion authorities, schools or colleges of education, and 7 from uni-

versities; 4 have been recruited from outside the educational system.

The supporting staff is composed of 30 executive officers, 25 oleri-

cal officers, 24 secretaries, typists and clerical assistants, and

20 others on special or other duties.

The Lockwood Committee had recommended strongly against a per-

manent seorotariat and study team organisation, and this principle

has not been challenged. The arrangement is justified on three

grounds: to ensure that the staff do not become isolated from the

rest of the educational system; to prevent the emergence of a pro-

fessional core which might exert too much influence; and to feed

back into the educational system personnel who have an understanding

of Schools Council work. It has the advantage that the Council can

thus recruit, if only for a limited period, some of the most able

staff from other branches of the system and gain from their varied

experience. These other branches would not readily part with their

best people except on the basis of secondment; and, since the staff

do not seek promotion within the Council's work, the problem of a

career structure in the limited field of research and development

does not arise. Nevertheless, the arrangement has obvious disadvan-

tages in lack of continuity and loss of the expertise acquired in

the course of the work.

The senior staff comprise the Joint Secretaries, the Research

Team, the Project Officers, Information and Publishing Staff,

educational Advisers and Administrative Officers with special responsi-

bility, together with the Field Officers.
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There are three Joint Seoretaries. Initially, two were appointed,

one from the Inspeotorate and one from the Department of Education

and Soiencel but when the looal education authorities took a share

of finance, a third Joint Secretary was appointed. This troika is

an illogical arrangement, since Council staff are not in any sense

representative of the interests of the bodies from which they have

been seconded. It is a means of limiting the authority of the seore-

tariat, on the grounds that the Counoil's strength must come from

teacher partioipation or it will fail in its deolared purpose. As

was explained in Chapter I, there was a joint seoretariat in the

Development Group of the Arohitects and Building Branch, and in the

Curriculum Study Group, the intention being to bring together pro-

fessional and administrative skills in the control of the unit. This

model is no longer appropriate to the very different atruoture of

the Schools Counoil. In 1967 and 1968, when the review of the consti-

tution was being made, the Joint Seoretaries recommended that they

should be replaced by a single Direotor, but the proposal was firmly

rejeoted by the Governing Council.

The Research Team at present comprises the Director and a staff

of four, and may soon be enlarged to undertake an expansion of

research on examinations. The Director is part-time, being also

Professor of Curriculum Research and Development in the University

of Reading. The boundary between research and development is deliber-

ately not drawn too sharply, but the research function is intended

primarily as a background to development work and not as en aotivity

for its own sake. Consequently, the investigations which :;:t undertakes

are usually short-term and have a clearly defined objeot. Much of the

work of this group is advisory advising the Counoil's committees on

research needs, helping in the design of projeots, on the seleotion

of personnel to carry out projects, and in maintaining contact with

projects in the course of their work. In particular, they advise on

existing research findings relevant to projects in hand or under con-

sideration (often an impossibly demanding task for a small team deal-

ing'with the whole area of the curriculum), and help to assess the

potentiality and limitations of research proposed. Tney also serve

an important liaison function, being a main means of contaot with

universities and colleges.

Curriculum development work is the special concern of four

Project Officers, each of whom heads a small development team. Their

function is best explained by following a proposal through the whole

course from the initial idea to the final report (see Figure 2). At
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the initial stage the Projeot Officer (Or another member of senior

staff acting in this role) will discuss a suggestion with those who

might eventually undertake the work. The suggestion may have been

submitted to the Schools Council, or may have been discussed in a

committee, or may have originated from a member of Council staff. If

the idea seems worthwhile, the Project Officer will then see to the

preparation of a more precise design, will prepare the appropriate

papers for committees, bearing in mind the general lines of Counoil

policy - all this in consultation with whoever may be invited to do

the work - and he will see the proposal through the various committee

stages. One of his most important tasks is the costing of the project,

a skill which few would-be innovators possess or even appreoiate

adequately. If the proposal is approved, the Project Officer will

help the project director with detailed planning, will assist in

suggesting suitable persons for the advisory committee which is to

be associated with the project, and will often be present at the

appointment of the project team. Throughout the project he will

maintain contact with the work, providing a two-way channel of inform-

ation - informing the Council of progress and introduoing the projeot

team to the Council's resources and advice where appropriate. In the

preparation of materials, for example, the media adviser will be

brought in The assistance of the Publications Section may also be

involved at the report stage, especially in ensuring that the form

and style of the report is likely to be suitable for the teachers to

whom it is directed. Even at this final stage, he may still be in-

volved in assisting with arrangements for 'after-care', that is, in

seeing that there will be persons able to give training in the use

of the materials resulting from the project after the project team

has been disbanded.

Relatively little has been said about the examinations aspect

of the Council's work. A group of senior staff provide a key service

to the examination committees, organising and processing the formid-

able volume of business which comes before them, approving syllabuses,

scrutinising papers, consulting with examination boards, in a demand-

ing timetable of meetings. For example, in one period from September

1967 to December 1968 (and the volume of work has not diminished since

then), the subject committees and their 'A' level sub-sommittees met

on 112 occasions, considered 233 papers referred to them, were in-

volved in preparing 142 papers relevant to their specialist interests,

and drafted 5 documents for publication. This work, though difficult

to describe concisely because of its variety, has a more immediate
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and direot influence than any other part of the Council's cork on

the teaching in secondary schools. The work is by no means all rou-

tine. There has been a sustained effort, in which Counoil members

and staff have worked olosely together, to reform the structure of

secondary school examining. Almost all parties involved agree on the

need for reform, but agreement on the precise nature of the reform

has not yet been achieved.

Among the speoialist staff, mention has already been made of

the Resources and Media Adviser. This is a relatively new appointment,

with three main areas of operation: assistance to projeots, liaison

with media specialists (see Chapter III) and exploration of the problem

of resouroe centres. The Publishing Manager also provides assistance

to projeots, on the preparation of both teaching materials and reports,

but also maintains very necessary links with the publishing industry.

In the year April 1969 to March 1970, seventeen new publications and

two new editions (apart from research and teaching materials from

projeots) were issued - an indication of the volume of work. The

Information Officer heads a section comprising a press officer, an

exhibitions officer, a print officer, a librarian and a project

information officer, whose essential function is to ensure that

teachers know about the products of the Council's work. It is too

easy to assume that curriculum development is concerned only with

the development of new materials and methods; but if its success is

judged by the extent to which these are adopted by teachers, the

Information Service has a oruoial role - and a formidable task. The

publication of the newsletter, Dialogue (see Chapter V), is one

important part of its work.

The Council also has one group of staff who work in regional

areas throughout the country, a team of ten Field Officers, with a

co-ordinator in the Council headquarters who also works in the field.

Their main responsibilities are communication and liaison, and each

is assigned to, and lives in, a region of England and Wales; one has,

in addition, a speoial responsibility for liaison with Colleges of

Education. They provide a direct contact with teachers in schools

and with local education authority officials, acting as Schools

Council representatives, informed about development work in progress

but not personally involved in any one project. They also have an

assignment to identify, observe and record examples of 'good practice'

in the schools they visit, thus providing a source of information

which links the Council staff more closely with the schools. In par-

ticular, their purpose is to stimulate and aid local development work,

and much of this is done through liaison with teachers' centres.
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Field Officers, like other staff, are seconded - seven are head-

masters or senior teachers, two are college lecturers and One a local

inspector - and their interest in curriculum development does not end

when they return to their permahent posts. Their number, however,

(though increased within the past year from six to ten) is inadequate

for the areas they cover, and their influence is inevitably limited.

Mention has already been made of the sources of the Council's

funds - half from local education authorities, half from the Depart-

ment of Education and Science - And how this arrangement developed

from the original provision (see Chapter II).Budgeting is done on a

three-year 'rolling' basis, and estimated expenditure (in £000'a) at

1st October 1970 for the period 1970-73 is

Year 1970/1 1971/2 1972/3

Research and development 749 690 795

Staff and service 540 568 604

Total expenditure 1289 1258 1399

Since estimates have to be agreed with the 'paymasters' - firm

estimates (that is, with commitment) for the year immediately ahead,

and provisional estimates for the year beyond - there is inevitably

an element of control by the authorities and the department. But the

initiative in preparing estimates, and decisions on how the funds are

used, rest with the Council. Research and development projects are

costed over the whole period for which they are planned. Most of

these a..e three-year projects, usually starting in the middle of a

financial year, and the expected pattern of expenditure (in percen-

tage over a part year, two full years and a final part year) is 10,

30, 35, 25. Expenditure of staff and services includes the following

items (figures in £000's for the year 1970/1): salaries 279, rent

and rates 113, travel 39, publications 22, newsletter 20, information

services 14.

Decisions on development programmes are made on the basis of

the quality of the proposals, and there is no intention that condo

should be spread evenly across subjects or age-groups, or in any

fixed proportion, nor even that amounts spent should reflect in any

way the importance of any one area or age. The total sum involved in

Schools Council projects started between 1964 and 1971, is £4,316,000,

though not all this has yet been spent. This includes commitments

(figures in £000's) to languages 966, humanities 620, soience 585,
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English 516, mathematics 368, inter-related studies 355 and.examin-

ations 425.

The procedure for financing a specific programme is set out in

detail in a Council handbook (4). A grant is paid to an institution,

the 'grant-holder', which administers the grant, thus giving the

projeot team a genuine independence within the framework of the

conditions specified.
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Chapter V

ataTIVITIEU

It is difficult to seleot typioal examples of the aotivities

of the Schools Counoil because there is such a wide variety among

the 140 projects and investigations which the Counoil has initiated

since 1964. For example, the Modern Languages Projeot at York

University, to develop language teaohing materials in French, German,

Spanish and Russian for pupils between 13 and 16, will coat 0831,000

by 1974. In contrast, a team teaching project in a Bristol comprehen-

sive sohool involves the secondment of one teacher for fifteen months

and the provision of seoretarial assistance. The preparation of

Curriculum Bulletin 1, Whematics in Primary Schools (which has sold

over a quarter of a million copiers), was largely the work of one

person. Projeot Technology, costing £260,000, has developed teaohing

materials to help school pupils understand the importance and rele-

vance of technology and to develop their creative abilities in apply-

ing soientifio knowledge to practical problems. Children as Readers,

a project at Bristol University in collaboration with the National

Assooiation for the Teaching of English, is an examination by groups

of teachers into the part which literature can play in the curriculum.

The Humanities Curriculum Project, originally at a London College of

Education and now at the University of East Anglia, orosses the

traditional eubjeot boundaries: it has been concerned with preparing

materials and developing strategies for teaching controversial human

issues (such as War and Society, Relations between the Sexes, Poverty)

to pupils of average and below average ability between 14 and 16.

Two contrasting projects will be described in detail. The first

is Science 5/13, which was a continuation of a programme initiated

by the Nuffield Foundation. It follows a 'traditional' pattern of

curriculum developMent aimed to produce teaching materials for the

age range 5 to 13. Its trial materials are already in use in schools,

and the project is nearing completion. The second, The Middle Years

of Schooling, is an example of a more recent type of project, in that

it is concerned with the whole curriculum for children in the later

years of primary school and the first years of secondary sohoolingt



it aims to promote discussion and contaot among teaohers in Order

to olarify issues and produce ideas, and has completed the first

stage of its work.

Soience 5/11

The Nuffield Junior Soience Teaohing Projeot started in 1964

with a team of eight workers seconded from sohools and colleges. In

1965 trials of their materials began in schools drawn from twelve

pilot areas set up by the Sohools Counoil. Interest was so great

that in 1966 forty other areas were added. The project ended in

1966; but from 1967 the Sohools Counoil, in collaboration with the

Nuffield Foundation and the Scottish Education Department, sponsored

a five-year continuation projeot, with the title Science 5/13. The

prinoipal aim of this projeot was not just to continue the previous

develo.nent work, but to relate topics or areas of science to 'a

framework of concepts appropriate to the ages of the pupils', in

order to eater for children of different abilities and from different

backgrounds, and to provide help for primary sohool teachers and the

colleges of education which train these teachers.

In April 1967 Len Ennever, the projeot director, left the

Inspectorate to set up the new project; and in the course of the next

two years a team of six full-time staff and three office staff was

formed, inoluang Wynne Harlen,appointed as evaluator. Their first

task was to deoide what they wanted the projeot to achieve; and

working groups of teachers were formed to discuss objectives. The

evaluator was involved in the discussion even at this initial stage.

A check list of objectives was produoad, intended to be used as a

guide to be kept in mind and not as a limiting restriotion on develop-

ment: hence the title, With Obiectives in Kind. In thin statement

the team used Piaget's stages as a framework for apeoifying objeotivee

Stage 1 : transition from intuitive thinking to thinking with

the aid of concrete operations;

Stage 2 : when thinking with concrete aids is powerfully

applied;

Stage 3 : when this kind of thinking is being supplemented

by hypotheses, and thinking is related to abstract

ideas.

Objectives were formulated within this framework, in order to help

teachers see the curriculum as a steady progression, and to help
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prepare children in the later primary years for the transition to

secondary school.

Materials were prepared as 'units' - specific eubjeot-areae

within the children's experience: Trees, Metals, Time, Structures

and Forces, Minibeasts (micro-organisms), Coloured Things, and so

on. Ideas for these were obtained with the help of teachers, and of

their pupils. For example, in 'Coloured Things', a rough outline of

the proposed unit was given to groups of teachers, and (to quote)

'within a month, the teachers returned with armfuls of materials

from their pupils'. Many changes, of course, were needed subsequently,

when the materials were tested in the trial schools. Additional

supporting material was gathered as background information for teaoh-

ers, and this was published separately. A set of materials of a

different kind was also issued - for the use of teachers and tutors

in colleges - to explain the project and the use of its produots:

it consisted of work cards, recorded tape, an 8 mm. film-loop showing

children at work on the materials, case studies, and a guide and notes.

A series of Newsletters was begun, and these are circulated to all

the participating schools: 40,000 copies of Newsletter 2 have been

printed. Nineteen local education authority areas (involving 430

schools) are pilot areas in which the materials are evaluated, but

the materials are in fact being used in 141 areas (out of 146 in

e,ngland and Wales).

evaluation of the units has gone on throughout the process of

development. Newsletter 2 contains a diagram (Figure 3) which sum-

marises the evaluation procedures.

The tests for children included both cognitive and affective

items, and were based on film loops (to reduce the influence of

differences in reading ability) for group testing. In each local

authority area, pairs of schools had been designated by random allo-

cation as trial and control schools. The evaluation of the material

by teachers was done by filling in a booklet of questions: it is

evidence of teachers' goodwill that out of 80 trial schools in a

recent evaluation check, only three failed co-operate fully (and

one of these was due to a postal failure). The scale of this evalua-

tion can be indicated by the number of children's booklets used -

24,000 in one set of testing. :,ophisticated techniques, including

computer analysis, have been used, and have identified patterns of

teaching and conditions of work which are associated with growth of

interest in science. This strategy of concurrent or on-going evalu-

ation has the advantage that units are evaluated while there is still
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time to alter them. On this view, the evaluator is most effeotive

if he is neither too closoly involved with the team nor separated

from them by too wide a gulf.

In addition to the actual publication of the materials, their

diffusion is helped by information on strategy and progress, given

in the Newsletters which have been mentioned, and by courses for

teachers, in all parts of the country, by designated persons on a

regional basis. One member of the central team has a speoial responsi-

bility for cOntaots with colleges of education.

The task, as the project team see it, is not just to provide

good materials for science teaching. By emphasising objectives, and

placing these in a framework of development stages, by working through

teachers' centres, and espeoially by involving teachers in the devel-

opment work at all stages of the process, the intention is to develop

ideas and methods of approach and to encourage teachers to think

critically about their teaohing.

The Middle Years of Schooling

In the University of Lancaster thus are at present three

Schools Council projeots, which themselves illustrate the variety

of the Council's aotivities. One is a small-scale examinations study,

using G.C.E. 'A' level soripts to evaluate a Chemistry syllabus. The

second Aims 'to carry out research and develop materials relevant to

the construotion of a satisfying programme of religious education in

secondary schools, acceptable to people of differing conviotions ...I

The third is entitled 'The Whole Curriculum of the Middle Years of

Schooling', and might be desoribed as a 'think-tanks study to consider

how the curriculum from 9 to 13 might best be planned, taking account

of differences between schools in their resources, objectives, environ-

ment and organisation.

The origin of the Middle Years Project can be traced to a Schools

Council conference in Warwick in 1967, which discussed the idea of the

middle school, a stage between the first school and the secondary

school. The Plowden Report on primary education had commended the idea:

the question was - and still is - what kind of school should this be?

In October 1967, after the conference, a submission for a project on

this topic was made by Professor Alec Ross of Lancaster. The initial

version of this proposal spoke of aiming to 'develop a curricular

theory' for the age-range concerned, from 9 to 13. Later, in consult-

ation with one of the Joint Secretaries and Council staff, the emphasis

on theoretical aspects was reduced, and a survey of 'good practice' was
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proposed, followed by an effort to develop, in conjunotion with

praotising teaohere, a scheme of interdisoiplinary studies. After

further discussion, the project was approved in March 1968, at a

cost of 434,380 (subsequently increased to 439,560) over the period

1968-72. The desoription of the projeot in the 1969/70 AnLual Report

les

"An investigation into the approaches to learning best suited

to the needs of children in the middle years of schooling,

bearing in minds the need to ease the transition from primary

to secondary schooling; the opportunities provided by the

newly-established middle schools; the experience already gained

with inter-disciplinary studies in junior and secondary aohools;

changing views about the content of the currioulum."

A senior projeot officer, Arthur Razzell, was appointed to

start the project at the beginning of 1969. The first stage involved

consulting a'wide variety of experienced persons to identify examples

of what they considered good praotioe in the teaching of children in

these middle years. This was followed by the issue of a series of

'work sheets' - list of questions for discussion - to teachers'

centres. For example, five such sheets were on the topics: primary -

secondary transfer; ourriculum method and content; ourrioulum prior-

ities; the deployment of teachers; and timetables. On transfer from

primary to secondary sohool, the questions ircludeds

1. What kinds of problem over transfer exist in your area?

2. To what extent have there been developments between

schools designed to overcome them?

3. What advantages would derive from oloser co-operation

between primary and secondary teachers?

Although many of the teachers' centres had only recently been

set up, there was a ready response from no less than 240 centres.

In all, some 3,000 teachers were involved in discussion groups.

Detailed reports from 82 districts, involving 1,300 teachers,

provided the basis of a first preliminary report. The merit of this

report was that it treated the issues in the way the teachers saw

them, and thus direoted the project on lines which would have meaning

for teachers. But the exercise was seen also as a means of promoting

contact and collaboration between primary and secondary school

teachers; and it demonstrated that given an appropriate framework,
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they could work together and profit from discussion and a °haring

of experience.

The next stage of investigation involves visiting schools to

Observe different solutions to these problems in the wide variety of

conditions teachers rave to deal with. Though the project will not

attempt to make evaluative judgments and will not set up experiments,

it will accumulate a store of ideas, and will attempt to establish

guiding principles. Schools which have attempted to integrate studies

have adopted different arrangements and different timetables, appro-

priate to their own staffing and accommodation and objectives. A

study of the various solutions which have proved successful or

unsuccessful will provide an indication of which options are open

in planning an integrated curriculum for the middle years of schooling.

In this project also - though it is very different in its remit

from Science 5/13 - the strategy has been to secure maximum teacher

involvement from the start. In this respect, both projeots express

clearly the Sonools Council philosophy which was outlined in the

previous chapters.

Other activities

These are only two examples among many. Other projects and

activities are summarised in the Council's Annual Reports, and com-

pleted work is desoribed in Council publications. Descriptive pamph-

lets and newsletters are also available for many of the projects in

progress. A short desoription of two different projects, chosen as

examples of the Council's work, is to be fount in Wrigley's aocount

(1) of the Schools Council in Educational Research in Britain. 2.

The Council's activities in examinations have already been men-

tioned. In the decentralised English educational system, examinations

have exercised a powerful influence on ths curriculum in secondary

schools. They are a serious constraint on innovation: as Wrigley

points out, "We will never be able to change the curriculum imagin-

atively if we are constrained by an outmoded examination system".

Consequently, the linking of curriculum development and examinations

in the work, .old also in the title, of the Schools Council for

Curriculum and Examinations, was an important step.

Three levels of activity can be distinguished; review, research

and policy. Subject committees are responsible for oversight of G.C.E.

examinations within their areas, and all new or revised 'A' level

syllabuses come to the Council for approval. Fourteen 'A' level sub-

committees review these proposals and report through the subject



committees. In the two years 1968-70, 84 syllabuses were considered

and 64 were approved. The sub-committees also carry out annual

sorutiny of papers, examiners' reports and a seleotion of soripts

(1,200 in 1969-70). '0' level syllabuffes may also be considered, for

comment only. As each G.0.E, board is represented on these sub-

committees, they constitute a national forum in which the Council's

member interests - including the teachers - are also represented.

Much of the work conneoted with C.S.B. examinations (and G.O.E.

also) comes into the category of researoh, for the problems of com-

parability and monitoring are technically complex. The Council has

made grants for this purpose, and for other aspeots of examination

research, to the National Foundation for Educational Research, to

universities and also to examination boards. There is clearly a need

for a wider range of research on examinations, including feasibility

studies to test new strategies and new grading systems, and for this

purpose the Council's own researoh team is being expanded.

At the policy level, extensive discussion has made litble pro-

gress so far. The Council is seeking an agreed basis for a single

examination at age 16 (in place of C.S.E. and G.C.E. '0' level). At

the 'second examination' stage, the Schools Council and the Standing

Conference on University Entrance agreed in 1966 on three main

objectives:

" a) that the prospective increase in size and academic range

of sixth form populations makes curricular reform neces-

sary to meet the various needs of sixth formers,

b) that it is desirable to reduce speoialieation and broaden

the scope of study in the sixth form,

c) that it is desirable that a pupil's choice of subjects

for study in the sixth form and the university, insofar

as it narrows his career opportunities, should be made

as late as possible in his school career."

It was not until the end of 1969 that a set of recommendations were

agreed in the working parties. The proposals (which came to be known

as the 'Q and F' proposals) were, however, referred back in 1970.

Clearly, this is an area where interests are deeply involved and are

often in conflict. The Council at least provides a means of consulta-

tion: the problem is how to bring the general wish for reform into

focus.
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A different area of Council activity ie concerned with oommuni-

cation and diffusion of the produots of development work. The growing

importance of this is refleoted in the provision, outlined in the

previous chapter, of an expanded information service. The full list

Of the Counoil's publications covers five oloeely printed pages of

the Annual Report. The volume and variety of these is almost over -

whelming; and as the number of publications inoreased, the need for

a more direct and simpler form of information to schools became olear.

In September 1968 the first issue of the newsletter Dialoaue, was

distributed free to schools and teachers' Centres throughout the

country. Dialogue is a brightly-coloured, well-illustrated, 16-page

dewsletter,issued once a term, containing artioles, comments and

views on the work of the Schools Council, its projects and publica-

tions. It costs approximately 420,000 a year to produce 200,000

copies. The Correot level of content - neither too superficial for

those interested and involved, nor too technical for the general

reader - ie difficult to strike, but it is probably the main channel

by the Council informs teachers of its activities and objectives.

The information service is not the only section concerned with

communication with teachers: Council and project staff share this

responsibility, and the Field Officers have a speoial role to play

(see Chapter IV).0ther channels of diffusion are used: press releases,

exhibitions and lectures or addresses by the Chairman, the Joint

Seoretaries and other members of staff to national conferences,

specialist associations and teachers' groups. The radio and tele-

vision programmes scheduled for 1972 (see Chapter III) will introduce

a new medium for communication with teachers. Speoial conferences

on selected themes have also been arranged: thus, in 1970, conferences

to which members of local education authorities were invited were

concerned with the establishment of teachers' cent:ls, and these will

be followed up in 1971 and 1972 by a series of regional conferences

for teachers and wardens.

In spite of all this, diffusion is still far from adequate.

Though few teachers now ask that is the Schools Council?' there is

little awareness of its policy and objectives - or of its problems.

One priority accepted by the Programme Committee in 1970 was better

liaison with colleges of education: the appointment of an additional

field officer with this task was one immediate result. The students

in the colleges will soon be teachers in the schools, and liaison

with college staffs offers one of the most effeotive means of communi-

cation. In the long run, of course, the most important form of
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communication will be the diffusion of the actual products of the

development work, and already these are beginning to be available.
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Chapter VI

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Any aeseasment of the contribution whioh the Sohoole Counoil

has made must start by acknowledging the volume of activity and

critical thought which it has generated. It has provided a means by

which over £1 million a year is direoted into curriculum research

and development, with safeguards to ensure that this money is spent

in activities which are practical and relevant to the needs of the

schools. The sum is not excessive in comparison with the £2,000 million

expenditure on the whole educational system. In A relatively

short time the Council has not only set up a large number of pro-

jects in the areas of the curriculum where there was an obvious need

for reform, but also it has established a procedure of teacher

involvement in the process of reform, and this has a more important

long-term implication. In the short term, other strategies may be

more effective. In Scotland, for example, new syllabuses in Mathe-

matics and Physics, drafted by committees convened by the central

authority, and adopted nationally as a basis for secondary school

examinations, have been incorporated more rapidly into the school

system. Similarly, 'packages' - teachers' kits, ready-made with

accompanying instructions - offer a tempting reoipe for instant

reform. But if it is to be lasting, curriculum development involves

changing the attitudes and outlook of teachers as well as changing

the syllabus, and in the long run it is the change in the teachers

which is the more important. (In a cartoon in The Teacher, one pupil

asks another: 'Which do you learn more from, teachers or facilities ?')

One criterion commonly suggested for evaluating the achievements

of the Schools Council is whether they have resulted in changes in

what happens in the classroom. This is a sensible, down-to-earth

requirement, but it has its limitatiorn one must consider also the

quality of the ohange and the potential for continuing development.

Assessment of this kind is harder to make. The changes are also

harder to achieve, for they depend on other institutions in which

the Schools Council has no direot influence. Provision of teachers'

centres, for example, is a key element in securing a high level of
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teaoher partioipation, and this provision, and also provision of the

faoilities necessary to enable them to work effeotively, are the

responsibility of looal education authorities. In-service training

is also an essential element in following up the pioneering work of

project teams. The Counoil is limited to training which is direotly

linked with development work or the provision of 'after -care' to

cover the period immediately following the conclusion of a projeot.

As there is already a certain rivalry between the local eduoation

authorities and the colleges and universities over the question of

who should have the main responsibility for in-service training, the

emergence of the Schools Council as an additional competitor would

be unwelcome. Thus the Counoil must operate through the established

agenoies, if its efforts are not to be dispersed too widely. Initial

training also is an important point at which to influence the teacher,

and muoh oloser links with the training authorities are needed if the

Council is to achieve its broader aims. A recent Article in Education

(1) gives a warning:

"The teaohing world needs to be made aotively aware of what has

been and what is happening. Unless this is done, projeots will

lack follow-up, enthusiasms will wane and school curricula,

instead of being a "development Area", will resemble a cemetery

With tombstones reading "Project X 1967-70", "Projeot Y 1969-72"

RIP."

Teachers' centres,in-service training and initial training con-

stitute an area where there is a conflict of interests not unlike

that which occurred at the formation of the Counoil. A similar procee

of negotiation may be necessary to establish a clearer definition of

responsibilities.

The article quoted above complains that there has been too great

a multiplioity of diverse projects, and argues for a more coherent

policy from the Schools Council. This is a familiar critioism, which

the Council itself has acknowledged by initiating projects to study

the balance of studies in the 'whole curriculum'. One of these,

covering the age range 9-13, has been desoribed in Chapter V; a

Working Party on the Whole Curriculum 13-16 has also been set up.

The flood of publications, however, putting forward new ideas, new

materials and new patterns of integration of subjects, has been over-

whelming, and has raised the question of whether the rate of innova-

tion is greater than the system can absorb. (The cry of 'too much

innovation', understandable from overburdened teachers, is seldom
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the complaint wnioh pupils make about their school experience.) The

deolared polioy of the Council is to inorease the range of choice

for teachers, but this is not always clearly understood and there

is an obvious risk of confusion. The task of diffusion,whioh the

Council has recognised as important at this stage, is therefore not

simply a matter of effective publicity and hard 'selling' but

involves educating the profession in making appropriate choices and

providing better facilities for consultation and discussion among

teachers.

This point again illustrates how readily curriculum development

spreads to involve changes throughout the system, far beyond the

content of syllabuses. Indeed it may be argued that its true value

is achieved only if it leads to changes in relationships within the

whole educational system. In Chapter I the emergence of innovatory

institutions in many countries was explained as a response to social

and economio pressures: the Schools Counoil 'grew out of a recog-

nition ... that co-operative machinery was needed to organise a more

rapid, and more effective, response to these changes'. But establish-

ing an institution does not itself solve the problem of change: it

merely sets up the co-operative machinery. Who is responsible for

seeing that the necessary changes come about? The Council operates

within the restraints of the established relationship of authority

in the educational system, and has only the power of persuasion. In

this sense, its establishment was 'an assertion of orthodoxy'(2),

though it has been criticised, alternately, as being composed of

'power hungry' men, and as being 'humble' and 'excessively defensive'.

Its position is vulnerable, in that it is dependent on other insti-

tutions for implementing its work. Consolidation of links with the

other parts of the system on which it is dependent is therefore an

urgent priority, and to achieve this, it has still to win their full

confidence and trust.

It would hardly seem that they need fear its power. The danger

is rather that they may not value its contribution. The more frequent

oriticisms now are that its organisation is cumbersome and slow, that

it is a talking shop, that its publications are too general and that

it is unable to take the positive action necessary for leadership.

Certainly the committee network, the divided secretariat and the

policy of staffing by short-term secondment, provide effective con-

straints on the staff. The historical reasons for this were set out

in Chapter I, and, more important, the justification of this policy

was explained in Chapter II in the quotations from Caston's 1970
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apeeoh. Moreover, the critioisms are sometimes off the mark, The

timetable of committees does make it possible for a proposal to go

from Round 1 (submission) to Round 2 (acceptance) within one month,

On the other hand, delays do occurs the setting up of the Working

Party on the Whole Curriculum 13-16 was approved in prinoiple in

June 1970, but the final composition of the group was not agreed

until February 1971,

The oritioism is put more pointedly by Manzer (2)1

"Advance and adaptation with the agreement of all important

interests concerned is comfortable, but it is also notoriously

slow. In a time demanding fairly quick responses to changing

situations, where polioy decisions must be renewed muoh more

rapidly than previously, it is likely to be highly frustrating

and costly as well, The oriticism of the Sohools Counoil

refleots both the frustration of those wanting more rapid change

and the discontent of those concerned to protect traditional

values and prerogatives." (page 97)

The constraints on the staff are similar to those which apply

in local authority administration and in the Civil Service, and

consequently they are not challenged nor, it would appear, even

resented. The relative freedom of the projeot teams, insulated from

the committees by the projeot officers, is in sharp contrast. Perhaps

this is just the correct mixture of freedom and constraint, The

recruitment of Council staff by short-term secondment, though a use-

ful solution to the absence of a career structure in educational

research in Britain, also has a disadvantage, in that the staff may

lack experience or status in meeting with those in other seotors of

the educational service. This is a problem also for the project teams,

whose staffs are recruited for short-term periods: they are expeoted

to have expert knowledge in their chosen field, but must often lack

the experience of a career specialist from college or university,

The solution advocated by Brown (1), that 'the various overall pro-

grammes might well be given more permanent existence in recognised

centres', is not one likely to win acceptance from the Schools

Council as it is presently minded.

There is a different way in which the Council's position may be

vulnerable. Three member interests hold a controlling power. The

first two, the Department of Education and Science and the local

ed",:cation authorities, provide it with its finance. The third, the
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teachers, constitute a majority on its committees. To whom are the

teacher representatives accountable? Their immediate accountability

is to the union or ab4ociation which nominates them, The teachers'

associations, therefore - and in particular, the National Union of

Teachers, which has the largest number of members - have a special

responsibility, in that they could exert a powerful influence on the

Council. To this extent, the health of the Schools Council is linked

with the vitality of demooraoy in the teachers' associations.

One final problem is the drawing of the boundary between develop-

ment and research. The 1968 deport explains the distinctions

"The Council only finances educational research when it can

foresee a return in terms of help to teachers in devising a

curriculum for the pupils with whom they are concerned

Research therefore merges naturally with "development", which

can be defined as the rendering of the results of research into

a form which will be of practical use to teachers." (page 3)

The first report, in 1965, while declaring 'The Counoil is not

a research agency', had taken a wider views

"The Council's policy is ... to define those areas of develop-

ment work for which the need appears to be most urgent; within

those areas to make the fullest possible use of research already

undertaken; but to be ready to fill gaps, including gaps which

can be filled only by fundamental research, if tie needs of the

schools are sufficiently urgent and are unlikely to be Mit,in

other ways." (page 26)

In his account of the Schools Council in Educational Research

in Britain. 2, Wrigley (3) observes that 'Most of us in the Schools

Council do not believe that there is a very clear division between

ourriculum development and research'. But later in the artiole, he

makes the point that one reason why development work has been very

successful is

"because awkward problems have been deliberately by-passed and

ignored ... It is my view that the problems can be side-stepped

for a time successfully, and to some extent Nuffield and Schools

Council have done just this. But it is also my view that in the

long run-fundamentals cannot be ignored." (page 32)
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The field of examinations is one area where the Counoil has

already deoided to expand its researoh activities, in order to test

the feasibility of possible courses of aotion, This is well inside

the 1968 requirement that it should 'foresee a return in terms of

help to teachers'. In the field of the curriculum a shift of emphasis

tOwards research may be needed in the next phase of the Counoil's

work. Project materials'are beooming available, and problems encount-

ered in diffusion will make themselves felt. What are the resistances

to innovation, what conditions support it, faoilitate its acceptance,

what costs does it involve, what consequent ohanges in relationships

and attitudes - in the partioular circumstances of the English edu-

oational system and in various types of school and environment? These

questions, and others - for example, the question of the balance and

integration of studies in the whole curriculum - can still be framed

so as to ensure 'a return in terms of help to teachers', but they

will require a different style of approach.

The Council must soon consider whether it should move into a

new phase of activity or continue in its present style. Certainly

there is enough to keep it busy for the present. But if it is to

move, some of the existing restraints must be relaxed. This is the

underlying theme of the points made in this chapters the question is

whether the Counoil and its staff have gained the confidence and

trust to allow such a move. There is no question of departing from

the basic principles discussed 111 Chapter II .In his report of the

1967 International Curriculum Conference, Maclure (4) summarised

these principles by referring tot

"... the English myth of the autonomy of the teacher as master

of his fate and his pupils' curriculum. This is a myth in the

sense that it expresses great truths in a form which corresponds

more to an idea than to reality ... Throughout the conference

this tended to be the characteristic aglish contribution - to

concentrate attention on the teacher, his role as a professional

who must be directly implicated in the business of curriculum

renewal; not as a mere purveyor of other people's bright ideas,

but as an innovator himself. To refer to this as a myth is not

to denigrate it. It is a crucial element in the English educa-

tional idea." (page 10)

bringing this myth a little nearer to reality is both the

achievement of the Schools Council in its work so far, and its task

in the years ahead.
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SUMMARY

The Ontario Institute for Studies in education (OISE) aims at

the continual improvement of all levels or education in Ontario -

Canada's most populous province. It is basically a graduate college

of education devoted to instruction, researoh and development. Its

range of activities is far broader than many education change agen-

cies, covering research, development, dissemination, implementation

and graduate training. All these it carries out under its own roof

and with its own large and highly qualified staff.

It was founded in 1965 by an Act of the Legislative Assembly

of Ontario, and has rapidly expanded both its staff (now totalling

650) and activities since. Needless to say, this expansion has not

been achieved without constant difficulties, and oritioism which

continues today.

Its internal organisation is basically divided into 10 academio

departments, with three co-ordinating offices for aotivities which

cut across department lines or involve outside organisations.

The current budget of $9 million supports an academic staff of

142 (128 full-time), 138 academic support staff, including research

assistants and project officers, professional staff of 95 and general

support staff of 275.

Based in Toronto, its large modern buildings present an educa-

tional model in terms of their optimum use throughout the week and

the year.

The Institute, with its controlling Board of Governors took over

two departments - educational Research and Graduate Studies - of the

Ontario College of Education, and merged with the Ontario Curriculum

Institute in 1966. For graduate study the Institute is linked to the

University of Toronto.

Formation of the Institute took place against a background of

province-wide reorganisation of educational administration, and of

increasing public acceptance of the need for an overhaul of the edu-

cation system.

From the first year, there was much oritioism of the organisation

and work of the Institute, both from its own staff and from outside.

Much of it reflected impatience andtoo high expectations. It also

reflected the problems inevitably associated with absorbing



existing institutions, and the problem of communication within a

rapidly expanding staff. Recruitment of staff from outside Ontario

led to criticism of too much American influence.

For a period, demands for participation and the work of review

bodies and committees to meet the demands took up a lot of time.

The author of this study looks in detail at the cross ourrents

of power and influence within the Institute, and the way in which

they have affected its growth, and that of the Academic and Adminis-

trative Councils.

In 1969, a committee set up following criticism suggested that

the Institute was disappointing in the area of applied research and

innovation in the schools: there had been satisfactory development

and graduate teaching, and some sound basio research. A Task Force

made 112 specific recommendations at the same time on objeotiveS,

programmes and structure of the Institute. A joint committee con-

densed the recommendations of both these bodies, and reported in

June 1970. Most of its proposals are now in effect, including that

for an Institute Council consisting of 40 per cent external, 40 per

cent staff and 20 per cent students (amended only to include the

present Board of Governors and external members).

Because of the way in which research and development in the

Institute grew, without proper planning, there were at one time over

300 separate projects, This led to widespread criticism because of

the failure to mount large-scale planned programmes to meet the

prsssing needs of Ontario schools. After a review, three main thrust

areas were defined, and projects re-grouped, with an eye to major

need areas. Budgetary procedures were reviewed to allow more effective

management and support for unreviewed exploratory work was limited

to less than five per cent.

In the case study, examples are given of the various kinds of

project.

Dissemination of Institute work and products is varied and well

organised, including publications, conferences, workshops, publio

speeches, films and tapes.

As with other new institutions, the formation of OISE involved

risks - inevitable when its definition of objectives and modes of

operation were so vague as to raise expectation and to pose threats

to existing institutions and practices. But the freedom offered by

the vagueness opens the way to allowing the Institution to make a

distinctive contribution. The basic structure and governing mechanism

have proved flexible enough to withstand considerable pressure.,
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The author believes that to carry out its wide objeotives fully,

the Institute would require many times its present resources. It also

needs to have a defined and different role from that of the Ontario

Deoartment of Education and other agencies. Some of its functions

might be shared with advantage.

In the author's words: "The Institute encompasses praotically

the entire gamut of approaches to eduoational reform, encounters

almOst every obstacle along that boulder-strewn path, and in itself

presents a miorocosm of all that is involved in making eduoation

relevant to post- modern sooieties and the needs of mankind."

Barriers to even the best laid plans include the serious gulf

that has opened over the years between educational practitioners and

researchers, the mel.gre body of validated knowledge available to

reformers, the lack of experience with systematic: research and devel-

opment and the lack of trained managers and specialists.

The particular conflict between the prized autonomy of an aca-

demic community and concepts of accountability to the supporting

society is slowly giving way: as it does projeots will become more

problem or product oriented. Its eventual methods of reconciling

academio freedom with public accountability may well hold lessons

for education everywhere, as may the advantages of its comprehensive

objectives.

The lack of a planning unit to serve the Institute as a whole

is seen by the author as probably its greatest defect. Although there

has also been some failure to make full use of resources, nevertheless

the Institute's record of accomplishment is a considerable one, as is

its internal flexibility in correcting its own mistakes.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the past ten years nation.) on every continent have

established new agencies to expedite constructive change in educa-

tion in the hope of bringing the education system in line with the

demands of contemporary society. Among these new agenoies the Ontario

Institute for Studies in EduoatiOn is distinguished by virtue of the

breadth of its objectives and the soope of its aotivities. It pro-

vides graduate study leading to masters° and dootoral degrees and

supports faculty research in the field of eduoction. While it thus

functions as a graduate department or college of education, it is

also charged with the performance of research and development activi-

ties comparable to those conducted elsewhere by specialised research

and development organisations of various kinds. It offers assistance

to school districts and other educational agencies in analysing and

solving problems encountered in operation, and serves as a channel

for the dissemination of research and other knowledge relevant to

education. Its area of activities covers the whole of Ontario, which

encompasses one fifth of Canada's vast area and contains one third

of its more than twenty million people; but its reach extends beyond

Ontario and its influence is being felt nationally and internation-

ally.

This document reports a "case study" of the Ontario Institute

based on the following sources:

1. A large number of offioial and unofficial documents, includ-

ing all Annual Helorts of the Board of Governors and a liberal sam-

pling of other publioations; descriptions and analyses prepared by

the several departments, co-ordinating offices, and field centres;

reports from numerous committees dealing with organisation and

deoision-making, reviews of research, and other matters of concern

to the staff of the Institute.

2. Interviews, ranging from 45 minutes to two hours in length,

with key informants within and without the Institute, including the

Deputy [Minister, Dr. J. R. HcCarthy, and the Superintendent of

Curriculum, Nr. J.K. Crossley, of the Ontario Department of Education,

the President of the Ontario Teachers Federation, two chairmen of

important advisory councils, and two members of the Board of Govern-

ors; also 12 administrative officers of the Institute, including the



Direotor, Co-ordinators, department chairmen, and centre heads; and

twelve others from the academic staff, research and projeot officers

and officers of the Graduate Student Aesooiation.

1. Impressions gathered by the chief investigator, iranois S.

Chase, during a period in residence as visiting professor and in

three subsequent visits of three days or longer in the course of

which two field centres were visited, and numerous informed conver-

sations bearing on the Institute were held with many offioial8,

faoulty members, graduate students, and sonool administrators.

4. Data gathered and analysed by Dr. Ralph Garry who served

as administrator for the study.

5. Drafts prepared by project officer Barbara Dienes, reflect-

ing analyses of documentary data, a questionnaire study of the

opinions of graduate students, and interviews with staff and students.

The chief investigator's observations and judgments unquestion-

ably have been influenced by his visits over the past five years to

more than thirty educational change agencies or research and develop-

ment organisations, including the university research and development

centres and regional laboratories in the United States, the Human

Resources Research Council of Alberta (Canada), and several distinc-

tive agencies for educational reform in Asia and Europe.

This report is an attempt to depict an organisation in the

process oC evolution. Change and attempted change over the past five

years have produced considerable internal stress, accompanied by wide

differences in opinion regarding organisation, staff capabilities,

accomplishments, future directions, and prospeots for success. The

report cannot pretend to reflect adequately the complexity of the

Institute or to assess the strength of the forces within and withOut

which are shaping it. It does represent, however, a studied effort

to provide illuminating perspectives on an evolving organisation on

which great expectations rest, and which is still in the process of

finding itself so that it may realise the tremendous potential which

it appears to hold for constructive change in education.
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Chapter I

OUdVIEW OF TdE IN6TITUT4

PURPOU AND STRAT4OIES

The Institute is conceived ae a central agency for change in

education through a combination of strategies and aotivities which

are usually distributed among a number of different agenoies. The

Institute's scope of action as defined by the 1965 Act of the

Legislative Assembly is so broad as to subject it to the twin hazards

of undertaking more than it can encompass with the resources avail-

able and of infringing on areas olaimed by pre-existing agenoies.

Those interested in the reform of education usually emphasise

one or more of the following approachesi

1. Planning to assess the needs for education in the society

and the performance of educational agencies, to forecast

future needs, and to propose alternatives and analyse the

probable costs and benefits of choosing speoified alterna-

tives.

2. aesearch to increase knowledge of how human individuals

learn and of other matters related to the effective func-

tioning of eduoational institutions.

3, Development to apply available. knowledge and technical

skills to the development of curricula, instructional

technology and other products.

4. Professional education, pre- and in-service to enable

teachers, administrators, and other educational personnel

to relate fruitfully to the needs of individuals and to

use modern knowledge and technology to aid learning.

5. IllageDlnation of information to educational practitioners

and concerned citizens regarding research findings,

improved technologies, materials of instruction, forms of

organisation and other developments with potential for

improvement tf educational achievement.
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6. implementation through assistance to schools and colleges

in evaluating, selecting, installing, and regulnting

innovative processes and produots.

7. Evaluation to measure or otherwise assess the effeots

produced by different processes and products, with particu-

lar reference to the extent to whioh performance criteria

are met by various combinations of materials, media, and

other things.

The seven strategies listed, with the exception of the fourth,

are usually subsumed under the broad term of research and develop-

ment and D) which is sometimes elongated to (liDDE) research,

development, diffusion (covering dissemination and implementation),

and evaluation. Planning generally is regarded as an essential basis

for operation; and professional eduoation or training is often added

as a requirement for sound development - especially when there is an

effort to develop a system composed of all elements necessary to the

attainment of specified objectives.

Some would add a catalytic funotion performed by various ways

of reducing resistance to change or inducing planning for change.

Others would emphasise the oreation of alternatives to traditional

institutions and practices in the belief that schools must be supple-

mented - or rellaced - by agencies that can respond more readily to

the needs of Individuals in contemporary societies (and to the needs

of those societies for regeneration in order to serve mankind).

Still others would pin their hopes on institutional regeneration to

be accomplished through oloser specification of objectives and estab-

lishment of new roles and mechanisms for effective attainment of

objectives. Yet others would embrace a strategy of creating predis-

positios for learning by involving parents and community groups in

improving pre-achool and out-of-school environments for learning.

All these are really included in the seven strategies listed above.

Eany educational change agencies tend to emphasise a central

strategy and to employ others only as tney appear essential to

achievement of the central purpose. Lost of the regional educational

laboratories in the United states, for exam2le, focus on product or

systems development but use evaluation, staff development (training),

and sometimes other strategies as essential accompaniments of sound

development. Othr chant;:: agencies try to maintain a balance between

two linked strategiespas in the case of the university-based R and

D centres in the United States. Educational agencies which focus on
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planning exist in most nations; agencies which concentrate primarily

on evaluation and research are also known; and schools, colleges,

and departments of education combining graduate training and research

are found overywhere.

The Ontario Institute for studies in Education, in contrast to

most change agencies found elsewhere, is specifically chalsed with

five tasks (research, development, dissemination, implementation,

and graduate training) and by implication may be assumed to encompass

also the funotions of planning and evaluation. The Institute's func-

tions and the strategies for the discharge of funotions are nore

comprehensive, therefore, than any other education change agency

known to the author. (A possible exception is another Canadian organ-

isation, the Alberta Human Resources Research Counoil, which has

responsibility for performing or stimulating the performance of all

functions assigned to the Institute with the exception of graduate

training, and whose mandate extends beyond education to all aspeots

of human development and conservation.)

THE INSTITUTE IN ITS SIXTH YEAR

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education is now (spring

1971) in its sixth year of existence. Its staff and activities have

expanded rapidly since its establishment in 1965; and it has encoun-

tered the difficulties wnich seem everywhere to accompany efforts to

produce planned change in education. The academic departments, now

numbering ton, remain, the basic units of internal organisation; and

there are three co-ordinating offices which serve as increasingly

influential agencies for initiation and management of activities

that Jut across department lines or involve relationships with other

organisations (described in Chapter III). There are also four divi-

sions whic'e provide editorial, finance, library and other essential

support services. In order to improve communications and co-operative

relationships with the Ontario Department of Education and with

school districts, regional field development centres have been author-

ised and five of these are now in operation. The direction of the

Institute as a whole remains, as it has been from the beginning, the

responsibility of the Director who is a member of and responsible

to, a Board of Governors composed of Government appointed representa-

tives nominated by Ontario educational institutions and organisations.
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The chart on the opposite page is a crude depiction of the organ-

isation of the Institute before adoption in 1971 of the report of the

Joint Committee. The numerous committees, advisory boards, and review

boards are omitted, as is the Administrative Council. The major change

as of .aid-1971 are the replacement of the Academic Council by an

Institute Assembly as described in Chapter III and the replacement

of the former array of committees and advisory groups by a small num-

ber of standing committees. iventually, if the Provinoial Legislature

approves, the Institute Assembly will be transformed into the govern-

ing board under the name, of the Institute Counoil, replacing the

present Board of Governors.

The chart should not be interpreted too literally as indicating

the line of command, for several reasons: (1) The academic staff

members enjoy a great deal of autonomy which permits them to exercise

initiative and to respond to leadership from anywhere in the Institute

(2) The support divisions respond to calls for services from anywhere

in the Institute; (3) The departments under the leadership of their

chairmen are linked to the Director's Office as well as to the

Co-ordinating Offices.

The staff of the Institute numbers approximately 600, varying

according to the time of year and other factors. As shown in Table 1,

the staff is distributed among the following categories:

Academic, including professors, associate professors, assistant

professors, ana lecturers;

Senior professional staff, such as the heads of support

divisions and other senior non-academic officers;

Academic support staff, consisting of research assooiates,

research assistants, and project officers.

Professional staff, including editors, engineers, librarians,

programmers, ani other administrative and technical personnel;

and general support staff, including clerical workers, library

assistants, machine operators, and maintenance personnel.

Staff members are engaged in an almost bewildering array of activities

which are described briefly in Chapter IV.

The Institute has an annual operating budget of more than $9

million which is divided among the types of operations shown at the

top of Table 2. It may be noted that administration and the several

services which support all operations consume 31.7 per cent of funds;

research and development activities receive 31.2 per cent (represent-

ing an increase over earlier years and a greater emphasis on major
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Table 1

STAFF DISTRIBUTION, 1971
Showing Numbers of Each Category in

Departments, Offices, and Divisions

Departments Academic Senior
Profee-
sional

Aoademio
Support

Profee-
oional

General
Support

Total
Staff

Adult Ed. 9 2 5 1 8 25

Applied Psych. 20 0 10 2 8 43
Compqter Applio. 4 2 11 7 16 40
Curriculum 16 0 16 1 15 48
Ed. Admin. 16 1 5 1 11 34
Ed'1. Planning 11 3 '. 14 0 7 35
Kist. & Phil. 11 0 7 1 5 24
Meae. & Eval. 11 0 10 1 9 31

Sociology 9 0 8 1 6 24
Speoial Ed. &

Clinic 7 0 6 1 8 22

tdministrative
Offices

Director 1 1 1 3 4 10

Asst. Director 2 1 1 6 13 23

Field Develop. 10 7 4 4 7 32
Graduate Studies 6 0 4 4 15 29
R & D 2 1 6 2 3 14

Support Service

Editorial 0 1 0 9 7 17

Finance 0 2 0 5 27 34
Internal 0 1 0 4 39 44
Library 0 1 0 17 33 51

TOTAL 135 23 108 70 244 580
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programmes); the graduate studies programme is allocated over 25 per

cent; and the remainder of slightly over 11 per cent is divided

between field development and the library. The budgetary allocations

to the several departments, offices, and services is made by review

boards for the several types of activities after study of requests

from the various departments and offices. As indicated by Table 2,

the bulk of the support for graduate studies is divided between the

Office of the Co-ordinator of Graduate Studies and the several depart-

ments. Research and development funds are similarly divided between

the Co-ordinator's Office and the several departments; and adminis-

trative costs are apportioned among the Director's Office, the three

co-ordinating offices, and the supporting services.

The Institute is housed in a new, architecturally attractive,

and funotionally designed building at 252 Bloor Street West in the

city of Toronto. The building has ample offices, 10 classrooms, 21

seminar rooms, an auditorium, large library, and cafeteria. Special

facilities include: two-channel simultaneous translation systems;

specially designed study carrels and fifty individual study rooms in

the library; a modern language centre with laboratory, documents

colleotion, and language-teaching materials; a computer laboratory

which operates two time-shared computers for research and development

in computer systems for education, student programming, computer-

based instruotion and man-machine interface design; the Educational

Clinic, a laboratory for observing and recording the behaviour of

children, both individually and in interaotion with children and

adults, by means of observation booths, audio and video recording,

an eye-movement camera, and a polygraph; the Media Production

Laboratory for film production and multi-media exploration, and Media

Services Unit to provide audio-visual equipment and photographic and

production services; and the Office Services unit for duplicating

and printing.

The buildings are used seven days a week throughout the year,

often up to sixteen hours per day, for Institute activities and as

meeting place and resource centre for provincial and national educa-

tion associations and groups in Metro Toronto.
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Table 2

BUDGETARY ALLOCATIONS FOR 1971-72
Showing Percentages of Total Institute Budget

Allocated by Review Boards to Departments and Services

Admin. &
Services

REVIEW BOARDS

Field
Develop-
sent

Library Total
Instil
Budges

Graduate
Studies

Research
& Develop-
went

Departments

Adult Ed. .8 1.1 1.9 3.8

Applied Psych. .9 2.8 3.0 6,7

Computer Applio. .7 .5 3.8 5.0

Curriculum 1.0 2.4 3.3 6.7

Ed. Admin. .9 1.7 3.1 5.7

Ed'1. Planning .6 .7 2.9 4.2

Hist. & Phil. .4 1.5 1.9 3.8

Meas. & Eval. .6 1.4 2.5 4.5

Sociology .6 .7 1.0 2.3

Speoial Ed. &
Clinio 1.4 1.6 1.3 4.3

A4ministratiye
Offices

Direotor 5.6 .1 5.7

Field Develop. .7 .1 .3 5.6 6.7

Graduate Studies 3.0 11.3 .4 14.7

R and D 149 5.3 7,2

Support Services

2.0 .5 2.5editorial

Finance 3.8 3.8

Internal 4.7 4.7

Library .9 5.6 6.5

Computing Serv. 1.2 1.2

TOTAL 31.7 25.9 31.2 5.6 5.6 100.0
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Chapter II

BACKGROUND. ORIGIN. AND EVOLUTION

In a foreword to the First Annual Report of the Board of

Governors, the Chairman Bora Laskin noted that: "Basically, the new

Institute ie a graduate college of eduoation devoted to inetruotion,

reeearoh and development," The Chairman reoalled that the statute

establishing the Institute was introduced by the Minister of Educa-

tion "with the wholehearted approval and support" of the Premier and

"received the support of all parties when it came before the House."

He etreesed the point that the Institute is "a Dubliq body

established deliberately by the government ae part of its long-range

policy ...."

CREATION OF THE INSTITUTE

The Institute was brought into being by "An Act to establish

the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education" which was enaoted by

the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario in 1965. Accord-

ing to the Aot, the objeots of the Institute are

a) To study matters and problems relating to or affecting

education, and to disseminate the results of and assist in

the implementation of the findings of educational etudieel

b) To establish and conduct courses leading to certificates

of standing and graduate degrees in education.

Under the provisions of the Act the cost of the establishment, main-

tenance and conduct of the Institute were payable initially out of

the Consolidated Revenue Fund and, after 30 June 1966, "out of moneys

appropriated therefore by the Legislature and out of revenues derived

from tuition fees, grants from individuals and organizations, and from

other sources."

The Institute was placed under the management and control of a

Board of Governors composed of the Director of the Institute and other

members appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon the

recommendation of the Minister of Education, as representatives of:
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1) teacher-training institutions of Ontario,

2) the University of Toronto,

3) provincially-assisted universities of Ontario,

44 the Department of Education,

5) the Ontario Teachers' Federation,

6) the Ontario School Trustees' Counoil,

7) provinoial associations of directors of education,

school superintendents and inspectors,

8) residents of Ontario, and

9) members of the administrative and instruotional staff

of the Institute, in addition to the Director.

The composition of the Board represents a departure from the

usual make-up of university boards in Ontario in that its members

are largely educators appointed as representatives of educational

institutions and professional assooiations. Chairman Laskin, who

was himself appointed under the category of "residents of Ontario,"

perceived the unique composition as a source of strength and observed

thatt "Our Board is so composed because of the desire and need to

draw as widely as possible upon the wisdom and experience of prac-

tising eduoators, and taus to ensure a readier as well as a more

critical reception of the findings of conduoted studies and to pro-

vide support for implementation of the results of such stldies

through changes in both the policies and praotioes of our educational

oomplex."

The Aot of establishment provided the Institute with two pre-

existing constituent elements by transferring the Department of

Educational Research and the Department of Graduate Studies of the

Ontario College of Education to the Board of Governors of the new

Institute. A third constituent element, the Ontario Curriculum

Institute, was merged with the On.drio Institute for Studies in

Eduoation by the two Boards of Governors. The way had been paved for

this by the Ontario Institute for Studies in Eduoation Amendment Aot,

1966, which authorized the entering into agreements for the acquisi-

tion of assets of any association or organization "having objects

similar to those of the Institute."

Under powers explicitly granted in the Act, the Institute's

Board of Governors, in July 1965, authorized the Director to proceed

to work out an agreement of affiliation with the University of Toronto

for purposes of graduate study. Following this, the Institute set

aside ita full right to confer graduate degrees in education in
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favour of the University under an agreemeht that the University

should continue to run a Department of Educational Theory in its

School of Graduate Studies, with the Institute assuming major responsi-

bility for providing the teaching staff of the Department. Under this

arrangement, the graduate programmes of the Institute are graduate

programmes of the University of Toronto, and the Department of

Educational Theory, based substantially in the Institute, at once

poasesees all the rights and privileges and is subject to all the

reeponeibilities and controls of any other Department in the Univer-

sity's Sohool of Graduate Studies.

SETTING AND BACKGROUND

The Province of Ontario, which is the primary focus for Insti-

tute operations, lies between the Provinces of Quebec and Manitoba

and extends from Hudson Bay on the north to the Great Lakes on the

south. It spans arctic tundra, muskeg, opeL bog, forest, mining,

marginal to rich agricultural lands, and highly industrialised urban

areas. While slightly smaller in area than its French-speaking sister

Province of Quebeo, it 14 the larger in population and the more

advanced economically. It provides Canada with a full half of the

gross value of all manu actured products; it is the site of nearly

half of all constructio in the nation; and it produces one-third

of the minerals. It is lso a leading agricultural producer among

the provinces; but it ags behind Quebec, British Columbia, and the

Maritimes in lumber p ucts and fisheries.

In the Province f Ontario, populaticn densities range from 1

to 20,000 per square mile, Aside from the southern strip of densely

populated areas bor ring Lake Ontario and Lake .6rie, the vast major-

ity of the Province is either virtually uninhabited or thinly inhab-

ited, The souther part of the Province has been a magnet for immi-

gration in the st twenty-five years. Many areas have 15 per cent

or more recent immigrants. Toronto, the capital city and leading

metropolis, s at least 20 per cent immigrants and contains many

sections i which a majority of tho residents were born in other

countries, Within the last decade, the migrants have included 190,000

school -age children. The native tongue of one in ten of the residents

of Ontario is French, and the native language of an even larger pro-

portion is neither English nor French, for two-thirds of all Canadian

children whose language is neither English nor French live in the

Province of Ontario and half of these are among the 2,500,000 in

metropolitan Toronto.
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The creation of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Zducation

was part of a major reorganization of the Provincial Lducation Pro-

gramme. In Canada, ae a result of the British North American Aot

creating the Dominion in 1867, education is almost exclusively the

responsibility of the provinces. The federal government provides

certain support in special areas such as manpower training, adult

and immigrant education, but educational policy, programme, and

financing lie within the jurisdiction of the several provinces.

Ontario, like other Canadian provinces, had a strong centralized

eduontion system. The Department of Eduoation, directed by a cabinet

minister, set policy, prescribed curricula, approved textbooks, and

controlled teacher education. The major portion of financial support

was provided through local taxation, with a board of school trustees

responsible in each local district. Department of Education resula-

tions were enforced by an inspectorate.

Sweeping changes instituted by the Minieter of Education

William G.Davis have reversed these arrangements in recent years, plaoir

control for school organization and curricula in local distriots and

shifting the major portion of financial support and economic, control

to the provincial level. Today, more than 50 per cent of school

finances are provided from provincial grants, the remainder from

local sources. In the process of the ova/nil reorganization, some

1,700 local school boards were consolidated into 150 county and oity

boards. Average enrolment in these large administrative unite is

approximately 7,500 students. Primary authority was vested in the

county (or city) board and its educational director. The Department

of Education was decentralized; and the province was divided into

ten regions, each with a branch office of the Department of Education

with a staff of programme consultants whose task was to assist the

countiee and the schools in these districts in programme development.

The antecedents of the Institute can be traced back some forty

years to the creation of a Department of Educational Research, headed

originally by the late Or. Peter Sandiford, then by Dr. John Long,

and finally by the current Director of the Institute, Dr.B.W.B.Jackson.

This Department conduoted studies on a wide range of educational

pr ob le me. Among these were demographic studies, research on

teacher supply and demand, on provincial financing of schools, on

the creation of a metropolitan school distriot incorporating the five

Toronto boroughs, and other studies on virtually every aspeot of

education. The work of this small Department provided indications of

the potential contributions of well-supported research centree.
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A second faotor contributing to the creation of the Institute

was the obvious need for more graduate education. Pre-service educa-

tion of elementary teaohers was provided by a one-year oertification

programme offered by thirteen teachers' colleges. Secondary teachers

might complete a one-year 8.6d. programme at any of three colleges

of education after earning a university B.A. degree, or enrol for

graduate study. Prior to the establishing of the Institute, one

college - the Ontario College of Education - offered graduate work

leading to masters' and dootoral degrees. Any significant improvement

in the provincial education programme demanded an expansion of the

education programme for school personnel of all categories.

A third contributing force was the Ontario Curriculum Institute

which was launohed at a meeting held on 2 No7omber 1962, attended

by trustees, educators, and interested oitizens of Ontario. Financial

support for the Currioulum Institute came from the Ontario Teaohers'

Federation, the Ontario Department of Education, the Ontario Sohool

Truetees'Counoil, and subsequently from all Ontario universities and

most Ontario sohool boards. Dr. J.R.H. Morgan relinquished his post

as Superintendent of Secondary Sohools for the city of Toronto to become

the first Director of the Curriculum Institute.

The Ontario Curriculum Institute co-operated with the Department

of Educational Research in considering approaches which would provide

an environment for studies in education, particularly curriculum

studies, with identification of financial support to make long-term

planning a practical possibility. By the end of August 1966 the

Curriculum Institute had published and distributed widely seventeen

reports on various aspects of the curriculum. A number of the studies,

such as those in reading, soience, and mathematics, had proceeded to

the stage of trial, demonstration and evaluation. It is significant

that the Board of Governors of the Ontario Curriculum Institute, in

a motion dated March 1965, unanimously approved in principle the

formation of an Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. In August

1966 the Board of Governors of the Ouxrioulum Institute took the

necessary legal ateps to relinquish its charter and transfer its

assets and its liabilities to the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education.

Finally, the general sooial climate was receptive. Increasing

public interest in scientific developments, the advent of atomic)

energy, the developments and exploration of space contributed to the

direct argument that an overhaul of education was needed, and to the

analogous argument that research would prove as beneficial in social

spheres as in physioal. A statement of government policy by Premier
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John P. Robarts in February 1965 stressed the importance of educa-

tion in dealing with the implications of social and technical change,

recognized that careful planning was needed to restructure and re-

develop the educltional system, and predicted that the key to success

would be found in research and development. The Minister of Eduoation,

William G. Davis, proceeded to work out several major reforms includ-

ing the proposal for the Institute and the decentralization of ele-

mentary and secondary education. In designing the Institute, the

Minister worked olosely with Dr. Jackson, who subsequently was named

Director of the new Institute, and with other educational leaders in

the Province.

GROWING PAINS

In his report on the first year of operation, published in the

First Annual Report of the Board of Governors, Director Jackson

acknowledged certain difficulties arising from the administration

of the original departments as parts of the Ontario College of Edu-

cation "while the new organization unfolded," and details were worked

out for the merger of the Ontario Curriculum Institute with the newly

created Institute. He noted with satisfaotion the forging of new links

with the Ontario College of Education and the University of Toronto

through the arrangements for the Institute to provide instruction

for - and in effect to become - the Department of Educational Theory

in the School of Graduate StAies of the University, The Director

also observed that the Institute was striving "not only to meet but

to exceed" the high standards of the School of Graduate Studies.

Matters of organization, staffing, and planning for the many activi-

ties of the Institute were central concerns of the first year.

At the close of the year the Director rejoiced that "The stage

of hectio planning and growth, with little time left for the conduct

of studies and other directly productive activities, is over." Sub-

sequent events did not match completely the Director's optimism.

Productive activities did indeed increase, if one may judge by the

large number of new courses and projects initiated over the next few

years. Internal tensions, however, continued at such a high level

that some within and outside the Institute questioned whether an

institution so conceived and staffed could resolve its own conflicts

sufficiently to produce any significant impact on education.

Dissatisfactions were expressed by Institute staff members with

regard to planning, organization, government, leadership, balance
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among activities, and relationships with other agencies. Criticisms

expressed by school board members and legislators found their way

into the Press. tarry school people apparently began to lose hope

that the Institute was likely to provide much help with acute pro-

blems of education. Diesatisfactiot, with the performance of the

Institute has not subsided, although strenuous efforts have been

made to strengthen the Institute wherever serious weaknesses were

exposed.

INSTITUTE PROBLEN8 iN BROADER 2EASPECTIVE

Some of the more baffling problems, wnich generate dissatis-

faction with Institute performance, are confronting education change

agencies in nearly every nation. In the United States the new

research ana development agenoies, which were established in the

middle sixties under Congressional legislation and managed through

the U.S. Office of Eduction, became targets of deadly barrages of

criticism before they were fully operational. Subsequently, funding

was denied to two of the original ten university centres and nine

of the twenty regional educational laboratories. In a background

paper prepared in the spring of 1971 for the US House of Represen-

tatives' Select Subcommittee on Education, the writer of this report

on the Institute called attention to the unrealistic expectations

for early results and noted that the attempt "to apply systematic,

large-scale research and development to education" started near

point zero with respect tot

tested models or theories for producing planned change in

an enterprise as complex, tradition-bound, and fragmented

as educatioLl

knowledge in validated, readily available, form to guide

specifications of objectives and processes;

ability to plan a complex of interrelated activities leading

from recognition of a need through all the steps required

to satisfy the need;

persons adequately trained and/or experienced in the 4plication

of systematic problem-solving and solution-testing processes

to education;

managerial capability for organizing, directing and co-ordinat-

ing teams of specialists engaged in complex tasks of design

and development;
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proven strategies for involvement of multiple educational

agencies and concerned persons in planning, adaptation, and

use of new alTroaches and facilities; and

consensus on the reealte achievable and conditions essential

for successful operation.

The low "state of the art" of educational research and develop-

ment tends to be ignored by those who look for instant products,

major breakthroughs, quick solutions to tough and persistent problems,

or immediate reform of education. The danger is that unrealistic, and

often conflicting, expeotations may lead to Toes of essential support

for innovatory agencies before the potential of a new approach or

institution can be demonstrated. Many of the oritioisms of the

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education reflect impatience with

the time required to develop staff expertise, fill gaps in knowledge,

and master the complex processes required for development and imple-

mentation of innovations capable of producing measurable improvement

in education.

Other problems with which the Institute is struggling refleot

its origin and the conditions attending its establishment. The

Institute absorbed agenoies around which deep loyalties centred and

which related olosely to influential educational lobbies. Am these

pre-existing organizations underwent transformation as parts of the

new Institute, many ties were broken with school authorities and

professional groups. Rapid staff expansion and the addition of new

departments produced a staff in which there were sharp disagreements

as to whether the major emphasis of the Institute should be on

research, development or dissemination and services to schools. These

differences were accentuated by problems of communication within the

Institute.

The emphasis placed on building a strong programme of graduate

studies to produce specialists for research, teaching, eto. prompted

the recruitment of scholars with deep attachment to the academic

values of independence and individual control over research aotivitiea.

These values are difficult to reconcile with programmatic research

and development which require close specification of objectives and

careful management to assure that performance oriteria and deadlines

will be met. The very shortage in Ontario of highly qualified speoial-

Jets, which the Institute was designed to alleviate through its

graduate programmes, led to the recruitment of staff from outside

Ontario and, consequently, to oriticisms respeoting undue American
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influence and the employment of persons not familiar with Ontario

education.'

The preponderant academic viewpoints gave rise to demands for

academic autonomy and a larger voice in policy-making for the

Academic Council. Student demands for a stronger voice in decisions

and the commitment of many staff members to concepts of participatory

democracy led to a series of attempts to weaken administrative author-

ity and broaden the base for decision-making. Much time and energy

were consumed in committee sessions and other meetings, with the

result that decisions were debated interminably, the fixing of

responsibility became difficult, and those in status positions some-

times seemed reluctant to exercise leadership lest they be regarded

as uthoritarian.

While the Institute was struggling with its internal problems,

its relationships to other education agencies in the Province were

complicated by the reorganization of school districts and changes

in the Ontario Department of Education. The Department not only

created regional centres to bring its personnel and services closer

to the schools, but also moved to change the functions of its per-

sonnel from inspecting to consulting. Thus, the Department was

engaged in establishing its new character at the same time as the

Institute was seekine, its own identi y. The essential effort to work

out different functions and roles for the Institute and the Depart-

ment was delayed because of this conjunotion of events.

The problems encountered led the Institute through successive

attempts to modify the governing structure, to reorganize internally,

to shift the balance of activities more strongly toward development

of products designed to improve instruction and educational achieve-

ment, and to establish more effective two-way communication with the

Department, county and city school districts, colleges, universities,

and professional associations. None of the problems has been fully

solved; but any one who looks closely, unless he is a confirmed

pessimist, will find evidence that the Institute is becoming master

of itself and girding its powers for a succession of important con-

tributions to the improvement of education.
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Chapter III

ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, AND THE SHAPING OF POLICY

The flow of power and influence on the making and implementation

of Institute policy exhibits many cross currents so that at any given

time considerable disagreement may be found both as to the direction

in which the Institute is moving and the direotion in which it

should be moving. The complexity of the decision-making processes

becomes evident as one examines the evolution of the formal structure,

the .deliberations of the Academic and Administrative Councils, and

the work of numerous committees, advisory groups, and review boards.

The Legislative Assembly undoubtedly has the ultimate authority

over the Institute which it created to serve stated public purposes;

but it has elected to grant a large degree of autonomy, leaving

control in the hands of the Institute's Board of Governors. That body,

in turn, has tended to act largely on recommendations made by the

Institute Director, who communicates recommendations growing out of

staff deliberations in the Academic Council and elsewhere. These

recommendations, out of which Institute policy emerges, are influenced

by formal structures, interpersonal interactions, and the underlying

interplay of the values and perspectives of Institute staff and

external groups. The changes in the organization itself tell part of

the story.

THE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

The Director, as senior executive officer, is generally respons-

ible for the administration of the Institute, and his Office performe

certain services for the Institute as a whole. In his oapacity as

Seoretary- Treasurer of the Board, the Director maintains minutes of

all meetings of the Board and its standing committees, transmits

decisions and policies of the Board to the appropriate bodies, pre-

pares agenda for meetings, receives monies due to the Board, dis-

bursee monies authorized by the Board, and maintains records of

revenues and expenditures.
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The Director since the Institute's formation, Robert W.B. Jackson,

Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S.S., F.C.P., had previously, as Director of the

Department of Educational Research in the Ontario College of Education,

formed a close working relationship with the Minister of Education,

William G. Davis, who was the key person in ),ringing the Institute

into existence; and, with the assistance of Dr. W.G. Fleming and

other colleagues, he worked closely with the Minister to plan the

Institute functions and structure.

Dr. Jackson is deeply committed to the concept of the Institute

and has a justifiable pride in its accomplishments to date. As any

reader of the Annual Reports will learn, however, Dr. Jackson is

sharply aware of the snortcomings and unsolved problems. He apparently

has come to feel that the Institute can and will find itself through

the efforts of many and he seldom tries to impose solutions. His

leadership can hardly be called aggressive; instead it is character-

ized by patience, persistence, and a keen awareness of the forces

at work. That at any rate is the impression that remains after

extensive reading of documents and hundreds of hours of discussions

with critics and supporters of the Institute - and both terms apply

aptly to every staff member and external informant encountered.

A substantial amount of the internal management of the Institute

is delegated to the Assistant Director so that the Director may devote

more time to establishing effective working relationships with other

educators, educational agencies, and members of the gevral public.

The present Assistant Director, John H.M. Andrews, Ph.D., has

held this office since 1968. His responsibilities include ensuring

co-ordination among the Institute's major functions of graduate

studies, research and development, and field development; supervising

the activities of departments and divisions in matters not directly

related to these major functions; recommending to the Director all

new appointments, transfers, promotions, salary changes and all

personnel matters; supervising budgets, budget transfers, and expen-

ditures that require approval, and generally taking whatever action

is considered necessary to the effective operation of the Institute.

In addition, the Assistant Director is chairman of the Administrative

Council and its Executive Committee.

The Assistant Director works closely with the Academic Services

Officer, who is responsible for co-ordinating certain activities that

support the teaching, research and development, and field development

activities of the Institute. These activities include Library, Publi-

cations, Conferences, Media Services, and some aspects of Personnel.

The Academic Services Officer also performs other duties assigned by

either the Director or Assistant Direotor.
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Brief mention only will be made of the support divisions and

services which are essential to the youth funotioning of the

Institute and the performance of all staff members. In 197071 there

were five administrative officers coming under the broad category of

support services

Head, Editorial Division;

Director, Educational Clinio;

Superintendent, Finance;

Superintendent, Internal Services;

Chief Librarian.

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION

At first glance the organization of the Institute appears

deceptively simple and familiar. The basic administrative units are

departments, each headed by a chairman and composed of from four to

twenty faculty members. The staff of these departments discharges

the functions of teaching, research, student counselling, super-

vision of theses, and occasional services to schools and other

organizations in much the same way as they might be performed in

any large graduate department or college of education. But there are

some differences which have consequences which will be discussed

later. At this point, however, mention may be made of a fact which

reinforces the academic image; that, in addition to being basic

units of OISE, the departments serve as units in the Department of

Educational Theory of the School of Graduate Studies of the Univer-

sity of Toronto. This arrangement, under which the Institute fore-

goes the granting of graduate degrees in favour of degreca granted

by the University of Toronto, brings University influence to bear

on the qualifications of staff and on the requirements for admission

to and the standards for performance in, degree programmes.

At present there are ten departmental

Adult Education

Applied Psychology

Computer Applications

Curriculum

Educational Administration

Educational Planning

History and Philosophy of Education
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Measurement and Evaluation

Sociology in Education

Special Education

Functions which weigh more heavily on OISE departments than on

typical graduate departments of education are those of development,

dissemination, and implementation which were expected to combine

with research and graduate training to form a diverse but well-

integrated set of approaches to educational improvement. For some

of the tasks involved in the realization of this concept, the aca-

demio model of organization proved poorly adapted. To remedy this

shortcoming, three co-ordinating offices were established to assist

the Director's Office in providing stimulation and co-ordination of

main Institute functions and activities. These are:

Graduate Studies

Field Development

Research and Development

The Office of tl'a Co-ordinator of Graduate Studies was estab-

lished in the first year of the Institute and has continued virtually

unchanged under the leadership of George E. Flower, who came to the

Institute with the Department of Graduate Studies which he had led

at the Ontario College of Education. The staff of the Office of

Graduate Studies includes an Assistant Co-ordinator, three faculty

members and two graduate assistants. The Co-ordinator anl his staff

(through compilation of data, periodic reports, occasional papers,

meetings with department chairmen, and budget administration) eter-

else a gentle but pervasive influence towards greater responsiveness

to the Ontario educational community, closer relationships to

research and development programmes, inter-departmental collaboration,

and examination of priorities within and among departments. The

Co-ordirotor also links OISE Graduate Studies to the University

through his role as Chairman of the University of Toronto Graduate

Department of Educational Theory.

Formerly,a Graduate Studies Review Board, composed of faculty

members from several departments, weighed proposals for new courses

and recommended guidelines for programme assessment to the Academic

Council Standing Committee on Graduate Studies, the Graduate Studies

Co-ordinating Committee, and the Academic Council itself. The approved

guidelines were then applied by the Review Boards to examination of

each department's programmes as a basis for recommendations regarding
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budget allocations. Under the changes in structure recently adopted

the Graduate Studies Review Board and the other committees referred

to above have been replaced by a single Graduate Studies Standing

Committee composed of one faculty member and on. Student from each

department and five external members.

The Office of Field Development has evolved through several

redefinitions of functions and changes of name into the present

office which has general responsibility for relating Institute pro-

grammes to the needs of Ontario. Dr. Xenneth F. Prueter, who has

been associated with the Institute from the first year, has been a

persistent spokesman for close two-way communication with school

practitioners. There is a small central staff in the Office of Field

Development which assists the Co-ordinator in developing and co-or-

dinating regional offices and in working with the Department of

Education, teachers' organizations, and many other educational groups.

The five field development centres, which were in operation in 1970,

are listed below:

Centre Location

Niagara' St. Catherines

Trent Valley Peterborough

Western Ontario London

Northwestern Thunder Bay

Midnorthern Sudbury

Two other centres have since been establishedt Midwestern Centre

at Kitchener-Waterloo and Ottawa Valley Centre at Ottawa. Plans are

also being made for three other centres which will bring the total

to ten corresponding to the ten regions of the Ontario Department

of Education.

Policy for field development has been formulated with the

assistance of an active Development Advisory Committee, chaired by

a Board member and made up largely of representatives from the

Ontario Teachers' Federation, the Department of Education, the

Ontario School Trustees' Council, and the Ontario Association of

Education Officials. Under the new structure this committee and the

Development Review Board are fused in the new Development Standing

Committee.

The title of the original office of the co-ordinator of studies

was changed later to Co-ordinator of research. In 1968-69 the Office

was designated as Co-ordinator of research and development. In 1970



it was again reorganized and its functions clarified to emphasize

identification of major educational problems, and the setting of

priorities and mobilization of resources for major programmes, and

evaluation of R and D programmes and policies. David Brison, then

Head of the Niagara Centre and before that Chairman of Applied

Psychology, was appointed Co-ordinator and assumed his new post in

July, 1970. He immediately organized a small support staff including

an assistant co-ordinator.

Since that time practically the entire staff of the Institute

has engaged in an arduous, time-consuming, and often frustrating

attempt to evaluate and re -order research and development activities

in order.to concentrate resources on major thrusts focused on

important problems in Ontario education. Because of the widespread

involvement and the importance of the outcomes, a summary of the

processes used and the results thereof is presented later in the

section on Decision-Making (page 120).

THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL AND OTHER POLICY-FORMULATING BODIES

In the Institute's organizing statute the Board was direoted

to establish an Academic Council with powers and duties as pre-

scribed by the Board. In his first annual report, the Director noted

that the Academic Council which was composed of all members holding

the rank of assistant professor and above could make known their

views on administrative policies, organization, staff welfare, and

professional responsibilities. But "obviously, responsibility and

authority, foi.the administration and operation of the Institute are

excluded from their terms of reference as defined by the Board of

'Governors." However, there is evidence that the Board, in deference

to the knowledge and ability of the Direotor and his staff, fell

easily into the habit of accepting and acting on the suggestions of

the Director, and the Director looked to the Academic Council

increasingly as a recommender of polioy.

By the third year, the Academic Council was perceived by many

as the chief policy-recommending body, a function which is more or

less implicit in the Board By-Laws which provided that the Council's

responsibilities are:

1) to suggest to the Director such administrative policies

as will facilitate the most effective attainment of the

objectives of the Institute;
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2) to suggest to the Director structural or organizational

changes in the Institute;

3) to develop a pattern of professional responsibilities

and obligations for academic staff members;

4) to suggest to the Director measures relating to the

welfare of academic staff members.

At its first meeting on September 28, 1965, a consensus appeared

to emerge that the Counoil is primarily a policy-shaping body, con-

cerned with the overall research and instructional plans of the

Institute, and a medium through which the academic staff helps to

determine the programme of the Institute. It was recognized that the

Council should not intervene in day-to-day administration, the

approval of specifio projects within a division, the hiring of staff,

or the allocation of funds; but it was expected that the Academic

Council would be deeply concerned with:

a) the broad nature of long-term research projects being

planned by divisions and their relation to other studies

in the Institute;

b) the character of the graduate programme and specific

proposals for course content, new courses, inter-divisional

courses.

One Council member, noting that Academic Council decisions have

the formal status of recommendations to the Institute Director,

suggested that the existence of the Academic Council with its broadly

defined functions and decision-influencing role is the clearest

embodiment of the concept that the fate of the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education depends not only on the qualities of individual

faculty members, but on their ability to interact freely on all

matters of concern to the Institute."

In February 1966 the Director requested "some regularized

and organized procedure" whereby Academic Counoil recommendations

could be brought to hits attention and, in the Council meeting of

23 February 1966 it was agreed that this would be done through the

Secretary after each Academic Council meeting. The Council, at its

June meeting that year, asked the Director "to consider appropriate

ways to acquaint the Academic Council with the work of the Board of

Governors and to acquaint the Board with the work of the Academic

Council." The result was an arrangement whereby the Executive of the
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Academic Counoil met informally with the Executive of the Board of

Governors.

The Director generally accepts the recommendations of the

Academic Council and either considers how they can be implemented

internally or presents them to the Board with his endorsement. In

general, the Council's role as a policy-recommending body was

respected by the Board. At its meeting in October 1968, however,

the Council reacted after the Board had created a new position of

Academic Services Officer and filled the vacant office of Assistant

Director by requesting that "further structural changes and appoint-

ments be delayed until adequate consultation can be held with the

Academic Council."

The Academic Council became a forum for debate and it has

doubtless served as an escape valve for faculty tensions. Although

it has proved somewhat unwieldy as a mechanism for the formulation

of policy or the resolution of basic issues, it has contributed to

a continuing re-examination of Institute policy. Its influence on

the whole has been on the conservative side; and the difficulty of

winning Council support for new ideas at times has impeded needed

changes in Institute structure and policies.

The identification of problems and needs requiring Institute

attention is a continuing concern of the Director and other officers.

One informed view is that the "major constructive developments in

the life of the Institute have been initiated by the administration

and have been put through in one way or another despite olamorous

initial objections of the faculty group." Policy changes cited as

originating with the administration include the development of large

planned projects as opposed to exclusive reliance on random individual

projeots, major emphasis on development instead of exclusive concen-

tration on research, recognition of the importance of real educational

problems as opposed to esoteric journal articles, measures to increase

the productivity of many members of the faculty, and the establishment

of an active field centre programme. These policies, initiated by the

central administration, have been implemented in a variety of ways,

one of which was the introduction of a budgeting system designed to

produce the desired results. The working out of appropriate strategies

and changes in Institute operations is carried forward through the

Director's Council composed of the Director, Assistant Director, the

three Co-ordinators, and occasionally the Director of Academic

Services. The Administrative Council, the standing committees, and

ad hoc committees all play important parts in shaping proposals for
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consideration by the Academic Council and the Board of Governors.

Most matters regarding courses, departmental staff assignments,

and other matters not under the control of individual faculty members

are resolved through the offices of the several chairmen or through

department councils and committees. The Administrative Council, how-

ever, has served as an instrument of interdepartmental co-ordination

and at times as a launching pad for innovations in policy, organiza-

tion, and procedures.

The development of the Administrative Council was a gradual

process. As early as 1964-65, when plans for the establishment of

the Institute were under way, the Acting Assistant Director of the

Department of Educational Research was holding informal consultative

meetings with a small group of academic staff. After the Institute

was formed, the same man, as Assistant Director and Co-ordinator of

Studies, continued to preside over meetings of division heads (and

occasionally invited visitors, frequently from the Department of

Education) and then channel recommendations to the Director. this

Studies Group, as it was called, was not thought of as an organ of

the Institute. Rather, it was considered merely a means of discussiLg

policy matters and helping administration.

In 1966 there was a feeling that the groUp should be formalized.

In November of that year, therefore, the group was renamed the Admin-

istrative Council, and its membership and role were officially estab-

lished. As previously, its membership consisted of the Heads of aca-

demic departments, the three Co-ordinators, the Assistant Co-ordin-

ator of Graduate Studies, and the Director. Chairmanship was to be

"carried jointly by the three Co-ordinators according to the area

of responsibility of the particular agenda item under discussion."

The Director and the three Co-ordinators constituted the Executive.

ATTEMPTS AT REORGANIZATION

In September 1967 the Academic CoUncil formed a committee to

undertake a study of matters affecting the Institute both internally

and externally. This committee was called the Academic Council

Committee on Future Growth and Development of the Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education and was composed of the chairmen of the

existing standing committees of the Academic Council. This Council

committee made a study of Institute programmes and financing and

presented a report which served as a basis of discussion at the

Academic Council conference in autunn 1968. At the end of that
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conference, a motion was passed which became the basis for a Task

Force on objectives, programmes, and structure. This Task Force was

made up of two members of the Academic Council, one representative

of the Administrative Council, two of the Graduate Students Associa-

tion, one of the Association of Reeearch Officers, one of other

professional staff, and one of the Board of Governors, plus the

Assistant Director. The Task Force was requested to make recommend-

ations concerning

1) current purposes and objectives of OISE development and

implementational policies and programmes to realize these

objectives;

2) Institute structure, with speoial reference to functional

divisions of responsibility, departmental organization and

decision-making structures; and

3) strategies for accomplishing educational change through

OISE.

The Task Force held its first meeting on 8 January 1969 and

submitted its report in November of that year.

It deoided not to attempt to specify objectives for the Insti-

tute, but instead to focus attention on Institute structure and

government. Its report was prefaced by a statement of what it called

principles, the first of which, interestingly enough, was that

objeotives cannot be fixed, apparently because of lack of consensus

among individuals and groups and because "conditions inside and

outside the Institute would be changing." In line with this latter

thought, the Task Forceps second principle was reeponsiveness to the

changing needs of education, espeoially those of the Province; a

third principle was representative government, to be applied to all

categoriee of students and staff on all governing bodies of the

Institute; a fourth was simplicity, to be achieved by the reduction

in the number of committees and a distinction between the adminis-

trative and legislative functions; and the final principle enunoiated

was easy flow of communications, to be facilitated by having repre-

sentatives of each category on all major committees.

As a result of its work, the Task Force offered 112 speoifio

recommendations. Of 19 recommendations dealing with the government

of the Institute, the central one was the establishment of a bi-

cameral system of government to consist of the Board of Governors

and a Senate. With regard to programme areas, the chief recommendation

waJ that departments should be concerned primarily with the provision
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of graduate instruotion and that projects should be attached admin-

7 istratively to the Office of Research and Development. Some 20

recommendations dealt with committees, most of which centred on the

establishment of five co-lrdinating committees. It was also recom-

mended that the Institute approve advisory committees for each of

the three programme areas of Graduate Studies, Research and Develop-

ment, and Field Development, these being joint committees of the

Board and Senate.

Meanwhile, a Special Committee of the Board of Governors to

study and make recommendations on the government and structure of

the Institute was appointed and met eleven times during the year

from September 1968 to September 1969 (including a half-day session

with the Task Force referred to above). In the introduction to its

report it acknowledged that "uncertainty about the purposea, activi-

ties, and decision-making processes of the Institute had created an

atmosphere of considerable tension ... reflected in widespread and

increasing dissatisfaction within and outside the Institute over the

degree to which the basic objectives of the Institute were being

achieved." The Special Committee attributed these criticisms in

part to unrealistic expectations, but acknowledged that "the three

prime funotions of the Institute had not been carried forward with the

emphasis and balance which the founders of the Institute had con-

ceived." It pinpointed the "disappointments" as falling mainly with-

in the area of applied research and development activities leading

to innovations within the schools, and noted that in general satis-

factory progress had been made in the development of graduate teach-

ing and that "many faculty members had pursued sound basic research."

The Special Committee also noted resentment on the part of many

of the faculty that its Academic Council was a creature of the Board,

although the Council had "gradually become the chief policy-proposing

body .... and the Board had accepted with only minor modifications

most of the recommendations of the Council." The thirty-six recom-

mendations of this committee agreed substantially with the major

proposals of the Task Force of the Academic Council. Among them was

a proposal for a new operating structure to consist of three divi-

sions: one concerned with graduate instruction and the research

studies of individual faculty members; the second with research and

development projects organized around thematic centres; and the third

with field development.

A Joint Committee on Institute Structure was established to

consider the rejorts of the Task Force and the Special Committee of
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the board of Governors. The Committee was composed of representatives

of the Academic Council, the Administrative Council, the Association

of Research Officers, the Association of Teaohing Staff, the Board

of Governors, the General Supporting Staff, the Graduate Students

Assooiation, and the Professional Staff Assooiation. After almost

four months of study and discussion, the Committee submitted its

report on 12 June 1970. Subeequently, in keeping with procedures

agreed upon by all of the bodies represented, the report was sub-

mitted to each for its approval and possible amendment; and the

feedback was collated for consideration by the Joint Committee.

The Joint Committee rejeoted the concept of a 1A-cameral system

of government as recommended by the Task Force and the Speoial Com-

mittee, but proposed a deliberative assembly called the Institute

Council, composed of

a) representatives of the external public (40 per cent);

b) representatives of the Institute staff (40 per cent);

o) representatives of the Institute students (20 per cent).

It further propoEad that the representatives of the external

public also be constituted as the Regents of the Institute, which

shall be the corporation with final authority in financial and

personnel matters.

The Joint Committee reoommended the following standing commit-

tees, advisory committees, and review boards:

Graduate Studies Standing Committee;

Research and Development Standing Committee;

Field Development Standing Committee;

Media and Communications Standing Committee;

Budget Standing Committee;

Administrative Services Standing Committee;

Academio Services Standing Committee.

It was proposed that standing committees be empowered to make recom-

mendations to the Institute Council on policy and budget allocations,

and recommendations regarding the interpretation and implementation

of policy to the officials responsible. Provisions for the composition

and functioning of standing committees were worked out with care, as

illustrated by the following specifications for the Research and

Development Standing Committee:
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"a) The Research and Development Committee will be composed

of twenty personst five faculty members, two students,

and three aoademic supporting staff members, and ten

elected by the Institute Counoil. Of the latter, at least

six must be external members, and at least two of the six

must be Regeuts.

b) The Co-ordinator of Research and Development Studies or

his alternate will be an ex-officio member of the Committee,

and its executive officer.

o) The Research and Development Standing Committee will set

up one or more review boards, (i) to study and make recom-

mendations on policy matters referred to them by the

Standing Committee, and (ii) as delegated by the Institute

Counoil, to review and take aotion on proposals, subject

to the Institute Council policies.

d) The Committee and its subcommittees will replace the

Academic Council Standing Committee on Research, the

Academio Council Standing Committee on Institute Develop-

mental Projects, the Research Review Board, and the Develop-

ment Review Board."

Recommendations for other standing committees likewise refleoted

thoughtful attempts to relate the composition and procedures to thl

functions totbe performed.

The major recommendations of the Joint Committee have been

approved by all constituent bodies, by the Academic Council, and by

the Board of Governors; and the proposals respecting internal

structure have been put into effect. Moreover, the Academic Counoil

is being replaced by an Institute Assembly modelled on the proposed

Institute Council except that it includes as external members all

of the present Board of Governors, which will continue in its present

form pending aotion by the Provincial Legislative Assembly.

As previously noted, key deoisions tend to take shape in the,

meetings of the Director's Council, the Administrative Council, and

important ad hog committees (such as those described above) before

being ratified by the Academic Counoil and the Board of Governors.

The three Co-ordinators, the Assistant Director, and the Director

exercise their leadership in large part by making their knowledge

and advice available to these groups and by seeing that critical

issues find a place on the agendas. It is usual for the chairmanship
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of important committees to be assigned to an appropriate officer of

the Institute. For example, the Assistant Direotor chaired the Task

Force, and the Direotor the Joint Committee.

DECISION-MAKING ILLUSTRATED

An illustration of the Institute's attempt to involve all staff

categories and representatives of external agencies in major deci.

sionsis found in the recent review of research and development

activities. The summary which follows is based lirgely on unpublished

papers which established the procedures for, and reported on, the

various stages of the 1970/71 review of R and D programmes conducted

under the auspices of the Joint Research and Development Review

Boards with the assistance of the Office of Research and Development

Studies. The documents referred to include: an undated paper of

twenty-one pages entitled "Developing Priorities for Research and

Development", which was presented for discussion by a representative

of the Budget Review Committee, and a representative of the Office

of Research and Development Studies; a 14 page paper dated November,

1970, entitled "Proposals for a Balanced Programme of Research and

Development", submitted on behalf of the Joint Research. and Develop-

ment Review Boards; "Study Team Reports" on each of the several

departments, prepared in the fall of 1970; and a document (revised

edition) of thirty-three pages, excluding appendixes, entitled

"Reports to Departments of Education and University Affairs Concern-

ing Review of Research and Development in Education."

These documents may serve, as milestones along a partially

charted road - through greater coherence among projects, closer

collaboration of faculty and other staff within and across depart-

mental lines, and identification of Institute capabilities within

areas of major need - toward fully integrated large -scale research

and development operations, involving a concentration of scholarly

and technical talent and other resources for the solution of major

problems or the advancement of important educational objectives.

Progress along this line was envisaged by Institute leaders from

its inception, but it has taken time to chart the routes and to

develop the necessary motive power.

Dissatisfaction with contributions of the Institute to develop-

ment of instructional systems and other products to enable schools

and other educational agencies to attain their objectives more

effectively has been expressed throughout the Institute's history
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by the Institute staff and by those engaged in teaching and educa-

tional administration. The desire to give greater emphasis to pro-

blem-oriented and goal-oriented research and development led to a

succession of internal reorganizations that resulted in the creation

of the Office of Research and Development Studies in its present

form.

Partly because of the criticism of the. lack of large-scale

development, the Research and Development Review Boards in 1970

adopted new procedures for conducting an analysis of the research

and development in the Institute. These new procedures, which were

based on decisions approved in the spring of 1970 by the Academic

Council and later ratified by the Board of Governors, were designed

to enable the setting of priorities for all research and development

and the realignment of the R and D portion of unit budgets. In their

recommendations for budget realignment in the spring of 1970, the

Academic Council not only advised the Review Boards to identify

priority areas but also stipulated that "major thrusts" be established

within the priority areas. The major thrust projects could take a

variety of forms and be organizeu as projects within a department,

as inter-departmental projects, or as supra-departmental projects

administered through the Office of Research and Development Studies.

The major thrusts were to be characterized by high visibility and

strong generalizable impact on the educational system. To qualify as

a major thrust, a project had to be supported by evidence of sound

design, adequate organization and management, clearly stated objec-

tives, adequate provisions for evaluation, careful planning of the

means of making the results useful to the educational system, and

other Criteria intended to assure careful planning and good use of

resources. (For degoriptions of major thrusts, see the section on

Research and Development in Chapter IV.)

In addition to the major thrusts, the other levels of programme

organization identified were department and inter-departmental pro-

grammes, faculty programmes and faculty projects to be funded within

departments without reference to the Review Boards. There was also

an identification of five general programme priority areas defined

as:

1) areas of major need and demonstrated Institute contributions;

2) areas of major need and potential Institute contributions;

3) departmental programmes meeting a major outside educational

need;
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4) areas of major potential for inter-unit and inter-disciplin-

ary focus;

5) international educetion.

To carry out those recommendations the Review Boards assigned

a study team to each of the ten departments of the Institute, and

one to the R and D components of the Office of Field Development.

Each team consisted of two faculty members, a research assistant

representing the joint Review Boards, and a person from outside the

Institute chosen from a list of candidates suggested by the depart-

ment being reviewed. The Co-ordinator of Research and Development

or the Assistant Co-ordinator also served as a member of each of the

teams. In September and October, these teams reviewed ongoing and

proposed research projects and identified the areas of major strength

in research and development. The information gathered by the study

teams was made available to the departments and was presented to the

Joint Review Boards for use in recommending priorities for the Insti-

tute and in reviewing propoaals submitted after priorities were

approved and circulated in thy., Institute.

Following these department-by-department reviews, the Joint

Research and Development Review Boards in November made recommenda-

tions based on considerations of the needs of education in Ontario

in combination with the salient areas of demonstrated Institute

strength as Identified by the study teams. These recommendations

were approved in meetings involving Institute staff and students;

the Research Advisory Committee and Development Advisory Committee,

representing the Ontario educational system's main components and

the public at large; the Academic Council's standing committees on

research and development; the entire Academic\Council; and the Board

of Governors. The process, therefore, was a rather cumbersome and

time-consuming one, but it did produce significant results, inoluding

the definition of clear thematio areas of concentration; an increase

in the mean size of projects, both in terms of staffing and funding;

a reduction in the amount of support given to unrevieved pilot

exploratory work by individual faculty members; and the introduotion

of new budgetary procedures to permit more effective management of

research and development.
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Chapter IV

STAFF CHARACTERISTICS AND ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this chapter is to offer additional information

on Institute staff and to provide some examples of the many and

varied activities sponsored by the Institute. The activities are

grouped according to the function to which they relate.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FACULTY AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT STAFF

The total academic staff appears to have stabilized at approxi-

mately 135. Professors make up nearly 16 per cent of the total;

associate professors 30 per cent; assistant professors 40 per cent;

and leoturers less than 14 per cent. The three largest departments

are Applied Psychology, Curriculum, and Educational Administration,

each of which has an academic staff of 16 or more. Other departments

have between 9 and 11,except for the smallest departments of Computer

Applications and Special Education. Among the departments, Curriculum

has the highest percentage of professors (32 per cent), followed by

Adult Education (30 per cent). In the departments of Computer Appli-

cations, Curriculum, Educational Administration, Educational Planning,

Measurement and Evaluation, and Sociology the ranks of assistant

professor and lecturer account for over half of the academic staff.

The percentage of associate professors ranges from 10 per cent in

Curriculum to 50 per cent in Speoial Education, with six other de-

partments having 30 per cent or more in this category. (Additional

information on staff composition is found in Table 1, Chkter I.)

In response to a 1969 "background questionnaire" academic staff

were revealed as ):1 variegated group with respect to age, place of

birth, educational background, teaching and administrative experience,

and language proficiency. The average age of faculty is just under 40

for the Institute as a whole, Sociology having the youngest staff

with an average of slightly over 33 and Special Education the oldest

with a:1 average of nearly 47.

The country of birth for nearly half is Canada; for approximately

one-third the U.S.A. (at its highest, 36 per cent); and the United
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Kingdom and Commonwealth nations together account for the birthplaces

of 11 per cent. Over half of the academic staff are Canadian oitizens,

and this proportion is increasing as many born outside Canada qualify

for Canadian citizenship. Nearly 60 per cent of the academic staff,

however, report that their highest degrees were taken in the U.S.A.

as compared with slightly over 25 per cent taken in Ontario univer-

sities and an additional 8 per cent in other Canadian institutions.

The teaching experience of the academic staff ranges by depart-

ments from an average of less then four years for Sociology to thir-

teen years or more for Curriculum and Speoial Education. A high pro-

portion of teaching experience was gained in Canada: over 60 per

cent of the total years of teaching in elementary and secondary

schools; nearly two-thirds of total years in university teaching;

and nearly 90 per cent of the years of teaching in post-secondary

other than university. The staff has held a total of 111 administra-

tite positions, of which 31 were in university administration and

19 in school principalships. Of the administrative posts held by the

faculty, 52 were in Ontario, 25 in other Canadian provinces, and only

19 in the U.S.

In addition to English, languages spoken by the faculty include

French (over 20 per cent), other European languages (under 15 per

cent), Asian and African languages (over 5 per cent). Over 30 per

cent of the faculty profess to read and write French and over 20 per

cent other European languages; while five persons indicate ability

to read and write some Asian language and two read and write an

African language.

The Institute has three categories of academic support staff:

research assistant (with three levels), research associate, and

project officer. The total number of academic support staff is 108.

Most research and project officers are full-time employees, but a

few are applicants for advanced degrees. Hierarchically speaking,

research officers rank after academics and before graduate assistants

and general supporting staff. Females outnumber males two to one

among the full-time employees and three to one among the part-time

employees; males, however, are heavily represented among the highest

ranks of research staff.

The Committee on Personnel Policies and Procedures for Academic

Supporting Staff, in its "Report on the Research Project" in 1969,

noted that the academic backgrounds of research officers range from

fine arts such as music through classics and languages, and many

social sciences to mathematics, physics, and engineering. Their
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academic qualifications are: 6 per cent, no degree or equivalent;

2 per cent, no degree but equivalent certificate; 56 pbr cent, one

degree; 28 per cent, two degrees; and 7 per cent, three degrees.

They form a group with wide variations in backgrounds, qualifications,

experience, expeotations, roles, levels of satisfaction, and opinions

regarding the Institute.

Tasks performed include research preparation, test construction,

data colleotion, administration, data analysis and reporting, and

teaching. Each one of these task areas, of course, includes both

oreative, stimulating work and trivial, mechanical tasks. Research

Officers also differ in career expectations. Many regard appointment

at OISE as a career in itself, seek professional status as research-

ers, and are concerned with such matters as clear definition of

roles, increased responsibility, and in-service training. Others

regard work at OISE as interim and intend to move on to further

study, academic careers, jobs elsewhere, or marriage.

THE PROGRAMME OF GRADUATE STUDIES

The programme of graduate studies constitutes a keystone around

which other activities of the Institute cluster. This feature was

prominent in its original design. One of two objects specified in

the Act of 1965 was to conduct courses leading to graduate degrees

and certificates of standing; and the programme of graduate studies

started with the two departments transferred by the Act from the

Ontario College of Education. Moreover, all activities of the Insti-

tute draw heavily on academic staff and academic support staff who

are members of departments which include graduate studies in their

responsibilities.

The number of graduate degrees awarded increased from 167 in

the first year, 1965-66, to 439 in 1969-70,with the biggest percent-

age increase occurring in 1968-69. Of the total of 439 degrees

awarded in 1969-70, 15 were Ph.D.s, 8 Ed.D.s, 33 M.A.s and 383 M.Ed.s.

For the fall semester, 1970-71, the full-time enrolment was 382 and

the part-time enrolment 879. Among the departments, Applied Psychology

led all others with 118 full-time and 205 part-time students, followed

by Curriculum with 49 full-time and 218 part-time students, History

and Philosophy with 38 full-time and 76 part-time. Other departments

with more than 100 full- and part-time students combined were Adult

Education, with 28 full- and 87 part-time, Educational Administration

with 25 full- and 95 part-time, Special Education with 26 full-time

and 91 part-time.
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According to a report by the Co-ordinator of Graduate Studies,

OISE within five years reaohed the point where their graduates re-

present more than one in six of the graduate degrees conferred by

the University of Toronto; and the Bulletin for 1971-72 notes that

of approximately 6,000 graduate students of the University, 1,300

are at the Institute. Of the latter, 380 are registered ae full-time

students and 165 of these are Ph.D. candidates. These figures testify

to a dramatic, increase since 1965-66 when the number of full-time

enrollees was 101, and the number of Ph.D. candidates was 12.

There has been a 450 per cent increase in course offering over

the six-year life of the Institute: only 51 courses were offered in

1965-66, by 1967-68 the number was 160, and in 1970-71 there were

281 courses. This expansion represented in part responses by depart-

ments and individual faculty members to perceived needs, and in

part it reflected the latitude given to faculty members to pursue

their own interests. Such review of programmes as ocourred prior

to 1970-71 was largely intra-departmental; but in the past year the

Graduate Studies Review Board, faced with the prospeot of a reduced

budget, gave its attention to working out sound bases for programme

and associated budget decisions; and this task will be carried for-

ward by the Graduate Studies Standing Committee of the Institute

Assembly, which replaces the Graduate Studies co-ordinating Committee

and the Academic Council Standing Committee as well as the Review

Board.

In October 1970 the Office of the Co-ordinator of Graduate

Studies reported evidence of departmental responsiveness to the needs

of the Ontario educational community, of which the'following items

are exaMplee:

"Adult Education has established certificate programmes for

able praotitioners in influential positions, students whose

academic qualifications may bar their admission to the School

of Graduate Studies but whose outlook and grasp of their work

suggests they will profit from further study.

"History of Education has emphasized an M.Ed. programme (after-

hours and summers) in response to a field demand for study to

provide an historical perspective from which to comprehend the

rapid change of educational policy.

"Educational Planning is actively involved in the identification

of practitioners for training as planners, with a view to re-

arranging doctorate requirements so that the practitioner /student
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may pursue his doctoral research for a year on his home job

site.

"Sociology in Education has developed courses which require

study directly in schools; this is part of the normal course

work but is also related intimately to the department's research

and development programme.

" Educational Administration has moved deliberately to what is

virtually a semester system of course offerings in order to

facilitate the establishment of half-year sabbatical leave for

practising administrators who wish to study at OISE but cannot,

for a variety of reasons, take a full year's sabbatical leave.

"Applied Psychology's sub-specialization in Educational Psycho-

logy, which requires very substantial background in psychology

itself, incorporates an entire half-year of school-based exper-

ience in order to combine high-level training in psychology

with sensitivity and perspective about school problems.

"Computer Applications has increased its part-time M.Ed. enrol-

ment sixfold in the past two years in response to the demand

for personnel returning to school system with a general know-

ledge of programmes emphasizing instructional technology.

Further changes in the programme of graduate studies may be an-

ticipated both as a result of internal reviews and re-ordering of

priorities and as a result of the replacement of the single grant by

formula financing for graduate studies. Under the new arrangement

the Institute's graduate programmes will be supported through the

Department of University Affairs on the same basis as any ocher

Ontario university. (Additional money for research and development

and field development will continue, to be provided directly through

legislative appropriations.) The formula basis makes student enrol-

ment an important factor in operating revenues. At the same time,

the amount of financial assistance to students ie being reduced.

The Office of the Co-ordinator of_Graduate Studies is increasing

emphasis on flexibility and individualization of programmes and pro-

poses to undertake a survey to reveal unmet needs for graduate study

and to project the demand for administrators, curriculum consultants,

school psychologists, educational planners, and other specialists.

A longitudinal study of students is also proposed to assess the value

and relevence of experiences provided by the Institute to careers

and continuing education.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Research and development in the Institute started with projects

inherited from departments of the Ontario College of Education and

from the Ontario Curriculum Institute. Some of these were completed

and phased out but some have continued in somewhat altered form to

the present time. As new staff appointments were made new studies

and projects were initiated. Moreover, the situation favoured the

proliferation of projects in several ways. First, many of those

appointed were young academios eager to make their reputatiohs

through research and publications. Second, each academic staff mem-

ber was given a light teaching load and expected to devote half his

time to research. Third, departments disposed of relatively large

sums of money, by comparison with usual university departments, for

the purpose of hiring support staff to assist in faculty members'

projects. Although in some departments the support funds were spent

on large projects, the departmental structure modelled on that of

universities frequently encouraged individual small scale research

and development.

As a consequence of the stimulation of individual initiative

and the lack of planning of team efforts directed at major targets,

the number of projects grew until they totalled over 300, or an

average of between two and three per faculty member. Sharp criticism

both from within and outside the Institute arose from both the pro-

liferation of projects and the failure to mount large-scale and

carefully planned development programmes directed towards meeting

the pressing needs of Ontario schools. Finally, the reorganization

of the Office of Co-ordinator of Research and Development and con-

tinued agitation by many Institute officers and staff members who

deplored the lack of programmatic research and development led to

the review processes described in Chapter III.

The major results claimed for this review in a report from the

Office of Research and Development Studies may be summarized as

follows:

1. An inorease in the mean size of projects through regrouping

of related smaller activities into three major thrust areas

and co-ordinated work at the departmental and intet-depart-

mental levels, with over 50 per cent of existing support

staff and operating expenses allocated to these activities.

(The programmes approved as major thrusts, inter-depart-

mental and departmental, are described briefly in the pages

that follow.
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2. The definition of clear theuatio areas of concentration

related to areas of major need. (Thematic areas refer to

the grouping of programmes under such categories as Canadian

studies and bilingualism, innovative learning, productive

thinking.)

3. Institution of new budgetary procedures to permit more

effective management of R and D.

4. Reduction of support of unreviewed pilot exploratory work

for individual academic staff to less than 5 per cent of

total support with the remainder of what was originally

allocated for this purpose being put into a contingency

fund.

Several comments on the procedures followed in 1970-71 and the

resulbsobtained seem justified. First, the process of evaluation,

review and budgetary allocation was extremely cumbersome. It consumed

large amounts of time on the part of faculty members and research

officers in preparation of abstracts and proposals, in serving on

study teams, and in participating in discussions and reviews. Second,

the processes and the decisions evoked considerable criticism which

was directed not only at the amount of work involved but also, in

some cases, to the competence of study teams and subcommittees of

the Review Boards. Third, in spite of the emphasis given to major

thrusts, the initial budgetary allocations to this level were sub-

stantially below the allocations for departmental and faculty pro-

jects. Fourth, the attempt to squeeze existing projects into the

semblance of larger units is not a good substitute for a systematic

approach to the design of major undertakings.

On the positive side, the following points may be noted. First,

the process gave opportunity for widespread involvement of faculty,

research officers, and students within the Institute and also of

the Board of Governors and of advisory ,croups representing all com-

ponents rf the Ontario educational system. It also involved the use

of consultants identified with research and development in other

agencies inside and outside of Ontario. A second positive result was

that many members of the Institute became more conversant with

the requirements for effective research and development operations

in education. A third result was the easing of communication regard-

ing research and-development across departmental lines. A fourth

positive consequence was that experience with the decision-making

process may lead subsequently to reconciliation of the values of
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widespread participation on the one hand and expert judgment on the

other, so that future review processes may be less cumbersome and

more effective. A fifth gain to be anticipated is improved planning

of research and development projeots in the future.

The number of projects is too large to permit even a thumbnail

description of separate projects, but brief abstraots are included

here of four programmes designated as major thrusts; three more or

less representative of inter-departmental programmes, and three

intra-departmental programmes.

The following were approved as "major thrusts":

An Elementary Sohoal Thinking Programme. The general aim of

this major thruet programme is to develop instructional mater-

tale in the area of thinking for students from pre-school level

through Grade 8. The programme will, on the basis of an opera-

tional definition of productive thinking, develop intervention

schemes, using teaching with textbooks, self-instruction, and

multi-media materials to improve thinking in all students. The

thinking programme will be incorporated ultimately in sohool

subjects that depend on rational thought, as an essential part

of the subject discipline. This programme has six sub-projeots.

Studies in Educational Policy Planning and Performance. There

is increasing pressure in Ontario (and throughout North America)

for schools and educational agencies to plan for their future

more effectively and also become more accountable for their

performance. This major thrust programme is directed towards

this problem; it has as its aim to provide, over a 3-to-5 year

period, a comprehensive approach to the exploration of choice

in the educational setting. It takes into account the critical

element of being able to evaluate among choices, and recognizes

that methodology per se is not sufficient to bring about effec-

tive ?olioy decisions. Organizational development is seen as

essential to the process of assisting and implementing more

effective policy and planning activities in education. There

are four components of this programme.

A Programme of Canadian Studies. A Canadian Studies Centre

will be established within OISE, headed by a professor and staffed

by a project officer and support staff. The programme will

include collecting materials about Canada and bringing

these materials to the attention of ourriculum developers;
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also stimulating development of curriculum about

Canada both within OISE and in other settings. In addition,

the project will co-ordinate ongoing research and development

activities in the area of Canadian Studies within OISE.

ProRramme on Innovations and Alternatives in Education. This

MOOT thrust programme is designed to focus more of the Insti-

tute's resources on an essential education function: that of

providing assistance for innovation in the provincial education-

al system on a systematic and continual basis. The major thrust

incorporates six "subprogrammesn, each of which focuses on one

clearly identified system of activities related to the overall

programme objectives. In addition, there are six projects

included, each of which also relates to the overall programme

objectives.

Among the inter-departmental programmes are the followings

j1 Education Prof lgA. This project is intended to develop

(1) a theory of moral development readily understandable by

teachers; (2) carefully formulated, effective programmes and

methods for stimulating moral development; (3) descriptions

of relevant materials from a variety of sources; and (4) more

objective, yet readily usable methods of assessing changes in

moral reasoning and moral development. These outcomes will have

the effect of increasing the'adequacy of the approaches and

methods used in moral education in the schools, and hopefully,

the larger community.

Canadian Public Issues Prolect. This project involves the devel-

opment, evaluation and dissemination of a social studies pro-

gramme organized around areas of contemporary public issues in

Canadian society. In addition, the project focuses on developing

methods for training teachers to use these materials in the

classroom - e.g. the development of a Teacher's Manual. Such a

programme is expected to effect changes in social studies by

providing an alternative to currently used history and social

science courses, and also to develop students' abilities to

discuss and cope with many of the value-issues prevalent in

Canadian society.
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Bilingual Education Project. This projeot responds direotly

to the urgent need of numerous boards of education for assist-

ance in initiating experiments in bilingual eduoation for

(3nglish-speaking pupils at the kindergarten and Grade 1 levels.

Projeot staff will co-operate with boards which are developing

bilingual programmes and will co-ordinate the design and plan-

ning of experiments, materials, seleotion and development,

teacher training, evaluation, and documentation.

The following abstracts are included to help round out the

picture and to illustrate some of the major projects within single

departments:

The Individualization Project. This programme consists of four

sub-projeots: a computer-based modular inatruotional system

for secondary school physios curriculum materials; a computer-

based systematic approach to diagnosis and instruction for

mathematios skills; a language learning feasibility study

(phases I and II) using an automated language laboratory; and

an educational computer faoilities projeot.

The School Board Administration Project. This project is

designed to promote improvement of sohool board operation in

Ontario and Canada. The project will develop and disseminate

ideas about school board operation for the use of trustees and

administrators in defining their roles, bringing their organ-

izational arrangements into line with changing needs, and under-

standing the implications of current administrative concepts

and modern technology for school administration. The development,

aspeot of the projeot inoludes,a study of Ontario school board

organizational patterns, a study of current Ontario school board

polioies, a project to develop simulation materials for leader-

ship training, and an organizational re-development projeot with

a county school board.

The School System and the Exceptional Child. Thie projeot in-

volves most of the faculty in the Department of Speoial Educa-

tion and is being conducted in Welland County. It is designed

to determine the best organizational arrangements for the teach-

ing of various types of children perceived by the school as

educationally "backward". The investigation focuses on how child,

family, teacher, and school characteristics interact with speoial
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education classes to affeot the child's school achievement,

social and personal adjustment, and vocational adjustment. This

will show an ultimate apeoification of conditioning under which

different speoial education programmes are effeotive. There are

three sub - projects in this programme.

The projeots of the Institute conform to no single pattern.

Some are primarily research; others a combination of research and

development; still others involve primarily the collection and/or

production of materials; many, but not all, involve schools and/or

other external agencies.

All of the examples cited were taken either from programmes

designated as "major thrust" or "departmental and inter-departmental".

There are other studies of at least equal power which are being con-

duoted by individuals and groups, sometimes within a department and

sometimes involving two or more departments. Some of them are little

more than clusters of projeots, related through methodology or other-

wise, which were separately initiated. In some cases, one or more of

the so-called sub-projects may hold the major potential of a large

cluster.

FIELD DEVELOPMENT

The work of the Office of Field Development bas been character-

ized by the Co- ordinator as essentially "a bridge or linking activity,

a co-ordination of effort among school people and OISE staff." A

major portion of this linking activity in carried on through the

regional centres. Examples from the work of the three centres which

were established in 1969 will give some indication of the scope and

variety of ao.tivities. The activities reported are for the most part

abstracted from the Annual Report of the Office of Field Development

for 1969-70.

The Niagara Centre's activities include:

1) dissemination of Institute products, primarily the Bereiter-

Regan Conceptual Skills Programme;

2) partioipation in field-initiated studies, represented by

co-operation in the inquiry Training Project initiated in

Welland County;

3) centre-initiated projeots including a study of the use of

volunteers and another dealing with the improvement of

written expression;
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4) consultation on a variety of matters with groups of teachers,

principals, with county consultants on design and evaluation

of procedures, and on committees of the Department of Educa-

tion's Regional Office.

The Trent Valley Centre's first action was to support POISE, a

programme initiated by Peterborough County and involving innovations

in curriculum and instruction. The Centre has undertaken to evaluate

these innovations as they are being developed in five schools and

has assigned a full-time evaluation specialist to this task. The

Trent Valley Centre is also engaged in diffusion through "Study

Group Schools", through seminars on evaluation, and through dissem-

ination of OISE materials.

The Western Ontario Centre has conducted projects in soience,

mathematics, early school environments, and oral French. These pro-

jects involve educators from the region and members of the Institute

staff. This Centre has also arranged for thirteen studies in the

region on a wide range of topics, including students' attitudes and

motivations, innovation in classroom organization and methods, and

counselling procedures and practices. Through the Centre arrangements

are made for workshops and other study groups in which members of

many Institute departments are involved.

The study team which reviewed the R and D activities of the

Office of Development expressed the conviction that "the prinoipal

contribution of the centres lies not in the content of the projects

existing within each but rather in the encouragement given to inno-

vation in education on the basis of evidence from research". It

identified differences in the diffusion models among the centres

and the major emphases within each diffusion model in the following

terms:

Western Ontario: concerned with the transfer of leadership to people

within the community; working directly through

formal channels and by choosing to act as a con-

necting element to facilitate an administrative

change process.

Trent Valley: concerned with critical input regarding needs and

objectives from the field for interaction with

OISE expertise; operative mainly through informal

channels - principals and teachers.
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Niagara: concerned with negotiation through both formal

system of interaotion and informal relationships

to establish identity as change agent through

the facilitation of curriculum innovation.

The Central Staff of the Office of Field Development, in addi-

tion to developing and co-ordinating the regional centres, performs

many services in the field and cultivates close working relationships

with educational officials and groups. Continuing discussions are

held with tAe Deputy Minister and other officers of the Department

of Education in an effort to foster co-operation. Close working

relationships are maintained with the Ontario Association of Educa-

tional Officials and with the executive of the Ontario Teachers'

Federation and a number of OTF affiliates. Meetings were initiated

in 1969-70 with members of the Canadian Textbook Publishers Institute

and an ad hoc committee was formed to offer positive proposals which

were accepted by OISE's Editorial Board.

During the 1969-70 academic year the Office of Field Develop-

ment carried out several large-scale projects requested by province-

wide organizations. One was a survey of the opinions of Ontario

teachers on the recommendations of the Hall Dennis report, Living

,end Learning. It was conducted at the request of the Ontario

Teachers' Federation and designed to provide a fair sampling of

teacher opinion according to geographical area, size and type of

school, and other variables. More than six thousand questionnaires

were returned and analyzed. Another large project was a background

and opinions survey undertaken at the request of, and in co-operation

with the Ontario Public School Men Teachers' Federation. Nearly 7,000

returned questionraires were analyzed to reveal salient characteris-

tics and attitudes. The Office of Development is continuing, also

a longitudinal study initiatcd in 1968 of student-teachers and grad-

uates of two teacher training colleges.

The Co-ordinator and other staff members of Field Development

play parts in nearly every aspect of Institute activity, including

instruction, research, and development, but with a special responsi-

bility for field relatione,dissemination and assistance in implement-

ing research and innovative ideas. One further example of the Office's

activities was a major conference on teacher education which was

attended by 360 delegates.
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DISSEMINATION

The dissemination activities of the Institute appear to be well

balanced in content and with respect to target audiences. Media

include publications of many kinds, conferences, workshops, publio

addresses, films and tapes. It is difficult to assess the effeots

of these approaches to dissemination but, because there is reason

to doubt that dissemination alone rrodlAces much cLige in educational

practice, the Institute supplements dissemination by other means of

encouraging educational innovation, such as the activities in Field

Development previously described.

Publications

The 1971 publications catalogue lists an impressive array of

publications under twelve categories. The publications afford con-

siderable insight into the activities of the Institute and offer

some basis for judging the impact on the field of education. A few

illustrations will serve to show the scope of the Institute's work:

There are more than twenty publications on currioulum, inoluding

The Uses_Of Film in the Teaohing of _English, Rhetoric -14, Unified

Approach to English Curriculums The New Approach to Music, Values

and Curriculum, K-13 Mathematics: Some Non -Geometric AsPectg,

Persreotives on Second Language Teaching. What Culturel_ilhat Heritage?;

and Focus on Canadian Studies. Psychological studies include

Intelligence, a conspectus of modern psychological opinion of the

nature of intelligence,its assessment, and its relation to heredity

and environment; Matching Models in Education, to co-ordinate student

characteristics with educational environments; and Psychology and

Early Childhood Education. An example from the field of adult educa-

tion is Learning Without a Teacher, a study of deliberate efforts by

forty individual learners to teach themselves some specifio knowledge

or skill.

Among the publications on administration are an annotated biblio-

graphy on city school district reorganization; a monograph, The

iranattheLoalalCham, which is an examination of the School Board

Chairman's role; and Developing School Systems, a 177-page guide for

trustees, administrators, and teachers which offers a model for

decision making and organizational design. Educational innovation is

described in several publications including Schools in Change, which

documents changes from 1965 to 1969, and The School in TransitiOn,

which is a profile of a secondaly school undergoing innovation.
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Educational planning is represented by an econometric analysis of

Ontario entitled Towards a Rational Educational Policy: A Mathemati-

cal. Model for an Educational System, offered as an aid in assessing

the effects of various policies and forecasting transition flows in

the educational system; and Demography and Educational Planning.

Other publications provide projections of enrolments in Ontario for

pre-school and elementary, secondary schools, and universities and

colleges respectively.

Media materials include sets of tapes such as readings by

Canadian poets and public lectures on education alternatives; multi-

media kits on conceptual skills, and developing language; the Indian

Studies Resource File; and Ten Years in a_ Box, which offers records,

film strips, colour slides and audiotape, an assortment of posters,

newspaper pages, pamphlets, postdards, etc. covering the period of

the 1930e. The catalogue lists a number of tests and related publi-

cations, including A Resource Book for Teachers on Evaluation in

Geography, and a Grade 7 and 8 Mathemetics_Test Item Poo/ of 273

multiple choice questions and a teacher's guide.

Journals published by the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education include Convergence, an international journal of adult

education published quarterly; Interchange, a multidisciplinary

journal of research in education published quarterly; and Orbit,

a journal for elementary and secondary school teachers that discusses

and evaluates new approaches to learning. In addition there are a

number of informal publications such as the Curriculum Theory Network,

which is an informal information exchange about current work and new

ideas in curriculum development, Evaluation and Measurement Newsletter,

and selected research abstracts on adult education through University

Extension.

The charaoter of Orbit may be judged by a sampling from two

issues. In June 1970 there was emphasis on "The Value of On-Site

Learning" with "Dialogue from a Field Trip", "A Guide to the Educa-

tional, Cultural and Recreational Resources of South-eastern Georgia

Bay", "The Community as an Aid to Teaching", "La 13e Annie dans la

Capitol 21e", "Out-cf-Sehool Learning and Beginning Teachers", and

"Ontario Science Centre". In February 1971 articles included "The

Perceptually Handicapped Child", "French-Language Teaching Modules",

"Some Notes on the Open Plan School", "Vera un enseignement plus

integrq". "Reading Efficiently and Thinking Critically", and "The

School Child as Go-between".

The publications are designed to inform Ontario teachers, admin-

istrators, trustees and others of current developments in education.
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Most publications are designed with particular audiences in mind.

This is true not only of the monographs and other brochures, but of

the journals, one of which is directed to Ontario teachers and other

school people, another focused on adult education, and a third beamed

at an international audience of scholars in the field of education.

Publications of the Institute are promoted through an annual catalogu(

and by sending well designed handouts to selected audiences.

Conferences

In a typical year the Institute sponsors more than twenty

conferences, seminars and workshops. The range of topics and audiences

reached may be judged by the following examples:

Colloquium of Client-Centred Counselling in Secondary.Schools,

attended by 250 Ontario Guidance counsellors, 19-20 October

1967;

Series of 5 workshops on the theme, Supervision in Leadership,

attended by 35 school administrators at each workshop, October

1967;

Conference on Problems in the Teaching of Young Children,

attended by 230 kindergarten and elementary teachers,

12-13 March 1967;

International Conference on the World of Educational Research,

attended by 100 delegates, 23-24 August 1968;

Reading Conference for reading consultants and elementary school

teachers, attended by 100, 29 November 1968;

Conference on the Practical Implication of Living and Learning,

attended by 360 school trustees, administrators, teachers and

students, 17-19 April 1969;

A Conference on "The Chairman of the Board", attended by 160

school trustees and senior educational officials, 16-18 June

1969.

Other topics for conferences or workshops between 1967 and 1969

include:

The Historian and the Cultural Context of Education

The Elcmantary School Principal

Research in the Schools

Moral Education
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Teacher as Group Leader

Community Devvlopment

Canadian Studies

Non-Metric Data Analysis

Intelligence (Seminar)

Implications of Demographic Factors for Educational

Planning and Research

Philosophy in Education

Leadership and Change in Education

Many of the conferences and other meetings were sponsored by

departments of OISE in collaboration with other agencies such as the

Canadian Council for Research in Education, and the Ontario Associa-

tion of Education Officials. Also sponsoring were the York Borough

Board of Education (featured in another Case Study in this series),

and the Christian Education Board of the United Anglican Churches.

The conferences and workshops were supplemented by numerous addresses

by faculty members before professional organizations of many kinds

as well as in colleges and universities.

Professional Development Dave

Another dissemination activity undertaken by the Conference

Off:.ce is the organization of Professional Development Days. Teachers

fray the various counties have a day off each year for professional

development. Frequently, they write or phone the Conference Office

and ask for a programme to be arranged for them. Requests generally

frill into two categories according to whether the teachers are inter-

ested in visiting OISE and getting an overview of the work of the

Institute or whether they have particular problems for which they

ars seeking help. Eighteen professional development programmes were

conducted in 1970-71. Topics of talks and seminars included: the

role of research in education, the meaning of curriculum, non-graded

schools, individualization, special education, the Conceptual Skills

Programme; multi-media kits, Indian Studies, Canadian Studies, reading,

remedial reading, and various aspects of language learning.

The Institute library is an important resource for Ontario edu-

cators as well as Institute staff. The number of items has increased

to approximately 175,000 including many films, audiotapes and a

variety of curriculum materials. Special effort is made to bring

innovative materials and multi-media kits to the attention of teachers

and other potential users; and some materials are made available for
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workshops operated by the field centres. The Library also supplies

bibliographies on various subjects to school systems in the regions

served by the centres. The services of the Institute library supple-

ment the rich resources of the University of Toronto library which

are fully available to Institute staff and students.

Other service activities are: (li a variety of aids from

the Modern Language Centre are loaned to individuals and organizations

concerned with second language teaching; (2) aSsistanoe is pro-

vided by the Department of Measurement and Evaluation in response to

requests from external groups; and (3) extensive service work is

carried on by the Department of Adult Education for the Colleges of

Applied Arts and Technology.
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Chapter V

ADDITIONAL IMPRESSIONS,_ CONCLUSIONS AND INFERENCES

The first two chapters of this report presented an overview of

salient features of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

as it appears today and revealed something of its origin, background,

and purposes. Chapters III and IV filled in some details of organ-

ization, management, and activities. At various points comments were

made on problems encountered and progress made. In this final chapter,

an attempt will be made to focus on how successful the Institute has

been in achieving its purposes, what characteristics seem to help or

hinder effectiveness, and what other generalizations can be made

regarding its nature, its performance, and its prospects for future

contributions to the improvement of education. The next section will

offer comments drawn from interviews and other sources. This will be

followed by some interpretive comments by the author. Finally, some

conolusions regarding the performance and potential of the Institute

Will be offered.

VIEWS PRO AND CON

Some views of the Institute from the perspective of the Legis-

lature of Ontario were expressed on 6 November 1969 before the

Education and University Affairs Standing Committee. The Honourable

William O. Davis, in an opening statement, expressed his opinion that:

The great problem in all fields of education today ... is to bring

the areas of research and development to the level of the operating

school system". He thus placed in a broader setting the difficulties

encountered by the Institute. The more critical comments offered by

members of the Committee (coming usually from members of opposition

parties) tended to centre on two points:

1. Failure to concentrate research and development on imports

educational problems in the Province. There was repeated reference

to the dispersion of resources represented by - having more than 300

research projects. For example, Mr. W. G. Pitman (Peterborough)
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observed: "I think the main criticism I've heard is that 0188 does

not quite get around to putting enough emphasis on the main problems

and also the development area, that is relating the research to

development, and that it tends to be tied up with the academic world

and its obsession with publishing and perishing."

Another Member (Mr. Lewis of Scarborough West) bolstered these

comments by quoting extensively from the report of the Academic

Council's Committee on Future Growth and Development, beginning with

the following statement: "The central thesis of this committee is

that OISE has failed, in terms of the resources available to it, to

initiate programmes that will have a demonstrated immediate effect

on educational practice, or to set the pattern for rigorous, demand-

ing and creative scholarly practice which might be expected to have

a long-range effect on educational practice."

2. Staff weaknesses. including undue American influence, ignorance

of Ontario education. and excessive concern with academic careers.

The following comments illustrate the point: "So you have educational

administration and applied psychology and curriculum where the

imbalance - and in one instance it leads to preponderance - reflects

American scholars."

"That seemed to be the ultimate irony - a Canadian studies

project to improve the study of Canadian history in Ontario schools

is being run by an American."

"OISE is staffed in large measure by people who do not know

much about Ontario education and do not know that they do not know,

and do not care. (Note: The last statement was attributed to a paper

submitted by an Institute scholar to the Academic Council and pre-

sented a summary Of criticisms heard.)"

The points referred to and other criticisms were responded to

by the Minister of Education and by Dr. Jackson and other Institute

officers who had been invited to attend the hearing. The first point

was acknowledged as a weakness which the Institute recognized and

was working on; the second was answered in part by information show-

ing a preponderance of Canadians and increasing attention to the

needs of Ontario. In a statement made to the Committee on Human

Resources, Ontario Legislature, 21 April 1971, Dr. Jackson took

further note of criticisms of the Institute which he heads. Some of

hie remarks are quoted here:
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"Failures have, in fact, been more fancied than real. Given

the very existence of the Institute, some persons expected it to

come up overnight with solutions to problems others have been

wrestling with unsuccessfully for years, with far more combined

resources ... The Institute has become part and parcel of the front

line troops in educational change in Ontario. One of our projects

alone has materials located (and used) in 1,000 classrooms; another

projeot will probably involve every school and classroom at three

grade levels in Ontario ... During this year we have studies in

progress in 124 schools and some 400 classrooms, and in every region

of the province save one ... There are projects in every part of the

province, from the extreme North to the border on the South, and from

Manitoba on the West to Quebec on the East ...

"The Institute has also been held up as a "horrible example"

of the danger of Americanization of our schools, in terms of the

number of Americans on our academic staff ... This year only 33 per

cent of our cuff are American citizens; many have landed immigrant

status and plan to become Canadian citizens as soon as the residence

requirement has been satisfied ... More Canadians with appropriate

qualifications are becoming available. Many of them are Institute

graduates, the demand for whom seems insatiable. ...

"... With the assistance of the new building, it has become a

centre for education in this province educators at all levels

in Ontario have available a resource and information centre of un-

surpassed extent Over and above the use of the physical facili-

ties are the immeasurably more important and significant services

provided to educators (from classroom teachers, including those in

professional schools at universities and at the CAATe, to school

officials and trustees) by the central staff and the staffs of the

field centres, including the extensive reference and information

section of the OISE library A few examples of these activities

illustrate the point:

1,650 graduates in five years, of whom about 90 per cent have

returned to the Ontario school system,

over 100 publications by OISr; in five years (reports, texts,

brochures, etc.)

in 1969/70 the staff published 220 articles in professional

journals and wrote parts or the whole of 111 books,
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nearly 10,000 subsoribers to Institute journals (Orbit, Inter-

change, Convergence),

in 1969/70 over 280 addresses to professional groups,

over 150 conferences during the past five years,

in 1969/70 alone over 200 workshops for educators,

an estimated 10,000 consultations last year (office, telephone,

letter),

469 group consultations during last year,

information from the Library to an estimated 12,000 people in

Ontario each year."

Opinions were obtained through extensive interviews with mem-

bers of the Institute's staff and key informants outside the Insti-

tute about the Institutets achievements and shortcomings, strengths

and weaknesses, its use of resources, its potential contributions,

its probable future, and the changed *Lodi, needed to increase its

effectiveness.

The range of opinions expressed was very wide, but there was

substantial agreement on the following pointst

1. The Institute has been successful in recruiting_ a staff of

high Quality. One who made this point more expitoitly than most said

unequivocally that the Institutets chief strength is its highly

qualified staff which includes a good mi- of well-established schol-

ars, those just building their scholarly reputations, and those who

are still young but have potential. In one way or another this senti-

ment was echoed by most of those interviewed, although some criti-

cized the Institute for recruiting too many people from outside

Ontario "who dO not understand education in the Province" or too

many "ivory tower" people who do not understand the problems of the

schools, or too many Americans. Some, particularly among research

officers and students, think there are many "second-rate" faculty

members.

2. The programme of graduate studies offered in the ten dejart-

ments compares favourably in quality and rave with the offerillgs

in major universities in North America and the United Kingdom. One

member of the faculty, after noting that the Institute has a good

graduate school of education which will stand sorutiny with moat of

the good ones in the United States, added that "the price we have
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paid for creating a very good college of education is that we have

to operate in the manner of a college of education, and you can't

operate a government financed institute for the purpose of planning

and policy research in the same mode as a college of education."

Others find the programme not very innovative and call the instruction

pedestrian. In general, however, there was little criticism of the

programme of graduate studies, and that was usually directed towards

particular courses or a particular department rather than to the

programme as a whole.

3. The Institute has not yet made much progress in the staffing

and management of large-scale research and development programmes

focused on major issues and problems in Ontario education. Many

complain of the diesipation of resources on numerous small research

projects which are not likely to provide new knowledge or other

products that can be used in the schools. One informant, however,

made an impassioned defence of what he called the academic model of

individual autonomy and deplored the recent attempt to adopt an

"industrial model". Some praised the 1970-71 review of research and

development as a long step toward concentration of resources on

important problems.

4. Much time and energy have been spent in committees and

conferences focused on internal structure and decision-making rather

than on important educational issues. This point was made by several

informants, sometimes with particular reference to the R and D review.

One department chairman, for example, referred to it as a "decision-

making monster" bred in a climate of participatory democracy. Another

informant, however, called the review "one of the best things that

has happened" because it involved all in the process of reviewii46

projects and setting directions. Others deplored the excessive time

spent in committees and meetings generally, and a few mentioned the

enormous effort invested in attempts to change organization and

government.

5. The Institute has not given enough attention to establishing

strong collaborative relationships with the Department of Education,

professional associations. and school personnel generally. One

respondent remarked that 90 per cent of the teachers would say the

Institute has done nothing for the and "it would be hard to refute".

He added that those who did feel that the Institute had done some-

thing would talk about publications, in-service courses, workshops,
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or kite. Several staff members and a majority of those from outside

the Institute praised the Office of Field Development for steps to

improve relations with school people, and there was strong praise

for the work of the regional centres established by the Institute.

As was remarked earlier, all of the total of more than 50 per-

sons in Ontario from whom opinions were obtained, through formal

interviews or otherwise, mingle criticism of Institute performance

in certain respects with recognition of important strengths. Self-

criticism by Institute officers and staff has been a source of stress

and a propellant of change as is evident in recent deoisione regard-

ing organization, activities and funding.

INTERPRETIVE COMMENTS

The Institute represents an attempt to supplement the operationS

of existing educational institutions with an essentially new type of

institution in order to meet needs with which traditional orgnntza-

tions appear unable to cope. The creation of a new institution always

involves risks, particularly when the definition of objectives and

modes of operation is so vague as to raise inflated expectations and

to pose threats to existing institutions and practices. On the other

hand, the freedom offered by loose definition opens up possibilities

which, through good planning and management, may enable the new

organization to make a distinctive place for itself. This combination

of risk and opportunity makes the Institute an exciting arena where

roles and functions are worked out on the scene of action in full

view of a critical audience. Conflict arises from differences in

perceptions, values, and preferred strategies among both participants

and spectators.

Such an institution in essence has to find itself by achieving

a distinctive identity through a combination of action, deliberation,

and planning. Meanwhile, decision-making tends to be diffused and

uncertain and the organization, if large, may at times seem ungovern-

able and unmanageable. The Institute has exhibited these characteris-

tics to the extent that it is hard to describe it as an entity; yet

the commitment to its basic purpose is so strong that movement con-

tinues towards realizing the vision which evoked it; and the basic)

structure and governing mechanisms have proved flexible enough to

accommodate stress and creative enough to generate new policies and

procedures.
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Educational change agencies are set up for different purposes,

conceive their functions in different ways, and engage in diverse

activities which are assumed to contribute to desirable changes in

education. If change agenoies are to revitalize education, it is

important that their efforts should be directed to establishing

conditions for vigorous and effective funotioning of the institutions

and agencies of education and not merely to the achievement of short-

range goals. The pressure for immediate assistance in solving pro-

blems being encountered by schools and other operating agencies is

difficult to resist; and this pressure from education personnel is

reinforced by demands from parents and other citizens who believe

the experiences now being provided by schools are inappropriate or

inadequate to the demands of contemporary society. Pressure comes

also from government officers and members of the legislature who

feel responsible both for the advancement of public welfare and

prudential use of tax revenues.

The Act of establishment for the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education, the concepts of its founders, the aspirations of its

faculties, and the expectations held by educators and citizens alike

place upon the Institute obligations for conducting a wide array of

activities which encompass the functions of graduate training,

research, development, dissemination, and implementation. No other

educational change agency has so wide a range of functions. To carry

them out fully even within the confines of the Province of Ontario

would require resources many times as large as those now available

to the Institute and would involve danger of infringement on the

activities of the Ontario Department of Education, the several boards

of county and city districts, and other educational agencies which

were functioning before the Institute was established. If the Insti-

tute is to increase the effectiveness of schools and other educational

agencies, it must to some extent have different functions from the

Department of Education and other existing agencies and seek to con-

centrate on those functions for which it has some comparative advan-

tage. It is doubtful, for example, whether the Institute can go far

with the installation of innovative products and the implementation

of new knowledge unless the Department of Education assumes a major

share of the responsibility.

There is some reason to believe that the functions of graduate

training in time may be shared with other universities and colleges

of education. Officials of the Ontario Department of Education have

shown interest in assuming major responsibility for the review and
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implementation of products developed by the Institute. The sharing

of functions of training and implementation with other agencies

might enable the Institute to concentrate a major part of its re-

sources on the processes and activities which are essential to

effeotive research and development. In that case, greater attention

would need to be given to educational planning and the working out

of cycles of need assessment, specification of objectives, and analy-

sis of alternative strategies and treatments. The analyzed data would

make possible wiser choices among alternatives and the construction

of partial or tentative solutions to be tested in clinical and school

situations to the point where the products are ready for further

evaluation and distribution through the Department of Education or

Other appropriate agency. The Institute would thus be enabled to give

greater attention to materials, Le:dia, and environments for learning,

and to offer assistance in the development of appropriate behaviour

for teachers and other school personnel, parents and community volun-

teers. The Institute undoubtedly will want to take a full share Of

responsibility for building the necessary links with other organiza-

tions and institutions.

Criticism of the Institute has been sharp and unremitting from

its first year onward. Some of the criticism from outside may be

traceable in part to disappointment that the resources allocated to

the Institute were not given instead to one or more already estab-

lished agencies; some doubtless are rooted in scepticism that any

institution can perform effectively the multiple functions assigned

to the Institute; and others arise from the failure of the Institute

to realize quickly the high expectations held for its impact on

educational practice. Interviews with key informants in such agencies

as the Ontario Department of Education and the Ontario Teachers'

Federation reveal strong sentiments of support for the Institute,

mingled with opinions that the Institute has not yet discovered how

to relate itself fruitfully to the problems of educational practitiOn

ere or to establish mutually useful relations with other organization

seeking to improve education.

The sharpest criticisms encountered, in numerous conversations

and over 20 extended interviews with Institute staff and representa-

tives of external agencies, were expressed by Institute officers and

faculty members. These criticisms range all the way from lack of

positive integrating leadership and the alleged excesses of partici-

patory democraoy to poor research design and project fragmentation.

Several of the more cogent criticisms centre on inadequate provisions
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for long-range planning of Institute goals and objectives and failure

to bring together the necessary concentration of inter-disciplinary

abilities and technical knowledge to conduct systematic large-scale

research and development operations.

In the past few years, I have observed more than 30 of the

agencies which have been oreated mostly in the US, but also in

Asia, the UK and Europe, to reconstruct institutions and/or to

reform practices in education.

Special attention has been given to those organizations which

use what may be called loosely a research and development approach

to the improvement of education. Of all the organizations which have

thus come under my scrutiny, the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education is in certain respects the most diverse, the most inter-

esting, the most elusive, and the most promising. These superlatives

are applied because the Institute encompasses practically the entire

gamut of approaches to educational reform, encounters almost every

obstacle along that boulder-strewn path, and in itself presents a

microcosm of all that is involved in making education relevant to

post-modern societies and the needs of mankind.

The Institute is still trying to achieve a dynamic balance of

its diverse functions of graduate training, research, development,

dissemination, and implementation. At the same time it is working

to reconcile the values held by the several communities or groups

which identify primarily with one or other of the related sets of

activities. Each year of its brief history is marked both by accom-

plishments in which pride is taken and by continuing efforts, through

reorganization and reorientation, to counter criticisms arising from

the failure to perform as expected in one or more respects.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

I. THE INSTITUTE HAS A SUBSTANTIAL RECORD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT IN

PURSUIT OF THE OBJECTIVES WITH WHICH IT WAS CHARGED BY THE

ENABLING LEGISLATION

Two specific objects are set forth in the enabling Act. Of these,

it is indisputable that the Institute has moved diligently "to estab-

lish and conduct courses leading to certificates of standing and

graduate degrees in education." It likewise has proceeded "to study

matters and problems relating to or affecting education, and to dis-

seminate the results of and assist in implementation of the findings
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of educational studies." A brief review of the contributions of

the Institute to the achievement of these objects is given below:

1. Specialized programmes of graduate study in education have

been greatly expanded. Before the founding of the Institute,

Ontario was preparing very few specialists in the field of

education, and opportunities for such specialization at

graduate level were limited. Under sponsorship of the Insti-

tute, a wide range of courses are now offered in ten de-

partments, permitting specialization in the relatively new

fields of computer applications, applied linguistics, and

educational planning; in the areas of adult, higher, and

special education; in the disciplines of history, philosophy,

psychology, and sociology of education; and for career pre-

paration in educational administration, counselling and

guidance, measurement and evaluation, and school psychology.

Enrolments in graduate courses in education have risen

dramatically, and the number of degrees awarded has risen

correspondingly, as shown by figures presented in Chapter IV.

2. The amount and quality of research in education compares

favouably with other North American United Kinudom and

European departments. colleges, and schools of educatiOn

of similar size. including many with a much longer history.

The foregoing statement admittedly is not a finding based

on careful analysis or a comprehensive survey, but is merely

an opinion formed after examining the abstracts prepared by

Institute staff and by personal knowledge of some of their

work, in the context of a moderate knowledge of the state

of educational research in general.

3 Soma vrogress has been made in the develolme t of curricula,

instructional systems. and other products designed to

increase educational effectiveness. While there has been as

yet little in the nature of large-scale research and develop-

ment activities, there are a number of programmes which

promise to provide products likely to help the achievement

of educational objectives. Several examples may be found in

Chapter IV under the heading of 'Research and Development'.

There is reason to believe that the reorganization of the

Institute and the new review and budgeting processes will

bring about a marked increase in large-scale and carefully
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designed programmes for development of materials, techno-

logies, and other elements of new instructional kystems

and other educational products.

4. Dissemination of research findings and other ideas for

has been

conferences. and other forms of communication and

education. The Institute publishes a number of periodicals

and brochures designed to inform Ontario teachers, adminis-

trators, trustees, and others of current developments in

education. Most publications are designed with particular

audiences in mind. The publications programme is supple-

mented by multi-media kits and a wide variety of conferences,

seminars, and workshops. These in-service educatl.on ventures

are directed to such diverse audiences as kindergarten and

elementary teachers, school administrators, elementary

school principals, guidance counsellors and school trustees.

Many of the conferences and workshops are jointly sponsored

by other agencies such as the Ontario School Trustees'

Council, the Ontario Department of Education, the Ontario

Association of Education Officials, and boards of education.

The dissemination activities are well-balanced in content

and with respect to target audiences.

5. Implementation of new knowledge. technologies. and other

approaches to educational improvement are being fostered

by involvement with school boards, consultant services,

and throtIgh the work of the regional centres. Of particular

importance in implementation are the regional centres, three

of which have been in operation for over a year. Two other

centres were authorized within the past year; and a total

of 10 are contemplated in order to bring the resources of

the institute within reach of every school in the Province.One

function of the centre is to build "an effective bridge"

between the schools and Institute staff by recognizing that

schools are identifying important problems on which the

resources of the Institute can be brought to bear. Another

function of the centres is the dissemination and implement-

ation of instructional materials and other products of the

Institute. The decision to make the area served by each

centre co-terminous with the jurisdiction of the regional

offices of the Department of Education makes possible olose
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co-operation with Department offioials and is leading

toward a progressive differentiation of roles.

II. MANY BARRIERS TO TRULY EFFECTIVE OPERATION ARE YET TO BE

OVERCOME

Some of these barriers are inherent in the nature of schools

and other educational institutions which everywhere tend to reflect

the needs of society as they were defined in the early decades of

the present century or even earlier. Other barriers which obstruct

the best laid plans of education change agenoies in all countries

include the Serious gulf that has opened over the years between

educational practitioners and researchers, the 4leagre body of vali-

dated knowledge available to educational reformers, the lack of

experience with systematic research and development, and the short-

age of trained managers and specialists. Other obstacles to effective

operation may be traced to the Institute's origin, its recruiting

policies, and other internal and external factors. Some of the per-

sisting problems are:

1. The conflicting values and oerqeotions within the Institute

LetAxA_gommunioationand make collaboxstion difficult. This

barrier is falling, but it will remain an impediment until

adequate criteria and procedures are developed for recog-

nizing and rewarding outstanding contributions to develop-

ment and diffusion as well as to the discovery of knowledge.

2. The deoartment%1 organization does not lend itself readily

So programmatic and inter-disciolinary research and develop-

ment. Studies still tend to be discipline-oriented rather

than problem- or produot-oriented. This is characteristio

of academic communities everywhere and is a barrier which

is giving way slowly as members of the Institute strive to

reconcile the prized autonomy of an academic community with

concepts of accountability to the supporting society. The

departmental organization lends itself less well to research

and development than to the administration of graduate

studies. The present organization of the Office of Co-ordin-

ator of R and D and the new budget processes which htve been

introduced provide impetus for the planning and management

of large-scale development activities. There still remains

the problem of reconciling the claims of the competing
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demands of large programmes with the normal demands of

departments. The conflict might be reduced by reduoing the

number of departments through mergers or through organizing

some of the existing departments as centres to provide

teohnic41 and other services for graduate studies and

research and development. Another possibility would be to

transform the departments gradually into inter-disciplinary

degree-granting committees within the Depal.tment of Edu-

cational Theory. If carefully planned, this might reduce

departmental demands on faculty members and at the same

time provide flexible units to help students plan indivi-

dualized programmes suited to their backgrounds and career

interests.

3. There is no olanninK unit to serve the Institute as a whole.

Although numerous data are gathered and analysed by individuals

and departments, there is no agency which is charged with

responsibility for assembling and analyzing (in a form

appropriate to Institute-wide decisions) data relevant to

the needs of education in Ontario or the resources available

for meeting the needs. The posing of alternative strategies

and the analysis of the probable benefits and costs attached

to viable alternatives become matters of conjecture and

debate rather than of objective study. This may be the most

serious defect in the organization.

On the assumption that the new Institute Assembly (or Coun-

cil) will become the forum in which major polioy decisions

are deliberated, it seems essential to establish a small

central planning unit to increase the probability of informed

discussion leading to well-considered decisions. The functions

of such a planning unit would include (1) continuing assess-

ments of the emerging needs for education in Ontario, and

the extent to which institutional capability for meeting

the needs is present or might be developed; (2) analysis of

gaps between the goals and the performance of educational

institutions; (3) identification and analysis of alternative

strategies and programmes through which the Institute might

make distinctive contributions to educational improvement.

If these functions are performed adequately, the Institute

Assembly would be able to focus its deliberations on broad

issues of public policy with much better understanding of
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the alternatives available and the costs associated with

selected means of giving effect to polioy.

Ideally, the head of the planning group would be someone

with the capability, the time, and the desire to direct

a small staff of data gatherers and analysts. Much of the

work of the planning unit would consist of analyzing and

organizing information developed elsewhere in the Institute

and externally; but supplemental studies doubtless would

need to be conducted from time to time. The planning unit

would respond to requests from the Direotor, the Assembly,

and from the Standing Committees on Research and Develop-

ment, Field Development, Graduate Studies, and the Budget.

Planning, if conceived as a continuing process of gathering

and analyzing information relative to decisions contributes

to, rather than detracting from, full consideration of

humanistic and political factors which do not lend themselves

readily to precise analysis. Improved provisions for inform-

ation processing and planning would help the Institute to

clarify its objectives, identify the functions it wishes to

perform, and move quickly toward an integrated set of oper-

ations.

4. 01o3elv related to deficiences in Institute planning are

failures to make full use of the resources of the Institute.

Although there is a Department of Educational Planning, it

is not involved in planning of Institute activities. Although

there are many specialists in measurement and evaluation, a

common criticism of Institute projects is that there is in-

adequate provision for evaluation of the effects of its

products. The specification of objectives for many products,

and for the Institute as a whole, leaves much to b4 desired,

although the Institute staff includes many behavioural

scientists. Data processing capabilities are not fully

utilized to inform decision-making in the Institute. Further

thought also needs to be given to the selection and use of

resource associates and assistants. Through recruitment and

assignment of personnel a continuing effort must be made to

match project and programme requirements, with the aspir-

ations and developmental needs of the persons employed.
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5. Management is largely by committees. This is partly a con-

sequence of the assertion of academic prerogatives and the

later movement to broaden the base of decision-making to

include all students and employees. It is partly a reaction

on the part of administrators to the strong antipathy

expressed to the exercise of authority - a reaction that

took the form of reluctance to exercise overt leadership.

6. There is as yet no olear differentiation of functiona_and

rosertteLoolebetvi Institute and the Department of Education.

The decentralization of the Department of Education and the

movement away from inspection to consulting services occur-

red just as the Institute was starting its operations. These

changes and the initial academic orientation of the Insti-

tute raised formidable barriers to effeotive co-operation.

Differentiation of functions is advancing through the

reciprocal efforts of Institute officers and offioials of

the Department; and relationships between the regional

staff of the two institutions appear cordial. Much effort

is still required on both sides to make the link sound and

productive.

III. THE INSTITUTE EXHIBITS GREAT RESILIENCE IN CORRECTING EXCESSES

AND REMEDYING DEFECTS

This characteristic is evident as one looks back on the six-

year history of the Institute. Perhaps the test example may be found

in a sequence of events centering around the Academio Council. That

body in the first two years seemed preoccupied by concern with

faculty prerogatives and with protecting faculty autonomy from any

outside authority or administrative control. In the next two years

the Council, having established itoelf as the chief policy-proposing

body of the Institute, moved to broaden the base of participation by

involving students and non-academio staff in decision-making. Then,

in the fifth and sixth years, the Council moved clearly toward the

acceptance of responsibility for giving public purposes and social

needs priority over faculty proclivities.

The research and development review processes, the reorganization

of the Institute, and new demands for leadership coupled with unin-

hibited discussion - all may be taken as indications that the Insti-

tute is maturing and learning how to govern itself responsibly.
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What is happening in Ontario may hold lessons for educators

everywhere by pointing to new ways of reconciling academic freedom

with public accountability. The future of theirInstitute is still

problematic; but the strengthening of present tendencies may well

demonstrate that this particular model of educVtional change agency.

can develop power for educational improvement that is hard to ad eve

through lees comprehensive agencies.
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SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY OF NORWEOIAN NCIE

The Norwegian Council for Innovation in Education was formed

in 1954 as a council under the Ministry of Church and Education -

parallel with other councils covering various levels of education.

It conduCts experiments under a ministry responsible for making

administrative deoisions which are then laid before Parliament,

which exercises final control, approves budgets and receives regular

reports. The Council's role is thus subject to political change.

The most significant educational reform in Norway in the last

20 years has been the introduction of the nine-year school, in which

the NCIE has played a big part. It is desoribed in detail in the

oase study.

After the Beoond World War, a Co-ordinatipg Committee was set up to

improve the old system of education rather than propose a new one.

But between 1947 and 1952 it came round to the view that a recon-

struction of the system involving a single nine-year school (compul-

sory education then covered seven years), divided into various

streams but attended by all pupils was needed. One member of the

Committee proposed the establishment of a council for innovation,

a view expressed simultaneously by the secondary school teachers'

association.

From the beginning, there was a two-fold objective: on the one

hand to reform the existing school system, and on the other to set up a

new one. And from the beginning the Council favoured the second

objective, and set out to develop nine-year comprehensive schools.

Later, the problems of streaming became a major source of contro-

versy, with obvious political implications. In its early years the

Council worked closely with the Ministry: Parliament was little

involved as political debate on educational matters was relatively

calm. The Council worked as an initiator with little or no scientifio

evaluation and follow-up work on its activities. Its organisation

is flexible. Staffing is based as far as possible on temporary

appointments and secondments of teachers, lecturers, inspeotora

and oonsultants,

The Council works in close contact with the other specialist

advisory councils of the Ministry, and co-ordinating committees have

been set up with each. NCIE is unhappy with the way its budget is
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calculated, and in particular the way in which no account is paid

to increased costs due to salary increases outside the Council's

control. This situation is about to improve, and the general budget

of the Council has risen more rapidly in recent years.

The authors of this study suggest that the original plan for

the Parliamentary control of NCIE's activities is not workings

Parliament has seldom debated forward plans; budgeting is on a one-

year, summary basis; and reports of the Council's activities do not

reach Parliament quickly enough.

In moving on from the nine-year school reform to consider its

role in secondary school reform, the NCIE feels that its responsi-

bilities are ill-defined, It would like to take over the entire work

of reform and give itself a ten-year timetable. Other bodies, for

example the Council for Secondary Education, prefer a slower rate of

change.

At the same time as wishing to carry out major reforms, the

Council has expressed a wish, possibly contradictory, to make research

and evaluation a major part of its work. Detailed work on internal

reforms in such fields as teaching methods, work organisation, teach-

ing aids and building design are carried out by NCIE project teams.

The research element of the Council's work, the authors suggeet,

should develop in such a way as to provide a relevant and continuous

assessment of the more important major and minor NOTE projects. It

should also collaborate with other research institutions. Information

services should be improved to communicate the activities of the

Council better and to a wider audience. In its early years, those of

a Labour Government, the Council provided a useful tool for realising

one of their targets - the democratisation of education. Later, under

the following coalition government, Parliament became aware of the

initiative that was being taken by the Council and the Ministry, and

there was some criticism, based on the view that political queStions

of policy should be taken by Parliament.

The lack of any long-term educational policy pocea a serious

problem for the Council. The authors suggest that it might be better,

too, to separate the two functions - aotive reform and research

and evaluation: the NCIE would then become a department of develop-

ment within the Ministry. Finally they make a number of recommendations

as to how the NCIE might become an ideal institution concerned with

innovation.
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INTRODUCTION

The institution we are describing is the National Council for

Innovation in Education of the Norwegian Einistry of Church and

Education (or in Norwegian: ForstSksrAdet for Skoleverket i Norge),

hereafter abbreviated to NCIE. We are principally interested in

the importance of this body for educational renewal in Norway. To

the extent that they prove successful, educational innovations are

of general interest, and the relevance to other countries of NCIEls

work will be treated as a subordinate question.

In the first place we must emphasise the close and direct co-

operation existing betwern the NCIE and the Norwegian governmental

and parliamentary autl,,..ities concerned with educational affairs.

The Government of Norway has a number of advisory bodies founded by

various Acts of Parliament. Thus the NCIE was formed in 1954 as a

council under the Ministry of Church and Education (MCA:). There are

also councils for Primary Education, Secondary Education, Vocational

Education, Teacher Training, Special Education and Adult Education,

all of them bei,4d collateral in principle to the NCIE. (The Council

for Primary Education changed its name on 1st July 1971 and is now

known as the Council for Comprehensive Education.)

It is not possible to desoribe the organisation, tasks and func-

tions of the NCIE without at the same time referring to the elements

and functions of the MCE and Parliament that affect the NCIE. Both

have, during the period under review, changed character in response

to the political evolution of the country, and so the NCIE has also

assumed a new and slightly different role as a result of governmental

and parliamentary requirements.

This means that a description of the background to the NCIE must

be wider than would be necalsary in the case of a more or less inde-

pendent body concerned with educational innovation. The forces that

led to the setting up of the NCIE can be traced back to the Joint

Programme for the Development of Norway at the end of the Second

World War, a programme adopted by representatives of various politi-

cal parties. The forces that have subsequently affected educational

development as a whole have also influenced the NCIE, both its origin

and its continued activities.
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The objectives, strategies and activities of the NCIE are not

easily desoribed. An independent institute concerned with educational

innovation enjoys considerable freedom in defining its objectives,

strategies and activities. But the Norwegian NCIE is not an indepen-

dent institute. It is responsible for considerably greater tasks

than those of euch an institute. The tasks entrusted to the NCIE by

Act of Parliament apply to almost all types of schools in Norway as

well as to the entire country. This all-embracing task of renewal

makes the NCIE not only into an instrument for technical innovation

but also into an instrument for educational policy in the widest

sense.

Thus the objectives of the NCIE are ultimately a matter for

politicians. Descriptions of aims may outwardly appear simple, but

in fact they are extraordinarily complicated. Government and Parlia-

ment can, as is well known, continually change their political

structure. This leads inevitably to changes in educational policy.

For this reason alone it is not sufficient to describe the NCIE as

it is today. Every measure must be examined in the light of previous

events and points of view.

eie therefore consider it desirable to give a comparatively

detailed account of Norwegian school policy during the last two

decades, the main emphasis being on the introduction and develOpment

of the nine-year school. -

The same applies to what are termed strategies in innovation.

Admittedly these can vary from case to case, even if the objective

remains unchanged. In school policy, however, objectives are often

unclear and expressed in general terms. In consequence it happens not

infrequently that strategies are also decided on the political level.

Finally, the activities of the NCB: in so far as these are

expressed in projects and concrete investigations the autonomy of the

Council is greater. This does not prevent political considerations

from entering this sphere also to an extent which would be unthinkable

in the case of an entirely independent institute.

This unmistakable connection with Norwegian educational politics

has not, however, prevented the NCIE from adopting, by means of

initiatives and public statements, an independent attitude to contro-

versial questions. The tasks and functions of the council in these

respects, among others, will be examined by us in somewhat greater

detail.

The purpose of this report is, as has already been pointed out,

to describe the NC12; as an institution for educational renewal. It is
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therefore important from the outset to make one thing clear: the

institution as such is possibly less interesting than the Innovation

in Education Act,, the very foundation stone of the institution. The

aotivities of the NCIE must be continually referred to this Act. And

the Aot has, as we shall see, its own background history.

From this it also toilette that the possibilities of experiment

and renewal provided by the to could be obtained by means other

than recourse to a council devoted to experiment. In terms of edu-

cational policy other ways exist of attaining the objectives, for

example the distribution of development grants to other institutions

on central, regional and lqcal levels. As we shall very soon see,

one question which is not clear is to what extent the other counoils,

oollateral to the NCIE, can and should engage in experiment and so

function as innovators in the same way.

The "mechanism" for educationalchange in the Norwegian school

system is thus something more than an institution. It is primarily

an Aot of Parliament. And even if this mechanism normally finds con-

crete expression in whatever the NCIE does, we must bear in mind

that this institution perpetually finds itself in a political environ-

ment with given sooial and economio components.

The NCIE cannot, therefore, be adequately described and under-

stood unless it is seen as a part of a larger context in educational

politics. It is not easy, within the scope proper to a report of

this kind, to describe the development of educational politics in

the post-war period and thereby the situation in Norway today. It is

therefore necessary to limit our account with regard to both the

period to be covered as well as to questions of innovation. The des-

cription given here will be essentially concerned with the years

1955-71, emphasis being laid on the most recent years. Of the educa-

tional problems discussed, we shall mainly deal with objectives,

strategies and activities associated with the extension of compulsory

school attendance from seven to nine years, streaming at secondary

school level and the development of the syllabus. Only incidentally

shall we take up questions of innovation in the narrower technical

sense, for example the introduction of new methods and teaching aids

in schools.
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Part

BACKGROUND

THE NORWEGIAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AT THE END OF THE WAR

The NCIE was founded by an Act of the Norwegian Parliament in

1954, its task being to contribute to the reform and improvement of

the Norwegian educational system. We shall therefore begin by giving

a brief description of the organisation of the system.

The basis of the post-war school was to be found in four

important Aots of Parliament. These were:

The 1936 Act for the primary school

The 1935 Act for the secondary school

The 1946 Act for the lower secondary school (Norw. framhalds-

skolen)

The 1940 Act for vocational schools for crafts and industry.

In accordance with the primary school act, compulsory school

attendance should be seven years for the entire country. The geo-

graphical and demographical structure of Norway made it impossible

for the time being for the whole country to adopt a uniform school

system. Special regulations were drawn up for the school system of

the towns which was already comparatively highly developed. Similarly

the rural areas aoquired their own school legislation, permitting

much greater variations in syllabuses and timetables.

Although the seven-year primary school did not therefore receive

a uniform organisation, of equal value to all localities, it was

nevertheless uniform in one respect: there was no organisational

differentiation during the seven years spent in the primary school

in the sense of preparation for subsequent education. In other words,

Norway possessed a 7-year undifferentiated and unified comprehensive

school. At the end of the war no other country in Western Europe

provided such a lengthy period of undifferentiated compulsory attend-

ance at school. We may therefore note that Norway found herself in a

comparatively favourable position with regard to the ambition, common

to the entire Western European cultural community, to prevent organisa-

tional differentiation at too early a stage.
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Secondary education consisted of junior grammar echool and

gymnasium. The junior grammar eohool was originally the junior

department of the secondary school - a euoceseor to earlier

intermediate schools. Its couree lasted two or three years -

following a eeven-year primary school. The gymnasium couree

normally lasted three yeare, overlapping with the final year of

the junior grammar echool. After 1949, the normal system consisted

of a five-year eecondary echool including both junior grammar and

gymnasium. Rural eecondary schools normally offered a four-year

couree.

The lower eecondary echool "as started to give an opportunity

to those pupils who, having completed the eeven-year primary school,

did not go on to the junior grammar echool or the five-year gymnas-

ium. The 1946 Act provided local authorities with considerable

freedom in organising this type of echool. The lower eeoondary

echool could take the form of a day echool or an evening echool;

it could demand one two or three yeare' attendance and the school

year could vary in length. Even the eubjeote taught could vary

considerably. The local authorities were required to decide whether

the school should be voluntary, but the law permitted the local

authorities to make the lower eecondary school compulsory for one

year following attendance at the seven-year primary school.

The origins and gradual development of the lower secondary

school are Of interest, as they reflect the need for an extension

of the seven primary echool years. Ten yeare after the Aot was

passed by Parliament, i.e. in 1956, the lower secondary echool

had been established in three out of four of the local communities.

It was not yet, however, compulsory in more than a quarter of the

local communities. In the majority of cases the coureee offered

were of a limited character. The lower secondary school never

acquired a completely uniform organieation for the entire country.

The one-year lower eecondary echool could to some extent be linked

to the second year of the junior grammar school or that of the

five-year gymnasium.

If we leave out some other rare forme of organieation, the

rorwegian poet-war echool system can be outlined in the following

diagram.
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Lower secondary schools

Folk high schools

MGymnasia

(senior secondary schools)

Gymnasia

aJunior grammar schools

and gymnasia

III Primary schools

Squares enclosed by dotted lines indicate that the types of

scLool in question did not always offer, but in some cases offer,

the number of years of education stated in the diagram.

Even if this type of school system was advanced in terms of

the number of years of compulsory uniform attendance at school, it

nevertheless had its obvious weaknesses. One of these was the differ-

ence in education provided in the town and the rural areas. The

country schools were clearly at a disadvantage, having fewer weeks

of instruction per year and encountering difficulties in introducing

English and other new subjects. This discrepancy was probably the

main obstacle to an immediate and direct extension of compulsory

attendance at school in all parts of Norway.
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THE ORIGINS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR INNOVATION IN EDUCATION (NCIE)

The Joint Programme

The point of departure for the Norwegian education reform pro-

gramme after the War is to be found in the common policy of the

Norwegian political parties announced during thl liberation of the

country in 1945, the Joint Programme. This includes the following

statement on educational development:

"The entire school system must be co-ordinated so that the

transition through its individual links, from the elementary to the

highest educational level, may evolve smoothly from one to another,

and this should apply equally to praotical as well as academic types

of schooling."

On the basis of this programme all the political parties con-

tested the election after the War. The eleotion was won by the

Norwegian Labour Party, which assumed the task of putting into effect

this programme for the democratisation of the educational system. In

1947 the Labour Party appointed the Co-ordination Committee to report

on and propose measures to realise this programme.

The Co-ordination Committee

The Co-ordination Committee worked during the years 1947-52 on

problems concerned with the improvement of the school system. In fact

the committee had not been empowered to propose an entirely new

Norwegian educational system. According to the direotives issued,

it had been instructed to improve and co- ordinate the

"old" system. But discussion, both within the committee and outside

it, was largely concentrated on whether this reinforcement could be

accomplished within the framework of the school system then in force

or whether an entirely new school system would be needed. The Govern-

ment, which had appointed the committee, appears to have been of the

opinion that the "old" school system should be retained, although

strengthened and improved.

The majority of the members of the committee, however, took the

view that the seven years of compulsory school attendance had to be

increased to eight or possibly nine. During the years 1947-52 the

committee made no less than 19 reports. In one of these, in 1949,
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It proposed that the lower secondary school should be compulsory

throughout the country. In the final report, Summary and Points

of View (Norw. Sammenfatning og utsyn), XIX, it proposed a more

long-term reconstruotion of the school system by the creation of

a single school, divided into various streams, to be attended by

all pupils. It was thinking in terms of a richly varied school

system embracing both the junior grammar school and the lower

secondary school. It was anticipated that such a school would be

introduced and made compulsory throughout the country during the

19608.

The committee also had views on how this objective should be

attained. In the first place it would be necessary to prolong the

period of attendance at school. Secondly, a co-ordinated school

permitting streaming must be established after the seventh year of

school attendance. Thirdly, the committee considered that centrally

directed extensive experiment was needed. In this case - as in

several others concerning the development of the compulsory school -

the committee referred to the experiment in Sweden as a model.

Internationally the co-ordination committee oah be recognised as

the Norwegian equivalent of the Swedish Educational Commission of

1946, the British Spens Report and the French Languin-Vallon Report.

The proposal for setting up a new institution, a council for

innovation, did not come from the committee as such but from an

individual member (Karsten Heli) and took the form of a special

recommendation. The reasoning put forward seems, however, to have

been shared by leading educational politicians in the Labour Party

which was then in office. Mr. Heli declared that the Ministry needed

a special experimental committee to put forward proposals for an

entirely new school system.

Also in 1952 the Norwegian Secondary School Teacher Association

(NSSTA Norw. Rusk Lektorlag) submitted a proposal to the Ministry

of Education for experiments in secondary schools, suggesting that

an independent council for innovation should be formed, with its own

administration.

Report

The Ministry seems to have attached considerable importance

to Mr. Heli's view as well as to the proposal received from the

NSSTA. The Ministry got in touch with the Norwegian Research Council

for the Sciences and Humanities (Norw. Norges AllmenvitenskaRligl

Forskningsrad) which set up a committee to study the question. The

,work of this committee required much time and their report had not
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been completed when the Ministry issued its own proposal. On the

basis of the material collected by the committee and its own

deliberations the Ministry announced its proposal for exporimente

at scnool level in Parliamentary Report No. 9/1954.

This contains the following recommendation: "A special council

should be established for experimentation. This council should re-

present experts on educational matters and scientific analysis. The

administrative responsibility for the work of experimentation shall

rest with the Ministry of Education. The Ministry intends to put

forward proposals for such legislation as may be necessary to bring

about increased experimental activity."

The proposed inorease in experimental activity was included in

a number of measures designed to improve the schools in general.

These had two objects: the improvement of the "old" school and also

the outlining of the new school system for the future. In the latter

respect the Ministry adopted the resolution of the co-ordination

committee to provide all the young people in Norway with a "complete,

basic education up to the agt of 16-17."

The twofold policy suggested by the Co-ordination Committee was

thus retained, that.is to say the reform of the old organisation and

the creation of a new one. The proposal passed into law in Parliament

following a debate. As far as the law affecting experimental activity

was concerned, there was scarcely any debate. The legal basis of the

council for innovation and its activities had been established.

The proposal was not considered to afford grounds for political

controversy. This may have been because the proposal allowed scope

for various interpretations. That the council for innovation should

be an instrument for the creation of a new school and thereby for

the elimination of the existing organisation was a subject that did

not come up for discussion. eiith regard to forms for the strengthen-

ing of the school system, the dividing lines appear to have run

within the political parties rather than between, them. The ruling

Labour Party, at least, seems to have contained representatives of

both schools of thought. The educational programme was also discussed

outside Parliament.Supi.ort for the programn.e was considerable, though

still with no set ideas on the external and internal organisation of

the school.

The content of the decision reached in Parliament in 1954 was

thus not altogether clear, although there was unanimity on the sub-

ject of innovation. This unanimity resulted in the Innovation in

Education Act of 1954.
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Innovation in Education Aot Of 1951

In faot Parliament had passed an Enabling Act, granting the

Government the right to dispense with educational legislation then

in force in order to carry out experiment. Among the laws which the

Government was empowered to ignore were three previously mentioned,

that is to say the Primary School Aot of 1936, the Secondary School

Aot of 1935, and the lower Secondary School Aot of 1946.

Even if there may have been isolated doubts in the face of such

sweeping, almost dictatorial powers granted by the Aot of 1954, the

law on innovation seems to have been regarded as a welcome encourage-

ment to continual school reform. A permanent body concerned with

experiment was expeoted to make day-to-day procedures easier than

had the previous system of working solely with Government-sponoored

committees of experts.

In any case steps had been taken in the formulation of the Act

to prevent anarchy: the Ministry had been enjoined to submit an

annual report to Parliament on the subject of experiment in education.

The Innovation Act consists of only six brief sections as

follows:

1. "It shall be lawful, at primary schools, lower secondary

schools, folk high schools, junior grammar schools and gymnasia,

special schools, teacher training colleges and vocational schools

for handiorafts and industry, His Majesty's consent having been

obtained, to disregard, for purposes concerned with experiment, the

regulations embodied in the appropriate school laws, whenever such

experiment may be deemed well founded from the eduoational point of

view and in the interest of the school. Under the same conditions

permission may be granted to carry out experiments in schools other

than those mentioned above and on other forms of schools.

2. The Ministry concerned shall have authority over the schools

subject to this law.

3. In order to assist the Government with advice, initiative

and supervision, His Majesty is pleased to appoint a council, the

National Counoil for Innovation in Education, to consist of not more

than seven members. His Majesty has determined the periods of duty

for the Council and has issued instructions as to its composition

and rules of procedure.
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4. In order to obtain authority for experimental activity,

the National Council for Innovation shall submit to the Ministry of

6duc4tion plans for experimental instruction or shall pronounce on

plans put forward by individual scidaols and others. This shall also

apply to objectives and the qualifications such instruction may

confer.

5. Questions concerned with grants from public funds for

experimental activities within the Ministry of Education shall be

brought up before Parliament'in connection with the proposed budget

for the schools or types of school in question.

Reports shall be made to Parliament every year on the subject

of experimental activities initiated under this law.

6. His Majesty may issue whatever instructions may be neces-

sary to ensure that this law be put into effect."

When it is stated in the first section of the law that it is

the Xing who grants dispensations from the school laws, it is to be

understood that it is the National Government in corpore which

actually does so. An individual ministry cannot thus formally author-

ise such experiments.The ministry concerned is, however, mentioned

in the second section of the law as directly responsible for experi-

ments. Most schools come under the authority of the Ministry of Church

and Education. Certain vocational schools are, however, subject to

othr ministries, e.g. the Ministry of Fisheries, the Ministry of

Social Welfare and the Ministry of Agriculture. Th3 list of schools

given in the first section leaves little outside the scope of the

law. Strictly speaking, the law of innovation applies to all instruc-

tion except that provided by the universities and corresponding

institutes of higher education.

The same paragraph states that the conditions for granting

dispensation from existine school laws shall be that the experiments

shall be well founded" and "in the interest of the school". The

purport of these restrictions is mace a matter of evaluation than

of interpretation. In such interpretations educational researchers

may have views which differ from those of teachers and headmasters

as to what is "well founded". Pupils, parents, commercial and indus-

trial interests may interpret the requirement with regard to "the

interest of the school" in different ways. The final decision must

always 7ie with the politicians, as soon as the politicians consider.
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they have reason to adopt a point of view. In this respect the law

is perfectly clear. The NOM advises the Government, which reaches

a decision which is subsequently laid before Parliament. It is also

Parliament which annually deoides on the economio resources to be

made availab1.2 for the work of the Council

It is thus quite clear that the Council is entirely dependent

on the school policy adopted by the Government and Parliament in

its work.

At this point we have reason to refer once more to the twofold

nature of the objectives of reform. If experiment is to take place

within the framework of an existing school system, the "old" school,

it does not lie "in the interests of the school" to try out, for

example, new relationships between compulsory and non-compulsory

Schools. It is not "of interest" to teach, in one and the same olass,

pupils aiming at the gymnasium and pupils aiming at the vocational

school, etc. Innovations and educational renewal within the existing

School are concentrated in such a case more on the second qualifica-

tion requirement, namely that the experiment shall be "well founded".

The emphasis of the experiment in such cases is increasingly concerned

with scientific criteria. Research requirements of exactness and

general applicability are stressed in the experiments.

If stress is once more lair:, on the role and importance of

research in introducing a new educational organisation, the demands

for scholarship and exactness will not always be of the same import-

ance. Admittedly, the need for a more exact experimental activity

will be just as great in principle, but in such a case the activity

will be concerned with other objectives, in order to clarify facts

and ,oircumstances of significance for the creation of this new school.

How to teach in one and the same class pupils who produce good

results and pupils who produce poor results is a fruitful field for

research and experiment even after the decision has been reached

that teaching of both groups together will take place. But then the

experiment is concerned not with if, but hay., the instruction will

be given.

The third section of the law states that the council shall

"assist the Government with advice, initiative and supervision".

The question immediately arises: to what end? What are ,the objec-

tives? Are they concerned with the innovation of new materials and

methods in the existing school or are they of a more far-reaching

nature? The difficulties confronting the NCB may be considerable,

if and when some problem ends up in a "no man's land" in the world

of school politics. Will the council then form its own policy for

experiment?
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We shall come back to these questions after we have examined

the activities of the council. It is, however, already quite clear

that no institution concerned with problems of innovation in educa-

tion can function in a political vacuum. Even a person who is limited

to so-called technical or educational innovation and working entirely

within the established organisational tra,,;c,..tork has some aim in terms

of educational politics, even if he is unconscious of the fact.

As far as the Council is concerned, problems of evaluation can

prove peculiarly delicate and complicated, since the experiments

apply to the school system in its entirety, without geographical

limitations or restrictions in respect of categories of pupils,

school levels or syllabuses.

In order to obtain more information as to how the NCIE has

interpreted its duties, worked out its strategies and chosen its

activities, let us study in greater detail the work of the Council

in some vital fields of experiment and innovation. The most important

of these concerns the extension of compulsory attendance at school

from seven to nine years and the introduction of a common nine-year

school.

INTERIM EXPERIMENTATION IN THE NINE-YEAR SCHOOL

From the beginning the NCIE was faced with the choice of devel-

oping the existing school system or of crsating an entirely new

system. The NCH does not appear to have hesitated. From the outset

the Council began to e)Teriment with a comprehensive school for

children up to the age of 16: that is to say, as far as basic

structure was concerned, a new school system.

The Two-Year Junior Secondary School

Two particular circumstances created difficulties for experi-

mont on a large scale. The first of these was the weak situation of

the Norwegian rural primary schools. As we have seen, the rural

areas had on the whole a less developed educational system at that

time than the towns. It was therefore necessary to provide the coun-

try schools with timetables and syllabuses as well as other equipment

in order to raise their standard to that of the town schools, if the

intention was to develop a 9-year comprehensive school.

The second problem was that of the primary and lower secondary

school laws, which limited compulsory school attendance to a maximum

of eight years. In consequence a ninth year at school would, for the

time being, have to be voluntary.
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In 1955 the first of these problems, the reinforcement of the

rural primary schools came somewhat closer to a solution. The rural

school law of 1936 was amended so that more favourable regulations

governing the grant of public funds facilitated a changeover to full-

time studies instead of half-time studies (or other form of part-

time studies) at rural primary schools. It had now become easier to

centralise, above all, the attendance at school of the older pupils

in amanner which could be smoothly adapted to the requirements of

the various local communities. Thus it was possible to bring about

centralisation in certain subjeots only, for example English and

practical subjeots. CentralisatiOn could also be limited to certain

weekdays. This reinforcement of the rural schools made it subsequently

possible to carry out an experiment in these schools on the extension

of compulsory school attendance in the same way as in the town schools.

The second problem encouraged the NCIE to take one of its more

important initiatives, namely the proposal to make even the ninth

year of attendance at school compulsory. This proposal was embodied

in the NOIE's report on innovations in school during the years 1955-56.

As we shall see, the proposal resulted in a new law in 1959.

During the autumn of 1959 the first experiments were conducted

on the two-year extension of the 7-year primary school. During the

first year the experiments took place in three rural areas (Maim in

Nord-Trondelag, Sykkylven and Orsta in More og Romsdal). Two years

later, seven more rural communities were included in the scheme. A

further six were added to the list in 1958 and from 1959 onwards the

number was increased by twelve new rural communities, making 28 in

all.

Throughout this period it was the NCIE which proposed to the

Ministry of Church and Education the adoption of experiments in new

local communities. The Report does not, in fact, state that it was

the NCIE which took the initiative in individual cases. Contaots

between the NCIE and the MCE were obviously very lively, as also were

the contacts with the local authorities concerned.

The NCIE termed those experiments "interim" to indicate that a

start had not yet been made on the new school, the 9-year comprehen-

sive school. The experiments thus concerned the 8th and 9th years

and affected only slightly the first seven years of primary school.

The two last years in the experimental schools were called "the

optioral stream junior secondary school" (Norw. isp.lajedjaisung-

domsskolen). In practice this consisted of two schools under the

same roof and sharing a common administration. It was a two-year

junior grammar school, that is to say selective school, plus a two-
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year lower secondary school in which attendance during the second

year was voluntary. These two streams were entirely separate in the

sense that it was not possible to proceed from the lower secondary

school to the junior grammar school. Transfers were, however, per-

mitted in the opposite direction, which normally implied that the

pupil had failed in the junior grammar school. The lower secondary

school was named "the preliminary vocational line", while the junior

grammar school was named "the preliminary gymnasium line".

The NCIE drew up timetables for the 8th and 9th years, as a

result of which the two streams came closer together. It thus became

possible to learn English in the preliminary vocational streams.

Similarly, in the preliminary gymnasium stream, pupils could forego

one of the two modern foreign languages. The main achievement of the

experiments was probably to befound in the administrative co-ordina-

tion of the two streams which had hitherto followed quite separate

paths.

The NCIE and Educational Planning

In their report on experiments in schools in 1956-57 the NCIE

recommended an Act to establish a new 9-year school. The NCIE

sketched the probable future organisation of such a school as cone

sisting of 6 years of primary school and 3 years of secondary school.

As a motivation for this classification the NCIE cited the need for

special premises and subject teachers with effecl from the 7th year.

In exceptional cases the NCIE was prepared to permit the 7 + 2 type

organisation.

The NCIE took up at the same time the question of the suitable

size of a school. In order to ensure rational use of premises and

teachers the NCIE prescribed a minimum of 6 classes at secondary

school level. The NOIE recommended a minimum population of 4,200 to

sustain a school having an independent secondary level. This would

provide about 75 pupils per year to study in three parallel classes.

One major problem was that less than one-third of the local

communities in Norway possessed the minimum population recommended

for a comprehensive school of their own. In many cases, therefore,

agreements were drawn up between neighbouring communities to estab-

lish common comprehensive schools. Meanwhile work proceeded on a

reform of local government throughout all Norway. The organisational

requirements of the schools became one of the most important factors

in the creation of the new units of local government.

Examples of the many problems tackled in the course of the
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experiments on tha comprehensive school inolude the work carried out

at the same time by the NCIE on the transport of pupils. In the

Report of 1956-57 the NOIE reoommended a maximum of 30 minutes each

May for pupils in Classes 1-3, 40 minutes for pupils in Classes 4-6

and 45-60 minutes for Classes 7-9.

Of still greater importance seem to have been the recommenda-

tions made by the NOIE in the Report of 1956-57 on the standards

for school buildings. At the same time as these standards were con-

cerned with the size of rooms and equipment based on the new organ-

i&ation and forms of work the NCIE wished to recommend, they

were also intended to counteract unmotivated increases in costs.

The NOIEls recommendations proved decisive in all essentials

for subsequent innovations and thereby also for the introduotion

and organisation of the new 9-year school.

The NCIE and Streaming

During the period of the interim experiments the problem of

streaming was not a major source of controversy. From the 8th Class

onwards the school was clearly differentiated. The weakness of the

system was that the gymnasium-preparing stream assumed on the whole

the charaoter of a positive selection, whereas the pre-vocational

line became a negative selection. The instruments for selection after

the 7th year to the gymnasium-preparing stream were as follows:

1) _ intelligence test

2) written test in Norwegian

3) mathematics test

4) final marks on leaving primary school

5) wishes of parents and pupils

No hard and fast rules were drawn up for selection. The wishes

of pupils and parents could not always be met in respect of choice

of stream, because the number of places available on the gymnasium

line was limited.

During the period of interim experimentation the allocation

of places was as follows:

Stream 1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60

Gymnasium

Preparatory
Vocational

33%

67%

43%

57%

42%

58%

499

51%

48%

52%
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As a result of the annual increase in the number of local

communities partioipating in the reform it is not possible to make

a direct comparison of the number of allocations. But it would

appear that the gymnasium-preparing stream increased at the expense

of the vocational.

No controlled and consistent follow-up of the experiments was

attempted by the NCIE, which at that time possessed neither the

staff nor the economic resources for an evaluation in the strict

sense of the word. It could be noted, however, in conneotion with

the problem of streaming that pupils of the gymnasium-preparing

stream had been awarded higher average marks than pupils on the

vocation-preparing stream. Overlapping between the streams was,

however, considerable.

Pupils in the 8th olass underwent an intelligence test. The

results may be seen in the following diagram (page 187) for the years

1955-56 and 1959-60.

As is apparent, the gymnasium-preparing stream had higher

average values throughout. More worthy of note is the great over-

lap of results for both streams. It is therefore a matter for dis-

cussion whether this differentiation procedure based on selection

to one stream and relegation for the leftovers to the other was, in

fact, the most suitable. The NCIE view was as follows: "The material

indicates that in a situation in which the school exerted consider-

able influence on selection, it was not possible to bring about a

homogenisation of the groups of pupils. A school structure consisting

of two parts from the age of 14 onwards seems therefore to result in

a grouping in which factors other than intelligence and proficiency

variables prove decisive to a considerable extent. In addition, the

selection criteria - level of intelligence and proficiency at school

in the 7th class - only prove moderately capable of forecasting

success in the 8th and 9th classes. The relationship between the

selection criteria and proficiency in the final phase of the 9-year

school turns out in the majority of cases - expressed in coefficients

of correlation - to lie between 0.20 and U.50. This means in actual

fact that even if some conclusions may be drawn on the subject of an

extension of compulsory attendance at school op the basis of the

above-mentioned criteria, the possibilities of forecasting future

development are very limited." (Forsiik med 9 -Brig skole, Forak og

Reform i skolen,No.12, p.16.)

With regard to streaming within the vocation-preparing line the

NCIE soon reached the conclusion that the majority of the pupils were
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placed in relatively few subjeot areas. The three largest subject

areas were housekeeping (mainly girls), handicrafts (mainly boys)

and commeroial and secretarial. From this the NCIE drew two con-

clusions: the first of these was that a limited number of subject

areas would suffice for the majority of local communities in Norway.

The second was that the choice of vocational subject area was in the

main independent of the industrial, commercial and vocational

structure of the local communities, Thus the majority of the communi-

ties could largely follow one and the same model for the establish-

ment of subjeot areas in vocation-preparing education.

Costs of ExogrimenIe

The activities of the NOTE were mentioned in the budget pro-

posals submitted annually by the Ministry of Church and Education

to Parliament. It is, however, remarkable that no actual report of

these activities was given throughout the entire period covered by

the interim experiments. The fifth section of the Innovation Act

states expressly that Parliament should receive every year a report

on the activities initiated under the terms of the Act.

Obviously the experiments in progress were not regarded as a

subject for debate as long as the seven years of Primary school

education were retained intact and additional education provided

merely by a two-year extension in the form of a 9-year school offer-

ing two differentiated lines of instruction.

This was not thought to constitute a threat to the junior

grammar school, since the gymnasium-preparing stream was in all

essentials a copy of the junior grammar school. And the vocation-

preparing stream was seen as a reinforced version of the lower

secondary school.

One reason why these activities could be pursued so freely was

that the hecessary grants to finance them could be obtained without

difficulty. By applying to the entire range of the 9-year school the

financial regulations for the lower secondary school, which were more

generous than those for the junior grammar school, it proved possible

to defray the extra costs arising from experiment in the local

communities.

During this period the NCIE received no special grants over and

above those derived from public funds for the work of the NCIE itself.

The office of the NCIE at the time was a small working unit. When

the NCIE started work in 1954, the office staff consisted of one

expert on school experiments and an assistant. The number of employees
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,increased subsequently but through:Jut this period it consisted of

only a very small group.

Summary rUiod 1 4-6yf 0

Looking at the NCIE as an institution for innovation and the

reform of the Norwegian school system we may sum up its first period

as follows:

1) The NCIE worked closely and continuously with the Ministry

of Church and Education at the start of the experimental activities.

Parliament was not for the time being involved in these activities.

General political debate on educational matters was comparatively

calm.

2) The objectives and strategy of the NCIE for educational

renewal were entirely in harmony with those of the Ministry. The

main objective was to prepare for the introduction of 9-year compul-

sory schooling.

3) The strategy, partly depending on prospected costs for

school buildings, implied experiment in a gradually increasing num-

ber of local communities ,ith the introduction of a 2-year streamed

continuation school as an extension of the existing 7-year primary

school. This 9-year school comprised paths of study previously

included in the junior grammar school and the lower secondary school.

4) The changes brought about by the NCIE were of interim

character and implied a gradual move towards closer relations of

two hitherto entirely seiarate branches of education within a common

administrative structure.

5) The NCIE worked out new timetables and syllabuses for experi-

mental activities to be followed, with some variations, in the local

communities. Among the innovations were various vocational subjects

as well as a series of changes in the status of modern foreign

languages.

6) The NCIE issued planning instructions and recommendations

to the local authorities affecting a) the size of schools, b) how

far pupils should travel anr.1 c) the design of school buildings. In

the main these recommendations were adopted.

7) The NCIE functioned first and foremost as an initiator.

Experiment was only followed up to a limited extent with a survey

of the effects. No evaluation in the strict sense was attempted by

NCIE.
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8) NCIE's actions for educational reform and innovation were

mainly aimed at the external organisation and structure of the

school and only to a minor degree at internal problems, teaching

aid and teacher training questions. Experiments affected the content

and work of the first 7 school-years only slightly.

9) NCIEts activities were throughout referred to as "experi-

ments", although they were olearly and unconditionally committed to

an extension of compulsory school attendance from 7 to 9 years. To

facilitate this the NCIE suggested a legislative amendment.

EXPERIMENT IN THE NINE-YEAR COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL, 1960-70

The Elementary Schools Act

In the autumn of 1958 the MCE laid before Parliament a proposal

for the amendment of the law concerning primary schools. This pro-

vided, among other things, that local authorities, having reached

agreement with the Ministry, could carry out experiments in conform-

ity with the Innovation in Education Act and thereby make the ninth

year also compulsory for pupils. As we have previously pointed out

the NCIE had indicated as early as 1955 that this step was desirable

so that experiments on the 9-year school could be realistic.

Parliament enacted the proposal. For the first time Norway had

a primary school law common to both the towns and the rural areas.

This provided a basis for experiment on a 9-year comprehensive schoo:

and in turn this enabled the NCIE and the local authorities involved

to undertake a more thorough experiment even in the first seven years

of schooling.

The debate preceding the parliamentary resolution took up the

question, among others, of the organisation appropriate to the 9-year

school. A minority in Parliament wished to allow local authorities

considerable freedom, implying that the nine years of compulsory

school could consist of 7 years' attendance at primary school plus

a further 2 years at junior grammar school or lower secondary school

(that is to say within the "old" school system). But the majority -

and thus Parliament - wished to lay down as a condition for experi-

ment that the basic aim was the establishment of a 9-year integrated

school (that is to say a "new" school system). So it was decided

that the new system should be built up in accordance with the compre-

hensive principle, and the old system of parallel schools was rejected

by Parliament.
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This was a decisive turning point for the work of the NNE.

The interim period had come to an end and experiments on the compre-

hensive school could begin. Local communities newly introduced into

the system were enabled to participate immediately in this form of

experiment, while the local communities already involved were invited

in a circular from the NCB to go over to the 9-year comprehensive

school. During the years 1960 and 1961 these communities abandoned

the former experimental model (primary school plus 2-year continu-

ation school) and replaced it with the new model - the 9-year com-

prehensive school.

One of the major questions affecting the new experimental model

was that of differentiation: ought there to be only two years of

streaming, that is to say 7 + 2, or should the model already recom-

mended by NCIE with three years of streaming, that is to say 6 + 3,

be adopted? The majority of the local authorities followed NCIE's

recommendation of 6 + 3. A minority decided for special reasons that

7 + 2 would prove more convenient. Isolated cases included even

8 + 1 or a completely undifferentiated 9-year attendance at school.

The local communities involved in experimentation subsequently

increased in number as follows:

1961-62 54 communities

1962-63 72

1963-64 105

19 124

178

ir)66-67 227

1967-68 292

1968-69 336

1969-70 370

1970-71 410

At the end of 1970-71 only 41 of Norway's 451 local communities

remained unaffected. The 9-year school was more or less universal.

Parliament adopted no standpoint on the subject of streaming

but referred the whole matter for further exp?riment. As far as the

NCIE was concerned, this Leant a transference of interest to ques-

tions associated with internal school eth.cational experiment. This

brought to the fore the question of a new syllabus.
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Work of the NCIE on the Syllabus

As early as 1955 the NCIE began its great work on an experimental

syllabus for the 9-year school. This was the NCIE's first major con-

tribution to education. Even though the NCIE had at its disposal

Swedish experimental timetables and syllabuses, this does not mean that

the syllabus presented by the NCIE in 1959 should be looked upon as

anything other than an entirely independent work in all essentials.

The syllabus was published in 1960 and provided a basis for the fresh

start for the NCIE following the interim experiments.

The NCIE was helped in this work by a number of experts, whose

products were subsequently brought up for discussion, even if still

to a limited extent, at meetings with authorities on various subjects

and representatives of the teachers' professional organisations.

The NCIE experts devoted special attention to devising curricula

in social studies, aesthetic studies and subjects concerned with

vocational training. An overriding principle was that all pupils,

even those attending the differentiated upper stages, should have

studied a core of subjects in common and that, around this core,

there should be arranged elective subjects and activities wholly in

accordance with the pupils' special interests and inclinations.

Already, in its 1956-57 Report, the NCIE presented a proposed

timetable for a 6-year primary stage and a co-ordinated 3-year

secondary stage. The essentials of this plan were preserved in the

version subsequently revised for final presentation. This means that

the differentiation which already existed in the primary school

between those pupils who studied English and those who did not was

abolished. Also different timetables for boys and girls were abolished.

In the 7th year domestic science was obligatory for both boys and

girls. The plan emphasised the integration of science subjects,

namely biology, physics and chemistry. The same applied to subjects

with a social basis such as history, geography and social studies.

Vocational subjects started in the 8th year. The syllabus also

included advice and information for pupils in choosing relevant

subjects for their careers.

Differentiation could be carried out in t%.o dimensions. The

pupils were divided into streams in accordance with their choice of

subjects and also, irrespective of the above, into various levels

in the subjects of Norwegian, mathematics, foreign languages and

initially also physics.

Streaming was introduced for the 8tn and 9th years. Two streams
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were set up, the 'general theoretical' and the 'practical'. The

first contained two sub-divisions, one offering both English and

German, the other either language (usually English). In the final

year the practical stream was divided into five sub-divisions:

technical, domestic science, commercial, agricultural, and fisheries

and shipping.

The second form of differentiation provided that instruction

with effect from the 7th year should proceed according to various

course levels in subjects common to both lines. Course level 1,

applicabiie to Norwegian, mathematics and English, covered the mini-

mum requirements in these subjects and was adapted to suit the

majority of pupils in the practical stream. Course level 2 was

"moderately difficult". Course level 3 was the most demanding and

had to be followed by those who intended to study at the gymnasium.

Only two such plans were drawn up, for German and physics.

By means of this two-dimensional form of differentiation the

NCIE aimed at establishing a varied and flexible organisation.

However it shortly became evident that the two dimensions became

one, so that the "higher" courses operated in the theoretical stream

and the "lower" in the practical stream. It subsequently became clear

that it was just this tendency towards permanent grading of status

and level that caused Parliament to intervene and reduce the rich

flora of differentiations.

The NCIE has revised the syllabus a number of times in recent

years. During the period 1962-65 annual proposals for new timetables

and syllabuses were presented for the 7th; 8th and 9th years.

Problems of Streami before Government and Parliame t

If the syllabus was NCIE's first major independent contribution

to education as the agent of schoo3 reform, it also led to the first

obvious rebuffs experienced by the NCIE at the hands of the political

authorities. It was precisely with regard to the question of differ-

entiation that the Government and Parliament were not prepared to

accept the NCIE's solutions in every detail.

Mention has already been made of the remarkable fact that the

MCE did not, as prescribed in the fifth section of the Innovation

Act, submit the first reports of the NCIE to Parliament. The first

report to reach Parliament was contained in the Ministry's Report

No.75 for 1959-60. Parliament took up the matter of NCIE's reports

including the "Syllabus for Experimentation in the 9-Year School",
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by arranging for a thorough review of the reports by the Parliament-

ary Committee for Educational Affairs (Inet S No.219, 1960-61) and

also by a debate which lasted for ten hours. It is probably excep-

tional for a nation's parliament to examine and evaluate the organ-

isation and working conditions of a school system in such detail.

Behind this involvement it is easy to recognise the feeling among

politicians that the problems of streaming were not solely the con-

cern of educationalists and administrators but rather a social ques-

tion of considerable political depth.

Many speakers warned against too early differentiation, which,

it was feared, might inhibit the development of pupils from environ-

ments lacking in school traditions. Parliament declared that differ-

entiation at an earlier stage than under the old system was not

desirable. Not until the 8th year was streaming acceptable. And it

should rather be thought of as a practical means of guiding the

individual pupil than as a binding form of differentiation of import-

ance for future studies. The NCIE's proposal in the syllabus for

differentiation from the 7th year was rejected by Parliament. Strange

ly enough Parliament was not consistent on this point, but willing to

make an exception for the subject of English. This was probably be-

cause in many cases English had already been introduced into the

7-year primary school, where it had already led to a division of

pupils. Thus the 7-year primary school was not entirely undifferen-

tiated.

In this context Parliament resolved, as had the Ministry in its

proposal, that there should be a free choice of subjects. The pupil

and his parents should not be prevented by the school from freely

choosing the subjects he desired to study. It was similarly resolved

that the pupil could not be refused admission to a stream or course

unless he had first shown through lack of proficiency that he was

unable to keep up.

The standpoint of Parliament on the problems of differentiation

in 1961 is a milestone in the development of the Norwegian education-

al system. It must be looked upon as a consequence of the equally

film standpoint adopted two years earlier on the subject Of the

extension of compulsory attendance at school. Following this resolu-

tion the NCIE had to revise the syllabus in part. Subsequently the

differentiation in level in the 7th year of the experimental school

was aroppeu, wi.wi WIC ICAVelaulAM 1,/ wiWk

desire of Parliament.
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The standpoint resulted, furthermore, in the NCIE being able to

observe in greater detail the internal educational problems of the

new school. The experiments carried out during the 1960s bear the

mark of this change. The scope of the problems in this field thereby

served to give the work of the NCIE a less uniform character. ?lore

than had previously been the case the measures taxen by the NCIE were

of a remedial nature. At the same time as interest veered from exter-

nal, organisational matters to internal, instructional problems,

demands increased for a stricter procedure for the experiment to

include the collection of data and evaluation in accordance with a

more exact definition of the problem. The difficulties encountered by

the NCIE in experimenting in these more advanced forms will be exam-

ined in due course.

Experiments in Streaming

The parliamentary debate of 1961 was decisive in certain respeots

for future policy and development in school. In other respects it

proved less decisive. In matters affecting organisation and streaming

it was possible in the course of the debate to distinguish between two

views, one conservative and the other more radical. The first, mainly

represented by politicians of the Conservative Party, stood for a

strict organisational differentiation after the 7th year, the streams

leading to studies at the gymnasium being clearly indicated. In the

opposite camp, represented for the most part by the Labour Party, the

politicians were out to defend the 9-year compreh-,:nsive school with

streaming at as late a stage as possible and in principle lines of

equal status.

Victory went to the radicals. ghat had been decided? Briefly, that

the choice of studies should be free and posti,oned until after the 7th

year. (We ignore for the time being a decision to increase instruction

in divinity at school.) In the second main question - that of equal

status for the two lines, Parliament contented itself with general state

ments. Criticism was directed at the NCIE for having given priority to

the 'theoretical line' over the 'practical line' and thereby adopting a

standpoint which political authorities &lone could take up. This charge

must be regarded as fairly undeserved. The NCIE had not previously

received any clear directives for its work on the syllabus. In this

situation the NCIE was forced to look upon the 'theoretical lines' as

selective and requiring qualifications. What Parliament actually sought

was a radical reform of this system of selection. As we shall
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indicate shortly, this was much too complicated a problem to be

solved on the basis of certain general declarations; in actual fact

equivalent status for the streams required a radical reconstruction

of the school system at the level of the senior secondary school.

The NCIE took upon itself the task of starting experiments with

less emphasis on differentiation. During the years 1963-65 streaming

in the 8th and 9th years was entirely abolished in most local com-

munities. Experiments were also conducted with a Swedish model, that

is to say with streaming in the 9th year only. In the revised

syllabuses streaming was entirely eliminated.

The NCIE also tackled the long-discussed problem of a voluntary

tenth year at school and worked out teaching plans for the purpose.

This extra year was mainly intended to make it possible for pupils

who had taken the 'practical line' to attend the theoretical courses

not included in their choice and thereby qualify for admission to

the gymnasium. The introduction of a tenth year must also be seen

as a consequence of the strong position of the three-year "realekola"

and as a consequence of the general need for extended

education. The abolition of the division into two streams was re-

garded as a decisive victory for the principle of the comprehensive

school. But the problem of differentiation'had not been completely

solved by it. The differentiation within the key subjects on the

"higher" and "lower" levels was something= -which the NCIE did Ill

consider it possible to abolish. Behind this was the overshadowing

problem of regulations on qualifications for admission to the gym-

nasium. In this respect the classification by levels within the

various subjects was obliged to take over the task of differentiation

hitherto implicit in the choice of line.

Problems of Qualification and Evaluation

The normal way to the gymnasium was via the 7-year primary school

ancr,the 3-year junior grammar school. When an increasing number of

local authorities had experimentally introduced a 9-year school, the

question arose as to whether the new system provided sufficient

grounding for senior secondary school studies. And even if the new

school was accepted, it had yet to be decided whether such acceptance

applied to all lines and courses.

In 1958 the Government appointed a special committee, the Quali-

fications Committee for the 9-Year Comprehensive School, to solve

these problems. The following year the committee decided to charac-

terise final marks awarded in the 9th class as conferring sufficient
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grounds for senior secondary school studies and equivalent in prin-

ciple to the junior grammar school certificate.

On the other hand the committee did not reach an immediate

decision on the more sensitive question of the equivalence of various

lines and choice of subjects. On several different occasions Parlia-

ment expressed the desirability of making the various lines equiva-

lent in status but could not suggest any exact solution for bringing

this about. The problem was referred to the MCE for necessary action.

In their final report the Qualifications Committee declared

that admission to the gymnasium should require qualifications in

accordance with the most advanced levels in the various subjects.

The Government subsequently issued instructions on this basis. In

practice, therefore, pupils who had studied on the 'practical line'

or who had taken courses of an equivalent nature were excluded from

the gymnasium.

The intention of the NCIE to offer certain pupils a "lower"

level in some subjects, that is to say an easier course than that

required for qualification for admission to the gymnasium, was that

each pupil should thereby receive optimal instruction. By avoiding a

much too difficult course he would thus learn more. Free choice led,

however, to a powerful swing in favour of the "higher" levels, so

that pupils could thereby keep open the door to the gymnasium.

This problem was associated with another, the subject of dis-

cussion for several years, that of common evaluation. Should all

pupils, irrespective of whether they had chosen an easier or more

difficult course, be marked on one and the same scale or should

different scales be used at different levels? With regard to the

swing in favour of more advanced courses the NCIE could find no

solution other than a common evaluation. In 1964-65 the NCIE could

base this proposal on the results of an extensive investigation.

Approximately 1,60E pupils on various levels were given the same

test in mathematics. The results reflected clear average differences

between groups of pupils but at the same time a marked overspread.

In reality, therefore, many pupils who had chosen "easier" courses

were qualified to study at the gymnasium.

In 1965 Parliament debated the proposal for a common evaluation.

The Conservative view was that qualification to study at the gymnasium

should be based on a choice of higher courses and that a common evalu-

ation should not be applied for this purpose. The majority of the

members of Parliament supported the NCIE's proposal in favour of

the common evaluation, but no resolution was adopted on this question.
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A number of speakers opposed the view that a choice of lower courses

should bar the way to the gymnasium. It was even claimed that the

use of different scales of marks would destroy the unity of the

comprehensive school which Parliament was unanimous in wishing to

introduce.

The common evaluation was therefore regarded as a necessary

consequence of the comprehensive school system and a condition for

fair selection for the gymnasium. The same conclusion was reached

by the committee appointed in 1963 to report on introducing the 9-

year comprehensive school throughout the whole of Norway. When the

Coalition Government, which succeeded the Labour Government in 1965,

laid their proposal on this subject before Parliament in 1967 (see

below), the NCE rejected the idea of a common evaluation. This point

of view was based by the MOE on criticism from various quarters,

including the Council for Secondary education, of the prin-

ciple of arranging common examinations for pupils who had taken

courses having entirely different structure and content. Different

scales of marks were thus retained for different courses. The pro-

blem was thereby temporarily but not finally solved.

Final Introduction of Comprehensive Schooling

The proposal of the above-mentioned primary school committee

was made the basis of a bill put up to Parliament by the MCE for the

introduction of comprehensive schooling. The resolution of

Parliament on this matter led to the Comprehensive School Act of

1969 which, with effect from 1st July 1971, superseded, among other

things, the previous laws for the primary school, the lower secondary

school and the junior grammar school. Experiment on comprehensive

schooling was by tnis time so advanced that in many respects the

law merely confirmed the actual state of affairs.

The Act deals, among other things, with the division of the

country into school districts as well as with regulations governing

the maximum and minimum numbers of pupils. The comprehensive school

is organised on the 6 + 3 years model. According to present plans,

it will be established throughout Norway by the school year 1974-75

at the latest.

The law makes the MCE responsible for determining curriculum

standards and the framework for subjects and courses. Thereby the

streaming of pupils in lines and on courses, the questions of quali-

fications and evaluation are to be regarded as matters for the appli-

cation of the law. Work on them has continued with unflagging zeal
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on the part of the NCIE. Questions affecting the syllabus in all

its breadth, and so also the problems of application referred to

above, were entrusted in 1967 to a special curriculum committee.

The work of this committee has been completed but has not yet re-

sulted in a new curriculum plan. It is clear, however, from the

reports hitherto submitted by the committee that the favoured long-

term solution is the removal of all forma of organisational differ-

entiation in the entire comprehensive school. Lines and levels would

thus be eliminated. The comprehensive school would offer a unified,

undifferentiated schooling from start to finish, The undiminished

need for differentiation because of the 'circumstances and interests

of the individual pupil would be satisfied by various forms of indi-

vidualisation within the framework of the class.

In such a future situation the NOTE and its work cannot but be

changed. The principal task of the NCIE during the past fifteen years

has been to prepare and facilitate the introduction of the 9-year

school. The work which remains to be done is surely to achieve the

objectives of this school. In section 17.5 of the Comprehensive

School Act it is emphasised that experiment - continuous revision -

should also be the concern of local authorities (school boards) and

regional authorities (chief education officers):

The chief education officer can authorise teachers or schools

to effect changes within the framework of the curriculum, as long

as these are of educational interest and compulsory subjects are not

eliminated and provided that the purpose of the instruction as a

whole is not adversely affected. Before such authorisation is granted

by the chief education officer, the school board shall express their

opinion.

"The Ministry can authorise teachers or schools to dispense,

for experimental purposes, with the regulations governing the

composition of subjects, the choice of materials, the compass and

aim of teaching in the individual subjects, provided that the require-

ments of the instruction as a whole are not reduced in consequence,

Before the Ministry authorises such applications, the school board

shall expres3 their opinion, Such an experiment must be carefully pre-

pared and be in the interests of the school."

Summary for the Period 1960-70

The activities of the NCIE in the 1960s may be summed up as

follOws:
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1) The close and direct co-operation between the NCIE and the

MCE continued up to 1965. From then on contacts were less lively

and directives from MCE were less clear. This resulted in a more

independent status for the NCIE.

2) At the beginning of the period the NCIE put forward a pro-

posal for a complete syllabus providing for a differentiation of

courses in the 7th-9th years and streaming in the 8th-9th years. In

1961 Parliament opposed the differentiation of courses in the 7th

year (except in English) and instructed the MCE and the NCIE to

revise the syllabus on this basis.

3) The period is charaoterised by a transition from a system

consisting of 7 years of primary school plus 2 years of continuation

school to a system consisting of a unified 9-year school. The organ-

isational pattern 7 + 2 was replaced by 6 + 3. Following the parlia-

mentary debate in 1961 streaming was abandoned. Differentiation of

course levels lasted throughout the period, however.

4) Two problems were acute throughout the period, those of

qualifications and of evaluation. The NCIE proposed, on the basis

of experience gained from experiment (the obvious overlapping of

results of different course levels), that the pupils' results should

be marked according to the same scale irrespective of the course

level chosen. The MCE insisted that the courses snould be marked

independently and that admission to the gymnasium should require

choice of the highest course level in all subjects which were differ

entiated in terms of levels.

5) Parliament passed an Act in 1969 establishing the 9-year

comprehensive school. Since 1971 this has been fully applied. A

special curriculum committee was appointed in 1967 to draw up a

proposal for a more definitive curriculum for the 9-year comprehen-

sive school.

6) A certain changeover in the experimental activities of the

NCIE from external-organisational problems to internal-instructional

problems took place, mainly during the latter part of the 1960s.
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Part II

THE INSTITUTE AND ITS ACTIVITIES

NOIH NOW

In this section we shall examine the current organisation of

the NCIE, its staff and economy. In addition we shall make a

detailed study of the relationship of the NOIR to the Ministry and

other Counoils.

Organisation

The organisation of the NOIE consists of a board (the Council)

and a secretariat.

The Council itself has a membership of nine, each member being

appointed by the Ministry of Church and Education for a period of

three years. Of those appointed for 1971-73, five members (including

the Chairman) had served also during the previous period. The mem-

bers are usually teachers or principals of various schools and edu-

cational institutes, including teacher training colleges and univer-

sities. For the period 1971-73 the Council contains one member who

is not a teacher but a wholesale merchant by profession. The Council

has an executive committee (EC) with a membership of three: the

Chairman, Vice-Chairman and one other member of the Council. Member-

ship of the Council is almost entirely male. During the current and

previous 3-year periods there has only been one woman serving on

the Council with eight men.

All essential matters are dealt with by the Council and its

executive committee. The number of meetings of the Council can per-

haps be seen as an indication of the activities of the NCIE. During

the last five years meetings have been held as follows:

Year Council
Meetings

EC
Meetings

1966 3 6
1967 3 5
1968 5 5
1969 5 5
1970 8 9
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Council meetings'are often combined with visits to schools and

school districts of current interest from the point of view of

experiment. During 1970, for example, 7 out of 18 days on which the

Council met and 3 of the 11 days on which the executive committee

met were devoted to study visits and inspections of schools and

school districts. The NCIE also holds meetings together with the

Councils representing different school sectors (see below).

In the spring of 1971 the secretariat consists of six sections

(see below). It is headed by a director assisted by a deputy.

Director and
Deputy

Teacher
Train. Coll

secondary
School

Comprehensive
School Information

Research
Evaluation

Clerical,
Technical

The working organisation, however, is not rigid. In consequence

there are no written instructions to lay down tasks for the sections

Nor are there instructions in force for individual members of the

staff. In certain cases it even seems uncertain to which section a

particular project may belong (e.g. which section is responsible for

the project "co-operation at school"?) In other cases it happens

that a given activity (research/evaluation) is both assigned to a

section of its own and accepted as a feature in some of the

other sections.

The fact that the internal organisation lacks a rigid structure

is apparent from the personnel particulars given in the annual report

Hitherto section membership has not been published in the reports.

In the report for 1970 - as in those for the immediately preceding

years - the list of staff is arranged according to type of employment

and year of appointment.

The loose structure of the secretariat is closely associated

with the types of employment of the staff. Only a small minority of

the staff of NCIE are permanently employed. In the spring of 1971,

for example, there were 9 permanent posts for inspectors and consult-

ants compared with 25 similar posts which are filled for one year

at a time. Yearly appointments may be renewed for 3, 4 or 5 years

but not longer. The NCIE has recently requested a gradual replacement

of all permanent appointments by temporary appointments of 3-5 yeais'

duration. The motives for this have been summed up by the Director

as follows:
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"In the opinion of thebirector, our experiences of temporary

appointments are very satisfactory. The NCIE maintain continuous

cont, with experienced teachers who subsequently return to

tneir schools and help to create local experimental environments.

The experience we have had of short-service appointments and

permanent appointments has convinced me that the NCIE should go

in solely for the former. On a council working on innovations

there should be no permanent appointments. After working for

some years in the secretariat, permanent personnel can easily

become a conservative element. The fact that they have a per-

manent place is in itself an obstacle to the admission of people

with fresh ideas. The purpose of short-service appointments is to

cover the requirements of the various educational fields and

the various school research and experimental projects where it

may be surmised that the NCIE has a comparatively permanent need

of staff. This group of leaders should be as well remunerated

as those who receive temporary appointments." (Item No.22/71,

Council Meeting, 25th-26th February, 1971).

On the NCIE two kinds of staff meeting are regularly held each

week, one being a meeting for mutual information for all personnel

(approx. 1 - 1+ hrs) and the other for senior staff members only.

These are also brief and deal with questions of policy and decisions

made by the Director between meetings of the Council.

Staff

The following list of personnel is based on information dating

from March 1971. Some of the appointments are not filled at present

and the particulars therefore apply partly to the current situation

and tartly to the estimated staff requirements for the activities

planned far 1972:

1. Nanagement

1 director

1 deputy director

2. Section for teacher training collegea

1 inspector

2 consultants

1 project leader
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3. Section for seoOmiary schools

1 inspector

6 consultants or co-ordinators

4. Section for comprehensive schools

1 co-ordinator

8 consultants or project leaders

5. Section for research and evaluation

1 research officer

6 research consultants

4 research assistants

6. Others

1 information officer

1 administrative co-ordinator

5 consultants or project leaders (for work in several

sections)

senior secretaries, secretaries and clerks

The number of persons employed by the NCIE is thus 36 on the

consultant, inspector or corresponding level and 16 on the assistant

or clerical level. Some of the clerical staff are employed on a part-

time basis, but otherwise employment is full-time.

The number of staff of the NCIE has increased in recent years

as follows (according to annual reports):

Inspector,
consultant
etc.

Assistant,
clerical
worker etc.

1966 8 5

1967 9 6

1968 22 12

1969 33 14

1970 36 16

The members of staff are very homogeneous with respect to their

professional background. Almost all are teachers or principals of

various types of schools. One or two are school psychologists. The
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research staff members possess the Scandinavian 'Card. ?ed.' degrees -

Master's degrees in Educational Psychology - (the four research

assistants are studying for this degree).

The Relationship of the NCIE to the hinistrY

The NUS is one of a number of expert advisory councils under

the Ministry of Church and Education. It does not form part of the

MCE but enjoys an advisory, independent status (see appendix No.2).

The NCIE pursues its activities within the framework of the Innova-

tion Act (see p.179)In practice the activities of the NCIE have

amounted to a reform conducted by the Council, initially of the

primary school and subsequently, since 1968, of secondary schools.

This reform work has mainly been of an administrative character.

Evaluation and research have not so far played the part in the work

of the NCIE which was perhaps the original intention. The Parliament-

ary Report No.9/1954 has this to say about the motives for the

creation of the Council:

"If we are to enjoy the benefit of experiments ..ith new methods

or forms of ore,,nisation in our school system as we should, an

extensive programme should be drawn up for research, experiment-

al.activities and the compilation of results."

The description of the section for research and evaluation

given immediately above is somewhat misleading with regard to the

activities pursued until now, but on the other hand it is represent-

ative of the NCIE's present ambitions and intentions.

The Council's annual reports to the Ministry have offered possi-

bilities for controlling and reviewing the activities of the NCIE.

At the same time it appears obvious that the NCIE has been able to

function on a very independent basis. .tuestions concerning the func-

tional methods and tasks of the Council are dealt with in the follow-

ing chapter. It is of the nature of experimental work that this

should affect to a considerable degree the work of the Ministry's

other advisory institutions. In order to facilitate co-operation

with other councils concerned with the different types of schools

various liaison committees have been set up, namely one between

the NCH and the Council for the Primary School/Compre-

hensive School, one between the NCIE and the Council for Special

education, five between the NCIE and the various councils for schools

at secondary level and one between the NCIE and the Council for

Teacher Training.
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The liaison committees consist of members of the counoila con-

oerned and usually have an inspector or consultant from the NCIE as

seoretary. At committee meetings discussions are held on, among

other things, the various projeots included in the activities of

the NOIE on behalf of various types of schools.

Another body which co-operates with the NOIE and deserves men-

tion in this context is the Norwegian Counoil for the Soleness and

Humanities. Following an investigation carried out jointly by the

NOSH and NOIE ("The Development of Norwegian Educational Researoht

Nom, Utbyggingen av norsk skoleforskning", Oslo, 1968) an educa-

tional research committee was formed in 1968 and staffed with repre-

sentatives of both counoils.

Since 1970 this commit,tee has funotioned as the Ministry's

agenoy for the allocation of funds to applied educational researoh.

During the first year 1 Mkr 1 million Norwegian Kroner) was elle-

cated (inoluding 0.3 Mkr for various projeots managed by the NCH)

and in 1971 the figure rose to 1.5 Mkr. The funds for educational

research at the disposal of the NOIE are used mainly to pay the

salaries of the research staff employed by the Counoil.

Economy

Every year the NCIB submits a budget proposal to the MOE to

cover costs for the ensuing year. Duly revised, it is embodied in

the Government's budget estimates and presented to Parliament, which

makes the final decision or among other things, the economy of the

NOIE and thereby the range of its aotivitiea.

During recent years grants to the NOIE and School Experiments

have been inoreased as follows. The aotual inorease is greater than

appears in the table, because the budgeting procedure was changed

during those years with the result that certain experimental school

expenses were transferred to regular operational items.

NOIE School
Experiments Total

1967 1.0 Mkr 1.9 Mkr 2.9 Mkr

1968 1.1 2.2 3.3

1969 1.5 3.5 5.0

1970 2.0 5.5 7.5

1971 3.0 13.0 16.0
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The increase thus applies especially to the sub-item 'School

Experiments'. This is conneoted in the first place with the experi-

mental activities in secondary schools which has been expanding

since 1968-69.

Here the State reimburses the NOIE's budget for the inorease

in running expenses of about 30 per cent per pupil incurred by the

experimental activity. The amount is paid out to the schools in the

form of an additional allowance over and above the regular govern-

ment grant. The increased expenditure is mainly based on three

factors

1) New posts are established at schools for advisers, liaison

teachers and "experiment inspectors".

2) As a result of the free choice of subjeots permitted in

the gymnasium, the instructional units are often smaller

than the ordinary classes.

3) The regular teaching duties of teachers at the gymnasium

are reduced during the experimental period from 22 to 17

hours per week. Two of the five hours thus reduced are

devoted to teachers' meetings. The NOIS's expenses are

inoreased in proportion to the number of classes.

One complication is caused by the fact that a large part of

the increase is made up purely of salary costs, which are regulated

by agreement between the MCS and the teachers' professional organis-

ations during the budget period. The automatic increase in the bud-

get items otherwise applied to the regulation of salaries do not

apply in the case of the grant "School Experiments". In the Report

for 1970 (p. 155) the NCIE comment on this as follows.

"The regulations concerning the grants, ...., also prevent the

raising of the grant for the NCIE in conneotion with general

increases in teachers' salaries. General increases in teachers'

salaries lead automatically to an increase in salaries for

teachers engaged in experiment. The NOTE has now found

itself in a situation where it has to pay an increase in

salaries, but cannot obtain the necessary funds to cover the

extra payments, such as are provided for elsewhere in the school

system, on account of the procedure laid down for budgeting.

This is an impossible situation which cannot be maintained in

1971."
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"In the present situation school experiment is at a disadvan-

tage as a result of ourrent budgeting procedure. From the

finanoial point of view it ie simpler to bring about an expan-

sion of the existing school system than to conduot experiment

within the same sohool eystem or to oonduot experiments on new

forma of school. At a time when society is being so rapidly

transformed and when great ohanges are also taking place in

the educational system, this is an entirely unsatisfactory way

of carrying out the task of introduoing innovations in the

school system."

In this somewhat sharp tone the NOIE requests in the budget

proposal for 1972, as in their previous proposals for 1970 and 1971,

that costs of teacher& salaries in connection with experiments should

be included as part of the running costs in the regular sohool bud-

get and not in the special budget for experimental activities. An

answer from the Ministry in March 1971 indicated that changes could

hardly be expsoted during 1971. However, a new budgeting procedure

has since been devised, which in future will raise the NOIE grant

automatically when teachers' salaries are regulated.

Another cost which the NOIE does not consider as belonging to

the budget for experiments is that of the work of development

carried through under the auspices of the various councils for

different types of school and ou`side the scope of the Innovation

Aot. The NOIE is of the opinion that every council should have its

own budget for both normal development work as well as for imple-

mentation following successful initial experiments carried out under

the auspices of NOM In the opinion of the Council an intolerable

situation has arisen, when both its possibilities for innovation,

planning and evaluation are limited because the funds placed at its

dispclal are largely tied to salary costs, which are settled by

collective agreement in the schools, and also because the_othei

councils possess no resources whatsoever to implement successful

experiments. "It is of little use corduotirg experiments when the

successful experiments are not implemented througnout the school

system. In that case the experiments merely acquire a local value

in the districts where they were conducted." OWE report !or 1970,

p.156).
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OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

The_innovation in_EduoatiOn_Aot

The general and overriding objeotives of the NCIE are stated

in the Innovation Aot (see p.179). As we have already seen, the

Aot is open to different interpretations. The most oonorete

expressions of the aims and tasks of the Counoil are the strategies

it applies in its work and - to a still greater degree - the aotivi-

ties and projeote whioh together define its field of operation.

The Innovation Aot states conoisely that the NOTE shall "serve

the authorities (that is to say the Government and Parliament) with

advice, initiative and supervision upon such matters as are connected

with experiments in education." The oreation of the NCIE is justi-

fied quite formally in terms of the need - when such experiment is

well motivated from the educational point of view and in the inter-

est of the school - to undertake experiments which are not provided

for in the current rules and regulations of the school.

Here we should notice that the laws in force for the different

types of sohoOl allow scope for development work carried out by

individual teachers (for example, as regards teaching within a single

subjeot). The speoial field of the NCIE is, therefore, in the first

place the more extensive work of experiment and reform normally

organised in three phases (primary phase, field phase and implement-

ation phase) and which inoludes systematic follow-up and evaluation.

During the implementation phase responsibility is in principle

shifted from the NNE to the council representing the particular

type of school in question.

The general motivation for a special council for educational

innovation is expressed in the proposal laid before Parliament which

led to the oreation of the NCIE. "The Ministry believes it is

desirable to form a colleotive leadership responsible for the work

of innovation in our school system. The Parliamentary educational

Committee expressed their view as followss "In taking experimental

aotivities into the service of the school, it should prove possible,

both organisationally and educationally, to keep the school in line

with developments in Booiety."

Objectives and tasks are expressed - as noted by way of intro-

duotion - most clearly by means of the projects and activities other-

wise carried out by the NCIE. An important question is therefore the

way LI whioh the planning and formulation of projects is carried out.

Here we find not only scope for and need of clear direotives and
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leadership from the Ministry and Parliament but also for close co-

operation with the counoile responsible for the different types of

school. We consider it advisable, therefore, to examine in rather

more detail the way NCIE manages its projeot planning.

Three phases of work on projeots are briefly mentioned in

seotions 4 and 5 of the Innovation Aott

a) "In order to obtain authority for experimental aotivity,

the National Counoil for Innovation in Education shall

submit .;o the Ministry of Education plans for experimental

Instruction or shall pronounce on plans put forward by

individual schools and others.This shall also apply to

objectives and the qualifications such instruction may

confer."

b) "Questions concerned with grants from public funds for

experimental activities shall be brought up before Parlia-

ment in conneotion with the proposed budget for the schools

or types of school in question."

o) "Reports shall be made to Parliament every year on the

subject of experimental aotivitiee initiated under this

law,"

This arrangement of the work of the NCIE appears logical and

rational. First, an account of the plane has to be submitted to

higher authority as a basis for definition and decision. Thereafter

but as soon as reasonably possible - an estimate of the costs of the

activity must be made, so that higher authority may place the neces-

sary funds at the Council's disposal. And finally, an account of

the results and the development of the activity is demanded, in orde

to give higher authority the possibility, among other things, of

reconsidering and - if necessary - of reformulating tasks and plans.

It now appears that in essential respects planning does not

conform to this pattern. A collected account of plans has only made

its appearance on one occasion. This was in 1969, when a three-year

plan for 1969-71 was published in an appendix to the annual report

for 1968. This plan, however, attracted little attention. The Minis-

try did not bring it up to Parliament for dis3ussion. In the course

of a Parliamentary debate on 22nd January 1971 the wish was ex-

pressed - not by :aembers of the Government but by those of

the Opposition - that a new three-year plan should be submitted to

give Parliament the opportunity of expressing its views on the
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direotion and scope of the experimental aotivitiea. In February 1971

the NOIE began work on a new three-year plan for 1972-74 in the hope

of being able to submit it, following discussions ,with the other

advisOry councile,to the Ministry in autumn 1971 with a request for

an account to be laid before Parliament, and the plan to be considered

by Parliament early in 1972.

As we have seen, it has not proved possible to submit the cost

estimates at the same time as the reports on planning. Instead they

are sent in as annual budget requests and dealt with apparently on

the basis of the previous year's costs and the possibilities of

increasing or reducing the absolute amount of expenditure. It is not

a question of budgeting for several years: cost accounting for a

period in excess of the following year is, when it does appear, very

tentative. Other relevant points, for example the potential impor-

tance of expenditure for the attainment of certain desirable sooial

objectives, do not seem, to judge from the summary character of the

budget proposals among other things, to be put forward.

The point where the planning pattern seems to have worked most

successfully is in the reporting of results. Every year the NOIS

desoribes its current projeot aotivities, In addition to submitting

the report formally to the Ministry, the NCIE arranges for its publi-

cation as a printed appendix to the journal NORSK SKOLS. The inter-

ested reader, especially if he is in a position to compare the des-

criptions of projects in different reports, can thereby obtain a

picture of the projects selected for experiment and also, which is

not least important, of the results and conclusions derived from

implemented projects. On the other hand no information is given

about the project proposals which have been dropped from the programme.

Annual Reports

Even in the annual reports the plan as set out in the Innovation

.Aot has proved inadequate in the sense that the reports do not reach

Parliament sufficiently rapidly from the Ministry. Thus, for example,

Parliament did not deal with the report for 1965 until January 1968,

and the report for 1966-67 did not come up until January 1971. The

reports for 1968, 1969 and 1970 are expected to be debated in Parlia-

ment in the spring of 1971. This obvious delay was commented on as

follows by the Chairman of the Parliamentary Educational Committee:

"Annual reports debated in Parliament can, as we are quite aware,

be two to three years old and thus fail to give us continuous

contact, The Council for Innovation in Education declare that
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"there is a danger of delay and a breach of oontinuity in the

development of Norwegian schools if Parliament is obliged to

wait so long for an opportunity to discuss the principles of

educational development. The most appropriate reply to the

Council's wish to introduce Parliament to a greater extent than

hitherto into the discussions of plans and principles for the

development of our educational system would be to ensure that

Parliament has an opportunity oe dealing with the annual report

when it is of maximum topical interest. Furthermore, it should

be posaible to introduce the Counoil's three-year plans more fully

into the picture, so that a three-year plan may be something

over and above an appendix to a report on experimental aotivi-

ties."

(Proceedings of the Norwegian Parliament No.245, 22nd January

1971.)

Decisions on objectives and problems for experimental activities,

however, cote about in other ways than action taken on the basis of

the NCIE's three-year plans or annual reports. Perhaps the moat

important point of departure for innovation and experiment in the

educational sphere is the work of investigation undertaken by state

committees. A great deal of the work at present being performed by

the NCIE has, for example, been based on proposals put forward by

two committees concerned with the secondary schools (the Ojelsvik

Committee which submitted its proposals in March 1967, and the

Steen Committee, from which proposals were received in March 1967

and February 1969). The current engagement of the NOIE in this field

originated, among other things, as the result of a request by the

Ministry that the NOIE, together with a large number of other coun-

cils, authorities and organisations, should state itaviews on these

committees' proposals. In a reply the NOIE disolosed a plan "whereby

the proposals of the Steen Committee could be launched on an experi-

mental basis in our present school system."

The experimental activities outlined by the NOIE in this con-

nection commenced, with the approval of the Ministry, in 1969-70.

The NCIE has been able to exercise a considerable amount of influence

on the organisation of this activity, partly because the committee's

proposals were couched in rather general terms or revealed as several,

inconsistent alternatives, partly because the Ministry had not

defined its attitude to such proposals. Compared with the Swedish

procedure for reaching deeisions in corresponding cases, for example,
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there is in Norway no governmental report on acourately defined

proposals'for reform whioh could be laid before Parliament, nor is

there Parliamentary approval for the main features in the work of

reform. (A report containing references and a discussion of these

questions, No. 91 1969-70 dated 22nd May 1970, had not come up to

Parliament for aotion as recently as April 1971.)

On the other hand the NOIE's possibilities of itself defining

its objeotives and tasks are limited, because the secondary schools,

in contrast to the primary schools affected by the comprehensive

schoOl reform, do not come under the authority of the Innovation Aot

and NOIE but remain, even during the period of experiment, under

that of the appropriate council for the type of school in question.

The present situation (April 1971) is that the NOIE has been

authorised by the Ministry to "administer" the work of reform, while

the other sohool councils concerned are responsible for ensuring

that the activities are conduoted in accordance with the regulations

hitherto in force with regard to the tasks of, for example, teaohers

and examinations.

In order to obtain a clear decision on the part to be played

by the NOIE in the work of experiment and reform, the NOIE has

proposed in its Report for 1970 that experiments in secondary

sohoole should be limited in time and divided into several

phases:

"For experiments concerned with the reform of the senior

secondary school (gymnasium), the NOIE proposes the following

period:1969-72, i.e. 4-year groups. The experiment will be entirely

completed when the 4th such group passes out of the 3rd form

of the gymnasium in 1975. It should be possible to effeot the

reform for the olasses starting at the gymnasium during the

period 1973-74.

"Experiments based on the recommendations of the Steen Committee

of 1965 should be divided into several phases; the first should

be of an interim nature. A possible second phase may begin in

1973. A decision should be made in good time as to whether and

how the experiments should continue. Until now the NOIE has

been of the opinion that it is advisable to try out the Commit-

tee's recommendations in full (See NCIE Report for 1969, p.65).

All the expert councils should express their views on a prolong-

ation/continuation of experiments divided into several phases.
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"The NCIE is of the opinion that oircumstanees in connection

with the administration of and responsibility for experiments

in secondary schools are so ill-defined that they create an

impossible situation for experiment and that this also results

in confusion for experiment even in other types of schools. The

NCIE wishes to stress the need for a definition of the Counoil's

mandate and function.

"The NCIE therefore petitions the Ministry of Church and Educa-

tion as well as Parliament for such a definition. In the Coun-

cil's opinion, the root of the matter is whether or not the

Ministry and Parliament intend to invoke the Innovation in

Education Act and to employ the services of the NCIE in the

experiments now in progress in secondary sohools. If such is

their intention, may the NCIE receive the working possibilities

which it seeks. If such is not their intention, the Ministry of

Church and Education as well as Parliament should seriously

consider the advisability of having an Innovation Act on the

statute books and thereby a National Council for Innovation in

Education."

STRATEGIES

The strategy which has been used most hitherto in the work of

the NCIE can be characterised as olana aotivitiee or implementa-

tion experiments. The now nearly completed task of introduoing the

9-year school in all districts of Norway is the supreme example of

this strategy (Chapters 3 and 4). The current and rapidly expanding

activities in connection with a new organisation, etc., of the

secondary schools form the second major example of this type.

Reform ilctivities

This strategic concept is defined as follows in the NCIE's

three-year plan (Skolen i 70-arene, Oslo 1969, p.16):

"As a rule a reform is the result of a political decision and

it is assigned an objective. Most frequently it represents a

programme dedicated to extensive goals. No speoial degree of

control is expected of the attainable results beyond that it

is proved practicable to put the reform into effeot. Different

alternatives are seldom tried out. The task is to establish a

new system to suit those who have political power in a country.
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"But suoh a reform may often lead to experiments aimed at die -

covering how different methods of implementation work out."

As we have seen in the preceding chapter, the involvement of

the NCIE and other counoils in reforming experiments is ono of the

questions on which opinions have differed from time to time. The

introduotion of the 9-year school was a task for the NCIE ever since

its formation in 1955. The expert advisory oounoil for the primary

sohool was founded in 1959, but the NCIE was nevertheless responsible

for experiment even during the implementation phase and even up to

the end of the 19608, that is to say throughout an experimental

period lasting 15 years. This must be regarded as a somewhat lengthy

project work period for a body having innovation as its principal

task. In the 9-year school the NCIE today is responsible for only

a few very limited experiments on working methods, the organisation

of work, teaching materials, eta. (for more information on this type

of strategy, see below). The procedure for these experiments is that

once the NCIE has completed the primary phase, they are taken over

by the primary school counoil.

The reform of the secondary schools has now reached an intro-

ductory stage corresponding to that for the 9-year schools during

the 1950s. The strategy of change seems by and large to be the

same. Even the general aim of the reform of these schools is in

full agreement. As is apparent from the following quotation,'it is

basically a question of an extension of the principles of the com-

prehensive school to a higher age group:

"1. Admission to three yoars,further schooling should be

available to all.

2. A changeover from one form of education to another should

be as simple as possible.

3. Permission shall be granted to those wishing to combine

general and vocational training.

4. Supplementary instruction shall be available for all.

5. Instruction shall be adapted to suit the circumstances

of the individual.° (Parliamentary Report No. 91, 1969-70,

p. 40, on the reform of the secondary school.)

What the NCIE is now trying to avoid in respect of secondary

schools is involvement in the same long drawn out and administra-

tively cumbersome work of reform encountered in the case of the
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9-year school. Clear tendencies in this direction have made them-

selves felt, as mentioned in the previous seotion, an example being

the way that certain of the running costs of the school (e.g.

teachers' aalaries) are debited to the budget of the NCIE. It would

appear that in this field also the NCIE is prevented from function-

ing in the spirit of the Innovation Aot but is instead expected to

"administer" experiments in schools which continue to be under the

authority of other cOunoils. The costs of implementation continue

to be paid via NCIE's budget instead of permission being granted to

the secondary schools to use their own resources for the purpose.

The strategy that the NCIE would wish to employ for secondary

schools would consist of the entire work of reform, including prim-

ary, field and implementation experiments, with a well structured

design of all the aspects of the reform, being completed within a

period of 10 years (Forsok i skolen 1969, p.65). Thus the tendenoy

is for the NCIE to wish to increase the tempo of the reform work

while the other councils (e.g. the Council for Secondary gducation)

prefer a slower rate of change.

Behind this, however, lie basic differences in points of view

and evaluation. The Council for Secondary Education are doubtful as

to whether the prescribed aims are even desirable in themselves or

possible of attainment. The Secondary School Council consider, for

example, that insuperable difficulties will arise if, as is proposed,

differentiation is postponed until after the first year at the gym-

nasium. "It is impossible to set up a common aim for pupils with

entirely different aptitudes and dispositions" (Parliamentary Report

No. 91 1969-70, p.50). On these and other problems of the same kind

the NCIE has a point of view which is somewhat different in prinoiple.

The NCIE approves and regards as natural the attempts of public

authorities to suggest new aims for educational activities, taking

the view that experiments on reform and implementation is a suitable

strategy for putting into practice decisions based on educational

political principles.

The question is, however, whether there is not a contradiction

between the readiness of the NCIE to tackle and rapidly carry out

great and complicated reform experiments and its wish, just as clearly

expressed, to make research and evaluation a major feature of the

Council's activity. The object of research and evaluation is, among

other things, to inorease the basic data for decision-making. The

gathering and analysing of this more extensive basis for decision-

making can normally be expected to exercise a delaying rather than
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an accelerating influence on the time schedules of the reforme.

Another point of oonfliot can affeot the possibilities of combining

a factual involvement in the implementation of reforms with a cool

objeotivity in the examination and analysis of the results of the

activity. An institution concerned with reforming experiments and

implementation as its principal strategy will undoubtedly run into

diffioulties when it wishes to combine the above strategy with an

ever greater investment in research and evaluation. We shall revert

to this problem later in this report.

SAnertments in Methods and Oritaniaation

The work of reform in the comprehensive school has, as said by

way of introduotion to this ohapter, given rise to a number of more

limited experimental projects on various problems in

the organisation and methods of teaching. The demands for a differ-

entiation or individualisation of teaching is the commonest releas-

ing factor. In Norway as in other countries these demands have stimu-

lated extensive work on new teaching methods, work organisation,

teaching aids, the planning of new buildings, etc. This work is often

carried out on a project basis. The greater part of the projeots of

the NCIS (which, as has been previously pointed out, is not the same

as the greater part of the work performed by the MIS), assumes in

fact this character. One example of this in the comprehensive school

is a project on the teaching of Norwegian. Other examples are indi-

vidualised mathematice teaching, rules of thumb for dividing olasses,

district centres for speoial education, the alternative musical sylla-

bus, eto. . Most of the projects assume the nature of practical

school experiments, in which a consultant and a reference group

from the schools concerned provide the leadership for the projeot

and in which questionnaires completed by teachers and pupils, to-

gether with reports and evaluations from the teachers in question,

furnish a basis for decisions on the subsequent processing and dis-

tribution of the results of the projects. In some cases, projects in

the field of mathematics - for example - assistance is forthcoming in

the form of expertise in educational psychology (financed by grants

from the school research committee); there is systematio planning

of data collection, observation, analysis and reporting. In this

field and also in the case of certain other projeota co-operation is

maintained with producers of teaching materials, who also make some

contributions, as well as with research and development institutes

in the neighbouring country of Sweden.
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132Maib1111.1213
A third principal strategy is eduoational reeearoh, at least

if note is taken of expressed intentions and ambitions. As early as

the beginnings of the MIS it was announced that "researoh should

be governed by the educational administration in olone contaot with

the Norwegian Research Coutoil for the Soienoes and Humanities and

other researoh institutions in the University of Oslo and the

Norwegian College of Eduoation. A speoial coUnoil should be estab-

lished for experimental aotivities. The °banal should represent

expertise on educational matters and pedagogical research on an

advanced level." (Parliamentary Report No. 9, 1954, p.99).

As a rule - and ever sinoe the start - the NCIE has had a

leading representative of educational researoh among its members.

Nevertheless it must be observed that reeearoh work within the sphere

of, or in 4ireot conneotion with, the activities of the NCIE has

hitherto been of limited extent. It is natural to interpret this

in terms of the cenfliot we mentioned earlier between reform

and researoh as forms of aotivity. Educational researoh, when

gradually built up as an empirical disoipline, has drawn its exam-

ples from, among other sources, soientifio research with experimental

and control groups. Educational researoh in these forms is taking

place in Norway and internationally it is on a high level. However,

the demands made on educational researoh in recent years go still

further. And here the model has been the research and development

work of the technical seotor. This leads to demands for the co-

ordination of educational research with educational administration.

It also leads to demands for the co-ordination of educational re-

searoh with the construotion and produotion of teaching materials.

It leads to the planning, implementation and evaluation of research,

in which polioy-makers, administrators, teachers, producers of

teaching materials all become necessary collaborators. It leadn to

systematic) solutions for practical problems. It leads to projects

direoted towards the solution of problems by teams of research

workers rather than to isolated specialist studies aiming at pro-

motion within the academic sphere. (That project research can and

should be combined with research intended for academic advancement

is one of the experiences gained in Sweden.)

It must be noted that educational research in Norway has

acquired this more recent approach only to a limited extent.

In this connection it may also be said that the research resources
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in Norway have so far only to a limited 41-4ree been linked up

with the work of the NOM. Sporadic) research work has often been

Undertaken, but not until very recently has this come about as

planned and commissioned by the NOIE.

It is true that such commissioned research requirea more funds

than those at the disposal of the NO/E. The educational research

institutes are nevertheless Comparatively well developed in Norway.

Thus it is not primarily a shortage of resources which has prevented

a linking up of research and experimental work but rather the organ-

isation and use of these resources. The NCIE hat) certainly under-

estimated on occasion the importance of a firm basis of psychological

knowledge for educational aotivities. It is for such reasons rather

than on account of limited economic, resources that research on

teaching processes and eduoation has long been condemned to an un-

necessarily limited existence, a state of affairs common to Norway

and the majority of other countries.

The new possibility im"plIoit in the new grant for eduoational

research (see page 206) has made it possible for the NOIE in the

first place to launch research projects in the teaching of mathe-

matics and music and also in conneotion with the reform work in the

secondary schools. The latter activity is dealt with later on in

this report.

This educational research now commencing under the auspices

of the NOIE should - if it is intended gradually to increase its

importance in the aotivities of the NCIE - be organised in such a

way as to lead to an increasingly reliable and relevant continuous

evaluation of all the more important major and minor NCIE projects.

Also - and not least important - it should forge contacts with and

work in collaboration with the research institutes at universities

and other schools of higher education. These two tasks make it

natural for the research section to acquire an established standing,

both with regard to its staff and organisation, within the NOIE.

Incidentally this requirement can possibly come into conflict with

the recently expressed policy of having only temporarily employed

staff on the NCIE seoretariat (see page gV). If the NCIE intends

through its seoretariat td take on research work in the strict sense,

which is open to discussion, it will also be necessary for it

to recruit staff with the required academic qualifications to under-

take such research.

An extensive and profitable contact as well as co-operation

between an institution for planning and innovation such as the NCIE
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And researoh institutions at universities necessitates ohangcs in

both partners. The client-employer must obtain in the way suggested

above - a suitable capaoity for plaoing orders. And the reeearoh

institutions must inorease their preparedness and ability to develop

still further a relsvant soientifio methodology and theory for the

educational funotion. The latter requires, among other things,

increased co-operation across the traditional frontiers of subjects

and institutions in the planning and carrying out of research projeots

Information

The fourth of the prinoipal strategies of the NOIE is inform-

ation. Activities of this kind are relatively new. Not until August

1968 were speoial personnel reoruited for information duties.

Since the beginning of 1970 the NOIE has employed a full-time

direotor of information. In accordance with the development of this

seotion, the information service operates five main channels: a

magazine, an information leaflet, conferences for journalists, the

distribution of artioles and announcements to school nswepapere and

the Press and, finally, the publication of books. The aim is to

provide information about the activities of the NOIE to the following

groups, among others:

1) teaohera,

2) research workers in the educational field,

3) pupils and parents, and

4) politicians, authorities, organisations.

The magazine FORBOUNYIT is published in 8 issues annually and

it contains articles dealing with the entire field, summaries of

investigations and reports, announcements, eto. During the first

year the edition was 2,000 (1910) and the demand is expected to in-

orease in future. INFORMATION OM FORSOKSARBEID is a stencilled

series of reports. Among other things it contains results from

experimental projects as and when they come in. Between January and

April 1971, for example, six such reports were published. The

journalist conferences are intended to build up personal contact

with those journalists who specialise in educational matters. From

1971 onwards at least two such conferences are expected to take place
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annually. At the beginning of 1970 a conference of this kind received

the following comment in Forsik i elmlen, 1970 (p.154)1 "The con-

ference led to improved oontaot between the NOTE and the Press. In

the months that followed the newspapers contained a good deal of

material about educational innovation, and once the members of the

Press came into personal oontaot with those familiar with details

of the experimental aotivities being carried out in various types

of schools these articles acquired a very considerable information

value,"

With regard to the importance of the information service and

the amount of material produced by the NOTE, there would seem to be

no alternative to inoreasing the number of staff in order to be

able to improve still further the present information services.

ACTIVITIES

A summary of the activities of the NCIE is given in every

annual report. The various projects are arranged there according to

types of schools. A current list of major projects is given at the

end of this report (Appendix 3). The focal point of interest in

these activities is made apparent in the following summary of the

space devoted in the annual reports to various types of school

(= number of pages of text in the reports) and the number of projects

(more specified here than in Appendix 3) reported during the last

three years.

Type of School Number of Projects Number of Pages
in Annual Reports

1968 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970

9-year school + nursery
school 51 31 27 45 25 41

Special instruction 5 5 4 2 2 2

Secondary schools 10 7 5 15 32 57

Teacher training colleges 27 27 36 4 20 18

Experiments in various
types of schools

..

6 5 7 7 6 6
.

The greatest change between 1968 and 1970, as may be seen above,

is the increased activity in secondary schools. The reform work is

being carried out at present in a limited number of large and still

expanding projects. The number of projects is naturally not in itself
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a reliable indication of the volume of work being carried out by

the NOIE, since the projeots can vary greatly in size. The distribu-

tion of staff and economic: resources is more revealing. According

to an estimate made by the NOIE secretariat, in 1Y71 about 60 per

cent of the total budget of 16 million kroner is being devoted to

experiments in secondary schools.

The 9 -Year Sohool

All the projeots concerned with the 9-year sohool now belong

to the second type of strategy, experiments on methods and organis-

ation (of. pp,217, ff). Most of the projeots have the charaoter of

praotical educational experiment, but in a couple of cases research

and evaluation are included in the projeot work.

One example of projeots of this type is the IMU-project. The

intention is to try out a self-instructional and individualised form

of teaching in mathematics, based on a methods and materials system,

whioh has been adapted for use in Norway from a Swedish model. In

the experiments, which apply to the 7th, 8th and 9th school years,

the reaotions of teachers and pupils and the knowledge and sooial

development of pupils are registered, among other things. Method and

organisation are subsequently modified on the basis of the data

collected and the conclusions reached. The number of schools partioi-

pating in the projeot has rapidly inoreased from four in 1968-69 to

57 in 1970-71. The project is direoted by a projeot committee with

a full-time project leader, a part -tine investigator and 3-4 district

consultants. These last act as advisers to teachers in the various

schools concerned.

Special Instruction

In this field there are only a few projeots, some of which are,

however, fairly extensive. One of these is concerned with the setting

up of distriot centres for speoial education. In 1969-70 and 1970-71

four such centres have been in operation and two more are expected

to start with effect from the autumn of 1971. A project committee

with a consultant from the NOIL as secretary and projeot leader has

been responsible since 1970 for directing this work. A primary aim

is to improve the integration of maladjusted children of various

types into the school and community. The nature of this activity is

summed up as follows:
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"1) The teaching of maladjusted children in small groups under

the supervision of personnel from the centres. This instruction is

given in ordinary schools.

2) Information for the parents of maladjusted children.

3) The partioipation of consultants in the planning of an

improved organisation for standard special instruction in ordinary

schools.

4) Meetings and courses for persons directly or indirectly

involved in working with maladjusted children, teachers, nursery

staff, eto.

5) The initiative has been taken to establish co-operation on

a broad interdisciplinary basis between medical, psychological and

special education institutions with a view to smooth co-ordination

of diagnoses and action.

6) The client-centred diagnostics and advice constitute an

important form of work at all centres. In adaition to the special

needs of such advisory services, this activity is ultimately decisive

in the registration of problems as well as the planning and organis-

ation of remedial measures.

7) Active steps have been taken to develop a contact network

with a view to the registration and treatment of maladjusted children

of pre-school age. "Key people" in this field are district medical

Officers, district nurses, the staff of maternal and child welfare

centres and children's day nurseries. The prophylactic and early

treatment of maladjusted children is one of the principal aims of

the centres. This activity leads to greater possibilities of treat-

ing attitudes, co-ordination and planning.

8) The centres maintain an open attitude towards all institu-

tions and professional groups concerned with these problems in the

widest sense. This is expressed in a desire to hold seminars and

courses as well as to develop contacts with other institutions. Such

activity is a condition for staff at the centres to be able to develop

and improve their professional qualifications and understanding. This

development of contacts is also a condition for the encouragement of

the staff and the heightening of their powers of resistance in the

professional isolation which is often characteristic of this work."

("De funktionshemmede og samfunnet", "The Maladjusted and Society"

NCIE Series No.22, Oslo, 1971, pp.22-23).
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secondary School@

The greater part of the activities of the NCIE is thus at

present concentrated on secondary schools. In all essentials this

work has the character of reform activities (see page 214) and con-

sista at present of two major experimental projects. The experiment

on the reform of the gymnasium or senior secondary school affeots

in 1970-71 57 classes in eight sohoole. The experiment on the two -

year basic, course with a combination of theoretical and praotical

teaohing affeots in 1970-71 21 classes in 12 different school units.

The intention is that the latter group, now mainly to be found in

vocational schools, should by their two-year combined basio oouree

be qualified to go over to the seoond year course of the gymnasium.

This possibility of switohing over is one of several desirable

reforms intended to reduce differences and disparities between general

and vocational schooling and to make different forms of education for

the age groups concerned (16-19) sooially equal.

The preconditions for these experimental projects in secondary,

eohools have been dealt with in previous chapters. Here we shall

mention briefly some of the main features of this work of reform and

some of the problems and difficulties that arise in this conneotion.

The reform work aims at renewing objectives and oontent as wall

as co-ordinating these between the various types of schools. This,

necessitates drawing up new curricula and syllabuses. Here we find

a demand for planning and preparatory work not only in respeot of

content but also of the organisation of work and the forms of work,

for which sufficient resources have not hitherto been available.

Specialists on various subjects working in syndicates have drawn up

plans for courses in which it has been necessary, among other things,

to take account of the different material in general subjects in

relation to various vocational subjeote. This task is complicated,

beoause integration in one vocational stream is often difficult to

combine with integration in another.

The formulation of working organisation and forms of work

requires both a rich variation of teaching material and also that

the planning group has a good idea of what materials are available.

It is in this respect that the reformers have so far encountered

perhaps their greatest difficulties: the advice and suggestions as

well as the teaching materials that the NCIE has been able to place

at the disposal of the schoals concerned have not so far proved

sufficient to satisfy the demand.
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The resources that the experimental sohoole have received

instead have taken the form of reinforcement of staff. Thus every

sohool has an experiment leader who assists the headmaster in experi-

mental work, an educational consultant and a contact teacher who

Work mainly with pupils and to some extent with parents. It is in

the first place these officials who, together with NOE'S consultants

and the subjeot committees, make it possible for experimental work

to be performed in the eohoole. The training of teachers for the

above-mentioned posts, as well as the training of the regular teachers

in the experimental sohools, has so far proved inadequate. In 1969

immediately before the beginning of the sohool year, courses of 2 -3

days' duration were arranged for teachers concerned and 2 more days

of conferences were arranged at every sohool. In 1970 the NOIE lacked

funds for even such a limited work of preparation. The secondary

sohools singled out for reform received, when they began, no Other

introduotion to the scheme than what oould be given when the NOIE's

consultants paid a couple of brief visits to the schools.

The follow-up and evaluation now being carried out on the

reformed gymnasium and the 2-year basic course are conCerned, first

and foremost, with four fieldes the background of the pupils and

their motivation, the pupils' choices, the volume of work and differ-

entiation. The data being collected are intended to form the basis

of a charting and evaluation of the teaching organisation and the

structure of the school. With regard to differentiation, for example,

we may note that the investigation deals with, among other things,

the pupils' and teachers' experiences of a first undifferentiated

year at the gymnasium.

It should also be noted that the reaearoh work hitherto carried

out has been of a preliminary character. The research consultant thus

states, after one year's work, that "unless there is a radical change

in the conditions of the research section, it 14:11 prove very

difficult to carry out a satisfactory systematic follow-up and

evaluation of experimental work in years to come. In conneotion with

experimental aotivities in secondary schools there is a large number

of research tasks which should have been carried out and problems

requiring solutions, but which the NOIE, under existing conditions,

has no power to carry out because of insufficient authority and

resources for educational research." (Arne Solstad, Memorandum, June

1970).
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TeactiKlmintrist CO144408

The work of the NOTE in the teacher training college has hither-

to been mainly like looally initiated and locally run praotiJal

school experiments. In the report for 1970 the projects are seid to

belong to four main groupe, as follows:

1) Struotural experiments with tests of various models

regarding the disposition of subjeote, timeplane, levels, forms of

study, eto.,

2) 1- year's further training, in which various teacher train-

ing colleges test different models for the extension of the 2-year

standard teacher training in different subjects,

3) experiments on the curriculum or methods contributing to

renewal in various subjects in standard teacher training, and

4) experiments in organisational conditions; two types of:

projeot in progress' experiments with various types of representation

system, arl experiments in "voluntary attendance, concentrated sylla-

bus and compulsory examination",

Experiments Affecting Several Types of SchOole

Experiments in this categOry are very varied. Mathematics pro-

jeots are concerned with the testing of new content in the teaching

of mathematics in the comprehensive school and the gymnasium. Another

project involves the development of computer programmes for drawing Up

timetables. These activities have proved successful: in 1967-70 they

affected about 4,000 school classes in different types of schools.

Another projeot is devoted to the introduction of the 5-day school

week, which occurred in 1970-71 in some 80 communities.

Yet another project deals with co-operation at sohool and has

included the development of a training programme intended to provide

inoreaeed knowledge of the school as an organisation as well as to

train teachers and pupils to co-operate and increase their influence

in the school community. This project may be said to have its point

of departure in the assumption that the effects of the school on the

pupils are less dependent on the content of teaching than on the

forms in which teaching is offered, e.g. on how the pupils experience

allocation of rolesand forms of on-operation between teachers and

pupils. Among other things the project has resulted in a course

textbook (Arne Ebeltoft: Nye eamarbeidsformer i skolen, Oslo 1971),

and some working material from the projeot published by the NOIE.
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Thie training material is now being distributed to various parts of

the country and various types of schools. The purpose of the course

is to inorease awareness of how the forms of co-operation at school

differ from or are similar to the forms of co-operation prevailing

in the surrounding society.
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Part III

SUMMARY, COMMENTS

TASKS OF THE NOIE

In the seotione immediately preceding we have desoribed in some

detail the aims, strategies and aotivitiea of the NOTE. The account

Was for the most part faotual but contained some comment') and analyt-

ical features. This final part of our report is devoted to some

Oritioal analyses and summary comments on the tasks of the NCIE and

its standing as an agenoy of innovation. Finally, we shall offer some

comments on the future tasks and status of the NO/E.

The Act of 1954

Innovation in the Norwegian educational system is Closely

associated with the concept of experiment. The Norwegian word n3s04

has no satisfaotory equivalent in English. EtymologicallyFORSOK

(Oerman Yep oh) corresponds -most nearly to the English words 'trial'

or 'try -out'. The best translation is possibly 'try-out aotivity'.

In the field of education, however, the most convenient translation

is probably 'experiment', but it is important to bear in mind that

the word experiment in this sense does not always mean a soientific-

ally controlled experiment.

In order to understand the activities of the NCIE it is neces-

sary to attempt, first of all, to defino the meaning of the word

fOrsik and thereby also the meanings of the words forsikslov and

foreAsraa. To do so we must go back to the treatment of the question

in Parliament in 1954. What was it Parliament deoided upon in 1954?

What did Parliament mean by fors&?

These questions are not easily answered. On the contrary, a

perusal of the documents from the Co-ordination Committee, the

Ministry of Church and Education and Parliament reveals that the

word tomik has been interpreted in different ways. The somewhat

lams debate that took place when the Innovation Act and the Counoil

came into being does not give a clear answer. We have also previously
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had occasion to speak of the "twofold" oharaoter of the ooncept of

I've&
This twofold character (in actual faot it vas probably suscept-

ible to several interpretations) can be traced back to different

baeio political ideas about the role of the school and education in

sooiety. The lines dividing these baeio ideas did not altogether

coincide with the boundaries between the political parties. The

Joint Programme of 1945 proved that it could lead in at least two

direotions. During the 1940s the majority of the leading politioians

in the Labour Party, inoluding those responsible for educational

affairs, appeared to believe that the existing schools, that ie to

say the primary school, the lower secondary school and the gymnasium,

should be preserved and co-ordinated. Later on a group in the party

came to the conclusion that real co-ordination with a demooratio

educational programme was not pOssible with the retention of the

existing types of school. It was this new view which finally triumph-

ed. But this did not become clear until later on.

The new view appears to have had its origin within the Labour

Party. It failed to win favour on the Co- ordination Committee

appointed by the Labour Government but was put forward there as a

note of dissent. It did, however, seem to have enjoyed the support

of leading politicians of the party in power. It ie evident that

these politicians regarded the Co-ordination Committee as played out

by the time its members reached their conclusions.

This attitude found expression in the Parliamentary Report No.9

of 1954, "On Measures for the Improvement of the Educational System".

The Bill was ready as early as 1953 but because of external circum-'

stances (a delay in the appointment of the head of the Ministry) it

was held up until 1954. This bill is the basic document for the

Innovation Act and the NCI; as well as for all the reforms that

followed.

As already shown above (pages 177-178), the Labour Government was

not alone in pressing for the idea of experiment. In 1952 the Nor-

wegian Secondary School Teachers Association put forward their own

proposal for experimental activities. This however, limited the

experiments to the tipper School. The Government considered this

proposal much too restrictive in scope, since in experimental activi-

ties it saw a means of reorganising tne educational system in its

entirety, comprising both lower and upper schools as well as both

general and special education. It also cited the findings,

promulgated in 1946, of an examination co-ordination
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Committee set up in 1938, recommending that experiments should be

held on new forms of examination. On the basis of this proposal and

the Parliamentary statement of 1954 the Government raised the ques-

tion of educational experiment in the broad sense. In collaboration

with the Norwegian Researoh Council for the Soiences and Humanities

a committee was set up to investigate the possibilities. This invest-

igation proved time-consuming and had not been concluded when the

Government in due course put forward its own Innovation in Eduoation

Bill,

.The Co-ordination Committee had emphasized that the Norwegian

educational reforms should be based on Norwegian school traditions

and take account of speoifioally Norwegian conditions.

The Ministry admittedly agreed with this reoommendation but

went further! "In the view of the Ministry, it is important at this

stage to bring about a thorough investigation on a free basis of the

theoretical and practical problems arising in conneotion with such

an objeotive for the development of the school system."

The Ministry thus backed the minority on the Co-ordination

Committee (dissentient Heli), making it clear that the Ministry was

prepared to go further than the recommendations proposed by the

majority. This standpoint was of vital importance. It was deoisive

for the status and tasks of the NCIE. Experiment was placed on an

equal footing with the_work_ol_sre,toma.

This does not mean, however, that the Ministry regarded

experiment solely as an instrument of educational policy, a means

of introducing a new school. The Ministry accepted the concept of

"scientific review and systematic experiment" but declared that,

parallel to this, the theoretical and practical problems arising

in connection with an extension of school attendance should be

officially investigated." Experience has also clearly indicated

that experiment has been almost entirely dominated by the work of

reform. Only during the last few years and then only to a limited

extent has experimental activity consisted of controlled unconditional

experiments.

On repeated occasions, both in 1954 and subsequently, the Minis-

try also referred to experiences gained abroad, above all/ in Sweden,

where a decision in principle had been reached in 1950 to introduce

a 9-year school and to commence this task by organising /m extensive

experimental programme. The Ministry also backed up the'r cas'a by

/4
citing the words of the dissentient, Heli, to the effe,t that demands

for a new school system in principle constituted a deg/
// /and

for sooial

/
/

/
/
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Justice, to ensure that the entire youth of Norway should receive

a general education up to the age of 16-11.

Two Intereretationsy the Co.lcept of Experiment

That experiments would be concerned with changes in school

organisation was further emphasized by the Ministry's proposal for

combined leadership of all experimental aotivities in the schools.

In this way the idea of limiting the experiments to examinations in

the upper school only was eliminated. At this stage it also appeared

less important continuously to colleot and evaluate experiences

before proceeding further to more and more schools.

There can be little doubt that the Ministry interpreted the

concept of experiment iu a broader sense than had the Co-ordination

Committee. Parliament supported the Ministry's proposal.

It became clear subsequently that the Government had found in

the Innovation Act and the NCIE a useful means of realising their

policy. To judge from the debates that were held later on about the

NOIE and its experimental activities, it seems that the Members of

k Parliament were not unanimous on what they had decided. We have

already mentioned the twofold character of the decision made in 1954

and in the content of the concept forak. (The debate in Norway

otherwise constituted a striking parallel to a somewhat earlier

debate in the Swedish Parliament as to what the Swedish decision

in principle in 1950 had really meant: a decision in favour of a

new school or merely a decision to carry out experiments on a new

school?)

The ambiguity in the concept of experimental aotivity has been

throughout the period and still is of significance for the planning

of NCIE's strategies and activities. In every discussion on the

allocation of priorities within the NCIE the double aim makes itself

felt: research-based experiment or implementation of an educational -

political programme (or a combination of both)%

Even in the selection of members for the Council, as in the

seleotion of officials for staff appointments within, this twofold

character becomes apparent in the weighing of the required qualifi-

cations. The of.doials of the NOIE maintain throughout their ambitions

to conduct unconditional experiments in accordance with controlled

methods. It is however, evident that until now they have been almost

entirely employed on the introduction of the new school in general;

work in whion experiments in the stricter sense play a subordinate

part, in so far as they occur at all. In this connection it should
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be noted that the NOIE has not been awarded grants worth mentioning

for such controlled experiments over and above the costs of the

staff directly associated with the NOIE-seoretariat. Not until very

recently has the NOIE,by the speoial grants for school research,

Obtained the means and the possibilities for employing outside insti-

tutions for oontr011ed research and develoiment work. Since 1968

the funds granted to the NOIE have been divided between two items,

one for the NOIE itself and one for school experiment. iven the

latter item is devoted mainly to fi.diloing the regular running of

the "new" Schools and not to controlled experiments.

That forst*, or experiment, should for the most part mean the

introduction of a new school into the local communities rather than

experiment on the possibility of introduoing a new school is also

apparent from the faot that the NOIE - at least as far as its aotiv-

ities until the mid-60s are concerned neither requested nor

received funds for the purpose. It was considered fitting that the

costs should be met by the local authorities concerned (with regular

state grants to the school syett-m). Essentially this has made the

experiments into a series of actions. The marked desire of the local

authorities to participate in the experiments, that is to say to

Start the "nee school, was regarded in this earlier phase as evalu-

ation enough.

Here the key question is what Parliament means by the word

forsiX. Sooner or later the dual aims of the activities must be

examined in greater detail by Parliament itself. The first major

settlement was reached in the debate on differentiation in 1961.

Until then Parliament had gradually become aware that the Ministry

and NOIE were making a deliberate effort at educational reform in

their fors4k. The reaotion to this came in the form of certain

attacks on the NOIE as an altogether too powerful body. The NCIE

should carry out experiments, it was said and leave the political

questions (in this case the problem of differentiation) to Parliament.

her it came to settling the details, Parliament was unable as

a rule to give any clear instruotions as to how the activities should

be run. Time and again Parliament became enmeshed in a debate on the

status and scope of instruction in Divinity and fairly detailed

deoisions were made on this eubjeot. In the larger matter of the

educational structure as a whole the usual directive was that the

experiments should continue. It was against this back,srol.nci that the

NOIE and the EOB created the new school system. Parliament provided

the general framework and undertook the final inspeotion. This state-

ment might be thought to reduce the part played by Parliament in
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pressing for school reforms and innovations, As the supreme politica:

authorit$, Parliament was regarded throughout the period as responeit

for making the final deoisions. Experiments have, however, been

debated somewhat sporadically in Parliament, as regards both scope

and content, Parliament has taken a greater interest in the questions

of reform than in the experiments themselves. In the problems of

differentiation, qualifications, common evaluation and thinly in-

habited rural distriots, the Parliamentary debates provided a high

.:agree of guidance. Finding the conorete solutions has, naturally

enough, been the task of the MOE and NOTE,

242Ssalitigat_z-xo
The interpretation of forsik is also decisive for drawing the

boundaries of the activities and the competence of the NCIE. The

departmental school sector counoils collateral to the NCIE are also

authorised to conduct experiments. In accordance with the law on

the upper school, the Council for the Gymnasium oan carry out

experiments within the limits of its own field of activities.

Corresponding regulations for the comprehensive (primary) school

were included in the Comprehensive School Act of 1969. The disputes

which have sometimes arisen between the NCIE and the Council for

the Gymnasium on experimental aotivity have been concerned with

the question of where the competence of one council ends and that

of the other council begins. The experiments carried out by the

Council for the Gymnasium have mainly been concerned with subject

content and forms of examinations.

The NCIE differs from the other councils subordinate to the

Ministry in three respeotas

1) The NCIE is the only council which oan perform experiments

irresmeotive of type of school and stage. As such the NCIE also

performs experiments simultaneously applicable to several types of

school.

2) The members and officials of the NOTE are, specially quali-

fied in matters of educational experiment. On a secondary level the

NCIE also uses qualified experts on problems of administration and

subjects taught.

3) The aotivity of the NCIE is based on permission from the

MOE to deviate from current regulations in stated cases. Decisions

under this heading may even include special allocations of funds

for carrying out experiments.
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Does the NO1E function in a000rdanoe with.these principles?

Obviously the answer is in the affirmative as regards point 1. The

NOIE has a task of co-ordination and leadership whioh would other-

wise fall to the MCE. In the main these tasks have turned out to be

oonoerned with external organisational problems such as school

buildings, looal and regional planning.

The verdiot is less certain in the oase of point 2. In its

members as well as in its offioials the NCIE oommande both organis-

ational and educational expertise. The question is whether they are

equal to its tasks. As long as the experiments are ooncerned

with the initiation and administration of experiments of a reforming

oharaoter, this expertise is probably more than adequate. But if,

as indicated as early as the deoision of 1954, the experimental

aotivity is to inolude scientific experiments with planning, follow-

up and evaluation, the NCIE is insufficiently equipped. We shall

revert to this question later on.

Point 3 states that the NOIE can work only according to the

Innovation Act. Here the responsibilities olearly lie with the

Government. One question which does not appear to have been solved

is when an experiment of this kind can be regarded as so

conclusive that only the implementation phaee remains. If a line

can be drawn between what the NOIE calls the field phase and the

implementation phase, co that the experiment can thereby be handed

over to councils other than the NOIE, this will necessitate the NOIE's

being able, by means of its aotions, to convince both the counoil

for the type of school in question as well as the publio that the

experiment really has had useful results. This may require consider-

ably more thorough preparat6ry work than the experiments ooncerned

with the commencement of reforms pursued hitherto.

The occasionally uncertain relations with other advisory bodies

have led to the formation of speoial liaison committees containing

representatives of the collaborating councils. As organs of mutual

information these liaison committees are probably of great importance.

It is open to question, however, whether they can guarantee in the

long run sufficient co-ordination of activities. This raises the

question of the linking up = inside or outside the MOE - of the

various councils into a more unified and ,:o-ordinated central manage-

ment for the educational system.

It is likely that a concentration of all experimental activities

in the NCIE would prove a poor working policy. To take away the func-

tion of development from the councils of the gymnasium and the com-

prehensive school would in the end deprive'them of meaningful tasks.
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Problems of routine and management in the school of today are

spheres ofresponsibility too narrow for advisory bodies on a

natior.-1 level.

Has the NOIE Accomplished its Oblectives?

This question is as natural as it is difficult to answer. We

have already observed that objeotives can be interpreted and imple-

mented in various ways. Irrespeotive as to whether the results may

be said to correspond to the objectives the following factual cir-

cumstances can be stated.

1) During the 17 years the NCIE has been in operation, great

and radical innovations have taken place I.:, the educational system

in Norway. Compulsory attendance at school has been extended from

7 to 9 years. Two Acts of Parliament have established this: that of

1959 which made experiment on the 9-year school possible, and the

Act of 1969 for the 9-year comprehensive school.

2) The last-named At comes into effect in 1971. By Saool

Year 1973-74 it is calculated that the 9-year school will be vai-

vereal in Norway. This means at the same time that the independent

types of schools known as the junior grammar school and the lower

secondary school will have disappeared.

3) The 9-year school has been organised entirely in accordance

with the principle of the comprehensive school, meaning that the

various possibilities of studies offered by school are to be found

within one and the same school.

4) The level for the organisational streaming of the pupils

has risen. The course of instruction common to all pupils has been

extended from 7 to 9 years. This took place in two stages: to 1955-60

a streamed 2-year continuation school was added to the 7 common

primary school yeatd; after 1960 the streaming was dropped for the

two final years, when the courses consisted of a group of main

subjects common to all plus a group of subjects to be chosen by

pupils.

5) The choice of elective subjects is, in accordance with a

Parliamentary resolution in 1961 (subsequently embodied in the

Comprehensive School Act of 1969), to be left free for pupils and.

parents to make. The school cannot prevent a pupil from studying

the subjeot or subjects of his choice.
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6) Work on the syllabus has beyn continuously in progress

since 1955. A complete syllabus for the 9-year school was introduced

in 1960. A standards committee, appointed in 1967, has put forward

proposals for a more definitive syllabus for the comprehensive school.

71 The secondary schools underwent a powerful expansion during

the 19608. More than three-quarters of the pupils from the compul-

sory school now proceed to the gymnasium or parallel types of school.

8) secondary school experiment has now recched impressive

proportions. Lance 1969-70 testing has proceeded of a gymnasium

model based on (a) a core of compulsory subjects, (b) specialisation

in one of three streams (modern studies, social studies, linguistio

and humanistic studies) and (c) a free ohoice of subjeots.

9) The local and regional administration of the school system

has been entirely reconstructed into a uniform system for the whole

of Norway., The local communities (school districts) have been joined

together into economically sound units for educational purposes.

When this has proved impracticable, educational co-operation has

been assured by means of agreements between the local authorities

concerned.

These 9 points are limited mainly to organisational innovations.

Obviously the list is far from complete. These innovations in partic-

ular are, however, worth noting, since they belong to a sphoro in

. which almost every country is making considerable efforts. Norway's

great successes in this field s.:1 quite obvious. The extension of

compulsory school, the raising of the differentiation level and the

expansion of secondary education to meet the requirements of still

more pupils are matters on which all the nations of Western Europe

are working intensively. Norway, like her ne.,.ghbour to the east,

Sweden, has progressed further than other Western European countries.

The percentage of pupils now undergoing schooling 1,p to the age of

18 is now as high in Norway as in Japan, Sweden, USA, Canada and

the German Demooratio Republic (countries which to the list, .

according to available statistics).

A question which now arises is to what extent can this widespread

and heavy work of innovation have been based on evaluated experi-

ment. Here we should make it clear that the activities have by no

means been "non-evaluated", as is sometimes claimed by critics of

the system. Valuable experience is always obtained even in the coos

of practical experiments without controlled data colleotion, and
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these can afford guidance for future aotivities. A soientifically

controlled evaluation of activities is however, in itself always

desirable. But in the context of reform, where it is desired to

change and improve the role and structure of the school as a social

institution, soientifio evaluations are sometimes of only secondary

interest. If the reforms have a politioal basis, it is only their

oritios who demand soientifio proof. In the reformation of the

Norwegian schools - as was earli.or the case in Sweden the fact

that hundreds of local authorities queued up annually, after

careful consideration, to petition the Government to be allowed

to introduce experimental 9-year schools into their local juris-

diotions must be regarded as a very impressive form of evalu-

ation.

To take up the question of the educational innovations in the

striot sense as referring to the development of the syllabus, the

development of teaching materials and the development of forms of

teaching and methods of work, etc., would be to go into too great

detail at this stage. Of this work it could possibly be said that

it has not been subjected to the same consistent planning as the

work of reform in accordance with the 9 points. Innovations on the

instructional plane constitute in any case consLienahly more long-

term and continued work. We shall revert to this question later in

the context of innovations resulting from educational research and

development work.

Have none of the experiments failed? It is difficult to find

any that have, perhaps just because they have not as a

rule included any striot evaluation. Some experiments have been

discontinued or broken off. Others have been completed but have not

led to any innovations. Of greater importance than listing such

experiments is to draw attention to some major and self-evident

problems for which no solutions have yet been found. Among these

are the questions of equivalence of various choices of subjects in

the comprehensive school for admission to the gymnasium. Until the

questions of the qualificaticils resulting from attendance at the

comprehensive nine-year school and that of the common evaluation

have been solved, the comprehensive school will not have really

been introduced. Problems of differentiation in secondary schools will

probably be a major subject of educational debate and experiment

in the next few years. The planning of the comprehensive school is

closely related to this question. The Norwegian attempts to decen-

tralise secondary education may end up in a blind alley. Small
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educational units result in limited possibilities of choice, and

thereby also limited possibilities of specialisation, with the risk

that the necessary speoialisation will have to be organised in a new

soho?L =laving the new gymnasium.

One field, which in a remarkable way has been overlooked in

the Norwegian debate and educational experiment, is teacher training.

A common educational training for primary and secondary school

teachers within one and t:ie same organisation (schools of Oduoation)

hae been regarded in many countries as the first condition for link-

ing up the earlier primary and grammar school stages into a single

unified comprehensive school. The direct relationship between teaoher

training (for 211 oategories of teachers) and eduoational researoh

and development work is something in which the NOTE does not appear

to have taken an active interest. The reconstruction of courses in

sohool subjects and in behavioural soiencesat the universities in

order to suit the requirements of the new school better is a third

problem area. A fourth is the inclusion of experimental aotivi-

ties in a planned further education of teachers. In June 1961 a new

law was passed, however, on requirements for teacher training, which

can be seen as a first step towards co-ordination of different types

of training. This law, among other things, allows further education

for primary teachers to qualify for secondary teaching.

The last-named questions, according to the Innovation Aot, fall

partly outside the competence of the NOIE. This constitutes a weak-

ness in the present organisation. The co-ordination of teacher train-

ing for lower and upper stages, as well as for various categories

of the upper stages, cannot at present be initiated by any advisory

council but only by the Government itself. These questions can be

eoted to ocollps a central place in the coming experimental activi-

ties at secondary school level.

STATUS OP THE NOTE

We have previously shown that the NOTE does not work in isola-

tion but maintains in its work of innovation close and continuous

collaboration with a number of bodier, and authorities. Upwards, the

hO1E collaborates with Parliament and the Ministry of Church and

Education. Laterally, it collaborates with the other advisory councils

of the Ministry. Downwards,it collaborates with regional and local

educational authorities as well as with individual schools and

teachers. Contacts are also forged with teachers' organisations and

international bodies.
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FollOW,u12 of Bxberipents in Parliament

The Norwegian machinery for educational renewal thus consist)

of a counoil for innovation conducting experiments under a ministry

responsible for making administrative deoisions which are then laid

before Parliament ae the supreme authority exercising control and

setting standards. This machinery possesses deoided advantages, As

we have already seen, it has made possible the introduotion of an

entirely new school structure with a new educational content in

essential areas.

The experiments are planned and carried out according to one

year plans, Annual reports are issued by the NOTE. The Innovation

Aot also states that Parliament shall be informed annually about

the experiments. The last-named provision has not always funotioned.

And even when the Government, as in recent years, has made en annual

report, Parliament has not always taken up these reports for treat-

ment.

The reasons for this failure on the part of the Ministry have

not been made entirely clear. It is evident that the activities

were so new and unfamiliar that the missing parliamentary reForts

were not noticed at first. As an explanation it has also been

suggested that the Ministry was severely understaffed during the

latter part of the 1950s and was therefore incapable of carrying out

all its dUties. Whether or not the lack of reports may be justified,

it may be noted that in 1961 Parliament's treatment of the reports

on experiment was marked by impatience over the lack of information,

Since 1961 Parliament has neither received nor dealt with the

NOIE's reports on an annual basis. To a certain extent this may

possibly be explained by the fact that many of the experiments were

assumed to deal with technical matters or with problems on which

Parliament had already expressed an opinion. This uneven treatment

has, however, resulted in obvious disadvantages for the NOTE, par-

ticularly in its planning of activities.

Another disadvantage for the NOTE has been the delay in resolu-

tions and decisions of Parliament which could possibly have been

made on the basis of the reports. Thus the NCIE has not received a

continuous feed-back from the politicians. This has affected the

planning of the experiments adversely, a state of affairs clearly ex-

pressed by the NOIE im its report for 1970, for example. These delays,

as such, are worth noting. No less remarkable is the fact that in

recent years it has been the NOIE rather than the politicians whioh

has reacted to these delays.
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Aelektions with the MOE

During the first ten years contaots between the NOTE and the

M02 were lively; subsequently they diminished in intensity. Thera

may Nava been several reasons for less frequent contaots after the

middle of the 1960e. The ohange of Government in 1965 was certainly

one important faotor. The Labour Party was in power when the NOIE

was oreated in 1954. Contaote between the NOIE and the MOE were

built up within the framework of the eduoational policy pursue d by

the Labour Party. In 1965 this state of affairs came to an end when

the Labour Government resigned to make way,for a Liberal and Con -

servative ooalition government. The new Government's eduoational

programme was less olearly defined and worked out. In one essential

respeot for the Norwegian educational system the Government adopted

a standpoint; namely on the question of centralisation.

The Labour Party's programme for a 9-year comprehensive school

offering equal opportunities to all throughout the whole oountry had

resulted in some concentration of school teaching for the 7th-9th

years in more finanoially sound school units. This concentration made

junior secondary education available to all students, which can also

be regarded as a decentralisation of eduoation during the Labour

Government's rule. The Coalition Government, however, saw in this

concentration a danger to the development of the Norwegian rural

areas and therefore gave its support to experiments initiated by the

NOIE intended to test lower secondary school teaching (7tn-9th years)

with only two parallel classes or even one olass per year. The

small numbers of pupils in such schools required teachers to instruot

in more subjeots than their colleagues in the larger school!). Experi-

ments were also carried out with travelling teachers and travelling

pupils in order to achieve a speoialised and effective instruotion.

Demanis for decentralisation were stressed still more when it

became neoessary at this time to expand and spread higher secondary

education. The Norwegian experiments at the end of the 1960s on

small higher seoondary schools are, to we have previously noted,

interesting and worthy of oloser examination. With regard to the

seoondary sohool, a combination of general and vocational eduoation

is regarded as a possible way of providing a funotionally effeotive

sohool for small communities lacking the resources for separate

higher secondary and vocational schools. The results of these experi-

ments cannot yet be judged. It is thus too early to judge whether

this deliberate polioy of resistance against the concentration of

oompuleory instruction into larger units'and this deliberate policy
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of disseminating higher secondary education even to small communities

have proved realistic.

That the Coalition Government adopted a positive attitude to-

wards the teaching of Divinity at school and the relationship between

education and a Christian upbringing is a fact which should also be

mentioned.

However, it is a matter of opinion whether the school planning

in terms of centralisation was really different under the Labour

Government and the Coalition Government. The determining factors

seem to have been general structural changes in the society. The

most important change from 1965 from the point of view of the activi-

ties of the NCIE was that the reduced daily communication with the

Ministry gave the Counoil a more independent status. This, in com-

bination with the imminence of a political solution of the compre-

hensive school problem, led to a change in the nature of experiments,

that is to say the experiments carried out by the &CIE tended to be

more often of the research-based type.

Educational Policy and the Strategy of Experiment

At bottom the long drawn out treatment of the problems of ex-

periment by Parliament is probably to be interpreted as the result

of there being no olear policy of experiment among the Members of

Parliament. On the overriding que3tion of the democratisation of the

school the parliamentary majority favoured one line of educational

policy. This however, was too far lacking in struoture to form the bass

of concrete educational experiments. Nor did very many controversial

educational issues arise. When differences of opinion did make them-

selves felt (e.g. in the teaching of Divinity), debates did, of

course, take place in Parliament. The internal instructional problems

of the comprehensive school were seemingly not regarded as being

politically controversial. And when differences in principle arose

over problems of the comprehensive school, e.g. on qualifications

to pursue studies at the gymnasium or the common evaluation for

courses on differentiated levels, the points at issue were considered

too complicated or too technical for any measures other than general

pronouncements by Parliament.

The lack of a long-term policy applies as much to the NOE as it

does to Parliament. This seems to have posed a serious problem for

the NOE, at least in the period after 1965. Apart from the two

profitable ideas in the realm of educational policy, namely the

ambition of the Labour Government to introduce a 9-year comprehensive
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school and the ambition of the Coalition Government to decentralise

the school even in thinly populated districts, experiment on coElpre-

hensive sohools does not seem to have followed any precise

programme.

Relations With Collateral Bodies

The oontaots of the NCIE with the various councils for different

types of sohools have, of course, varied in intensity, due, among

otherthingOo the direotion and scope of the NCIE's aotivities. The

liaison committees which now exist between the NOIE and eaoh of the

counoils seems to function well as a rule. They deal with all ques-

tions of collaboration. Difficulties seem to have arisen only when

the directives from higher authority have proved inadequate. In recent

times this appears to have been the case mainly as regards experiments

in secondary schools. We shall examine tnis in greater detail, but

before doing so we shall discuss differences in principle affecting

the parts played by the NOIE and the councils for the various types

of schools.

A reasonable interpretation of the Innovation Aot would seem to

be that the NCIE is an initiating body entrusted with the task of

developing and testing innovations. successful experiments are subse-

quently taken over by the various school councils for dissemination

and implementation on a large scale; in other words primary experi-

ment for a limited time, and possibly field experiments under the

auspices of the NCIE, but implementation as the res,onsibility of the

various school sector councils.

As mentioned previously, this system was not applied in the

experiments on comprehensive schools, in which the NCIE assumed

responsibility even for the implementation phase. When, despite this,

experimentsproceeded without serious problems of collaboration, the

explanation is probably to be found in the fact that the Primary

School Council was not set up until 1959 and the NOIE was therefore

until that time the only council responsible for the whole of that

educational sector. Collaboration between the two councils during

the 1960s was made easier because both belonged to the same

division in the Ministry, namely the Primary School DiviEion.

Conditions are different as regards the task which the NCIE has

to undertake on behalf of the secondary schools. The field is more

varied and divided between a number of councils for different types

of schools and corresponding departments under the Ministry. Co-or-

dination and collaboration between different types of schools at the
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Secondary school level have hitherto been limited, wale at the same

time every school has acquired a permanent and well established

organisation. The planning of the NCIE for experiments at secondary

school level has proceeded from the findings of committees, whioh

have often embodied contradictory views on central issues (emanating

from majorities and minorities represented on the committees). The

proposals have led to entirely contradictory announcements from the

various departments of.the Ministry, whereas in the main few defin-

ite attitudes have been adopted by the political authorities reepOnSi-

ble for making Lacisions, that is to say by the Government and

Parliament.

With regard to these oircumstances and the further handicap

suffered by NCIE in the field of secondary education in that the

Council is subordinate to the Primary School Department of the Ministry,

current experiment under the auspices of the NCIE on the reformed

gymnasium and the 2-year combined basic course must be regarded as

a fine testimonial to the powers of initiative of the NCIE. The

experiments show that both the NCIE and the other councils concerned

possess a considerable capacity for collaboration and are also able

to adapt themselves to fresh and in part radically changed demands

and tasks.

At the same time, however, the NCIE has made it abundantly

clear in its report for 1970 that it is necessary for the political

authorities to define the division of responsibility and tasks,

above all between the NCIE and the Counoil for the Gymnasium, which

are to apply to secondary school experiments during the next few

years. The reasoning cited in this report strongly supports the

desirability of the NOIE's being given a clearly expressed mandate

and adequate resources for planning experiments and implementing

them during the primary phase.

International Co-operation

A question which is possibly worthy of special treatment is to

what extent the work of the NCIE, or even Norwegian school policy as

a whole, has been influenced by ideas and experience from other

countries.

Both in the findings of the Co-ordination Committee and in

Parliamentary documents reference is frequently made to the exper-

iences of neighbouring countries. Of British efforts, the Education

Act of 1944 is mentioned as providing a model. The main interest

seems, however, to be concerned with Swedish experiences. Leading
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Norwegian educational politioians have also testified to the import-

ance attached to the Swedish Aot of Parliament of 1950 introduoing

the 9-year school. In the same way Swedish experimental aotivities

during the years 1950-62 seem to have been studied oarefully and to

have ha'. great importance also for Norway.

Development in the educational field in Norway and Sweden during

the post-war period has shown some striking parallels. Sweden heti

been some years ahead of Norway with regard to the majority of ex-

periments on differentiation. Solutions to organisational and edu-

Cational problems in the Norwegian comprehensive school follow their

Swedish counterparts so closely that it is difficult to speak of

coinoidenees. Norway learned many lessons from Swedish experiences

and has not infrequently been able to take constructive steps on

basio Swedish work, most of all perhaps with regard to syllabuses. It

would, however, be a mistake to see in the Norwegian solutions mere

copies of the Swedish. One and all have received a distinctive Nor-

wegian stamp. But no secret is made of the fact that the very

extensive Swedish experimental material has also been of assistance

to Norway.

It is obvious that experiences have not proceeded only from

Sweden to Norway. In many cases Norwegian experiences have also been

useful to the Swedish school. Within the sphere of Nordic co-opera-

tion a number of Scandinavian committees and expert groups on educa-

tion have collaborated on important problems.

The Nordic Council, the co-ordinating agency for the Parliaments

of the Nordic countries, has frequently drawn attention to common

Nordic educational problems. In the Nordic Cultural Commission, the

co-ordinating agency of the Nordic Ministries of Education, a speoial

seotion has been working on educational questions up to university

level. In this section a series of expert committees have been

working during the last fifteen years, including one committee for

co-operation in educational research and innovation and another for

the co-ordination of syllabuses in schools, etc. These bodies have

initiated various activities, the cost of which has been defrayed

by Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden (usually in the proportion

'1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 2/5). One important project is concerned with the

harmonisation of the Nordic school systems. For this purpose a num-

ber of experts have been appointed to the four Ministries of Educa-

tion and assigned special tasks, e.g. with regard to qualifications

for higher education, teacher exchanges, mathematical terminology,

methods and teaching materials for English, French and general science

eto. With effect from 1972 this Nordic co-operation is expeoted to
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be still livelier as a result of the agreement signed in 1971 by

the Nordio countries for co-operation in cultural matters. This

co-operation will be direoted by a Nordio committee made up of Min-

isters and with this will be associated a sleoial executive body, a

kind of consultative Scandinavian board of education.

It is apparent from the annual reports issued by the NCIE in

Norway that its members and officials have continually undertaken

study visits devoted to matters of experiment and researoh. The

countries most frequently visited have been Sweden, Great Britain

and the USA.

A GLANCE AT THE FUTURE

Finally here are a few comments on the future status and tasks

of the NCIE. As these are somewhat briefly expressed there is perhaps

a risk of their being misunderstood. Let it be said therefore that

what follows is not to be thought of as recommendations or proposals

but merely points of view and comments contributing to the

current discussion. Whatever solutions are sought in Norway for the

continuous promotion of educational development are, naturally,

matters which only Norwegians can and should decide.

The Twofold Aim: a Transitional Phenomenon?

As is apparent from what has already been said, the NCIE has

been mainly engaged in reform activities, implementation experi-

ments intended to realise decisions of principle in school polioy.

The introduction of the 9-year school was planned in this way. There

ie much that suggests that the experiments on a comprehensive secon-

dary school commenced recently may assume a similar character. At

the same time the NCIE is conducting a number of less extensive and

more freely planned experiments, in which it is not only a matter of

proving that a certain arrangement is possible or desirable, but where

the question is rather if and to what extent the object of the experi-

ment is worth introducing on a large scale.

These two types of experiment are different in principle, even

if in practice they tend to be performed along parallel lines. It is

an open question whether one and the same body should perform both

forms of activity side by side. Would it not be better to make a

distinction, so that the work of reform is given an organisation

suitable for its purposes and conditions while the free experimental

and research work is allotted a form of organisation separate from
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the above and suitably for 111 purposes and conditions?

If, therefore, certain arguments speak in favour of a atrioter

distinction in matters of responsibility for and organisation of

different types of experiment, so also there are reasons which speak

against it. If, for example, guarantees are sought that 'pertain

experiments aiming at the fulfilment of educational political aims

really will lead to the desired results, then the experiments should

be prepared and evaluated more systematically than is at present the

case. Such an organisation of experimental work would mean that the

results gradually obtained would appear more prominently in the fore-

ground and exercise greater influence on the continuation of the

work. In that case there would be practically no decisive difference

in principle between the major reforming projects and the smaller

projeote with more emphasis on researoh. A oareful definition of

aims and a gradual modification of various systematic features sub-

sequently carried out in the light of colleoted data would in both

oases be an essential aspeot of the organisation of experiments.

Position of the NCIE: a Policy - making or a Researoh Institution?

Various reasons - but above all the requirements of unified

management, possibilities of flexibility, and inoreased integration

in the field of education - speak in favour of the =Os not being

as now an advisory organ independent of the Ministry but instead a

department of development within the Ministry, on the same footing

as, for example, a deiartmont of planning and a number of departments

responsible for running various school sectors. Such co-ordination

Of planning, development and management could also be organised with-

in a directorate corresponding to the Swedish gational Board of

education, for example. A proposal along these lines was suggested

in Norway on 15 May 1970 in Instilling oxiden aentrale for-

valtnings organisation ("On the Organisation of the Central Adminis-

tration") and worked out by a committee whose chairman was Jacob

Modalsli. The proposal has, however, been laid on ice and as recently

as April 1971 it had not been sent out for reactions or submitted

to Parliament.

Placing the NCIE a subordinate part of a ministry or a cen-

tral authority would confer a more stable control and thereby a better

guarantee that political decisions can be implemented and receive

uniform expression throughout the country. This would especially be

the case if arrangements were also made for governmental committee

work to be carried out more syetematically and allocated more gener-

ous resources than has hitherto been usual in Norway.
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Incorporation of the NOIR in a central authority can however

aleo entail disadvantages. The present independent status of the

NOIE makes it natural for it to communicate with its political mas-

ters as well as with collateral expert bodies and regional and local

educational authorities. The status of advisory body and the prinoi-

ple of considerable mobility of the NOIE staff (see page 202) stress

the part played by the NOIE as an agent of renewal and initiation?

Such speoial characteristics would not perhaps be so clearly expressed

if the NOIE were a seotion of a department of a ministry or a

directorate.

The task of stimulating systematic testing and research would

also perhaps be more naturally carried out by an independent advisory

organ than by a central authority concerned with the implementation

of polioy.

Another factor which may have importance for the placing of the

NOIE is the olear tendency in Norway to give priority to regional

development. This tendency is exemplified, for example, in the experi-

ments concerned with educational service centres, in the expansion of

the distriot colleges and the intention expressed in this context to

develop a "counter-expertise". The same purpose applies in the case

of "the rules of thumb" worked out by the NOI8 for the use of teachers

and other instructional resources, and in the so-oalled autonomy

projeot in the Sandnes region. The effort to bring about a marked

regional development can possibly be facilitated if independent,

advisory bodies encouraging innovation exist alongside central

authorities responsible for making policy. At the same time, of course,

a balance must be found between regionally controlled and centrally

controlled planning, so that, for example, sound initiative and

positive development in some regions may be disseminated subsequently

to other regions.

Research and Development 'Work

The status and tasks of the NCIE should, as mentioned above,

be seen as aspects of the greater problem of the long-term develop-

ment of the educational sector as related to other sectors of society.

In this wider context a national body for the purpose of stimulating

innovation and renewal in the field of education makes an important

but limited contribution. The part it plays and its placing are

naturally dependent on how other features appear 1.1 the complicated

pattern.
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However the status of the body concerned with innovation and

its tasks may be defined, it seems important to stress the desir-

ability of more systematio research and development work.

a) The work of renewal must, in the field of eduoation as in

other fields in future, be increasingly based on purposeful research

and development work.

b) If it is to promote innovation ir, systems of eduoation,

this research and development work must be pressed further than

has often been the ease hitherto. There should also be some changes

of method. This applies whether the eduoational reeearoh has teren

one-sided with regard to experiment or biased in the descriptive

sense. Among other things more use mutt be made of the planning,

systematic development and evaluation now assooiated with teohnical

development work.

o) This research and development work must have its starting

point in analyses of requirements and definitions of objectives,

requiring olose collaboration between representatives of various

spheres of responsibility in education and in the surrounding society,

that is to say in addition to behavioural and social-soience research-

ers, also for example politioians, administrators, teachers, econo-

mists and technicians.

d) The purposeful and applied research required must also be

directed from the start towards co-operation with the development and

evaluation of the syllabus and the development of teaching materials

Which demands, and quite naturally leads to co-operation not only

of an interdisciplinary but also of a transdisoiplinary type.

e) Such research and development work must be organised as an

assignment given by the authority responsible for making the grant;

with time, scope and method of reporting planned as much as possible

in advance. The research should be organised as projects in which

the personal merit grading of individual research personnel should

not be the primary governing factor.

f) The objeotives for and the main structure of this work of

innovation must, even if in very general terms, be determined by the

highest political authorities, that is to say by the Government and

Parliament. Planning proper within given limits can subsequently be

left to a central expert institution, while it should be possible

for the research and development work to be entrusted to a consider-

able extent to research institutions of various kinds.
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g) Problems of documentation, dissemination, information and

communication in conneotion with all work on innovation must be

oontinually attended to and aoted upon, so that such work on inno-

vation does not lose contact with reality.

Many more additions could be made to the above list of points

assooiated with what might be termed well-organised innovation work.

gven if it is felt within the NOIE that this ideal situation is

still remote, tnis is no reason to be deskondent. No institution

ooncerned with innovation anywhere on earth has yet begun to funotion

in this way. One of the intentions of this international study, of

which this roport is a part, is to discuss in some detail whether

institutions of this type are possible and desirable.
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tiffiftr, Kristiansand

Pitust Boketad,
Senior master, Bergen

Tryove Bull
Senior master, Oslo
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Associate Professor, Oslo

0011 Bid?
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Department, Oslo

Bid; Frivland
senior master, Oslo

Bari Harboe
Senior master, Baerum

Otto Herpes
Inepeotor, Trondheim

Sven Hoketad
Trondheim

Otto Ferd. Kaltenborn
Itspeotor of Schools, Oslo

4ohan Kvikstad
Trondheim

Olaf Larsen
Senior master, Kristiansand

Olav Tindal
Inapeotor, Sandnes

Ivan Miien
Trondheim

Director of NOTE secretariat
since 1967

Consultant on teacher training
questions

Member of the NCIE. Former Member
of Parliament and Chairman of
Parliamentary Church and Education
Committee

Vice-Chairman, NOIE

Chairman, Standards Committee
of 1967

Head of Planning Department, MCE.
Chairman of Eduoational Research
Committee

Consultant, NOIE, vocational
educational questions

Research consultant, NCIE,
mathematical projeots

Member of NOTE

Headmaster, Ringve Gymnasium

Chairman, Norwegian Secondary
School Teachers Asaooiation

Headmaster, Trondheim Vocational
School

Chairman, NCIE

Consultant, NCIE, Educational
research, differentiation and
evaluation in 9-year school

Senior master, Trondheim
Vocational School
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Direotor NOIE secretariat,
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Appendix 3

LIST OF PROJECTS FOR TNX NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR INNOVATION IN EDUCATION 1970-1975

Project 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

NURSERY SCHCOL - COMPRSHESSIY4 SCHOOL

1, Sursory school classes
[

6i
2, Differentiated teaching
3, Orientation in lower stage schools

14
4. Music in the comprehensive school

t

5. Norwegian in the upper stage school 4 -41--bi-
6. English in the upper stage school - ,--bi$
7. German in the upper stage school .. -i

.
C

8. The IMU Project
9. Modern mathematice

.

9i
.--tot--4-

O. General science in the conprehen.
sive school

e?
1. Schools in thinly populated

districts
2. School fatiEue
3. Reorganisation of the school day
4. The technique of studying, the

teaching of subjects

THE SPLCIAL SCHOOL SECTOR

1. Special education district centme
2. Sxperiments on mental deficiency

treatment
3. Educational opportunities during

and after compulsory school
attendance

4. Social adjustment

SECONDARY SenCOLS

1. Reformed Gymnasia (Senior
Secondary Schools)

2. Experiments following recommenda.
tione of the Steen Committee

[-- .

C
-

4

TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGS'

EXPERIMdNTATION IN ALL SCHOOL STAUS

1. Co-operation at school
2. Educational service centres
3. Linguistic information centres

Primary phase including planning

Field experimentation phase
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SUMMARY

New Jersey, the most urbanised state in North Amerioa, is

wedged between New York and Philadelphia, and in the past its pro-

blOMO have very often been overshadowed by theirs. Yet one in four

Of ite pupils were olaseitied as disadvantaged in 1969, and one in

six Were living in poverty.

There were glaring finanoial and educational dieorepanoies

between the high-inoome suburbs of the state and the low- income oitiest

these confronted the new Commissioner of Education, Carl Marburger,

wbo was brought into New Jersey in 1967 by an urban-oriented Demo-

oratio governor. The governor departed almost immediately, and, as

the author puts it, the "political rug" was pulled out from under

the new Commissioner.

From the beginning, the Commissioner showed himself to be tough

and uncompromising in hie determination to bring the public schools

system's problems and inadequaoies out into the open. He saw no way

of bringing about radical changes in the system if he played "footsie"

with the eduoational establishment, and for this reason his initial

relationships with even the most powerful interests were, to say the

least, cool. The saored oowe of the system, he believed, had to be

confronted openly and candidly before change was possible.

Needless to say, the New Jersey State Education Department did

not take kindly to tho new Commissioner's attitude, and he soon

realised that he would need to place in key positions some people

whom he could trust and who shared his beliefs. One such was Assistant

Commissioner Stan Salett, a young ideas man brought in from outside

the traditional promotion ladder to head the all-important Division

Of Researoh, Planning and Evaluation. It is this division which the

ease study describes in detail. From the beginning, Marburger showed

hie speoial relationship with Salott by giving the division many key

teSks that would not normally have fallen to it.

Carl Marburger was a controversial figure before he even took

office, as his appointment was hotly disputed. He followed this up

by making a number Of frank and hard-hitting speeohes and by indi-

cating that his administration would not be unduly sensitive to the

feelings of those already working in the system. From the beginning,
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his department was oritioised for not communicating ideas and reforms

widely enough within the system - criticisms which were answered

by supporters who pointed to the need to confront the establishment

if change was going to occur.

The study desoribes in detail the essentially political back-

ground to the fight for an urban priority policy, the setting up of

the Divieion of Research, Planning and Evaluation, and some examples

of its work - inoluding the new widesprtad Model Cities programme.

Other innovations described inolude the Urban Schools Develop-

ment Council, the "Our SchoOle" project, designed to inolude the

community in future planning, and the Educational Improvement Centre.

This last was the only one of Marburger's reforms to date to meet

with more or less universal praise - a praise which his critics

asoribed to the fact that those in the schools and local administra-

tors were involved in its planning from the start.

The study is an essentially personal account of the fight of

two men who believed passionately in the need for ohange to help the

disastrous state of Nay Jersey's urban areas, and did not mind tread.

ing on plenty of toes in bringing it about. It is a story with no 0*

as it is not yet known whether Marburger's five-year appointment wil:

be renewed.*

Late in June 1972 Governor William Cahill announced hie intention
of reappointing the Commiesioner.
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INTRODUCTION

The following is a case study of an attempt to build a central

meohanism for educational change in the state of New Jersey. The

data for the study were acquired largely through interviews although

numerous documents were perused. As a result, much of the subsequent

information is impreesionistio in nature and cannot be deemed

soientifio.

The study focuses upon the origins and operations of the New

Jersey State education Department's Division of Research, Planning

and evaluation. The various programmes of the Division, which vas

created only in 1968, are admittedly assessed somewhat subjeotively.

No in-depth or systematic analysis of actual programmatio operations

has been undertaken. Indeed, since most of the programmes are of

such recent vintage, objeotive evaluations would have been very

difficult to makelimited time and resources permit discussion of

only a few of the Division's activities.

The reader will quickly note that this study has a personalised

flavour. It focuses on the activities of Commissioner of Education

Carl Marburger and Assistant Commissioner Stan Salett. As indicated,

the study was undertaken at a time when the Division of Research,

Planning and Evaluation's structure and activities were just begin-

ning to take shape. Thus, much at;ention had to be focused upon the

thinking and goals of the Division's main architects and priMe movers.

The frequent personal allusions to two influential officials should

in no way be construed as implying that they were the only individuals

promoting educational change and improvement in New Jersey. Their

educational philosophy and strategies, however, are of seminal

importance to the development of the mechanism for educational change.

Indeed, the new Division, as the reader will learn, became the vehicle

through which the two men intended to implement the changes they

advocated. As the data will reflect, there is clic:agreement as to the

degree of their success in promoting educational innovation.

Despite its limitations and the severe constraints of time,

staff, and resources, the following case study illuminates vividly

problems connected with implementing educational change at the state

level in the United States. As it reflects, educational change is

essentially a political process. Thus, as educational issues have
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become more salient and visible in Americo', sooiety, they have

become inextricably linked with the mainstream of politios at the

state as well as the federal and local governmental levels. This

study of the change process is therefore by definition political as

well ae educational in focus. This imposes an additional limitation.

Because of the political sensitivity and contemporaneous nature of

the issues analysed and the fart that the major figures are in publio

office, it has been necessary to pledge confidentiality to inter-

viewees. Thus, sources are not identified and the study lacks the

documentation which characterises more traditional scholarly work.

The reader will also reoognise the fluidity of publio events and

that this study attempts to describe the New Jersey situation as it

existed in the spring of 1971.

A glossary is included which provides brief descriptions of the

various programmes, titles, and activities mentioned in the study.

1 hope that this glossary will be useful to the many readers who are

not familiar with the idiomatic language of American education.
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Chapter I

BACKGROUND

The United States is governed through a three-level federal sys-

tem in whioh powers and funotions are shared among national, state

and local governments, Rapid eooial, economic, and political ohange

has generated a serioas oriels in this tri-partite system,

The oriels in federalism is particularly aoute at the state

level which is theoretict.11y at least, the keystone in the arch of

the federal system - the bridge between local governments concerned

with community problems and a central government dealing with nation-

wide issues." (Committee for Economic Development, ModornizinK State

Government, The Committee, 1967, page 11). The structural and func-

tional weaknesses of the states have been a salient factor in precip-

itating the crisis in interlevel governmental relationships which

currently exists. Many of the states, for a variety of reasons, have

virtually abdicated responsibility for the nation's burgeoning urban

problems. As a result, the states have been bypassed by metropolitan

centres which have been compelled to turn to the federal government

for assistance in confronting myriad problems like housing, welfare,

air and water pollution, education, and transportation.

The weaknesses of state government are of particular importance

in a polioy area like education where tho states traditionally have

had paramount legal responsibility and authority. The state's legal

primacy in education makes any lack of responsiveness on the part of

state government to the educational needs of an increasingly urbanised

society especially significant.

These endemic weaknesses particularly apply in the state of New

Jersey which, despite tha faot that it ranks among the leaders of the

50 states in per capita income and is generously endowed with physical

and human resources, has traditionally been a low-service, low-tax

state. New Jersey is a Middle Atlantio state bounded on the north by

New York; on the east by New York, the Hudson River, and the Atlantic

Ocean; on the south by Delaware Bay; on the southwest by Delaware and
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the Delaware Aiveri and on the west by Pennsylvania and the Delaware

River.

It ranks 46th among the states in total area with 7,836 square

miles. It ranks 8tti in population with 7,203,510 people; 90 per cent

white and 10 per cent non-white. Its population density is 959.3 per

square mile, the highest in the United States. 88 per cent of the

population lives in urban areas.

In 1966-67, for example, the state ranked 48th in iv capita

state expenditures for all education, 38th in percentage of total

governmental expenditures for education, and 41st in 1967-68 in

current expenditures for elementary and secondary schOols as a per-

centage of personal income. New Jersey in terms of per pupil expen-

ditures for public education ranks at the very top. However, this

is the result of having one of the highest looal property tax rates

in the nation.

New Jersey thus ranks among the lowest states in state support

to public sot.00ls. To comprehend efforts to implement educational

change at the state level in any of America's diverse states, one

must first understand a state's unique governmental ecology. New

Jersey's is quite special. It is thus necessary at the outset to

discuss New Jersey's prevailing political tradition of localism and

its concomitant, namely, weak state go .,in.lent supported at a minimal

level. Such a discussion is essential to an understanding of the

attempts to institute educational change which will be the focus Of

this case study.

A State's Search for Identity

Bruce Bahrenburg,in an illuminating magazine article, "New

Jersey's Search for Identity", in the April 1964 issue of Hg msla

discussed the state's problems of identity. Wedged between NeW York

City on the north and Philadelphia on the south as the very compact

fifth smallest of the states in area, the bulk of New Jersey's

citizenry is polarised economically, politically, and culturally

within the metropolitan orbit of one of these two great cities. As

a result, there is purportedly an appalling lack of "state conscious-

ness" in New Jersey as the attention of its citizens is diverted to

the problems and issues confronting metropolitan New York and Phila-

delphia. Benjamin Franklin is alleged to have desoribed New Jersey

as a barrel tapped at both ends.

These geographical factors delimiting the role of state govern-

ment are compounded by several political factors. Of singular import-

ance is the tradition of "localism" in New Jersey politics which has
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Served to brake the escalation of state power and has kept stale

taxes and services at a minimum. Great political power in New Jersey

resides with the leaders of county level political organisations.

Many legislators, for example, are reportedly handpicked by the

county political leaders who have disproportionate influence vis-A-

vie legislators in a state that historically has had two-thirds of

its publio funds derived from the property tax whioh finances local

governments. It is important to emphasise, however, that New Jersey

has supported not only education minimally. New Jersey ranks very

low in per oapita state expenditures for almost all services be they

education, welfare, highways, hospitals, or penal.

Ronald Sullivan in a stew York Times artiole on 25 March 1966

discussed the then Governor Richard Hughes' defeat on hie income tax

programme in terms of the "enormous power" of local leaders vis-1-

vie New Jersey's chief executive. Sullivan states that although the

former Governor stood at the "pinnaole of popular political power"

in New Jersey because of his unprecedented landslide eleotion viotory

of the preceding November and enjoyed "constitutional and patronage

power that is envied by most of the country's 49 other Governors",

his popular politioal power was "throttled in the private world of

the county political boss." Sullivan attributed the inordinate power

of county leaders in New Jersey largely to the absence of any kind

Of statewide identity. The historioal weakness of state government

has oreated a power vacuum and the county political "baronies" have

filled the void; thus local patronage, for example, is considered

far more important than any that the Governor is in a position to

offer. In any event, the opposition of a county leader who was a

fellow Democrat caused the demise of the, Governor's income tax

proposal. This county leader prevailed upon four Democrat.Senators

from his area, who reportedly "owe much of their livelihood" to him

and feared being dropped from future county tickets, to oppose the

Hughes programmes. The switching of these few Demoorat.votes in

the Senate was sufficient to ensure the defeat of the income tax

proposal. This powerful political tradition of localism must thus be

kept in olear perspactive in any analysis of efforts to bring about

educational change at the state level in New Jersey.*

In addition to this political background any understanding of

innovative efforts in New Jersey must be based on an awareness of

the profound changes which transformed the state's educational

structure on 1 July 1967.

The resounding defeat of Republican Governor Cahill's tax programme
in July 1972 reinforced the persisting strength of these political
traditions.
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Aelationshios,Eetypen Ekewtarv-aeozdary and Higho Education

As the domande for more effective education at all levels inten-

sified in the poet-Sputnik era, New Jersey, like many other states,

was under growing public pressure to improve its educational system,

In response to these preesures and after much political controversy,

the New Jereey legislature with the strong endorsement of Governor

Hughes in December 1966 created a new Department of Higher Education

which was to be responsible for all public higher education in the

state,ineluding the two-year county colleges. (The county colleges

in New Jersey are equivalent to community colleges in other states,

They are operated at the county level). Formerly, the six state

colleges, Rutgers (New Jersey's State Univereity since 1956), the

Newark College of Engineering, and the county colleges were under

thu jurisciotion of the State Boars of Education. The latter body

through its Department of Education and executive officer, the

Commissioner of Education, was thus responsible for the entire

speotrum of publioly supported education from elementary through

graduate school.

The State Board sad the then Commissioner, Dr. Frederick M.

Haubinger, defended the existing struoture. They were supported by

the state's major public school oriented organisations such as

influential state teachers group, the New Jersey Education ASSOWS-

tion (NJEA), the New Jersey Federation of Distriot Boards of Eduoa-

tion (henceforth called school boards association), the New Jersey

Congress of Parenis and Teaches (PTA), and the New Jersey Assooia-

tion of School Administrators (NJASA). A large number of state

college spokesmen also opposed th3 proposal to remove their institu-

tions from the control of the Commissioner End the Education Deoart-'

went. The influential county superintendents were also arrayed

against the contemplated changes in the state's fundeuental educa-

tional structure. (This array of organisations referred to in this

paragraph ie called by its less ardent admirers "the educational

establiehment".)

Pitted against these politioally formidable forces were the

Citizens Committee for Higher Education in New Jereey, a voluntary,

non-partisan group composed of leaders from all major segments of

the New Jersey oommunity. Chaired by Hobert F. Gam, President of

Princeton University, the Citizens Committee's roster read like a

veritable Oto'itih9 of the state's industrial, educational, finanoial,

publishing, labour, and civic) leadership. The Committiate basic) goal

was "to arouse the public to the urgent problem of the state's
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inadequacy in the whole range of higher educational services, and

to support measures which will ensure a sound, long-term solution."

4 OW to Action, The Citizens Committee for Higher Education in

New Jersey. page 2). The sipe aua non of the' Committee's programme

was a fundamental restructuring of higher education which would

.'!free" the public colleges from the jurisdiotion of the "publio

school oriented" Department of Education.

In December 1965, shortly after his re-eleotion,Governor

Hughes, despite earlier defeats on the issue, told the Goheen Com-

mittee that "higher education will remain the first order of public

business of my administration." The Governor was reputed to have

field that it "is almost universally agreed" that a fundamental change

would be made in the way higher eduoation was governed. Rushee urged

the Citizen's Committee to partioipate aotively in a produotive

dialogue on the various higher educational issues confronting the

state.

Some observers interpreted the Governor's speeoh as denoting

an open split with the Commissioner of Education, who is appointed

by the Governor for a five year term in New Jersey. The Commissioner

was known to be resisting attempts to loosen his control over higher

education.

Thk.State Commissioner of Education Resigns

On 19 May 1966 Dr. Raubinger, New Jersey's Commissioner of

Eduoation since 1952, resigned to accept a college professorship.

The resignation surprised many observers of the New Jersey educational

scene, although some commented that the educator's deoision was in-

evitable because of his disagreements with the Governor on how higher

education should be eontrollel.

New Jersey is one of only four states in wnioh the Governor has

the authority to appoint both the chief state school ()Meer and the

state board of eduoation. The Commissioner, who serves as Secretary

to the New Jersey State Boardois accountable to the Governor.

Commissioner Raubinger had been appointed for his third term in 1962

by Governor Hughes,but the likelihood of a fourth term reappointment

was considered doubtful because of the aforementioned disagreement

over higher eduoation polioy and other issues. The Governor, who

reportedly was strongly influenced by "Goheen, 40., and the relit

of that Princeton orowd," was expeoted to select a new change-

oriented Commiesioner who would not be "wedded to the rAst" and would

support proposals to create a new board and department to administer

higher education.
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Dr. Raubinger's deoision to resign was linked by some with a

recommendation on the reorganisation of public higher education that

the Governor was expeoted to announce shortly. In fact, on 25 May

1966 Governor Hughes presented his Speoial Message on Higher Eduoa-

tion to the legislature. He endorsed the recommendation of the

Citizens Committee on Higher Education that a separate Department

of Higher Education be oreated.

Despite strong opposition by the powerful forces representing

elementary and secondary eduoation, the New Jersey legislature on

'5 December 1966, enaoted by a comfortable bipartisan majority

legislation that oreated a separate board of higher education. The

bill provided for the establishment of a Department of Higher Edu-

oation as a prinoipal department in the Executive Branoh of State

Government (Chapter 320, P.L. 1966, State of New Jersey).

Other sources reported that the Commissioner for some time had

expressed a desire to leave his position well before his current

term expired. The Governor in reacting to the resignation stated

that he was "sorry" and said that Dr. Raubinger's "conscientious

service to the people is greatly acknowledged by every person and

he will be sorely missed."

The Commissioner's resignation, however, presaged to many the

inevitable changes that would soon be forthcoming in elementary-

secondary as well as higher education in New Jersey. While lauding

Dr. Raubinger's contributions, critics had maintained for some time

that changes in the educational status cuo depended on the state's

acquiring new leadership. They contended that reform of publio

higher education and the "stifling conservative bureauoraoy" in the

Department of education was contingent upon changes in top level

personnel as well as structural alterations.

New Educational Leaders Assume Office

1967 was the year in which the transition in educational leader-

ship occurred in New Jersey. Early in April 1967 it wee announced

that after nearly a year's search for a successor to Dr. Raubinger,'

Dr. Carl L. Marburger would be nominated by Governor Hughes. Dr. Mar-

burger was described as an innovative educator with it'particularly

strong interest in problems of educating the disadvantaged in urbsA

areas. Dr. Marburger reportedly enumerated as one of his immediate

priorities the need to establish close working relationships with

the still undesignated Chancellor of Higher Education.
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It was alleged that the Governor, miffed by opposition to is

recommendations for restructuring higher eduoation, did not consult

the State Board in making hie deoision to appoint Dr. Marburger.

The State Board, if these reports are aocurate, was thus faced with

a fait aocault and was uninvolved in the seleotion of its new

executive officer.

Other opposition to the appointment became manifest. New

Jersey's sohool administrators, who had opposed the Governor's plans

for higher education, also voiced objections to hie seleotion of a

new Commissioner of Education. The executive committee of the NJASA,

reportedly supported taoitly by some members of the Department of

8ducation, urged the Senate Judioiary Committee - which had to

approve the Marburger appointment - to select instead the Acting

Commissioner who had for many years been Dr. Raubinger's chief

deputy. The initial effort to block the appointment in the Senate

Judiciary Committee was successful. Governor Hughes in a news con-

ference reaoted angrily to the opposition to hie nominees

..."There are always people around who at to hold on to the

status quo because they are a comfortable part of it."

"I think the Senate also understands the State Constitution.

It doesn't say anywhere in there about sohool administrators

appointing a commissioner. It says the Governor will, with the

advice and consent of the Senate ..."

"I don't see any reason or any justice for their tition..."

Despite the opposition, the Senate Judiciary Committee in the

middle of April unanimously approved Dr. Marburger's nomination.

The Governor, "furious" over the attempts to block the appointment,

threatened a state-wide patronage freeze. The chief executive report-

edly was determined to postpone every patronage appointment within

his authority until Dr. Marburger was oonfirmei. The Senate's ranking

Republican allegedly was warned that every bill he sponsored would

fail to pass =less he reversed his position and supported the

Governor's nominee. Enormous political pressures also were brought

to bear as well on a few recalcitrant Demoorats. Dr. Marburger's

appointment was shortly afterwards ratified decisively by the entire

Senate. The new Commissioner took office in July 1967.

On 15 June 1967 Governor Hughes completed his new educational

leadership team by nominating Ralph A. Dungan to serve as New Jersey's

first Chancellor of Higher Education. The Governor had searched for
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nearly a year for a man to direct the state's recently oreated

Department of Higher. Education. Mr. Dungan, who formerly served as

President Johnson's Ambassador to Chile and a special White House

assistant to the late President Kennedy, took over his new dutiee,

as Chancellor early in August 1967.

Carl Marburger, thus even before he assumed the Commiesionership,

was a controversial figure who symbolised to many unwanted ohange4

in New Jersey education, Despite the risks, Governor Hughes, in hia

seoond term and unable to stand for re-eleotion, had oonfronted and

defeated the politioally potent publio school "establishment" on the

cruoial and volatile eduoational structure issue. Marburger as the new

governor-appointed Commissioner from the outset of his tenure faced

hostile forces whose scars from the battle just desoribed had not

yet healed.

The new Commissioner, as he contemplated the challenges of his

position, was acutely aware of his touchy situation vies4-vis the

NJEA and the other professional education groups. He was cognizant

of the grassroots power of mass membership organisations in the

state of New Jersey, where as mentioned earlier, a deoentraliaed

political structure maximised political leverage at the county level.

The NJEA was accustomed to working with a rurally dominated Republi-

can legislature and had always enjoyed close and excellent working

relationships with harburger's predecessor and the State Diucation

Department. Indeed, some observers of TrentOn's'educational deoisiOn-

making patterns alluded to the alleged "tunnel" under State Street

which supposedly linked the Department with NJEA headquarters.

Accustomed as it was to this atmosphere, it was predictable that the

teachers'organisation would be apprehensive about the new Commissioner,

Marburger was not a native of the state, he was known as an "urban

reformer", and immediately prior to his appointment to the Commis-

sioner's job by the "lame duck" ("lame duck" is an expression used

to describe a political official who cannot or will not accept

another term of offices in New Jersey, the Governor is restricted

the State Constitution to two four year terms of office) Demo-

cratic governor, he held various posts in a Democratic Administration,.

in Washington. Marburger, as he planned for the future, was cognizant

of the widespread unhappiness with his appointment within professional_

education circles. He knew that his every move would be assessed care-

fully by politically potent'forces who were apprehensive about his

background and his widely rumoured plans for large-scale educational

changes.
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New Jersey's DemograohY

An overview of New Jersey's demography will help the reader to

'comprehend better why Commissioner Marburger felt that changes were

needed and focused his attention upon urban problems. The data below

is taken from a 1969 Urban Sohools Development Council document

entitled EAloatiOnal UAW@ and Answer°, The Urban Schools Develop-

ment Counoil (USDO) is a coalition of New Jersey's ten largest oities

designed to promote and co-ordinate common approaches to urban edu-

oational problems. It will bo discussed subsequently in some detail.

New Jersey is still thought of by many in terms of its nickname,

"The Garden State", refleoting a popular misconception of its being

a small, bucolio area. This image, however, is far more fantasy than

faot. With a population in 1968 of 7,203,510, New Jersey ranked 8th

among the 50 states. This figure represents an average annual growth

rato exceeding 2.3 per oent since the 1960 census. This very sapid

growth rate exceeds that of the nation as a whole by almost 50 per

cent. Between 1960 and 1967, the total United States population

inoreased by only 10.4 per cent while New Jersey's population in-

creased by more than 1544 per cent. This rapid growth has had a

significant impact upon the state's school systems, which must enrol

40,000 to 50,000 additional children annually.

New Jersey has been referred to as the nation's most urbanised

state. Its population density, as of 1 July 1968, was 959.3 persons

per square mile which is by far the highest in the nation. 88 per

cent.of the population ib concentrated in urban areas. 41.38 per cent

Of the etate's population resides in the 24 largest municipalities

wnioh 0i:soupy only 5.4 per cent of the land area.

This unparalleled high rate of urbanisation has caused major

educational problems for New Jersey's larger cities, which have the

greatest concentrations of the poor. The number of underprivileged

ohildren in urban areas continues to grow as the poor, by necessity,

are compelled to dwell in densely populated areas to obtain needed

housing and mass transportation facilities.

As of April 1969 over 347,000 of the 1,419,415 students

enrolled in New Jersey's public schools were classified, as disadvan-

taged, Almost 180,000 of the students lived in poverty while another

70,000 had limited or no English- speaking ability. 30,000 students

were olassified as physically or mentally handicapped while nearly

5,000 were categorised as neglected, delinquent or migrant children.

The USDO document indicated that over 64 per cent of the chil-

dren enrolled in the schools of its ten member central cities
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(Atlantic City, Camden, 11:aet Orange, Elizabeth, Hoboken, Jersey

City, Newark, New Brunswick, Paterson, and Trenton), were members

Of minority groups. The state-wide average school enrolment of

minority group youngsters was only 19 per cent. The inordinate

incidence of special needs among minority group students, it was

pointed out, greatly compounds the fiscal problems of the cities.

Urban centres had tax rates that were almost double those of the

suburbs where youngsters generally came from more favoured environ-

ments and had less need for costly speoial programmes.

The glaring' financial and educational disparities between high-

income suburbs and low-income cities thus became issues of paramount

concern to Commissioner Marburger. He sought to call attention to

the plight of the cities and the gross inequalities of educational

opportunity that existed in New Jersey which ranked seventh among

the fifty states in per capita income. The state despite its relative

wealth had failed to support education adequately. In 1968 New

Jersey ranked 49th in state and local expenditures for all levels

of education as a percentage of total personal income. The state thus

had done very little to equalise the fiscal imbalances between 0:0

suburbs with their relatively healthy tax bases to support education

and the cities with their low income levels, high population densi-

ties and shrinking sources of revenue.

The Commissioner's emphasis on urban school prOblems was to be

the hallmark of his administration. Hie focus on the cities was

quickly apparent as he visited numerous urban school systems shortly

after assuming office. Indeed, his urban strategic thrust had as a

concomitant the projection of a low profile in the more affluent

suburban districts. The latter, well represented in the legislature

and relatively affluent, did not need the Commissioner's attention

as desperately as did the cities. Marburger's strategy for change

was thus based upon building state level leadership that could ser-

vice the cities which he felt had been neglected for too long by

the Education Department. harburgenthrough programmes like "Model

Cities" with its Departmental urban education speoialiste,attempted

to provide conduits for the cities that would be analagous to the

services and linkages that the county superintendents provided for

suburban and rural districts.

The Commissioner, then, has employed a state-and not a state-

wide strategy. Because he focused his time and energies upon the

urban areas where 85 per cent of the state's poor lived (9 per cent

of the total population is categorised as poor), the Department in
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recent years has been lees visible to the inoreaeingly populous

suburban areas. Indeed, as we shall note frequently in subsequent

pages, the Commissioner has been critioised by many educators

beoause of his alleged failure to communicate information about the

Department's programmes to the field.

This low profile, however, ie rather deliberately maintained.

There is considerable apprehension within the Department that wide-

spread dissemination of the various urban-focused aotivitiee might

be politically counter-productive. It ie feared, for example, that

suburban echoOl districts, beset with local resistance against pro-

perty tax increases, could use their great political influence to

reduce the resources that the Education Department is attempting to

reallooate to the cities. In any event, the Department has been

accused of failing to cOmmunioate effeotively with many of the

00netituent groups it ie suppOsed to serve.

Political Conflict_frOm the Outsat

It did not take long for the new Commissioner to stir the fires

of educational discontent. Zarly in his tenure he made a controver-

sial speech at a state-wide educational meeting articulating the

point of view that school dietrioting lines' should be "seriously

challenged" in dealing with racial imbalance. The new Commissioner

also emphasised the need for deep and basic educational reform and

greater attention to New Jersey's festering urban problems. Politi-

Oallyphe was eoon in trouble - several prominent Republican politi-

oianetincluding the Senate minority leader, incensed by his comments

on the racial issue, had asked him to resign after he had been in

the capitol a very short time. Thus, after the new Commissioner had

been only a few months in office, leaders of the NJEA and other

professional organisations had not had their early fears allayed.

Marburger, they believed, was planning to institute important changes

in New Jersey's educational system without co-operating or consulting

with the educators themselves.

Part of this reaction was due to Marburger's background as an

outsider and the fact that he was an unknown quantity. But it was

also due to some of his aotione. His early speech calling for raoial

balance had been less than ecstatically received by many of the

,state's political and educational leaders. Indeed,thie speech was

considered by some to be the major issue in the election of 1967

when the Republicans regained control of the New Jersey legislature.

Marburger's external political problems and clashes permeated all
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facets of his early years as Commissioner, An understanding of his

efforts to initiate educational change both within and without the

Education Department must be viewed within the context of these

political struggles.

Although Marburger and the NJEA and its allies did avoid fre-

quent and overt clashes during the first few years of his term,

relationships were anything but harmor!ous. Many tesuhers and admin-

istrators resented the Commissioner from the outset of his term in

office. They claimed that instead of positive leadership they were

receiving blanket indictments of the schools and the professionals

responsible for them from the state's chief educational officer.

Marburger and his counterpart in higher education, Ralph Dungan,

were accused of "headline hunting" and not wanting to work with the

educators who had to implement the changes called for by their

leadership. Narburger was accused of giving the public a very nega-

tive impression of New Jersey's schools, teachers, and administrators.

The professionals and their leaders felt that they were not being

consulted by the Commissioner as purportedly he succeeded in making

headlines but did very little to institute the changes he wanted.

Indeed, educational organisations passed resolutions asking the

Commissioner to "communicate" and "co-operate" with them.

Critics of the Commissioner commented that they hoped he would

indeed be a successful leader in rejuvenating an unimaginative state

educational agency. From the beginning, however, these critics avowed

that Marburger was resented by many educators because his style of

leadership consisted of "beating people into doing things". His foes

contended that Marburger's leadership should not have consisted of

tearing institutions down but in building and working with the edu-

cational resources New Jersey possesses.

Early in the fall of 19b9 these relatively covert tensions

erupted publicly. In September of that year, the Commissioner was

interviewed by a newspaper reporter. Marburger was under no illusions

about the potential repercunsions as he responded to the reporter's

questiors about the status of education in New Jersey.

In less than two months the voters of the state would elect a

new Governor to replace the lame duck chief executive who had

appointed Marburger. The Commissioner recognised his vulnerability

regardless of who won the impending election. His five year term of

office had almost three more years to run but he was not sanguine

about achieving his educational objectives if the Governor and the

legislature were hostile to his continuance in office. The NJEA



with its political muscles flexed in an election year could (moue

the Commissioner a great deal of trouble, Yet in the interview,

which appeared in print on September 18th, Marburger was oritioal

of virtually all aspects of the educational struoturo in New Jersey,

The article was entitled "Sohoole in itut", and the Commissioner's

basic theme was the necessity for overhauling all public schools in

the state to make them more "responsive". He challenged some of

public edueation's most saored traditions, He called for recognition

of the varying abilities of teacher°, more leadership from the State

4doostion Department, and a redefinition of the role of school admin-

istrators who, acoording to the Commissioner, "weren't doing the fob,"

Indeed, Marburger hit particularly hard at the administrative estab-

lishment, in effect stating that the seleotion of administrators was

more in the nature of running an obsolete obstacle course consisting

of inappropriate hurdles rather than assessment of their creativity,

innovativeness and ability. Marburger said that in his opinion

"administrative tenure is an absurdity" and voiced his disinterest

in "course counting hurdles." One way cf overcoming this vicious

circle, ho felt, would be to bring people from outside the tradition-

al sphere of professional education into school administrative posts.

The same applied to teaelmr reoruitment, training and tenure

practices. The current pattern of tenure practice was a hindrance,

not a help, to the development of quality education in New Jersey.

The Commissioner made plain his opinion that sources of teaching

talent other than the traditional ones were necessary if fundamental

improvement of education was to take plane. As an example he noted

that there were Peace Corps types of people who might not see teach-

ing as a life's work but still could make valuable short-term con-

tributions.

He also questioned the validity of basic staffing patterns LI

public schools and called for differentiated teacher functions and

salaries, as well as the selection of master teachers with the

partioipation of both teachers and students.

The Commissioner wanted the State education Department to play

a central role in assessing the entire elementary and secondary

education programme in the state. School distriots would have to

become more accountable to the public in their operation, with the

amount of state aid received by local school districts predicated

on their performance in meeting established standards. To carry this

forward the state's chLef school officer must have financial leverage

in dealing with local districts, and must have the use of output

measures to assess the productivity of schools.
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The Commissioner knew that there would be "great resistance"

to hie ideas which oast fundamental doubt on the efficacy of quite

a few of education's "eaored cows". As one New Jersey paper put it

the Narburger interview had set "something of a course record for

plain speech ".

The negative reaction that Marburger had predioted in the

interview materialised quickly. In a letter delivered to Marburger

on September 22nd, and made publio that same day, the NJSA bitterly

attaoked the Commissioner for the comments he had made. The letter,

signed by the organisation's 8xeoutive Seoretary and ?resident,

stated, among othor things, that "unless you oan lead, rather than

condemn, it would be better for the schools of New Jersey that you

step aside and let someone lead who can..."

The letter further critioised Marburger for hiss "...wholesale

oondemnation of education leaders, your disdain for well-trained

teachers, your attempt to ignore certification standards - and your

oriticisms of others for your own failure."

The NJEA letter also contained some positive advice for the

Commissioner - he should realise that city teachers need "your help

rather than your oritioisms ". In its letter, the NJEA also gave its

opinion that the Commissioner had accomplished little during hie

tenure but that he had demonstrated an inability to work with fellow

educators which could not be covered up by "lashing out at those who

have given their best to produce hundreds of quality schools" in New

Jersey. In a separate statement, a NJEA spokesman characterised

Narhurger's interview as "the culmination of a long series of inci-

dent's when Narburger has popped off against teachers and other sohoo]

people and sat in his ivory tower singing out these proposals."

The Commissioner, of course, did not resign despite this strong

attack from the state's most powerful education organisation. A

spokesman for the Commissioner said that the latter's remarks should

not be interpreted as a "blanket condemnation" of teachers and aGLin-

istrators. This response, however, did little to mitigate the con-

frontation. This explosion illustrated and merely made publicly

visible the confliots within educational circles that had been

raging since Marburger's assumption of the Commissionership.

The Commissioner's style of leadership undeniably exacerbated

his rather strained relationships with public school leaders. As

reflected in his challenges to basic educational keystones like

tenure and compulsory education, he did not adhere to the safe con-

sensual style of politics so typical of schoolmen in New Jersey and
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elsewhere. The Commissioner believ.1 strongly that dramatio and

immediate educational Changes were necessary, particularly in urban

areas. He felt oompelled to constantly stretch and teat hie powers.

The orisis in the oities was urgent and he held little brief for a

style of leadership whioh utilised ambiguities in administrative

prerogatives to do little or nothing to bring about desperately

needed changes. Marburgerls style of leadership, in other words,

used ambiguities not as an excuse to maintain what he oonsidered to

be the intolerable status QUO but as a vehiole to test his adminis-

trative powers.

The new Commissioner thus adhered to a philoso,hy of leadership

that was destined to preoipitate confliot in a state in whioh edu-

cational policy traditionally had been set in a consensual manner.

Hie regime then was characterised by intense debate and controversy

over educational issues and questions that had heretofore not sur-

faced publioly in New Jersey.

Change in the Education Deparjosat

Some knowledge of the new Commissioner's political problems

and administrative style provide essential background for under-

standing the internal problems he had to face in his own Department;

a Department, which, when he assumed office, was staffed with many

whose views paralleled those of hie politioal opponents. Since the

NJEA had previously had such close working relationships with the former

Commissioner, there were naturally many in the Department who resented

Marburger's selection and who continued to maintain close conneotiOns

with the NJEA. Marburger, who was chosen by Governor Hughes because

of his urban orientation and reformist proclivities, also found a

Deiartmental staff with almost no urban experience; a staff that was

accustomed to working within established educational channels. Most

of its key members had traditional credentials and followed conven-

tional career patterns. Their views on the role of the schools and

citizen participation were somewhat more restrictive than those of

the new Commissioner and many felt that only local school boards

provide legitimate sponsorship for educational activities.

external events, of course, had the effeot of.exacerbating

internal problems. A few months after Marburaer's appointment in

1967 the Republicans won back control of the legislature, an event

whioh some attributed in part to the Commissioner's controversial

speech on racial integration made just prior to the election; a

speech which, it was claimed, fed the already ignited flames of the
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white backlash, The combination of a newly eleoted Hepublioan legis-

lature and the antipathy of the NJEA did not bode well for the

success of Marturger's plane to make dramatic) staffing changes in

the Education Department.

The Commissioner's attitude toward his staff was the result of

two futons: his recognition that several top level people open4

supported the candidacy of the former Deputy Commissioner for the

job, and secondly, his feeling that it was necessary to get new

blood into the agenoy to revitalise it, Indeed, there were those

in the Governor's office who felt that his "housecleaning" of the

Eduoation Department woe progressing too slowly, It is pertinent at

this point to make some additional comments about a small group of

assistants who were quite influential in advising Governor Hughes

on major policy issues such as education, Steve Faraer and several

others because of their elite universitybackgrounde were called

the "Ivy Mafia" by some critics who were less than enchanted with

tlw power wielded by these young men who had little or no first -hand

experience is public schools. Farber, in particular, as Hughes'

special assistant on education,was very critical of the public

schools of New Jersey and reportedly played an instrumental role

in the ultimate hiring of Marburger as a reform- oriented Commissioner.

It might be added parenthetically that more and more eleoted

officials are appointing speoial advisors on educational matters,,

This trend reflects the desire of Governors and other publio

officials to acquire independent sources of information about edu-

cation as it becomes more politicised in the United States,

Farber, for example, had '')een a central figur- in planning the

Governor's Conference on iMucation held on 2 April 1966, At the

conference Governor Hughes was reportedly convinced of the need to

dramatically reform public education in New Jersey. This conference

allegedly was instrumental in his ultimate decision to appoint an

urban Find change orietvAd Commissioner of Education.

The new Commissioner's critics, in fact, ascribe many of his

mistakes to the poor political advice he had received from the

"anti-education" Governor's aides and the "Princeton crowd".

(krinceton, New Jersey in addition to being; the home of Princeton

University, is the geographical base for many social, academic, and

political elites who are very critical of the public schools). Some

claim that Marburger's ni%ative views toward the education establish-

ment were predicated upon cne-sided a priori briefings provided by

these alleged "anti-educationists".
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Marburger had delayed aoti4g as quickly as he might have liked

in changing his Departmental staff. Despite the faot that his staff

enjoyed no oivil service proteotion and there were no legal doubts

about his authority to sot as he saw fit in personnel matters, the

new Commissioner proceeded relatively slOwly in reorganising the

Department.

He knew as an experienced sohoolman that his success as Commis-

sioner would be contingent upon his ability to strengthen his already

Strained relationships with the administrators and teaohers in the

field. Several departmental staff people whom the Commissioner

wanted to replace enjoyed excellent reputations and a wide following

among practitioners throughout the state. There was little doubt in

Marburger's mind as he pondered the issue of whether to dismiss

Several high ranking incumbents that they quickly would become

martyrs and rallying points for his already considerable opposition

in New Jersey if they were fired, What would the field think of a

Commissioner who forced the resignation of fine educators who had

devoted so many years of selfless service to the state? Marburger

was compelled to think of his tenuous political position after the

1967 election. It was true that he had been appointed for a five

year term and could serve until 1972 despite widespread opposition,

Lut what would be gained educationally for New Jersey if he found

himself at even greater loggerheads with and estranged from the

legislators, teachers, and administrators of the State? Several of

the high ranking Department members whom Marburger wanted to replace

also had strong support among the politically influential county

superintendents. It was possible,if Marburger forced early retire-

ments,that the issue would escalate into a orusade which could

permanently undermine his effectiveness as Commissioner. Indeed, one

influential member of the Department had made public the fact that

after the Republican sweep in 1967, he had called the former Commis-

sioner to celebrate the good news and the implied repudiation of

Marburger.

A Key Appointment

The Commissioner, however, did make one particularly significant

staffing move that was to be of central importance in his efforts to

bring educational change to New Jersey. While on his prior job in

Washington, he had worked closely with Stanley Salek,t, a bright,

young, vigorous official in the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Marburger was impressed with Salett's "creative talent", "innovative
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zeal", "hard-nosed ability" to evaluate diverse projeoto, and his

"consummate skill" in hiring good staff.

Marburger believes that people aro more important than tables

of organisation. When he aocepted the New Jersey Commiseionership,

he wanted someone to stimulate thinking and to generate ideas. In

addition, the new ohief state sohool officer needed a sounding

board, someone whom he oould "bounce ideas off" and talk to. harbur-

ger was aware that he was coming into a somewhat alien and "locked-

in" educational establishment in New Jemmy. He knew of the unhappi-

ness his appointment had caused within educational oirolee. He also

knew that as an outsider he would need someone he could trust. Stan

Salett met these all-important oriteria. He and Marburger'in addition

to their mutual professional respect also had become olose personal

friends. Salett by pre-design was to become the pivotal figure in

Marburger's efforts to implement his mandate to preoipitate innova-

tion and more of an urban thrust in New Jersey. Indeed, Salett was

correctly identified as the Commissioner's major change agent.

Marburger realised that his day-to-day operational responsibili-

ties as Commissioner would preclude him from spending large amounts

of time planning educational change. His mandate to change education

and provide an urban thrust could be fulfilled only if he built into

his operations a new capability to plan for the futurel his goal was

not to repeat the past. Marburger knew that Salett shared his views

on what educational change should and must entail. The two men had

engaged in many extensive discussions and shared similar opinions

about the need to reform public schools. Both regarded the public)

schools (and the New Jersey Education Department as well) as tradi-

tional inflexible institutions absorbed in day-to-day operations.

As a result, they considered these agencies inoapable of generating

the capacity for renewal and change.

Marburger and Salett also believed that change had to be con-

stant and that basic questions had to be asked about the publio

school enterprise. In their talks they focused oritically upon some

of eduoation's most sacred definitions. Who is a student? Who is a

teacher? What is a school? What is its role? Should compulsory edu-

cation be maintained? What is the function of a state educational

agency? In their explorations, they philosophically questioned some

of education's most inviolate keystones and hoped that different

options could be developed and made available. They discussed the

need for new kindo of institutional arrangements and for broadening

the base of participation in educational decision-making, partioularly
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in urban areas. Marburger and Salett shared the viewpoint that pro-

fessionally dominated eohool systems had to be opened up to alterna-

tive ideas and expanded community involvement.

Marburger and Salett thus ehared an overall philosophy and

strategy for change that was anathema and represented "planned chaos"

to many professional educators. Many teaohers, administrators and

leaders of educational groups believed fervently that American publio

education, despite some admitted failures, had achieved great sue-

ceesee and that its baeio structure and podus operandt were sound.

The organised teaohing profession, in particular, was apprehensive

about any approaches that might enoroaoh upon the influence it had

sO recently gained through more militant negotiations strategems.

Marburger and Salett's philosophy and oritioiems of the publio schools

and the dominant role of professional educators were thus antithetical

to many of New Jersey's educational leaders. These fundamental philo-

sophical disagreements, further compounded by what some educators

perceived ae Marburger and Salett's disdain for them, are of central

importance in understanding both the Commissioner and hie colleague's

relationship with New Jersey's educators. They are of major conse-

quence in any assessment of the Department's successes and failures

in bringing about change.

At the time Salett was hired there was no vacanoy for an

aesistant cOmmiesioner and he became the executive assistant to the

Commissioner (a non-classified oivil service position requiring no

specialised credentials). Shortly thereafter, Marburger, recognising

that the Department had no established mechanisms or financial

resources for systematio efforts to generate educational planning,

research, and innovation, created in July 1968 the new Division of

Research, Planning and 13veluation (henceforth referred to as RPE).

Stan Salett was named the Assistant Commissioner in charge of

the new Division, an appointment which generated considerable resent-

ment among school men. He was only in his early thirties and most of

his experience was in federal agenoies. Professional eduoatore many

years hie senior with extensive local public school experience had

been passed over for an inexperienced "0E0 type". tile Office of

Eoonomic Opportunity (OEO) was organised in 1964 ae President Lyndon

Johnson's agency to conduct his "war against poverty". Salett spent

several years in Washington working for the 0E0 which supported

efforts to increase community participation as a means of rapidly

changing traditional institutions like public schools. Such a philo-

sophy and intrusion upon their professional domain is resented by
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many eduoators. "0E0 type" in this context is a pejorative used to

describe many of the young aotiviets who have low regard for the

viability of exiating inetitutione and who strive for rapid ohangee

in government agenoieej

Some felt that the Commissioner had added insult to injury with

his appointment of Salett whose publio school experience oonsisted

of only two years of high eohool teaohing. Marburger's own background

had been criticised by some sohool administrators. Hie professional

background as an elementary school principal, a Title I proposal

writer, Assistant Superintendent for federal programmes in Petroit,

and work in the Bureau Of Indian Affairs was not oonaidered overly

impreasive by some sohool administrators who possessed more extensive

administrative experienoe. To some, Salett's appointment only exacer-

bated their resentme-,t. Suoh unorthodox backgrounds for positions

of Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner of Eduoation were highly

suspeot in New Jersey where their predecessors oustomarily ascended

the eduoational career ladder in gradual steps. Experience in work-

ing with the disadvantaged in federal agenoies like the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and 0E0 was not regarded as being particularly appro-

priate to school people whose careers hewed so closely to traditional

publio sohool settings.

In any event, the new assistant commissioner was widely regarded

as an extension of Marburger, and their professional and personal

empathy are central elements as we focus in this oase study upon the

successes and failures of New Jersey's newly oreated Division of

Research, Planning and Evaluation. Salett's greatest asset as re

began to snaps APE wee undoubtedly the strong; support he knew he had

from the Commissioner. Indeed, Marburger gave Salett great indetend-

enee and the latter blueprinted his own modus operandi, for education-

al change although the Commissioner remained a "receiver" for many

of hie Assistant Commissioner's ideas, Although Marburger did not

involve Salett direotly in his various oonfliots on issues like

racial balance, student rights, teacher tenure, and so forth, the

Assistant Commissioner was used unofficially as an adviser in most

of Marburger's hassles. Marburger, however, made a deliberate effort

to separate and insulate Salett's innovative efforts from operational

deolsions. Marburger viewed Salett's conceptual skills and ability

to think things through as complementing his own strengths in inter-

perscnal relations and the implementation of ideas.

Within the Department itself, there was some disagreement with

the Commissioner's basio strategy of creating a discrete research
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Office at the Divisional level. Some oritics believed that it was

fallaoious to separate responsibility for the research, planning

and evaluation funotiona from the administrators responsible for

operating programmea. They contended that only those officials who

control funds and operate programmes are in a positicn to effeotuate

durable ohangea. Some members of the Department still believe that

each of the Divisions should have at the bureau level its own pro-

gramme planning, researeh and evaluation ()arability They believe

trat instead of croating a separate Division, the Commissioner might

have been better advised to have reorganised some of the major

Divisions within the Department,

As is customary when new components are added to large organis-

ations, the existing units within the Education Department were

apprehensive about the new Division. They were fearful that their

own vested interests and power would be adversely affeoted. The

limited success of the Education Department's Co-ordinating Counoil

for Research is revealing and illu,strates the defensive manoeuvering

endemic) to so many bureauoratic organisations. The Commissioner

believed that efforts should be made to co-ordinate the Department's

rather fragmented research efforts. Each division had in essence

been carrying out its own disorete research operations and .the

Council was oreated to cut across these diverse endeavours. Heads

of the other divisions such as Vocational Education and Currioulum

and Instruction were asked to send representatives to the Co-ordin-

ating Counoil which was chaired by the Director of RPE's Office of

Research and Development. Some of the other divisions feared that

RPE would impinge upon their domains. Thus, there was, on the part

of some Department officials, resistance not only to changes in the

status ouo but also opposition to new forces which could weaken

their own influence, Uther efforts to promote intra-divisional co-

operation faced deterrent& similar to those which limited the effect-

iveness of the Co-ordinating Council for Research. Many educators,

too, consider themselves to be innovators and there was a natural

tendency to resent any new unit that was designated as the fount of

change and progress.

Yet as it was built, the new Division faced little overt oppo-

sition. The Commissioner had indicated clearly that the Division was

to become a viable component of the Department. In a state education-

al agency which does not provide civil service proteotion for its

employees there was little or no organised resistance to the

Commissioner's mandate. Although the top professional staff within
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the Department were not involved directly in the deoision to initiate

RPE, SOMQ internal support for the Division's oreation did exist.

Even prior to Marburgeris assuming office, a Departmental task force

had proposed the development of an office of research and develop-

ment to oo-ordinate all research aotivitiee. Indeed, the need for

such an office within the Edvoation Department had been recognised

for years by many of New Jersey's eduoational leaders.
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Chap,i,r II

THE DIVISION OF RESEAR41, PLANNING AND EVALUATION (RPS)

ITS CREATION

The new Division adopted a philosophy of Operation that it was

hoped would faoilitate eduoational ohange in New Jersey. The Division

would serve as the initiator of ohange. It would develop new pro-

grammes and once they were underway transfer them to operational

units like the Department's Division of Currioulum and Instruotion.

The latter would be responsible for working with local distriots on

the dissemination and implementation of new eduoational programmes.

RPE would thus serve as the unit which would develop and initially

demonstrate exemplary programmes that would then be passed on to

operating units.

It should be noted that although the new Division was to serve

as the prime focal point for innovative efforts, it was not the

Commissioner's exclusive instrument for change. For example, he strove

to develop more flexible certification requirements, oreated the urban

education corps, and pushed for greater student participation in edu-

cational governance through means other than the Division of Research,

Planning and Evaluation. This partial diffusion of innovative thrusts

within the Department helped to relieve the pressure on RYE as the

sole mechanism for change.

A major objective of the Division of Research, Planning and

Evaluation has been to cut across a vertically organised Department

and provide co-ordinated approaches to the solution of educational

problems. The intention was not to build a Title III empire as con-

trol of these funds shifted to state government. The overriding pur-

pose of the new Division was the creation in the New Jersey Education

Department of badly needed capabilities. The Department needed to

build capacities to carry out developmental aotivities and to gener-

ate a research base for planning and evaluation as well as instru-

ments for educational change. The Division's mission, in brief, was

to enable the Education Department to assess needs, generate research

to develop and to test plans to meet these needs, and manage prototype

demonstration programmes.
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Recognising the internal misgivings and sceptioism, an effort

was made to mitigate intra-departmental apprehensions in the ataff-

ing of,the new Division. Key people were reoruited from within the

Department to serve in the Division'a four major offices. The Direotors

of the Office of Program Development and the Office of Planning were

appointed from within Departmental ranks. Outsidere, howeVer, were

reoruited to head the Office of Program Evaluation and the Office of

Researoh arid Development. Special attempts were also made to generate

a mixture of insiders and outsiders within the Division's second and

third level administrative poeitions, This pattern of staffing greatly

helped the Division's early efforts. For example, the new Direotere

of the Offices of Program Development and Planning had nerved in the

Divisions of Curriculum and Instruotion and Vocational Education

respectively, Their formal and informal ties and lines of communica-

tion with the Department's major operating Divisions and the field

were useful as RPE developed. These lines of communication were con-

sidered essential elements in effortR to avert the common failure of

many research and planning units, namely, their becoming segmented

out of operational activities.

In the autumn of 1968 a 7:-Jt sheet was issued summarising the

projected aotivities of the four Offices that constituted the fledg-

ling Division:

The Office of Planning - The Office of Planning will co-

ordinate educational planning aotivities of the Department. This

office will work with other Department units and the public

schools in the development of internally consistent, comprehen-

sive plans to meet speoific educational goals and objectives.

Both short-term and long-range plans will be involved with

special attention to the identification of educational problems

and needs in the State and the designation of priorities among

these. This office also will be concerned with inter-agenoy

efforts of the Department (Higher Education, Community Affairs,

etc.). In the design of plans by various units or groups, this

office will direct and assist in the integration of innovative

practices and promising programmes identified through research

and development or by other activities of the schools within the

State or across the country.

This office has the additional responsibility for assisting

local groups and school personnel in planning programmes related

to the !codel Cities effort and also for the federal BPDA pro-

gramme.
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Qftiot of Program Development - This office will concen-

trate on the deVelopment of programme designs and models to

meet defined needs; it will guide the sohedUle of sequential

stepe to be taken in programme installation; it will provide

consultation to individuals and group; regarding the deeign

aM conduot of apeoifio programmes in relation to total educa-

tional programmes and to priority needs of the dietriot and the

State; it will furnish information and data oonoerning innova-

tive praotioe undertaken by publio sohools of the State. The

Offi0e will work closely with two recently created regional

grouper the Urban Sohoole Development Counoil and the Southern

New Jersey Educational Improvement Center.

A major aotivity of this office ie the administration of

Title III, BHA for the Department. Starting this fall, State

Departments of Eduoation assume responsibility for 75 per cent

of the funds allocated to the State by the US Office of Edu-

cation. (Title III, ESEA ie concerned with the development and

implementation of innovative or exemplary eduoational programmes

and approaohes.)

The Office of lisigaLfta,laitjan - The Office of Program

Evaluation oo-ordinates evaluation aotivities undertaken to

improve instruotional eyatems at all levels throughout the

State. It will establish oriteria for evaluating results of

new or modified programmes. It will draw together staff or

ooneultant groups or individuals to determine the moat feasible

MOMS of appraising aotivities and teohniques and gathering

meaningful data for evaluation. Based upon evaluation of results,

this offioe may determine the level of desirability of adapting

or modifying a given programme. The office will develop a sys-

tem of information and dissemination media to be utilised in

the introduction of proven innovative systems in education.

Servioee provided by this office will involve the develop-

ment and conduct of in-service and training programmes for

speoially selected groups on evaluation teohniques and approaches;

the development and conduot of meetings and workshops for edu-

cational and other leaders; assistance to other offices and

divieions in the Department in the planning of evaluation of

effectiveness of State-level operations and programmes; and

oonuultation with representatives of looal systems and other

groups.
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The Office Qf ReSearch and Development - The Office of

Research and Development has the mission of providing all

involved in eduoational change in New Jersey with information

and support for tooting old and new programmes, modifying

existing programmes, and implementing new ones. It will work

to co-ordinate and interpret all research in eduoation init-

iated, sponsored, supported or conduoted by the Department.

The office will develop technical support and maintain

collegial relations with agencies involved in eduoatiohal

research agenotes on federal, state and looal levels. Speoial

attention will be given to eduoational data standardisation,

collection, storage and dissemination.

The Teacher Innovation Program (mini-granis) and speoial depart-

mental learning centres created to field-test new concepts and

approaches in public education will be co-ordinated in this office.

The bedrock of the new Division was the Title III (federal

grants for eduoational innovation) funds it was asked to administer.

Salett and his staff thus had relatively substantial sums of federal

money under their jurisdiotion at a time when Title III deoision-

making prerogatives were being turned over to the states. Indeed,

without the vehicle of Title III administrative funds, it is doubt-

ful wh-Aher RloAi could have been created. Its administrative budget

for 1969 was $746,000, of which the state contributed only about

$117,000. Of the Division's approximately 80 budgeted position3,

60 were federally funded in 1969 (see Report of Governor's hamagement

Commission, November 1970, p.155.) The Division's grant budget

for 1969 was $3.6 million. It was not until 1970 that even the

salaries of tne Assistant Commissioner and hie top staff people were

transferred from federal grants to state budget lines. For the fis-

cal year ending 30 June 1971, RPE,s total budget was slightly more

than $5 million. Approximately $4.6 million or 95 per cent of this

budget was provided by federal funds while $500,000 or 5 per cent

represented state appropriations. The following indicates the

programme-by-programme allocations of federal funds in RPE in 1971:

Our Schools $ 116,000
Management Information

Systems 387,000
Model Cities 109,000
Other Title V Projeots
Model Cities 25,000
Early Childhood 50,000

Education Professions
Development Aot 60,000

Title III 1.9141000

$ 4.6 million (approx.)
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An Overview of the Division's Oberationq

Before assessing the Division of Research, Planning and t;valu-

ation, it will no doubt be helpful to the reader to provide a r, ,nt

brief summary desoription of ito structure, current operations, and

relationships with other agenoies and groups. (See the Appendix for

an organisational schema of the Division of Research, Planning and

Evaluation.) The following iu derived from the survey, report and

recommendations (p.155-156) of the Governor's Management Commission

whioh late in 1970 completed a comprehensive analysis of New Jersey's

state governments

The Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation of the

Department of Education is basically a development unit for

innovative educational programmes. In addition, it co-ordinates

the planning aotivities of the other divisions in the depart-

ment. The division also evaluates its own programmes and, to

a limited extent, those of the other divisions, at the same

time providing evaluation training for others. It is involved

in the Model Cities Programme and performs data processing and

statistical services for the entire department.

"There are five Offices in the division, The Office of Program

Development initiates programmes only upon identification of a

specific research concept, together with a defined need and an

ongoing evaluation procedure. Typical of the research in the

Office of Research and Development is the development of an

educational researoh information centre. Since the success or

failure of any programme can only be judged through continuous

evaluation, the Office of Evaluation prepares oriteria prior

to programme implementation, conducts ongoing evaluations, and

makes recommendations for change when necessary. The Office of

Planning is involved in both short-range and long-range plan-

ning. The Office of Management Information is involved in data

processing and statistic services for the entire Department of

Sducation."

The aotivities of the Division of Research, Planning and Evalu-

ation are linked to a wide range of agencies and groups since many

of its efforts are of a liaison or co-ordinating nature. At the

national level, the Office of Ecoromic Opportunity (0E0, the anti-

poverty agenoy), the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

and the Department of Housing and Urban development are the major

agenoies involved in the Division's activities.
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At the state level, the linkages inolude other divisions within

the state educational agenoy, the New Jersey Department of Community

Affaire, the New Jersey Eduoation Assooiation, the New Jersey Con-

gress of Parente and Teaohers, other professional eduoational organ-

izations and the New Jersey State Board of Eduoation.

At the local level, many groups are aotively engaged in some

form of oommunication or co-operation with the Division. Among these

groups are school boards and other local eduoation agenoies, oommun-

ity development agenoies (Model Cities), oity gove.nmente, numerous

community organisations including oitizen groups, social agenoies

and community aotion agencies.

An assessment of the Division should be based on eome under-

standing of the basic strategies that were contemplated in launching

the new unit. Weighing the pros and cons of defining an overall

strategy for eduoational change and reform in New Jersey, the

Division's founders were confronted with the vagaries of State and

federal funding. At the time of the Division's genesis there was no

state money allocated for educational research and development. As

a result the Division's creators felt that they could not generate

a master plan or articulate priorities too speoifioally because

there was no assurance of receiving the resources necessary to achieve

explicit goals. In other words, RPE would have been terribly vulner-

able had it been unable to implement a series of desirable but fis-

cally unachievable speoifio objeotives.

Although a central design or grand strategy was not enunciated

for the new Division, its aotivities were not a potpourri. From the

outset, there were certain basic interrelated principles or assump-

tions which would determine the allooation of the funds that were

available to the Division. The Education Department's leadership had

agreed that its uppermost priority was to provide adaitional resources

in areas of greatest need, namely, to New Jersey's urban centres with

their large numbers of disadvantaged and minority children, In addi-

tion to plans for allocating new monies to the cities, a politically

volatile attempt was going to be made to reallocate existing funds

into these areas of acute need. We mentioned earlier possible polit-

ical explanations for the low profile maintained by the Department

in implementing its urban priorities and its efforts to earmark

greater resources for urban areas. These political constraints, of

course, also influenced efforts to disseminate the activities of

RPE and the latter's programnes have lacked visibility. The Division

may be relatively invisible to many educators because of a pre-
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designed atrategem, poor olmmunioations, or simply because the rest

of the state is indifferent to urban problems. In any event, the

Division's aotivitiee are purportedly knoWn and et4reoiated in cities

like Newark and in other urban centres. They are, however, unknown

to many educators in New Jersey, The Diviaion apeoifically and the

Department in general are widely oritioiaed for maintaining inade-

citiate communioatione with many, if not most, sohool districts.

Although it is beyond the scope of this oase study to deaoribe in

detail all the myriad activities of the Division of Research, Plan-

ning and Evaluation, several programmes, inoluding Model Cities and

the Urban Schools Development Council (USDO), which illustrate the

Division's urban thrust, will be discussed disoretely in a subsequent

seotion. See the glossary for very brief desoriptions of other

programmes.

A second overriding priority area for the Division was to be

its ooncentration upon early childhood education. The New Jersey

Learning and Development Centre in Newark, the Micro-Sooial Pre-.

School Learning System in Vineland, and some of the aotivitiea of the

Educational Improvement Council (EIO) in Pitman refleot this emphasis.

Title I and Title III guidelines (for the allocation of federal funds)

also apeoify early ohildhood eduoation as a priority thrust.

A third priority, one which has already been alluded to as a

source of tension between the Department and professional eduoators,

was the consoious effort of the Division to broaden the base of par-

tioipation in educational dsoision-making. The Department's leader-

ship felt strongly that the overwhelming influence of professional

educational organiaationa on important advieory groups had to be

reduced. They believed that the vested interests of organiaationa

threatened to oompromiae meaningful substantive change. Professional

domination had to be balanced by more extensive oitizen inputs and

involvement. Lay citizens and educators speaking as individuals who

had evidenced ability in speoific areas and not as organisational

representatives had to be represented in far treater numbers. Thus,

for example, in developing an advisory council for a critically

important programme like Title III, a diverse group of talented lay-

men and non-organisational educators was recruited. This Title III

Advisory Committee has reportedly provided a valuable and knowledge-

able sounding board for a whole range of Departmental as well as

Divisional concerns.

Speoial efforts have been made to add blacks and other residents

of the cities to the membership of the various advieory groups in
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education. To broaden the be of oitizen participation, for example,

the Commissioner in co-operation with the Chancellor of Higher

Eduoation, developed a Spanieh Joint Advisory Committee; a Committe"

whose members represent proportionately all the districts with sig-

nificant Hispania populations. The Committee assists in the planning,

development and implementation of federally or state-supported pro-

grammes which affect the Spanish-speaking citizens of New Jersey.

The Committee, for example, provides valuable input to the state's

federally funded bilingual education projects. New Jersey has

received modest funding for two consortia of five districts each plus

one additional projeot in one of the participating districts (which

is 54 per cent Spanish-speaking). One of the first recommendations

of the Spanish Advisory Oommittee was the creation of an Office for

Hispanic Affairs within the Education Department. In response, the

Commissioner appointed a native of Puerto Aico to function as an

"ombudsman" for the Spanish speaking residents of New Jersey and

liaisonbetween the community and the Department. Several other native

speakers of Spanish now work for the Department in the areas of

special and migrant education.

An Assessment of the Division

Carl Marburger assesses Salett's Division as a "superb operation"

considering the fiscal constraints imposed upon it. The Commissioner

believes that his tenure would have been "mediocre" without the

exciting and innovative programmes which have emanated from Salett's

unit. Marburger praises his colleague's "consummate skill" in blend-

ing new and old staff into a viable acid creative team. He points to

a whole range of innovative urban, early childhood, and regional

activities which exist in New Jersey because of Salett's oreativity.

The existence of programmes (see glossary) like the mini-grants, the

EIC, the Mioro-Social Pre-School Learning System, the New Jersey

Learning and Development Centre in Newark, the Camden-RCA project,

"Model Cities", and "Our Schoole" are attributed in large measure

to RPE and its leadership.

oven less enthusiastic observers than Marburger recognise Stan

Salett as a key catalyst of change in New Jersey education. Activi-

ties emanating from R/04, some sources feel, have helped to surface

and generate an awareness in the state of salient issues like race,

early childhood education, and the whole broad spectrum of inter-

related urban problems.
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Many of the criticisers directed against the Division relate to

its low visibility to local sohool systems and the fluid in general.

These oritioisms focus on Salett's alleged disinterest in and what

some feel is disdain for professional educators.

Supporters of the Assistant Commissioner sharply disagree with

this point of view. They contend that if practitioners in the fpad

were sincerely interested in finding out about the work of the

Division and urban problems they could do so through Education Brief,

an UPS house organ published periodically and widely disseminated,

and other sources. Those who agree with Salett's rather independent

approach to and style of reform believe that educational change will

Occur only if there is decisive movement; if one were to wait for

consensus to dev!lop among the diverse eduoational interests, nothing

would happen. Independence, they contend, is heeded in the realms of

research and develoiment and flexibility is required in a dynamic

urban society where change is the only constant. They view the old

consensual style of eduoational politios in New Jersey as being no

longer adequate and responsive to the acute needs of the nation's

most urban state.

Without the Division of Research, Planning and .valuation, it

is maintained, healthy cnallenges to the established educational

order would cease and current inadequacies would persist for another

decade or two in New Jersey. Allegedly, prior to Marburger and Salett,

no strategy for change existed; there was general satisfaction within

tne state's highest educational oircles. Some observers claim that

any change agent in "provincial" New Jersey would have been viewed

with a jaundiced eye and that many of the negative reactions to the

Division's activities really had their origins long before Marburger's

entry into the state.

Those who subsoribe to the Commissioner's philosophy of educa-

tional reform assert that oleavages and creative tensions are neces-

sary and helpful in advancing thinking and creativity. The recent

history of efforts to ef:ect educational reform in New Jersey pro-

vides a classic example of the established order resisting change.

They believe that it is not necessarily a question of "right" or

"wrong" or "good" or "bad" but of an old guard with vested interests

which must inevitably suffer in the painful change process.

RYE is given credit for broadening the educational outreach of

a one-time very parochial state. Washington and foundation contacts

have provided New Jersey with new resources. New Jersey is finally

"plugged-in" and aggressively searches for aduitional sources of
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revenue to seed new programmes. The state, for example, receives a

very ample share of the new federal dollars now available for environ-

mental education. Many former constraints have been removed and

schools supposedly are free to experiment in an open-minded atmosphere.

New Jersey reportedly is more receptive to new educational ideas and

external federal and foundation funding.

The varioue Title III proposals provided a unique opportunity

to work outside the traditional channels of the Education Department

and other state agenoies. Line-item budgets and other fisoal and

administrative constraints imposed by the New Jersey Budget and

Treasury Departments, for example, deterred flexible approaches.

Title III provided the springboard for RPE to generate new ideas and

approaches in areas like community assessment, programme-planning-

budgeting, information systems, and programme evaluation. Proponents

feel that the whole movement towards accountability would not have

got off the ground without 4PE's leadership and deliberate stirring

up of new ideas to create change. New Jersey now has in its Title III

guidelines and operations, according to some informants, one of the

nation's most effective systems approaches to programme development

and evaluation.

It is relevant to mention at least briefly some of the other new

activities or programmes that are attri'cuted to the Division. It has

launched statewide training sessions for school people on topios like

programme evaluation and review, differentiated staffing, and modern

management techniques. The ;6100,000 per annum Mini-grant Programme

which provides up to $1,000 for individual teachers who want to try

new instructional techniques was instituted by the Division with NJEA

support. The Mini-grant Programme particularly illustrates the turnkey

philosophy of RPE. Now operational, the programme has been transferred

to the Division of Curriculum and Instruotion. Salett reportedly is also

responsible for triggering off some significant changes within the

Eduoation Department itself. There is now for example, greater use

of outside consultants and an inorease in the development of intra-

Departmental position papers on major issues.

RPE is also given considerable credit for convincing the New

Jersey legislature for the first time in its history that it should

provide resources for educational research and development. There is

no immediate pay-off in researoh and development aotivity. Start-up

tic*is extensive and tangible results must be deferred. Tax-conscious

legislators are thus loath to commit funds to such esoteric aotivities.

Indeed, school people themselves because of their immediate fiscal
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problems are lees than enthueiastio about such expenditure. Despite

these oonstrainte, however, the kduoation Department in 1970 was

able to push an appropriation of $400,000 through the legislature.

These funds are currently being used for reeearoh and development

purposes in several learning centres that have been established in

the state. Governor William Cahill visited the Newark Learning Centre

and was singularly impressed, He has recently supported legislation

which will provide funds to expand and further develop euoh programmes.

Learning oentres such as the promising systems-based early ohildhood

programme in VinOland and the Springfield Avenue community school

projeot in Newark are now being supported by state funde.

The prOgramme which services youngsters in the Vineland Public

SChoole ie designed specifioally to assist disadvantaged children

through the improvement of their language and behavioural skills.

The state-sponsored Vineland Mioro-Social Learning Centre, which

was made possible initially by, Title I federal funds, ie operated

under the assumption that classrooms should be miorocoeme of the

outside world. Youngsters, it is felt, should spend A great deal of

their time working in pairs in fulfilling the Vineland programme's

behavioural objectives that children acquire skills in successfully

interaoting with t)thare and derive feelings of satisfaction in

aohieving goals. The Springfield Avenue community school projeot

situated in Newark, New Jersey's largest and most troubled city, is

a new state-direoted effort to meaningfully involve parents in the

determination of educational policy ani the provision of a broad

range of services to citizens in large oities, The projeot is based

on the assumption that parent involvement and total community

participation is an essential ingredient to the success of urban

educational institutions.

APE had been promotin3 the development of regional demonstration

and research centres for some time and the deoision of the New Jersey

legislature to support them is certainly one of its more concrete

achievements. In a paper written in autumn 1968, Learning Institutes

in New Jersey, Salett had clearly enunciated his dissatisfaction with

existing schools and his commitment to creating new educational

institutions:

"We need these centres because we need answers to our all too

evident educational problems: drop-out rates of more than 40

per cent in some urban districts, high school graduates in some

districts reading three years behind national norms, textbooks
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"that do not hold a student's interest, teachers unable to cope

with poorly motivated students and students unable to cope with

poorly motivated teachers, and through all of this, parents and

taxpayers wanting to know why the schools cannot be more

effeotive

.4. the most pressing reason for these centres le to get at

solutions to real educational problems that local school dis-

triots themselves cannot solve, but which every day limit their

capacities for providing quality education. If the State Depart-

ment does not move into this vacuum, it will be filled imperfeot-

ly by small pieces of incomplete research scattered across the

landscape, the results of which will only get to classrooms by

acoident or distortion. No place in the State can run experi-

mental programmes in enough classrooms at one time to make the

results useful enough, soon enough to school districts.

"... We believe that the centres will provide the Department with

real local outreach. We alsc, think that only the Department,

with its county offices and the Curriculum and Instruotion

Division has the mechanism to disseminate the results of solid

experiment and the power to recommend that these results be

translated into action programmes.

"The centres represent the most efficient and logical means of

de-centralising the State uepartment of Education in a manner

which will place its personnel in direct contact with local

school districts and their problems.

"Furthermore, there is little hope of meaningful change within

the schools unless our research involves local educators. The

centres would provide the laboratory and training centres where

local educators could-come and see for themselves demonstration

programmes in aotion - where teachers could be given meaningful

in-service training. They would also serve as libraries and data

information banks housing all available information in the

centre's particular area of interest."

The seeds for these learning centres now have been at least sown

in New Jersey. While these centres are still embryonic operations and

it is far too early to assess the they do, in the judgment of most

sources, have considerable promise. The philosophy underlying them

is particularly interesting because of Salett's stress on "local
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Outreach" and on research being ineffectual unless it "involves local

educators." This emphasis on looalism is somewhat surprising and

paradoxical since both Salett and harburger projeot an image to many

school officials of being "master planners" interested in centralis-

ing authority and reorganieinc inadequate local sohool systems. The

Assistant Commissioner, however, contrary to popular opinion, and

despite his dissatisfaction with the effeotivenees or many local

dietriots, feels that there is little to be gained by unilateral

approaches to educational change in New Jersey, New Jersey, in his

estimation, is so localised by tradition and its politios that it

is almost a non-state. His strategy and hopes for meaningful educa-

tional change are thus predicated upon maximising looal involvement

in his catalytic efforts at the state level.

He saw little point in running against the predominant current

of looalism and believed that he oould achieve more by relating to

individual urban school districts. If there were large scale state

fiscal commitments and other tangible manifestations of state level

interest in urban problems and educational change, other taotios

might have been suitable. In New Jersey, however, state government

still reflects a "sacred rural tinge" and local rather than state-

wide needs.

This strategy of adapting to New Jersey's prevailing norms of

localism is helpful in attempting to understand the Commissioner and

Assistant Commissioner's "friendly but not cosy" approach to the

major statewide educational organisations, an approach that might

best be described as "studied indifference." The statewide implica-

tions of this will be treated in a later segment of the study. At

this point it is relevant just to stress Salett's contention, which

would be disputed by many, that even influential statewide organis-

ations like the NJJA do not provide particularly good access to local

boards of education in New Jersey. While the NJEA's political muscle

at the state 1,vel is indisputable, Salett believes that at the local

level it has minimal impact upon educational innovation. The surpris-

ing emphasis on localism articulated by Salett is reflected in many

of RPR's aotivities. Programmes like Model Cities, the several learn-

ing centres, Our Schools, and numerous Title III projects, for exam-

ple, stress local inputs and initiatives.

earlier it was mentioned that some considered the Co-ordinating

Council for Research a rather limited success in co-ordinating the

Department's rather inchoate research efforts. In addition to the

interdepartmental Co-ordinating Council for Research, co-ordinating
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counoile in the Division's other functioning areas (planning, evalu-

ation, Model Cities and programme development) were established.

These co-ordinating councils were designed largely to provide inform-

ation and to improve intra-Departmental communication. The Counoils,

however, could recommend policy in their areas of concern. Represent.

ativJe to these councils were appointed by the Assistant Commission-

ers of the Lepartment's several divisions. Each of the co-ordinating

oounoils was chaired by the appropriate programme head in RPE, The

same bureauoratio apprehensions mentioned earlier in the disoussion

of the Co-ordinating Counoil for Research were manifest in Depart-

mental reaotione to the oreation of the other counoils.

Reports on the effectiveness of the councils are mixed. There

is still a lack of olarity in terms of their mandate and role within

the Department. Some have funotioned more successfully than others.

For example, one counoil produced valuable recommendations on evalu.

ation which included criteria for determining what should be evalu-

ated by outside consultants, The Co-ordinating Counoil for Reeearoh

developed a policy statement on reeearoh procedures to be followed

when working with human subjeoto, Another counoil generated a state-

ment on programme budgeting which pointed the way to recent ()halves

in the Department's budgetary procedures. Even those who feel that

the councils have been unsuccessful acknowledge that at a minimum

they have provided Imes for improved inter-Divisional communication.

The Assistant Commissioner and others say that the counoils have

provided a useful informational link between the Division of Researoh,

Planning and Evaluation and the rest of the Department. Marburger and

Salett had an additional purpose in oreating the co-ordinating (*Wi-

ens. They were not certain who their'friende were in a new and

somewhat hostile bureaucraoy. The councils provided a vehiole through

which trusted staff in RPE could funnel information to the Commiseion-

er. The latter through this mechanism could know with at least some

degree of confidence what was happening in his Department.

RPE serves a number of important and somewhat interrelated pur-

poses for the Commissioner. In addition to serving its primary func-

tion as a change agenoy, the Division of Researoh, Planning and Evalu-

ation provides him with a needed core of etaff with whom he can

communicate ap well as trust, The Division head and his staff serve

and buttress the Commissioner in a number of waye. In essence, they

provide him with a "think tank." The Commissioner reportedly views

the Division's staff in a oollegial way, values their judgment and

urges them to "drop in" whenever possible. Thus, RPE's top people
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have ready access to the Commissioner who tries to proteot them from

operating assignments whioh will divert their energies from planning,

research and evaluation funotions. In these days of recurrent eduoa-

tional oriees this ie not always possible and several members of the

Division feel that their attention has been fooused inordinately

upon immediate problems and not upon the broader issues of eduoation.

al planning, researoh and evaluation. In an age of orisis administra-

tion, the Commissioner has been compelled to enmesh trusted members

of the Division in fire-fighting aotivitiee pertaining to volatile

issues like race, finance, and riots. There is a feeling among some

of the Commissioner's most loyal staff that for perhaps very valid

reasons his attention ie being diverted from eignifioant long-range

concerns to attempts to solve immediate problems.

Despite these relatively minor oonoerns, there seems to be

little doubt that RPE has provided the Commissioner with a oadre of

support personnel who are attuned to his eduoational philosophy and

priorities. In addition, the Division has been the major conduit

through whioh new and more diverse people have joined the staff of

the New Jersey Eduoation Department. The Department since Marburger

assumed office has attraoted more blacks, urban-oriented speoialists,

and other individuals who have not come up through traditional edu-

cational channels.

The rapport whioh the Commissioner feels for staff members in

RPE, not surprisingly, has alienated other "less favoured" segments

of the Department. It also serves in a subtle way to redefine the

Division's mission. The Division, in effeot, has assumed an "add-on"

function. When an important proteot or function comes along that the

Commissioner wants handled by staff in which he has confidence, the

proteot is most frequently plaoed in RPE whether or not it relates

logically to the major funotione of the Division of Research, Plan-

ning and Evaluation. The function° of statietioal cervices and data

processing, for example, were oonsolidated as elements in a newly

formed Office of Management information within RPE.

An excellent example of this "add-on" function is the Depart-

ment's recently initiated Emergenoy Pood Projeot, Members of the

RPE staff in the Bummer of 1970 conduoted a study of school feeding

programmes among the thousands of disadvantaged youngsters in New

Jersey's cities, They were appalled to find that only a paltry

17,000 daily free meals were being provided in a state which oounted

130,000 Aid for Dependent Children (MC) of school age, Nearly 200

elementary schools in the slums of New Jersey's oities laoked lunoh
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programmes. With an 0k0 grant from emergency Food and Medical

Services, Salett and his staff strove to build a new structure to

reach more children with free and reduced-price lunches.

With the Commissioner's strong and needed "constant intervention"

in cutting through Departmental red tape, and resistance, a orash

programme based in the Division was launched to expand thP school

lunch programme for needy youngsters. New State and local polioiea

were developed, reirbursement rates were inoreasod, eligibility

criteria set by another unit were redrafted, and within a few months

the total number of free and reduced-price lunches served daily in

New Jersey's schools grew from 52,000 in September 1970 to 89,609

in February 1971. Particular attention was focused upon urban dis-

tricts which had virtually no school lunch. New school lunch pro-

grammes have been started in oitiea like Trenton, Hoboken, 2lizabeth

and New Brunswick. RCA educational Systems, despite some strong

Deiartmental objections, was employed to design a school lunch sys-

tem which could operate in ninety-year-old schools with no kitchens

or cafeterias. RCA's answer was prepackaged meals and classroom

feeding under the supervision of community aides. RPE staff, despite

bureaucratio resentment, used Title I funds, Model Cities funds, and

federal equipment funds as they urged the lunch programme upon

recalcitrant school systems and agencies. While the mergency Food

Project has made notable progress, thousands of disadvantaged young-

sters are still not being provided with school lunches. RYE staff

members continue to work on the problem as one of its "add-on" func-

tions and, as of March 1971 the number of free and reduced-price

lunches had risen to 100,483.

The use of Title I funds for school lunches illustrates drama-

tically the significant philosophical differences concerning the role

of the schools between the Department leadership aid so many educa-

tors. Many of the latter would contend that Title I is an educational,

not a welfare programme, and therefore federal dollars should be used

for actual school programmes and not lunches. 'Me schools, in other

words, are not welfare agencies nor surrogates for the home. Marbur-

ger and :ialett, on the other hand, view the echoolsias performing

much broader functions for children, particularly pbor children, and

in the absence of clear cut guidelines to the contrary had no hesita-

tion in using Title I funds for nutritional purposes.

The purposes of the Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation

continue to evolve as the Department's needs change. The Division's

role has been altered by the demands of a range of special projects.
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In recent months, for example, key staff have been working on

mechanisms through which the Commissioner can begin to exercise

control over his own Department. The Commissioner, it was found,

has little means of influencing the priorities of a whole range of

federal categorical grants. His major opportunities fOr change come

from federal programmes and yet he has little influence over re-

sources which flow by him and are controlled by various programme

administrators and advisory committees.

The Model Cities staff did a comprehensive study of every cate-

gorical federal and state aid programme. It analysed guidelines and

studied administrative procedures, The study indicated that neither

the Commissioner nor RPE could fulfil their priorities unless a

grants management system wao instituted within the Department. The

Model Cities programme-by-programme analysis showed the slippage

which had occurred between legislative intent, guidelines, and admin-

istrative implemintation. Actually, various programme administrators

within the Department had infinitely more control over resource allo-

cation than the Commissioner's office, which was not fully aware of

the "give" in the system. How then could the Commissioner control

his own Department in implementing priorities?

The analysis of the various aid programmes indicated that the

state potentially had tremendous disoretion in the allocation of

funds. The Department, thus, did not merely have to be a flow-through

agency. A Task Force under the leadership of the Director of the

Model Cities Project, a former 0E0 employee who had been reoruited

from Washington by Salett, recommended changes in the formulae

through which federal and state grants were disbursed. Despite con-

siderable opposition from Departmental staff who resented others

making recommendations about their programmes, a very recent deoision

was made with the Commissioner's assent to have all federal programme

adminietratora hold 50 per cent of their funds for Model Cities allo-

cation.

This "earmarking" of funds does represent a very significant

and politically risky effort on the part of the Commissioner to

implement his urban priorities. In the grants management projeot as

well as in most other significant developments in the Department,

the "footprints" of Stan Salett and his Division are very much in

evidence.

Thus far we have stressed the more positive reactions to the

efforts of the Assistant Commissioner and the Division of Research,

Planning and Evaluation. We conclude this section with the following
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appraisal and recommendations concerning the Division made on page

156 of the report submitted in November 1970, by the Governor's

Management Commissions

Appraisal,

The division operatea with an excellent blend of imaginative

educational research, programme development, and evaluation.

Although the evaluation process still needs further application

in many existinz programmes and operations throughout the

department, there is a very healthy recognition of this need

for accountability. The data processing and statistical services

areas, however, are not fulfilling the needs of the Department

of Education. These functions were recently transferred from

elsewhere in the department and need direotion and support.

Recommendations

1. Concentrate on introducing evaluation techniques into all

present programmes and operations of the department.

In the immediate future, the division as a whole should concen-

trate on introducing evaluation techniques to all areas of the

Department of Education. This effort should be at the expense

of new programmes. Until existing programmes and operations are

under complete control through evaluation of the services ren-

dered versus the associated costs, new programmes should be

given low priority. Present division personnel can be used for

this without additional costs.

2. Transfer the Cffice of Management Information to the Division

of Administration and Finance once the management information

ayetem is completed.

The Office of Management Information includes data processing

and statistical services. Both those functions should be per-

formed for the entire Department of Education and within the

staff-oriented function serving the department internally. The

data processing transfer is subject to implementation of the

statewide Data Processing Recommendations.

3. Transfer the Model Cities Programme to the Division of

Curriculum and Instruction within one year.
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The Model Cities Programme will be an ongoing operative pro-

gramme within a year and thus will no longer need the direotion

Of a stati oriented to researoh, planning ard evaluation. The

programme can be well handled by the Division of Curriculum and

Inetructiou within its present operational framework.

4. Identify programmes in other divisions that require additional

research, develoyment and planning, and consider temporarily

transferring thew to this division.

This division is staffed with skills which should be applied

not only to new programmes but also to existing programmes that

are found lacking in substance and performance. The staff is

capable of handling this work and therefore should be assigned

faltering programmes for redevelopment or termination. When

operational once again, the programmes should be returned to

the appropriate operational unit.

The most common oritioism levelled at the Division of Research,

Planning and Evaluation is its lack of visibility and widespread

impaot in New Jersey. Both oritics and supporters of the Division

point to the fact that any efforts to change education in a state

with such strong traditions of localism must be based on local con-

tacts, The Assistant Commissioner's views on local - state relation-

ships, as expressed in the preceding section, bear out the beliefs

of many who desire to maintain strong local control. Yet many educa-

tors who were interviewed appear to be unaware of his philosophy

whioh parallels their own.

Tact and patience with the "educational establishment" are not

Salett'e most notable characteristics and he has generated resentment

among members of important groups like the "21 Club", the state's

influential county superintendents. The failure to establish rapport

with key educators is exacerbated by his purported lack of interest

in maintaining contact with key educational associaticns and their

leaders. Although Salett is respected as being creative and highly

intelligent, strong concern is expressed that he has not bothered to

build relationships in the field which he presumes to service. Critics

contend that one must know what is going on in existing structures

prior to criticising them and suggesting changes. It is felt that as

a young and influential state official, it was particularly important

for Salett to have visited school systems in order to build up the

necessary confidence in his leadership.
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Both Jalett and Marburger are faulted for failing, at least in

their first years in office, to communicate effectively with the

educators who would have to implement the changes they wished to make.

Many educators in New Jersey reportedly believe that they were "pre-

sumed guilty until proven innocent". They felt that the Commissioner

and his top aides were ill-advised at the outset in assuming that

New Jersey schoolmen were "know nothings" who g_priori would not be

amenable to change or reform. Potential allies were not nurtured;

allies who could have helped both in the field and in the Department

itself to bridge the new leadership's communication problems and

philosophical disagreements with many school officials.

It is interesting to note that the Commissioner, at the time

of writing, has been visiting local school districts and officials

more frequently and reportedly has had considerable success in gen-

erating additional support for and understanding of his programmes.

However, some sceptics suspect this to be mori of a strategem to

build a base of support for possible reappointment at the coneluSion

of his term in June 1972 tnan as an effort to work within the

system.

The same weakness of Marburger and Salett's ciAmunications

patterns with the external educational environment reportedly sur-

faces within the Education Department itself, where, according to

some sources, their intentions are also vague and unclear. Here too,

the role of Salett and his Division is often misunderstood and viewed

with suspicion. Salett's unique relationship with the Commissioner

allegedly precipitates some apprehensions and influences morale

somewhat adversely within the Department. Many of the activities for

which RPE has assumed responsibility are seen as threats to existing

programmes. Salett is viewed as an extension of the Commissioner and

the Division's top staff in turn, is viewed as an extension of Salett.

some of the senior members of the Department, like many of their

colleagues in the field, resent the present leadership for not in-

volving them in planning. Staff members Nith many years of experience

in the Department contend that long standing operational procedures

have been changed without them even being involved. Supporters of the

Commissioner admit that there has been considerable resentment engen-

dered as internal changes have been implemented, but feel that the

Commissioner had no option and that hurt feelings were unavoieable

if genuine innovation was to occur in a stodgy inflexible educational

bureaucracy. Discontent within the Department was further stimulated

by the fact that the Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation
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was receiving what some considered to be inordinate resources and

inappropriate responsibilities.

Salett's departmental role is thus somewhat ambivalent and this

in itself oreates tensions and ayprehensions. His personal and pro-

fessional loyalty to the Commissioner is unquestioned and his import-

ance to Marburger needs little additional elaboration. On the other

hand, Salett as a top line etate administrator does have responsibil-

ities to a very broad and diverse constituency which has often dis-

agreed with the Commissioner. Observers have, commented upon the

difficulty any individual would have in sustaining with unalloyed

success these dual and sometimes incompatible roles.

Some of its critics feel that if RI0E were to go out of existence,

there would be little impact in New Jersey. Despite some successes,

the Division allegedly has not initiated or even more significantly

diffused a sufficient number of innovative programmes to make a

substantial difference in New Jersey education. It has failed to

establish close working relationships or meaningful communication

with local districts; bridges that are necessary for the yermanent

implementation of self-initiated orange. The Division, although it

has triggered off myriad new activities and programmes, has failed to

provide goals for educators to follow as they plan to improve school

systems. Like most change oriented units in education, the Division

has been handicapp.d in developing change strategies Ly the lack of

baseline data and measurablE goals.

The Division's Camden project, according to some critics, illus-

trates the foregoing point. Several years ago the Department at the

Commissioner's request undertook a comprehensive study of the Camden

schools. Not surprisingly, several key members of RPE bore the prim-

ary responsibility for developing a report which reflected rather

comprehensively the social, economic, and education. 1 malaise which

grips Camden and any other cities in New Jersey.

The Camden report, some felt, might have served as an entry

point for more extensive Departmental intervention in the state's

crisis-ridden urban centres. The Camden evaluation did not achieve

this particular goal and reportedly had only minimal impact in Cam-

den itself. The data available in Camden were simply inadequate to

provide a departure point for systematic change and reform. The Cam-

den experience reflects what some feel to be the Department's ability

to surface issues but inability to do much about them. The Camden

evaluation, however, did permit Salett and his staff to gain suf-

nt access to engineer a unique arrangement between the Camden
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school system and RCA. RCA agreed to use its business expertise in

working with the schools to improve their management techniques.

Salett created one central fund of Title I, Title III, EPDA (Educa-

tion Professions and Development Act) and other federal monies to

permit RCA to as.r>ess through a systems approach facets of Camden's

school problems. RCA, under its contract with the Camden Board of

Education, for example, is developing unique training programmes for

substitute teachers and Para- professionals. Some critics of an experi-

ment like the Carden project, while praising it as an exciting vehicle

for innovation, are sceptical of its long range impact as a strategy

for change. In other words, the changes in Camden are the products of

project activity and not of a coherent innovative strategy predicated

on adequate baseline data. This weakness appears to be endemic to

most efforts to implement educational change.

The Camden project illustrates to some the difficulty the Divi-

sion has in developing identifiable, coherent, and measurable change

,strategies. To some, the Division because it is underfinanced and

understaffed, represents little more than a "blob", a "hip-pocket"

operation with "erratic", "sporadic", "piecemeal" programmes.

Critics ascribe this inchoate image of the Division to several

factors. One relates to the lack of clarity as to the distinctions

between its research, planning and evaluation functions. The roles

of the Division's various offices, according to some sources, are

unclear. The tie-in between evaluation and the other functions, for

example, has yet to be clearly defined. The role and function of the

researcn office both within the Division and the Department at large

is ambiguous. The research function, it is generally agreed, is the

weakest in the Division and some critics prefer RPE to provide

needed research services rather ',than operate programmes. All inter-

viewees agree that there is inadequate basic research being provided.

The Department's leadership is reportedly in a quandry on this issue.

Because of minimal state support, there is difficulty in recruiting

top researchers into educational agencies. There are additional

political constraints. Very few states actually support educational

research and fundamental questions are frequently raised about the

appropriateness of the Education Department even engaging in research

in a state with New Jersey's tradition of localisation. There are

many who feel that the universities and an organisation like the

Educational Testing Service (STS), which is based in nearby Princeton,

are better equipped to do research. Thus the Department's research

unit remains somewhat in limbo although the recent state appropriation

of $400,000 for the learning centres may help to crystallise its role.
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Some of the harshest critics of the Division of Research,

Planning and Svaluation would call its title a deceptive misnOmer.

A few would charge that the Division has done little that is new;

that it has merely taken existing activities such as cats processing,

Title III and other programmes and put them together into one new

unit. They claim, with considerable justification, that the Division

at this stage in its development consists largely of a planning unit,

some programme development work, and the Model Cities project. The

Offices of Research and 2valuation are skeletal. They contend that

there is virtually no significant research occurring although the

evaluation facets of the Division's operation are beginning to take

form. The Co-ordinating Council on Evaluation on April 2, 1971, for

extalple, disseminated a report on the status of evaluation in the

current operations of twenty-four Department Activities.

Some Department members feel that the utilisation of modern

programme evaluation and review techniques started before the

Division was created. Resentment is expressed that the Commissioner

and the Assistant Commissioner give the impression that the Depart-

ment had never tried anything new until the new regime arrived in

Trenton. Others, speaking from a somewhat different perspective, are

disappointed that the Commissioner and the new Division have been

unable to make more progress in areas like regional planning and

implementing greater racial balance it New Jersey's sctiols. Indeed,

Salett and several of his top people articulate self-critically a

point of view waich might surprise a great number of people in New

Jersey, namely, their belief that the Division has not been radical

or "way-out" enough. Its innovations, they feel, have not challenged

sufficiently some of education's basic shibboleths such as the

compulsory attendance law for high school students. While Division

leaders feel that, as reformers, they have more than tinkered with

educational structures, they are somewhat dissatisfied and feel that

they may have assamed or accepted uncritically too many of the

existing and traditional definitions of schools.

To many, the work and activities of the Division are not clear

and uncertainty persists. Should the Division's role be merely cata-

lytic or should it also be involved in programme implementation?

Some staff members in the Education Department's major operating

divisions feel that the Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation

is now running programmes that should properly be under their aegis.

There are those who, in theory, believe in the concept of developing
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innovative projects in fin, but maintain that unless; people engaged

in operations are involved from the inception of progrAmm3s it is

difficult to gain widespread field acceptance of curriculum changes.

Better communication between the Division and the rest of the Depart-

ment has been achieved recently as the new unit has gained experience,

but still better communication is necessary. As a result, many of the

Division's experiments which may well be worth replicating are un-

known and have had little impact in the state.

RPE staff members admit that they have failed in several signi-

ficant ways. They have not established al effective mechanism to

enforce the Commissioner's priorities across the board. The Division's

poor communications within the Department and the lack of an effective

working relationship have hampered activities. The recent establish-

ment of the Grants Management Office and the previously mentioned

Model Cities "earmarking" are designed to rectify these problems and

promote better intra-Department communication. Advocates, however,

say that the communications gap and functional ambiguities within

the Department are not attributable to a single cause. Several of

the Department's operating divisions have been less than zealous in

attempting to disseminate the projeots piloted by RPE. As a result,

the plan of having RPE's prototype programmes put into operation by

other divisions has not been totally successful. RPE has assumed

certain other responsibilities, it is alleged by its proponents, not

because it necessarily wants to encroach upon other domains but

because of the failure of other divisions to internalise the Commis-

sioner's goals and priorities. Certain key members of the Department

do not fully support the Commissioner and grudgingly adhere to his

leadership and philosophy under the assumption that his tenure is

temporary.

Adherents of RPE contend that the purported communications gap

between his Division and the rest of the Department is exaggerated.

Other segments of the Department, they feel, know what APE is about

but simply disagree with its modus operandi and the substance of its

activities. While RPE's backers agree that many of the Division's

projects have had no great impact on New Jersey's schools and that

the important dissemination process has been somewhat neglected, they

also ,maintain that the widespread implementation of educational

change is very time-consuming under any circumstances. The Division,

they point out, has been in operation for a very few years. Even its

most outspoken adversaries concede this point.
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Chapter III

EXAMPLES O1 THE ACTIVITIES OF THE DIVISION

OF RESEARCH, PLANNING AND EVALUATION

It is bc;,'ond the scope of this case study to undertake a

detailed analysis of the numerous activities and programmes of the

Division of Research, Planning and EvalutLtion. Many of the acttrities

were described briefly or at least alluded to in preceding segments

of this document. Our purpose in this section is to discuss a few

Of the Division's programmes in somewhat greater detail in order to

illustrate its activities more vividly and give the reader a more

concrete feel for its work.(See the glossary for brief descriptions

of a number of the Division's prosrammes.)

THE MODEL CITIES PROGRAMME

The Model Cities project probably reflects more than any of the

Division's other activities the De*artment's urban priorities. This

programme also illustrates vividly the Commissioner's and Salettis

philosophy concerning the need to broaden the base of participation

in educational decision-making and the concomitant need to erode the

traditional insulation and isolation of the schools from other inter-

related urban problems like housin3 and jobs. This type of "0E0

approach", as we have indicated, engenders resentment and is anathema

to many New Jersey educators who have a more circumscribed and tradi-

tional definition of the role of the schools. The schools, in their

estimation, are in the business of education and cannot be surrogates

for the home and family. The limited resources available to schools

must be allocated for educatiAJnal and not for social purposes. The

dollars, for example, spent on Model Cities might be better invested

in teacher training activity. Marburger and Salett, on the other

hand, see an amelioration of urban blight and despair only through

the co-ordination of various institutions providing services to dis-

advantaged urban populations. The formal school cannot do the job

unilaterally for the deprived city youngster. The city's various life
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support systems such as housing, welfare and employment must be

integrated with educational institutions if youngsters are to learn.

For example, hungry children will not do well in school. The Educa-

tion Department's "Model. Cities" programme thus is of particular

interest because it symbolises and sets in such bold relief the very

basic and significant philosophical differences between Marburger and

Salett and so many professional educators about the school's role.

Under the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Act of 1966, a

"Model Cities" programme was authorised by the United States Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The programme's broad

purpose was to "improve the quality of life" in the blighted neigh-

bourhoods of 150 federally designated cities in the United States.

Essentially, the programme sought to revitalise communities by

attacking their severe social and environmental problems through

focusing the resources of a number of federal agencies into target

areas within these cities rather than spreadirv: the same resources

more thinly over a wider area. To be successful, "Model Cities"

requires the concentration of resources in "a comprehensive plan for

broad-gauged revitalisation of the inner cities."

A local City Demonstration Agency (CDA), which is an arm of

city government, receives federal funds directly without state inter-

vention. This was perceived as an advantage which permitted the ODA

freedom to develop a comprehensive plan with neighbourhood residents

and local officials. While the concept was sound, some basic truths

emerged to hinder its implementation. Although the CDA does develop

its own plans, it must negotiate contracts with delegate agenoies

to carry out various projects. Frequently, established agencies, such

as the local school district, are not enthusiastic about getting in-

volved in CDA projects or having ODA become a partner in their opera-

tions. This feeling provides ample opportunity for building tensions

between the CDA and other well-established agenoies.

The New Jersey Department of Education, through its Division for

Research, Planning and Evaluation felt that severe urban educational

problems in the state's Model Cities could be mitigated by the broad

and active co-operation of state and local education agencies. The

Department of Education on Salett's initiative contracted with HUD

to conduct a unique special pilot project to define a role for state

education agencies in the "Model Cities" programme. Basically, the

project, the only one cf its kind in the nation, sought a way to

involve urban school systems more fully into the "Model Cities"

process; to serve as a source of programme ideas and technical
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assistance for "Model Cities" residents and professionals; and to

improve communications between the State Department of Education and

the inner-city neighbourhoods.

The Office of "Model Cities" began operation in June 1969 as a

One-year pilot project designed to define the role of a state depart-

ment of education in the "Model Cities" programme. The Office was

granted an extension to February 1971 when HUD renewed the contract

for one more year.

Marburger and Salett believed that the 'Model Cities" programme

had particular potential for New Jersey, the most urbanised state in

the country. The federally designated Model Cities in New Jersey are

Trenton, Newark, Hoboken, Paterson, Plainfield, Jersey City, Perth

Amboy, Atlantic City and East Orange. School systems in these oities

face the now "classic pathologies" of urban education: overcrowding,

pupil transiency, substandard buildings and equipment, inexperienced

staff, high drop-out rates, extreme fiscal constraints, outmoded

curriculum, segregation, low achievement scores, lack of supportive

services, rising unrest aid dissatisfaction, and rigilities of

structure.

Narburger, Salett, and J. Gerald Fitzgibbon, Director of the

Office of Model Cities in APE, felt that planning the education com-

ponents of Model Cities could improve urban sohools by bringing CDA

residents and local and state professional educators face to face.

Benefits were expected to be multiple. With Department involve-

ment and leadership, for example, it was expected that city school

systems would participate more fully. The Department too would

acquire a greater awareness of urban problems and would develop a

realistic base for its own planning. This was an opportunity for the

Department to examine its own role in urban centres and to develop

increased ability to meet urban educational needs. At the same time

the Department's own image would be enhanced with an emerging repu-

tation as a strong service centre.

To implement these objectives, a field consultant model was

designed. An urban education specialist experienced in inner-city

education, planning and community organisation was assigned from the

state education agency to work full time in each CDA. These special-

ists were assigned to work on site under Vie direction of the CDA

Director. The Memorandum of Agreement between the Office of Model

Cities and the CDA stipulated that the specialists in each of the

Model Cities would aot as grantsmen, develop education plans, and

perform liaison functions between the ODA and local education agencies.
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To provide back-up for the field consultants, a Department-based

support staff was established. This central staff dealt with general

problems like funding, the creation of innovative projects, and the

reform of existing educational practices. In addition, in-house edu-

cation planners analysed state plans with the goal of simplifying

and making more pertinent state and local requirements in order to

ease the implementation of "Model Cities" education plans, and to

facilitate the flow of state funds into the "Model Cities". Delart-

went specialists in areas like federal funding, lunch programmes,

vocational, bilingual, and early childhood education constituted

a co-ordinating council to review and comment upon "Model Cities"

plans and proposals and to provide information and special technical

assistance to those involved in the projects.

In the past two years a number of programmes have been started

largely due to the efforts of the field agents of the State Education

Department. Mutual respect has developed between the CDAs and the

local education agencies in a number of the "Model Cities" - although

not in all. The Office of Model Cities reportedly has been effective

in helping to establish this rapport. Through this Office, the Depart-

ment has begun to acquire the reputation it sought as an agency which

can help the cities through a field extension approach. An important

element here is the assignment of a field agent or urban education

specialist to only one "Model City", where he not only advises, but

remains to live with the consequences of hie actions.

At the end of a year of operation, opinions of Superintendents

of Schools in eight "Model Cities" were solicited about the quality

of the field services provided by the Department of Education.

Questions dealt with the effeotiveness of the efforts made by field

agents as liaison between local education agenoies and the CDA's,

the degree of awareness of. the State's role, and the effeotiveness

of its support to the field agents and the COA's. Despite signs of

tension in several cities between the CDA and the local educational

agency, the Superintendents wished to have the state's urban education

specialists continue to serve in their cities.

Officials in the State Education Department believe that particu-

larly successful programmes have been operating in Hoboken and Newark.

Nevertheless, although relationships are relatively good, they are

quite fragile in nature even in these two cities. Relationships fre-

quently vary from programme to programme and rapport must be continu-

ously nourished. Field agents must constantly work in an environment

of tenuous relationships between CIA& and local educational agencies.
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They must continue to help projects become operational despite built-

in tensions which constantly threaten to dissipate co-operative

efforts.

An illustration of the signifioance of the Education Department's

Office of Model Cities occurred recently when the Department of

Housing and Urban Development was unable to fund the New Jt,;,ey State

Office of Model Cities. HUD suggested that the local CDAs r4ntribute

some of their funds to the New Jereey Department of Ede Jtion to en-

sure the continuation of its field services to th' 'Aodel Cities".

All of the ODAs agreed except one which demur, on the basis of

having already committed its funds.

Another kind of influence exerted by the Office of Model Cities

is less direct. It has functioned as an internal advocate to see that

"Model Cities" are granted funds or programmes for special efforts.

The Office views itself as a watchdog and as the advocate for the

cities in a state that in the past has not had a particularly notable

record for meeting the needs of its large urban population.

The "Model Cities" in New Jereey have cet aside approximately

$3.5 million, or nearly 20 per cent of their eupplemental funds for

education. According to a report submitted by the Office of Yodel

Cities on 15 April 1971 over 50 different education projects have

been planned. Reportedly, more than half of these projects have now

begun operating. A number of innovative projects have been launched

with local school systems. The Education Department's urban education

specialists in the "Model Cities" have been of material assistance in

the development and implementation of many of these projects. In its

already mentioned report of 15 April 1971 the Education Department's

Office of Model Cities enumerates on a city-by-city basis (pages 6-8)

the following education projects as accomplishments of the New Jersey

"Model Cities" programme;

East Orange

A Day-Care Family Enrichment Centre was developed and $180,000

of social Security, Title IV funds were successfully matched

with $50,000 of "Model Cities" supplemental funds,

A Summer Enrichment Programme, ueing the multi-media approach,

was developed and operated last summer. The programme has been

refunded sufficiently this year by the Department of Community

Affairs to continue some of its components through the 1971-72

school year.
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Ho e

A Career and College Services Programme for high school students

using counselling interns, was developed and has been success-

fully implemented with the LEA as delegate agenoy.

A Community Guidance and Scholarship Programme, focusing on the

needs of the Spanish - speaking community, was developed and is

operating successfully.

A Neighbourhood Education Centre, a Street-Academy type pro-

gramme geared to assisting drop-outs and for training teachers

and counsellor interns, has been developed and is nearing imple-

mentation.

iersev 9ity

The Elementary Guidance, Kindergarten Demonstration and Tutorial

Programmes have been successfully implemented.

bwark

A Classroom Innovation Project, to supplement the State's Mini-

grant Programme, was designed and implemented. It inoludee the

selection of an awards committee to assure community partioipa-

tion. The Projeot has been expanded for the second aotion year

to include parent and community participation in the formulation

of each project submitted for funding.

The Staff Development Programme was developed and has been

implemented. It is a bold, in-service teacher-training pi'ojeot

that utilises the Hilda Taba teaching strategies which are

designed to enhance cognitive development. This programme is

an example of joint Department of Education-ODA development.

Por the $775,000 Model Schools Programme viable planning com-

mittees composed of teachers, administrators, parents and com-

munity members were established in each of the five sohools tO

develop plans that would meet the particular needs of each

school, The contract has been successfully negotiated with the

LEA, and four of the schools have implemented their plans.

The second action year plan has been developed and includes the

establishment of an Office of Programme and Staff Development

in the Newark Board of Education. The Office will provide the

necessary support to the Model Schools Programme, develop new
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and support existing staff development projects, and develop

new sohool programmes through a school/community planning

process.

Pate

The Mother -Child Home Programme has been launchld and provides

at-home instruction in early childhood education methods for

mothers of infants. 'the programme's career ladder component

gives the mothers an opportunity to beoome teacher/social-work

aides in this or other early childhood programmes in Paterson.

The Incentive Demonstration/Guaranteed Performance Programme

has been implemented in the Model Neighbourhood elementary

schools. Awards will be given to the schools that show the

greatest improvement in achievement levels. Teachers, adminis-

trators, students, parents and community members assisted in

the development of oriteria for measuring the achievement and

for deciding how the award money is to be used.

rerth Amboy

Eight education projects have been developed ani are undergoing

negotiation with the delegate agencies. Tht, projects include

teacher-training and career development in early childhood edu-

cation, bilingual education, a storefront college and community

guidance, among others.

The Day Care 100 Centre has been planned and 0,000 of supple-

mental funds have been successfully matched with $45,000 of

Department of Community Affairs funds.

Plainfield

The Demonstration School Project, which is the comprehensive

education component of the Model City Plan, has been planned

as a five-year experiment with a wide range of 'curriculum and

programme changes. it will be administered by the Board of

Education with the assistance and participation of Model Neigh-

bourhood residents and several community agenoies.

Trent,04

A wide range of education programmes have been implemented,

including K-12 guidance and bilingual education in the public)
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schools, the Career Developmmt Programme for teacher-aide

training, outreach guidanne and Day Care DOO.

The CDA has been instrumental in attracting to Trenton a number

of federal programmes including REW's Urban/Rural Sohools, Adult

education, and Drop-Out Prevention Programmes. The Trenton

"Model Cities" provides an excellent example of the use of

supplemental funds as seed money to attraot other funds.

As a further effort to carry out the commitment of the Depart-

mint to provide additional help for the oities, the Model Cities

Office, as was discussed in an earlier section, has engaged in an

exhaustive analysis of the Department's system of allooating funds.

By a oareful examination of the laws and guidelines of 12 major

federal categorical grant-in-aid programmes, the Office of Model

Cities has ascertained that the Department has heretofore unused

powers of discretion which if utilised will give far greater impetus

to its efforts to implement urban educational priorities.

Recognising the length of time it would take to produce major

changes in the state aid formulas and to aotivate a deoision-making

apparatus within the Department for reapportioning funds to the

cities on a broad scale; and recognising the resistance to change

that was erident within the Department itself as plans to reallocate

resources took shape, the Commissioner reccntly sanotioned the afore-

mentioned "earmarking" strategy. "Model Cities", the reader will

recall, is the central vehicle for this effort; an effort that is

replete with political hazards and yet provides the Commissioner

with his best and perhaps only short range opportunity to ohannel

additional resources into New Jersey's cities. On the basis of "fair

share" pledges received by mid-April 1971 it is estimated that

"Model Cities" may realise an increase of $2.5 million in eduoation

aid. "Model Cities", then, it is hoped, will provide the cutting edge

of urban educational re2orM.

Thus, the "Model Cities" project is now a major, if not the

major, component of the Department's urban thrust. The "Model Cities"

programme has provided the Department with a far greater outreach

capaoity and much insight into the needs of depressed urban areas.

The Department, through the HUD contract, has been able to provide

services to urban school systems and to reassess its own role and

responsibilities in urban education. In brief, its supporters olaim

that the "Model Cities" programme has had a strong impact on the

Department of Education itself as well as on New Jersey's urban
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centres. Indeed, if the "earmarking" strategy is successful and

large portions of the major federal categorical grant-in-aid pro,-

grammes are actually reallocated to "Model Cities", one could make

the claim that the project has not just influenced but actually

revolutionised New JeraWs Zducation Department.

This unique attempt by a once non-urban-oriented state educa-

tional agency to play a more aotive role in city school systems is

a prototype programme which is being watched with interest throagh-

out the country. Indeed, top staff of the "Model Cities" project

have served as consultants to other ;state education departments

around the nation. Pour other state educational agencies have received

HUD contracts to establish similar programmes.

Sol;.e critics would say that greater efforts have been made to

diffuse the Project outside the state than within the state.

Despite these achievements ascribed to the "Model Cities" pro-

ject and its very central position as a vehicle for urban reform,

this innovative activity, according to some sources, suffers from

the same invisibility that afflicts other programmes of the Division

of Research, Planning and evaluation. A surprising number of educa-

tional leaders in New Jersey at both the state and local levels

simply have no idea that the "Model Cities" project even e'ists.

There seems to be great ignorance about "Model Cities" in the EducE.-

tion Department itself. even those educational leaders who would

philosophically agree with the "r,odel Cities" project's rationale

and applaud its efforts, are just not informed about its activities.

Thus, information about the existence of one of the Division's major

programmes in the Commissioner's urban thrust has not been widely

disseminated. Some would say, howeVer, that criticisLls of ostensibly

ineffectual efforts made taus far to disseminate the "Model Cities"

project are unfair and unfounded. The Project, they point out, has

been in existence only a short time and there has been so far vir-

tually no educational innovation per se to disseminate. Most of the

work has been in the areas of planning and development.

Thus, despite the "Model Cities" developments that have been

described in the foregoing pages, there is still a substantial seg-

ment of the education community in New Jersey which feels that the

Department has made few or no substantive educational improvements

.Or changes in the cities.
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The Educational Improvement Centre (EIC)

Thus far in this study on almost every iieue, a wide range of

opinion has been expressed about the Department's activities. The

Educational Improvement Centre (EIC), however, is unique in New

Jersey and is called a "great success story". It appears to have the

strong endOrsement and enthusiastic support of almost everyone inter-

viewed. What is the EIC and how can any experiment win almost univer-

sal praise in a state as divided on educational issues as New Jersey?

The EIC is, in essence, New Jersey's firot regional centre. ft

serves the eight southern, primarily rural, counties of the state.

As an intermediate unit situated betlicen the State Department of

Education and local School districts, the EIC provides planning and

development services and conducts activities in co-operation with

the public, private and parcoMal schools in its region. It focuses

upon the improvement of education in its service area. The EIC oper-

ates under the aegis of the Divisim of Research, 21anning and Evalu-

ation and is funded primarily through Title III of the federal Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

The original concept for a regional education unit was developed

by some local and county superintendents, Glassboro State College

faculty, and Others interested in strenL:thening educational programmes

in southern New Jersey. These initial efforts to provide extra ser-

vices to small districts were buttressed and supported strongly by

the Education Department; more specifically by Robert Ward, the

Director of Programme Development in RP'S. Ward, incidentally, is

regarded by some as one of the Education Department's "prime diplo-

mats." He was a member of the Division of Curriculum and Instruction

prior to Marburger's arrival and was subsequently tr-noferred to

Salett's new unit. Ward has served as a link between the "old" and

"new" regimes both within and outside the Department. Many feel that

he has performed tha function admirably and was a key "behind the

scenes" catalyst in the development of the 810.

Ward, whose Office of Progra:mJe Department was responsible for

Title III administration, along with others in the Department in

their analysis of Title III proposals noied the disadvantages faced

by smaller, poorer districts in the competition for funds. More

affluent districts in northern New Jersey, for example, had the

necessary ancillary staff to write quick and impressive proposals.

The smaller, more rural districts, particularly in the southern part

of the state, lacked this capacity. Harburgor, Oalett, Ward, and
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others in the Department strongly supported the local efforts

being made to build a regional mechanism that would upgrade

the ability of school districts in the southern counties to prepare

proposals and generate now programmes. The Division of Researoh,

Planning and Evaluation thus played an instrumental role in making

possible the creation of the BIC.

It is interesting to note that the strategy employed by the

Division in promoting the EIOs development differed from many of

its other attempts to generate educational change in New Jersey. The

Division, in essence, worked co-operatively with the "educational

establishment" and the BIC concept became a viable reality because

of the strong 100al and regional support it received. Members of

the Department in commenting upon this strategy note that it is

relatively easy to work with small homogeneous school distriots and

regions which have similar needs and goals. They point out that it

is much more difficult to build co-operative and meaningful local-

state relationships in more populous preac of a heterogeneous state

like New Jersey. The history of the U-ban Schools Development Council,

another activity of the Division which will be discussed briefly in

the next section, would seem to bear this point out.

The EIC is considered by many to be the Division's single most

important activity. Building on its strong base of support at the

local and county level, the EIC rep)rtedly is doing much to stimulate

educational change in southern New Jersey. A Board of Directors was

created composed of county and district superintendents, prinoipals,

lay people and representatives of higher and private education. It

employs the Direotor who, with his staff, is directly responsible

to the Board.

After some early changes of Directors, John Rosser, a former

assistant superintendent in southern New Jersey, was named Executive

Direotor. The county superintendents reportedly were instrumental in

Rasser's selection. Under hie leadership the EIC began to assume a

broader role than originally envisioned. Not only did it help in

proposal-writing for grants, but it also identified other needs and

priorities within the eight counties. It developed staff capabilities

in the areas of individualised instruction, minority ana migrant

worker group culture, early childhood education, evaluation of envir-

onmental education, special education and in-service trainirg. By

providing direct and expeditious services and by indicating a general

responsiveness to the needs of local education agencies, BIC has with-

in a few years established an excellent reputation among all segments
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of the community it services. The Director and staff are in the

sensitive and somewhat ambivalent position of being part of the

State Department of Education and at the same time being responsible

to a regional board. Under the Director's leadership, however, the

EIC has established its independence as an agency whose prinoipal

priority is to help local districts in any way it can to strengthen

education in south Jersey. This has meant lobbying at the state

level for local needs or when necessary defending state policies to

the local distriots. The EIC has enhanced its credibility and posi-

tion as a change agent by develoiAng new managerial procedures and

applying them to improve its own operations as well as advising

others on such usage.

A signifioant element of its strategy, wItich has brought favour-

able recognition and acceptance of the intermediate unit concept, is

the SIC's willingness to deal with the immediate problems faced by a

school district. Response is direct and prompt. The unit has proved

itself to be more than another regulatory agency or "think tank".

It is a supportive unit which provides direct services. This has

encouraged administrators to be more receptive to new eduoational

ideas and lone range planning with BIC assistance. Some view the SIC

as a mini-state department because o the varied services it provides.

Among its services the BIC at Pitman has worked with non-educa-

tion groups. For example, the organisation representing the state's

business and industry, the New Jersey Manufacturer's Association,

was interested in the educational product (the student) whom they

received as employees in the private sector. The Association claims

that its membership contributes 60 per cent of the money spent on

education in New Jersey, and its constituents are interested in

evaluating the effectiveness of the educational system. The ETC

gathered data and led representatives of the Association through the

complex processes of evaluating educational outputs as distinguished

from industrial productivity which can more readily be assessed in

terms of financial profits and losses. this BIC activity reportedly

resulted in the Association requesting the Governor to invest more

money in technology at the elementary school level.

The MC also has provided services in sa]ecial education. Teaming

up with parentteacher organisations, the EIC developed a survey

instrument to ascertain the potential number of handicapped children

who would be entering schools in the southern counties. The parents

conducted a door-to-door survey using questions which identified

children who had actual or potential handicaps and/or learning
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difficulties. The tangible results were; (1) names were gathered of

children who were to be tested prior to their entry into the schools;

(2) an information base for projecting and planning needed services

and faoilities was made available; (3) community interest was raised

to such an extent that parent groups are now pressing for a similar

survey to be conducted in central New Jersey.

A typical EIC service to an individual school district would

have its initiation with a request for assistance from a local school

superintendent. In one case, for example, an administrator needed

help in the development of a building programme. The SIC brought

together professional and community advisory groups by identifying

all those people who should be involved. ¶he EIC helped in the devel-

opment of goals, enrolment projeotions, building sites, and a suit-

able type of school organisation. After its initial steps of provid-

ing technical assistance and helping local people build their own

secure base, EIC reduces its role as the local community gradually

assumes complete resionsibility for implementation. The first rule

of MO is not to impose its ideate on the local groups requesting

help; the second rule is to practise what it preaches.

The success of the 8IC has generated some pressure to establish

two analagous regional units to service the northern and central

sections of New Jersey. The EIC thus serves as a model for other

possible intermediate units. Some envisage a network of these units

aoross the state with an exchange of services made available as

various local district needs arise.

The EIC provides an effective interface mechanism through which

local, county and state educators can interact and complement each

other. The ETC has staff available for developmental tasks; staff

that is freed from the customary constraints and day-to-day tasks

of local school district operations. Programme research and develop-

ment expertise is thus available either through the SIC staff itself

or through outside consultants who can be hired by the regional unit

to perform specifio functions. Ti c FDIC does the developmental work

on oew programmes and the school districts then assume operational

responsibility.

The SIC thus has become A valuable vehicle for piloting experi-

mental programmes. Many observers have been astonished to discover

how "wide open" and liberal the alleged conservative counties of

rural southern New Jersey have been; their receptivity to educational

experiment, then, is quite a tribute to the strong local and regional

base of support that the EIC has been able to develop.
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Proposals have been made that the SIC would come directly

under state control so that its activities as a prototype regional

centre could be planned more systematically for statewide conEumption.

Sven members of the Education Department oppose such a move. They and

others feel that more would be lost than gained if the EIO became

part of the state agency. If, for example, the SIC was run from

Trenton it would lose much of its fiscal autonomy and programmatio

flexibility. The regional unit would be constrained by the relatively

rigid line-item budgetary procedures which chaxaoterise state oper-

ated programmes. The SICIs freedom to innovate could well be hampered

by such restrictions.

Also, state absorption of the EIC would saorifice valuable com-

munity control dimensions. The looal-regional-state interface which

has been such an instrumental faotor in the 810's success might well

be weakened. The direot or face-to-face interaction between El()

personnel and local School people, the heart of the regional concept,

could be lost if the programme was centrally operated as a line-item

in the state budget.

Some observers of the New Jersey scene contrast the overwhelm-

ingly favourable response to the SIC with the education community's

somewhat more restrained, if not negative reaotions, to other pro-

grammes that have been developed under the aegis of the Division of

Research, Rlanning.end Evaluation. They point out that successful

changes can be implemented in New Jersey if the Education Department

co-operates with local and educational officials. Implicitly, if not

explicitly, Narburger and balett's perceived strategy for educational

change on projects other than the EIC is criticised by some sources.

Their usual strategy,critics contend, characterised by confrontation,

unilateral state initiatives, and lackadaisical communication and

dissemination processes, dooms Many of their programmes to failure.

Detractors reiterate that genuine innovation can occur only with the

approbation and involvement of local and regional officials and

citizens.

There are those who disagree strcngly with this point of view.

They contend that what might have been appropriate and logical tac-

tics for the Department to follow in the case of the 210, which

services a homogeneous rural area of the state, are inapprop:tate

for other more urban-oriented activities like the Urban Schools

Development Council (USDC).
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The New Jersey Urban, Sohools Development Counoil (USDC)

The USDC was funded under a Title III grant of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965, with the Elizabeth Board of

education serving as the funding conduit. The USDC is a consortium

of institutions designed to promote and co-ordinate common approaches

to urly.n educational problems. In effeot, it is an educational coal-

ition of the ten largest cities in New Jersey. lts Board of Direotors

includes the school superintendents of thJse ten citiee (Atlantio

City, Camden, east Orange, Elizabeth, Hoboken, Jersey City, Newark,

New Brunswick, Paterson and Trenton), the New Jersey Commissioners

of Aducation and Community Affairs, the Chancellor of Higher Educa-

tion, representatives from the New Jersey Catholic Conference and

the State Association of Private Schools, two presidents of member

sohool boards and thirteen minority group members.

The USDC was in existence prior to Commissioner Narburger's

Arrival in New Jersey. The Commissioner has continued to support the

organisation despite apprehensions about its viability that will be

discussed shortly. The USDC ie linked with the education Department's

Division of Research, :lanning and evaluation ae a Title III pilot

intermediate unit.

The USDC is designed to serve as an agent of Change through its

research, programme develol,ment, evaluation and dissemination efforts.

The USDC document, Educational Issues and Answere describes its role

as follows:

The council's basic function is that of a service-change agency

created to bring about significant improvements in the quality

of education offered in New Jersey's Urban School districte, To

accomplieh this enormous task involves the counoil'e ability to

mobilise societal resources in order to appropriately respond

to the major problems confronting our urban districts. Conse-

quently, the council was formed with a five element task force

structure to achieve the maximum level of effectiveness. The

task force teams are: (1) hesearch; (2) Programme Development;

(3) Evaluation; (4) Dissemination; (5) Diffusion.

The Research Team has the responsibility for collecting, corre-

lating, and organising data into a research resource bank for

urban educators. In addition the team is charged with the tasks

of developing a comprehensive human resources file, periodically

assessing each distriot's specific needs, and providing in-

service training for local district personnel.
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The Prog,ramme Development Team has the responsibility for

designing plans for the organisation and management of pilot

programmes. Accordingly, they must explore such areas ae objec-

tives, feasibility, cost, and management. 1.embers of the team

also function as consultants and resource personnel to assist

local organisations engaged in similar activities.

The Evaluation Team has as its chief responsibility to continu-

ally clarify the objectives of the Council and propose pilot

programmes. Hence this team must develop systems and instruments

to measure the outcome of programmes. As a result, it must

wori: in close co-ordination with the local districts in evalu-

ating and training personnel for on-going projects.

The Dissemination Team has been charged with the responsibility

of dev.:loping a multiple axis communications system with a capa-

bility of processing countless varieties of information directly

affecting urban educators. Included in the scope of this team's

activities ie the task of keeping abreast of legislation of

crucial importance to urban education.

The Diffusion. Team has as its primary pursuit the task of over-

seeing the development of strategies for implementing change.

This necessitates the direct involvement of the team with local

districts in the co-operative venture of instituting changes in

school programmes.

Based in Trenton, the USDC has an eight member professional

staff and currently operates programmes which include among others

the development of bilingual language learning centres, the provision

o2 systems management in-service training programmes and other tech-

nical assistance for administrators, the co-ordination of summer in-

stitutes on curriculum, the creation of a pilot project in juvenile

guidance for school drop-outs, and the exploration and examination

of legislative alternatives in the urban education field.

The USDC, as an intermediate unit supported by Title III, should

in many ways parallel the EIC. The problems of the cities, however,

are far more immediate, complex and intractable than those of the

more placid southern counties of New Jersey. Urban problems are just

not as amenable to the consensual political processes which have made

the BIC so successful. Each of New Jersey's major cities has its own

political labyrinth and entrenched vested interests. The USDC has
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found it very difficult to serve us a co-ordinating agency. Each

city prizes its autonomy and competitively strives for its "piece

of the pie." It is reportedly difcicult to get the cities to aot

in a unified way on common problems: for example, inter-city co-op-

erati,A1 has not been notable even in the efforts that haVe been made

to acquire a more equitable distribution of resources for urban

centres.

Critics of the USDC feel that the Counoil's innovative efforts

have been blunted by the professional educators who dominate the

organisation. Reportedly, th-) ten superintendents of schools control

the organisation and ardently protect the autonomy of their indivi-

dual districts. Further, it is alleged that, the administrators' pro-

clivities ate conservative and defensive of the institutions they

manage, Many, it is charged, wish to protect and maintain the educa-

tional status QUO, which some critics contend is intolerable because

of the dismal failures of city school systems. The USDC reportedly

has had littla impact on minority groups and others in the inner oity

because the latter has no intention of being co-opted by "establish-

ment dominated organisations" which articulate "change rhetoric" but

do little.

lts critics maintain that the USDC would improve communications

with the inner oity people it purports to serve if its perspeotives

were broadened by more meaningful community participation in its

decision-making. Unlike the ETC, which capital:"Res on the inputs of

a very broadly gauged lay and professional advisory group, the USDC,

it is contended, is dominated by educators who "play things close to

the vest."

The USDC is a disappointment to many in the Education Department

who feel that it has great potential as an arm of the state to pro-

mote badly needed changes and reforms in urban education. Some of

those who are critical of the USDC say that they are cognizant of

the difficulties of mobilising disparate communities in densely popu-

lated urban areas. They grant. that there are tremendous problems con-

fronting any organisation that attempts to realistically assess and

improve school systems in the political milieu of New Jersey's oities.

A feeling persists, however, that the USDC has been quite ineffective

even if one acknowledges these very real and perhaps uncontrollable

deterrents to its success. Critics contend, for example, that the

USDC showed little interest in the "Model Cities" project and similar

efforts to ameliorate urban problems.
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In a recent evaluation (February 1971) of the USDC project,

the Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation produced a rather

dismal assessment of the USDC's current programmes and praotices.

This evaluation was coupled with a sharply worded recommendation for

a 'Jae "rebirth" or "timely demise". A generous portion of the evalu-

ation's concluding statement is reproduced below because it not only

describes the shortcomings of the USDC but it also encompasses a

message that reflects a philosophy of change which typifies the

approaches to educational innovation undertaken by the Education

Department, and more specifically RPE:

..."The decision to require that all major decisions at the

Council (USDC) be approved by a Board of Directors made up

primarily of the Council's 10 target cities, doomed the Council

to the state of ineptitude and mediocrity witnessed by this

evaluation team. The fact that the Council has failed to estab-

lish meaningful priorities and mount comprehensive programmes

to realise these priorities Cannot be considered to be entirely

its fault. By refusing to let the Council conduct a needs

assessment survey at its outset, the Board of Directors pre-

ordained that 'their' council would b3 another impotent agency

in the war against educational mediocrity in the state.

Consequently, the Council has adopted a low profile role in the

State, providing technical assistance to its member schools

when requested, and developing limited projects of its own which

were not expoted to 'rock' the precarious urban 'boat'.

Occasionally, it was sidetracked by the State Education ,gency

to serve as a political arc, in a way that would not threaten

the 'Big Ten',

The Council has generated an avalanche of documents which are

not likely to add up to meaningful educational change. Its

internal failures bespeak of a timidness, precipitated in part

by its tenuous lease on life and the tenacity of the established

order to resist change.

Our recommendation is that the council experience a rebirth or

a timely demise. If the educational leaders of the urban communi-

ties in New Jersey resist enlightened help in restructuring

their educational systems such as a number of urban mini-councils

might provide, they may have to pay the consequence in the future.

It is the responsibility of State leadership to see that enlight-

ened help is available and guarantee that it will be utilised
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("through the

with power to

designed with

systems to be

use of legislation, if necessary"). Starting out

affect meaningful change, Urban Councils can be

appropriate management, monitoring, and evaluation

useful."

Many educators and oth:rs who have worked with the USDC would

take sharp exception to this assessment of its operations. Defenderu

of the organisatios would contend that its role has been necessarily

circumscribed by the political environment in which it must exist.

Localism in New Jersey extends "with a vengeance" to its cities,and

the USDC, which was created as a service agency, only has the power

to do the things which its constituent members want it to do.

Those who support the USDC thus say that many criticisms

levelled against the organisation are unfair. Comparisons with the

EIC are particularly invidious; "it's like comparing apples and

pears" according to those who are sUN.ortive of the USDC.

The USDC, it is maintained, has performed well considering the

very fundamental limitations which constrain its activities and the

precarious political position it is in tis-it-vis its member cities.

The USDO's Division of Evaluation, for example, hae produced a wide

range of documents dealing with subjects like minority group curri-

cult s:. guides, summer science, mathematics, and language arts pro-

grammes, individualised inetruotion, reading tests, educational

accountability and so forth. The USDO's Division of Evaluation,

according to its "General Information Document 9", has provided aid

to local schools in the form of "direct technical assistance, indi-

vidual presentations, workshops, and conferences. The Division of

Evaluation has provided services to New Jersey School Districts in

the areas of proposal developm-mt, behavioural objectives, evaluation

design, instrument development and selection, and data analysis and

interpretation."

The Division of Evaluation of the USDC also claims to play a

significant role in the activities of the Education Department:

The Division participates on the Commissioner's Co-ordinating

Council on Evaluation, the Commissioner's Task Force for the

Implementation of the Revised School State Aid Formula, and

serves as Field Consultants in Evaluation to the Division of

Research, Planning and Evaluation, as Project Expeditors for

ESEA Title III projects, ane has served as team captains for

Title III State on-site evaluations. In addition, the Division
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has held the responsibility for the administration of Title III

State on-site evaluations and for the training of on-site

evaluation p:rsennel, The Division has also assisted the state

in the develcpm. nt and review of Title III proposals.

The USDC and the EIC thus have very different constituenoies

and somewhat different objectives but also share much in common as

intermediate uni, .,,i:roaches to educational organisation and innova-

tion. Both oruniEations are designed to provide the capability on

a multi-district basis to perform developmental tasks critical to

educational improvement. Built into the goals and design of both

units is the promotion of co-operative participation by lOcal, county,

and state educational agencies in decision-making; access to federal,

state and local monies; organisational flexibility permitting prompt

response to the needs of local distriote; and area management patterns.

which are "product oriented" and subject to programme accountability

methods. Despite these similarities and their commonality as Title

III projects operated by the Division of Research, Planning and Evalu-

ation, the history of these innovative efforts is very different. The

E10, as has been noted, is generally regarded as being very success-

ful. Conversely, the USW had, in the judgment of many, only limited

success and, indeed, ceased functioning as of I July 1971.

(Author's note: As of 1 September 1971 a new Office of Urban

EduCation was created within the Department's Division of Curriculum

and Instruction. The plan is to co-ordinate within this office various

urban-oriented state and federal programmes such as "Model Cities"

and appropriate ESEA itles.)

Our Schools

On 17 February 1970 the New Jersey State Board of Education

authorised the formation of a broadly representative Advisory Council

on Needs Assessment. This was very much in line with Commissioner

Marburger's philosophy of encouraging greater citizen participation

in the determination of goals, priorities and progress for the public

schools. Among its first acts, the Advisory Council recommended the

launching of a programme which would have as a basic principle exten

sive citizen participation in the identification of long-range edu-

cational goals for New Jersey.

The Division of Research, Planning and Evaluation was given the

responsibility for initiating a programme which would involve a broad

spectrum of citizens of New Jersey in the development of relevant
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goals for their sehools. This long range educational planning and

development was to encompass pre-school, elementary, secondary,

vocational and adult edooation. The project Web designated "Our

Schools". It is direoted by Bernard Kaplan, Director of the Office

of Planning in the Division of Researon, Planning and }valuation.

To ensure extensive oitizen partioipation, plans were formulated

for an initial etate-wide conference on the goals of education.

Following the opening conference in April 1970, which was attended

by about 100 participants and observers from all parte of the state,

a Second,similar meeting was held to continue work on developing

goals. Following these conferences, regional and local meetings,

structured to maximise the participation of a broad oross-seotion

of people, were held during 1970 and 1971 throughout the state. These

meetings focused upon the development of goals not only in the light

of state needs, but as a response to particular local requirements

as well.

Three Other parts of "Our Schools" are now in tho planning stage.

In the spring of 1971 a state-wide survey of public opinion on edu-

cational goals will seek to find out, how the general public feels

about the ideas that have emanated from the state, regional and local

conferences and how the publio sets its priorities for action. After

the last local conference has been held, a Oovernor's Conference on

Education late in 1971 will seek to synthesise the results of the

"Our Schools" programme into a comprehensive statement about educa-

tional goals and policies for ultimate adoption by the New Jersey

State Board of Education. Following these steps, the Department of

Education will organise a aeries of meetings of educators and other

citizens to discuss curricula, teacher-training programmes and

instructional practices which can best be used to achieve the goals

adopted.

While there are few today who would argue the merits of convening

a broad based group of citizens to discuss the aims of public educa-

tion or even to develop a set of educational goals for the schools,

there have been some negative reactions. These reactions to the

programme reflect some of the same differences in perspective and

administrative style which preoipitated other clashes between the

Education Department and many of New Jersey's professional educators.

The New Jersey Education Association, for example, in an editor-

ial that appeared in the April 1971 issue of its journal, NJEA

Review, warned of "disaster ahead" if the Commissioner continued to

rely on the "Our Schools" project as a source for determining State
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objectives. The article cites a lack of advahce publicity for

meetings, poor attendance and fewer sessions than had been planned.

Professional educators had been somewhat resentful of the project

from the outset because of their alleged exolusion from the early

state and regional meetings. The planners of the programme did not

want the various meetin,,s to be professionally dominated and thug

stressed lay participation in the organisation and implementation

of the sessions. The educators were concerned about the 6ducation

Department bypassing th.m. To them it just did not make sense to

minimise the involvement of teachers and administrators who would

have to implement the ednoational goals that were to be developed.

The "Our Schools" project is criticised by some as lacking

direction and co-ordination. The project, allegedly, is "fuzzy" in

the minds of many. Despite some ambitious attempts to disseminate

information, "Our Schools" is relatively unknown, Even with state-

ments of support from Governor Cahill, news releases, television

clips, widespread mailings, and numerous meetings throughout the

state, the project "has not caught on". Many professional educators

feel "left out". The basic weakftess of "Our Schools", oritios contend

is the Deortment's failure to utilise the services of teachers and

administrators at the state and local level.

Some county superintendents, for example, are reportedly "drag-

ging their feet" beoause the "Our Schools" regional meetings were

rot organised on county lines. Following these complaints about the

exclusion of teachers and administrators from the goal setting pro-

cess and poor attendance at "Our Schools" meetings in some areae of

the state, the projeot's approach seems to have been somewhat altered.

It the time of writing, it appears that greater efforts are being

made to involve professional eduoatore and others more direotly

assooiated with schools. Teachers, administrators and Parent-

Teacher groups are now being encouraged to partiuipato to ensure

better attendance and euccessul meetings at the local level.

Thus, the "Our Schools" programme has engendered additional

controversy over educational issues in New Jersey. Commissioner

Marburger and his top staff, some critics feel, are using the project

as a farde for implementing their own pre-conceived plane and "grand

strategy" for education. There is, some sources report, an "air of

mistrust" about the programme which is resented as being centrally

imposed by the Education Department. A more extreme point of vtew

was taken by at least one candidate for a seat on a local board of

eduoation who charged that the programme threatens local Control of
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eohool systems. He °lathed that it was "another attempt by the State

of New Jersey to take control of our local sohools", and he exhorted

the parents of his community to take a hard look at it,stating "our

ohildren should not be Et.bjected to experiment or any untestod

programmes."

Critics of the "(..ur Schools" programme emphatically point out

that their opposition is not to what 18 being done (oitizen involve-

ment, etc.), but to the way it is being done. The projeot, in their

estimation, illustrates well the Commissioner's continued lack of

unieretanding of the way in which things get done in New Jersey.

Localism and fear of state control is pervasive and the imposition

of ideas and programmes "from the top" will simply not work.

On 'he other hand, there are those who feel that the foregoing

criticisms are unfounded and refleot tae defensiveness of New Jersey's

"entrenched caange-resistant educational establishment.',: Defenders

of the way in which the "Our Schools" project has been operated con-

tend that it is incorrect to say that proiessiutal educators have

been excluded from its activities. The planners of the programme

:Amply wanted to ensure meaningful citizen participation; the educa-

tors know how to inject their inputs through their organisations and

day-to-day activities.

The state's major educational organisations, it is pointed out,

are represented on the Advisory Council on Needs Assessment, the

body that has been guiding "Our Schools" since its inception. Repre-

s4ntativls of the following organisations, bodies and/or agencies

are members of the above-mentioned Council: State Board of Education,

New Jersey Education Assooiation, New Jereey Congress of Parente and

Teachers, New Jersey Association of School Administrators, New Jerseys'

School Boards Association, the State Advisory Council for Title III,

and the New Jersey Federation of Teachers. Several students are also

members.

Proponents of the way "Our Schools" has been structured, then,

would disagree with those who contend that it is Department-dominated.

Through the Advisory Council on Needs Assessment, whioh sets policy

for the Department staff to follow in implementing the project, tLe

various educational groups are assured of representation in the

deliberations which will influence the development of the programme,

Critioisms that the projeot lacks direotion or leadership are regarded

as being unfair. The project's major purpose of elioiting maximum

citizen participation in the generation of educational goals would

be defeated if state officials played a more controlling role.
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Defenders of the Department's strategy also point out that the same

individuals who attack "Our Schools" ae a poorly administered pro-

ject would be the first ones to suggest that local control was jeo-

pardised if the Division's staff tried to provide more assertive

leadership.

Despite the adverse reactions of some organisations and indivi-

cL,als, the Our Schools" project at the time of writing this continues

to move along. Since the programme is still developing and many of its

phases have yet to be completed, judgments concerning its effective-

ness are difficult to make. In any event, the programme by definition,

has an evanescent quality. The project's basic purposes and processes,

the development of general educational goals by a broad cross-sectiOn

of people, almost have to be cumbersome, detailed and somewhat sponge-

like. The educational goals produced by "Our Schools" will have to

be fluid and ever-changing to reflect a society in constant flux.

The programme is particularly timely and will become inoreasing-

ly more important in New Jersey because of the state legislature's

passage in 1970 of the Bateman Act. (Bateman is the name of a New

Jersey state legislator who chaired a Commission studying state aid

to education. This Commission's recommendations provided the basis

for the subsequently enacted "Bateman Act" of 19701 Chapter 234,

Laws of 1970). Without doubt this is potentially the most important

piece of legislation enacted during Commissioner Marburger's term

of office. Not only is this law directed toward local improvement of

educational programmes, a significant step for New Jersey as a first

Legislative attempt to build accountability into schools, it also

can have a profound influence on legislatures and school systems in

other states.

Specifically under Bateman, incentive payments may he made to

school districts by the State Department of Education for efforts

made by districts to improve the quality of their educational pro-

grammes. The Act specifies five levels of quality - Basic, Limited,

Intermediate, Pre-comprehensive and Comprehensive - with payments

to districts increased as they progress from step to step, based on

criteria to be set by the State Department of Education.

Underlying the legislation is the philosophy that public school

systems in New Jersey will direct their efforts toward bringing each

child to his level of potential based on objectives which meet the

state's, the community's and his own individual needs. The educational

plans for a district must be developed accordingly with the individual

child and his needs as the chief consideration in the planning and
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evaluating processes. This focus on individualisation provideo a

built-in mechanism for continuous change. A quality district, there-

fore, is one in which each child is making his way towards each

objeotive at his own level of potential.

The genesis of the eateman legislation pre-dated Commissioner

Marburger's arrival in New Jersey. Since Bateman's passage, however,

the Education Department has played a more direot role in determining

criteria for its implementation. Staff members of the Division of

Researeh, Planning and Evaluation have worked with the Bateman

Steering Committee, broadly representative of New Jersey's major

educational organisations, in the develo,ment of criteria for the

implementation of the Bateman Act.

Immediately after passage of Bateman in 1970, the Commissioner

created the seventeen-member advisory committee - the Bateman Steering

Committee - to study ways to revise the state aid formula and to

devise criteria for apportionin:r funds consonant with the require-

ments of the statute. To the Committee were appointed representatives

of major state-wide educational organisations and selected adminis-

trators; to some critics an indication that the Commissioner was

learning to work more effectively with educators. Nhile some members

were supportive of Marburger policies, there were a number who con-

tinued to oppose the Commissioner. Nevertheless, the Committee early

in 1971 did arrive at a series of recommendations which were duly

delivered to the Commissioner. Some participants at the time of

writing ,ure still not in agreement with the Committee report. They

feel the criteria will be ineffective and that the proposed classi-

fications under which school districts would receive aid will break

down under political pressures. In any event, there is now enacted

for the first time in New Jersey a statute with the potential for

institutionalising change, although the funds implementing Bateman

have yet to be appropriated by the legislature.

Of significance, also, is the opinion of critics of the Commis-

sioner that for the filst time he has sincerely involved educators,

even if they were not his political or philosophical allies. Members

of the Bateman Steering Committee were convinced that their mandate

was legitimate, sincerely instituted by the Commissioner to arrive

at needed solutions. "It was not", in one ardent critic's words,

"the usual facade" which Marburger created to carry out his pre-

conceived ideas. Comments from several participants and observers

indicate that the feeling even in "establishment circles" was that
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Narburger truly wanted assistance on an issue of such importance,

"really turned them loose to work on the proclem", and was "quite

pleased at the help he was given." indeed, according to some sources,

the Department staff, which worked direotly with the Committee in

developing the proposed Bateman oriteria, surprised many of the

state's educators with their emphasis on localism. Originally the

Bateman legislation focused on state determined criteria, but the

Committee's criteria were struotured to emphasize accountability at

the local level. This emphasis on individual school distriot plans

reportedly was strongly supported, contrary to what many might think,

by the Departmental staff partioipants in the Committee's deliber-

ations. Department members were also instrumental in ensuring that

the Bateman formula incorporated special weightings for urban school

systems with AFDC students (Aid for Dependent Children).

The "Our Schools" programme, as it evolves, will inevitably

become confused with the Bateman criteria because their objectives

are complementary despite Departmental assertions that the two are

discrete projects. Because of the accusations that "Our Sohoole"

was merely a façade to legitimate the Commissioner's plans, the

Department, for political if not substantial reasons, has made

special efforts to distinguish carefully between the "Our Schools"

projeot and the Bateman legislation. Nevertheless, it is patently

clear that the ultimate recommendations of "Our Schools" will inter-

face in a very timely way with the impending implementation of the

Bateman legislation. Under the latter each district that wants state

aid will have to include goals in its plans and will have to des-

cribe for the Department in its application the nature of local

involvement in developing these goals.

Although the "Our Scoots" goals will be state-wide and Bateman

will etross local district development of goals, there will be a

constant need for clarification of the two. Theoretically, at least,

there will be a relationship only if local districts decide to use

the adopted state-wide goals to help them develop local goals. It 18

projected that the New Jersey State Board of Education may adopt the

goals developed. by the "Our Schools" project late in 1971 or in early

1972; implementation of Bateman criteria is not expected until the

1972-73 ecnool year at the earliest. At the time this was written

the complicated criteria issue was fraught with political implicatione

and the date for implementation of the Bateman proposals was very

uncertain.
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Chapter IV

SOME CONCLUDING STAUMNTS

As was stated in the preface, the data gathered in this study

do not permit an objeotive comprehensive assessment of the Division

Of Research, Planning and Evaluation's succees or failure as an

instrument for educational change in New Jersey. These concluding

comments are not intended to serve as a final summary or review of

the findings in the traditional sense. They hopefully will synthe-

size, however, some valuable insights into the change process at

the state level in American education; an area of study which has

been pitifully negleoted in the past.

Although the emphasis in the case study has been on the develop-

ment And aotivities of RPE, the following will focus upon the trans-

cendent role played by Commissioner Carl Marburger as an educational

change agent. As the text has stressed, the Division's aotivities

were inextricably linked with the Commissioner because of his unique

relationship with Stan Salett. Thus, RPE's history ae an agenoy for

change is based heavily upon the administrative strategies and style

of the Commissioner.

Many of the interviewees in New Jersey, including both admirers

and critics of Carl. Marburger, assert that the Commissioner would

aot differently as a change agent if he could relive his first years

in office. They contend that the Commissioner would have built up a

broader constituency and base of support before directly challenging

the state's fundamental educational modus operandi. Marburger's

recent visits to administrators' meetings and other efforts to culti-

vate stronger grassroots iAnderstandin and support'are oited as

examplea of his realisation that the only way to implement permanent

change successfully is through co-operation with local educational

Offioials; in New Jersey, it is emphasized, nothing happens through

state mandates.

One who holds a position of leaderehiu at the state level must

realise that New Jersey is a "closed society". It is a small compact

state whose educational interests are tightly organised. Communication
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is immediate and a leader, it lm contended, must work with local

educational officials and state organisational leaders who "can push

a button" and make things happen very quickly. New Jersey, in other

words, is a particularly difficult state for a leader reoruited from

outside. Many believe that a new Commissioner of education, or any

other state official who wants to serve as a cnange agent, must

build local confidence and a climate of support before implementing

innovations.

Some oritics note what they believe to be a change in Commis-

sioner Marburger's style of leadership. Ho now comprehends, they

maintain, that localism, if apropriately nurtured, can be a positive

as well as a negative force. Changes rimply do not occur by "hitting

people over the head". Some critics assert that Marburger, although

ho still lacks the confidence of many "rank and file" educators,

has become more cognizant of the facts of political life in New

Jersey. All agree, however, that educational reform is a slow process

even with the most sensitive and masterful political strategies.

New Jersey's chief state school officer as a public official

cannot be equally successful as both a reformer and an ideologue. A

college professor, Marburger's less ardent admirers point out, can

be an ideologue as he is not res,onsible to a diverse public con-

stituency. A Commissioner of Education, however, must be more than

a catalyst, he must be able to implement his ideas in the field. To

lead in New Jersey a state official must have a broad base of organ-

isational and local support.

Some would contend that the Commissioner's alleged failure to

build a sufficient base of local support war a major deterrent to

his efforts to bring about educational change in New Jersey. Indeed,

the whole turnkey model or strategy for change wherein research and

development activity carried on in RE are turned over to others for

implementation is questioned. Some students of the change process

rmain convinced that true change occurs in any organisation only

when those reponsible for putting innovations into operation are

involved in their invention and planning.

Until 1967 such a consensual strategy for change typified inno-

vative efforts in public education in New Jersey. This style of

leadership engenders minimal conflict. It is c.naracterised by leaders

who believe in "touching bases" with the interests which will be

effected by proposed changes. This approach to change is tedious as

it includes extensive processes of clearance and involvement; it

typifies the style of leadership exercised by Marburger's predecessors
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and school administrators in gem-ral. It also characterises the

gingerly fashion in which state level leaders in all policy realms

have traditionally exercised their prerogatives in New Jersey.

Carl Marburger, moat agree, by nature is a "mover" and a

"thruster" ill-suited in many ways for the consensual style of edu-

cational leadership which was characteristic in Now Jersey. Matturger's

approach, some feel, was anithetical. He pushed for rapid chance

through force of personality and did not shwa direct confrontation.

Diepassionate observers agree that his style of leadership had to

preoipitate conflict in New Jersey. raven his admirers agree, however,

that some of the earlier comrontations were exacerbated needlessly

by poor political advice. In other words, Marburger was misinformed

and his natural inclinations to move, or as some critics would say

"talk first art think later", compounded his difficulties by quickly

alienating possible allies.

The Commissioner's supporters disagree strongly with this analy-

sis. Problems like race, finance, urban decay, and accountability

have nothing to do with an individual's style of leadership or per-

sonality. Any person wao assessed and articulated New Jersey's edu-

cational problems honestly would have had to act as karburger did

and would also have been in trouble. The Commissioner, his supporters

contend, had no other viable aproaches in his efforts to effect

change. In these troubled times Marburger could not have handled

things differently and been true tc his conscience and deep personal

and moral commitment to equalise educational opportunity for all

youngsters. To him, the gravity of the problems and the thousands

of young lives at stake required immediate action.

Commissioner Marburger, his admirers point out, has helped to

bring to the surface the social and political as well as the educa-

tional malaise which affliets heavily urban states like New Jersey.

The problems confronting the nation's most urban state have been

set in bold relief and the pressures and isoues now not only confront

the Commissioner but are visible in dozens of school districts as

well. Marburger because o his priorities was able to alert many of

his educational colleagues at the local and state levels to the dire

crisis in the cities.

It is maintained that things will never be the same again in

New jerej, whetaer or not Marburger remains as Commissioner for

another five years. his supporters avow that the State Education

Del:artment and local school officials are now verj much aware of

urban problems and a strong, more city-oriented constituency has been
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developed; a constituency that will continue to assert itself regard-

less of the Commissioner's subsequent plans. Indeed, Marburger's

admirers would Justify his entire tenuro on the exclusive grounds

that he was the catalyst who generated a realistic awareness of the

extent of New Jersey's urban educational problems.

The Commissioner's adherents contend that there have been tan-

gible results as well. Marburger, they say, is a courageous man of

his times, well attuneito America's urban crisis. Despitu massiVe

professional and political deterrents to change, he has fulfilled

his mandate as well as could be expeoted under extremely difficult

circumstances. brought into New Jersey by an urban-oriented Democra-

tic Governor at a rare time when there was some responsiveness to

urban problems bein,: manifested in the executive and legislative

branches of Government, Marburger almost immediately had the political

rug pulled out from under him. In November 1967 only a few months

after his arrival, suburban and rural based Republicans leas sympa-

thetic to the oities regained control of the legislature. The nega-

+ive reactions to the Commissioner's speech on racial desegregation,

for example, have already been discu:,sed. In November 1969, of

course, a new 2ecablican Governor, William Cahill, was elected. Thus,

Marburger's critically important base of political support had been

altered dramatically.

The Commissioner, however, in the face of what might be des-

cribed as insuperable obstacles doggedly and somewhat quixotically

tried to sustain and fulfil his original mandate to assist urban

school systems Despite intense pressures to capitulate as the poli-

tical situation changed, Marburger refused to permit his Department

to be dominated by the educational establishment, more specifically,

the NJEA. The Commissioner, his supporters maintain, could not have

indulged in the traditional consensual style of "talking issues

through" with all parties while the citiis suffered and thousands of

innocent children were receiving inadequate education. He would have

been co-opted by the establishment with its knowledge 'of the state

and its power to deter change.

In any event, the Commissioner's philosophy was that change

occurred only after people were stirred up, that the generation of

creative tensions is the only way to deal with established groups

with vested interests in perpetuating the ptatus quo. The "sacred

cows" of professional education had to be confronted openly and

candidly prior to the implementation of change. Consonant wfth this

philosophy, the Commissioner quickly launched public attacks against
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some of education's most cherished keystones such as tenure and

professional licensing.

Marburger felt that it was necessary to build a broad lay as

well as professional constituency. Only through the most broadly

constituted pablio forums could the weaknesses of public education

be meaningfully discussed and its institutional rigidities and

endemic defensiveness effeotively challenged.

how then does one change existing institutions? Commissioner

Marburger saw no way of making a difference in education if he

"played footsie" with the establishment. He felt compelled to take

the establishment on and yet it was necessary and appropriate to

co-operate on some issues. Entrenched interests most frequently can

outlast and ultimately absorb external reform movements. The basic

dilemma confronting advocates of change like Carl Marburger is how

far a reformer can eo in working with the established interests?

On the one hand, permanent educational change is achievable only

with the support of teachers, on the other hand, inordinately close

relationships with the establishment can lead to co-option. The

extent of co-operation then is a calculated risk which can threaten

a reformer's independence and ability to generate meaningful inno-

vations.

An outsider attempting to assess the accomplishments of Carl

Marburger at the end of his fourth year in office might reach a few

somewhat contradictory conclusions. There is little doubt that the

Commissioner has accomplished, in the face of powerful constraints,

many of the things he was brought into New Jersey to do. There is a

mach stronger urban thrust, and awareness within the state of the

plight of the cities. Programmes like "Model Cities" have established

for the first time a tangible education Department presence in urban

centres. A larger share of the state's resuurces is being shifted

into city school systems which have the greatest need. Tie oities

through the Bateman proposal are likely to receive more equitable

state financial support in the future than they have received in the

past,

Much also has been achieved in several of the Commissioner's

other priority areas. There is increased citizen participation in a

whole range of educational activities. Residents of the urban centres

and minority group members, once virtually ignored, are represented,

for example, on "Model Cities" and bilingual advisory committees.'

The "Our Schools" programme and the Bateman proposals have further

expanded the base of citizen participation in educational decision

making.
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The Commissioner's desire to emphasize new approaches to early

childhood education has been implemented in activities like the New

Jersey Learning and Development Centre in Newark. In addition, the

Title I and Title III Departmental guidelines have promoted the

develoiment of other programmes which concentrate upon early child-

hood education. The Micro-Social Pre-School Learning System and some

of the work of the RIC illustrates this emphasis.

The Commissioner with the assistance of Stan Salett also has

succeeded to some degree in generating a new climate in New Jersey

education; a climate that is more amenable to change. Educators in

New Jersey are now more readily ex.:osed and perhaps more resi.onsive

to new techniques and programmes.

Despite these achievements, an outsider evaluatinc. the situation

in New Jersey's Education Department remains somewhat ambivalent. He

senses that much is going; on but that the coalescence of activities

needed to have a meaningful widespread impact on the state has yet

to occur. A number of exciting and promising programmes spurred by

the Division of Research, Planning and ..,;valuation are under way in

embryonic form and may just about be ready for widespread dissemin-

ation. The Division, however, as i.arburger enters the filal year of

his five year term, seems uncertain about whether or not to undertake

a more rigorous and visible role in efforts to implement educational

change in New Jersey.

It should again be stressed that powerful deterrents confront

those who attempt de novo to institutionalise research and develop-

ment capabilities in established public agencies. The problems con-

fronting Commissioner Varburger and r2 are faced by leaders in many

other states as tney attempt to generate educational change. It is

,cry difficult to obtain from reluctant officials in the legislative

and executive branches of government, particularly when economic

conditions are unfavourable, enduring financial commitments to support

"intangible" research and developmental activities. At the time of

writing there was still only a small percentage (10 to 15 par cent)

of the professional staff members of RPE who were supported by state

money.

One gets the impression of a flower finally ready to bloom bta

constrained by an unpredictable weather forecast. This metaphor

alludes, of course, to the uncertainty of whether Carl Marburger

will remain as Commissioner when his term expires on 30 June 1972.

Many of the seemingly inchoate and discrete programme components

wnich harburger and Salett have been attempting to put together
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appear ready to Jell. This will happen, of course, only if the

Commissioner is reappointed to administer plans and priorities which

finally seem ready for implementation.

As was indicated, the Commissioner's grants management strategy

through which he would be able to co-ordinate and allocate resources

according to his priorities, at the time of writing, is just getting

under way. Implementation of the Bateman criteria, wnich finally can

help to mitigate for cities the inequities of the state aid formula,

io likewise imminent. The state's educational problems have been

identified, defensible priorities have beef established, an;t a pro-

grame like Our Schools" is concurrently generating educational goals

and conducting a needs assessment progralume. Through the grants man-

aglment plan, fund administrators, once working in a fragmented way,

will now be co-ordinating their efforts to achieve the same goals

and priorities. The state tnon can begin to plan cohesively to act

on these priorities. The tv:w i3ureau of Grants :anagement can monitor

how programmes fit priorities and ensure that resources are "ear-

marked", for example, for pro,crammes like "Model Cities".

Potentially, then, for the first time New Jersey's Commissioner

of z,ducaLion will be in a position to plan and manage his agency in

a way that will guarantee that his priorities are being implemented

coherently in the allocation of resources.

One might guess that Carl Narburger could ask himself the

followin salicnt questions as he contemplates the future. des there

a way I might have pushed for change that would have alienated people

less? Would I have been in a stronger position vie-&-vis reappoint-

ment if I had troideu more cautiously or would this have negated the

progress we have made? If I had to do it over again, would I proceed

to build in a morc c=pro-ising -,ronaer bR9a of qiwnrt cA that

I could be more assured of instituting permanent educational changes?

r, hat hai, been the value of the nasty political struggles if I am not

in a Position to implement the reforms I have espoused?

These types of questions have plagued all reformers as they

attempt to assess their accomplishments. :reformers who hold public

office are in particularly complex and volatile positions. Those

leaders who boldly challenge the status QUO in an institution as

visible and controversial as the public schools inevitably pay some

price politically. Carl Narburger has made some notable contributions

to educatiAi in New Jersey. Whether or not his tactics have needlessly

undermined his chances for accomplishing even more will be debated

for years to come as events unfold.
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GLOSSARY

BATEMAN ACT, Chapter 254

Laws of New Jersey of 1970. Significant legislation, to improve

local educational programmes by giving the State Department of

Education the power to distribute incentive payments, prepare

criteria for such funds, encourage planning and evaluation

procedures as wAll as local accountability. Philosophy under-

lying Act: New Jersey school systems will direct efforts toward

bringing each child to the level of his own potential based on

objectives watch meet ctate, local and the individual's needs.

CAMDEN EDUCATIONAL DEVELOrMENT FROGRAMAE

By providing released time for teachers, this in-servi4project,

funded under Title III, ESEA, is designed to help staff members

plen ourriculum develoiment and improved instructto;lal tech-

niques.Provision is also made for training a group of substitute

teachers and para-professionals. Topics covered inolude differ-

entiated staffing and plans for working with disruptive children.

COMMISSIONER OP EDUCATION OF NEW JERSEY

Chief state school officer is appointed by the Governor, oy and

with the advice and consent of the Senate for a 5-year term.

As chief executive and administrative officer of the Department

ot Education, tne commissioner is tne budget and fiscal officer.

Se makes all persoLnel appointments subject to the approval of

the State Board and to Civil Service laws and assigns depart-

mental duties. He supervises all schools in the state which

receive state appropriations and serves as a member of the

Governor's cabinet.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE (HEW)

A major department of the federal government, presided over by

a commiesioner of Cabinet rank. The US Office of Education is

one of the many constituent units of the Department.
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DEPARTMSNT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVsLOrMENT (HUD)

A federal deArtment whose purpose is to inorease the effective-

ness of methods and techniques for solving community problems

such as housing, eduoation, public welfare And urban mass tram,-

portatioh. It provides assistunce relating to community develop-

ment for research, studies and de=nstrations.

DIVISION FO RESEARCH, PLANNING AND EVALUATION

A development unit of the New Jersey State Department of Educa-

tion for innovative educational programmes. The Division con-

sists of 5 Offices: Research and Development, Model Cities,

Planning, Programme Development and Programme Evaluation.

OFFICE OF PROGRANICE DEVELOPMENT

Responsible for programme design and models to meet defined

needs; advise on scheduling for programme installations;

provide consultation on design and conduct of prograilmes

in relation to total educational programmes and to district

and state priorities. Administers Title III, ESEA,for

Department.

OFFICE OF MODEL CITIES

The State Education Department contracted with HUD to

conduct a special project to define a role for state edu-

cation agencies in the federal Model Cities programme.

This office has created a liaison between local education

agencies and the local Model Cities agencies to assist in

the establishment and maintenance of good working relation-

ships between these agencies. It further seeks to improve

relationships between the State Department of Education

and the inner city neighbourhood residents.

OFFICE OF PLANNING

Works with other Department units and public schools to

develop internally consistent, comprehensive plans to meet

specific educational goals and objectives. It directs and

assists in integration of innovative practices and promis-

ing programmes identified within the state or across the

country. "Our Schools" programme was initiated by this

office.
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OFFICE OF PROGRAMME EVALUATION

Cc-ordinates evaluatiAl activities undertaken to improve

instruction throughout the State. Establishes criteria

for evaluating new or modified programmes.

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Responsible for providing information to all involved in

educational change in the State; testing all programmes

modifying and implementing new ones. The Teacher Innovation

Programme (mini-grants) is co- ordinated in this office.

EARMARKING

Setting aside a portion of programme funds for specified

purposes

EDUCATION PROFESS DEV.ELO.MENT ACT (EPDA)

Part of the nigher Education Act of 1965. This federal legis-

lation awards grants or contracts to attract or prepare persons

to become teachers and to help train para-professionals for

work in schools.

EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT CENTRE (EIC)

Regional centre, serving 8 southern counties of New Jerooy.

Funded under Title III, ESEA, its responsibilities are tied to

planning, research, programme development, evaluation and dis-

semination activities of new and innovative programmes. EIC

priority areas are: individualised instruction, special education

pre-school instruction, administrative in-service training, out-

door education, education for the culturally deprived and school

evaluation techniques.

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

The first large scale federal school aid law in the US history

designed to stimulate innovation, strengthen states, link

research with the schools and make the problems of the poor the

nation's number one educational priority. Brief descriptions of

the Act's 8 Titles follow.
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TITLE I
Compensatory Programmes. Designed to encourage and support

the establishment, expansion and improvement of special

programmes, including the construction of minimum school

facilities where needed, to meet the spvoial needs of

educationally deprived children of low income families.

This is the broadest of all ESEA Titles with the greatest

fisoal allocation indicating its primary importance.

TITLE II

Programme to make school library resources and other

printed and published instructional materials available

to school children to improve the educational quality in

the nation.

TITLE III

Projects to Advance Creativity in Education (PACE).

Designed to encourage school districts to develop imagin-

ative and exemplary solutions to educational problems; to

utilise research findings more effectively; and to oreate,

design and make intelligent use of supplementary centres

anu services. There are currently 49 projects in operation

throughout New Jersey. Projects are generally funded for

3 years with the expectation that the district will con-

tinue successful programmes with local resources. New

Jersey's adoption rate of 93 per cent is one of the highest

in the country. The ultimate goal is to have proven ideas

widely adopted and not just confined to a local district.

TITLE IV

Authorises training of research personnel and improved

dissemination of information from educational research

and development. Provides for construction and operation

of centres to improve the quality of teaching in schools

and for purchase of research equipment.

TITLE V

Programme to strengthen leadership resources of state

education departments. State education agency identifies

educational needs of the state and designs programmes to

meet these needs.

TITLE VI

Programmes for Special Education.
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TITL3 VII

Bilingual education for children fro :, low income feminist)

TITLE VIII

Development and'demonstrat:on projects for drop-out preven-

tion; demonstration projects in so400l health and nutrition

services for e:lildren from low income fFulilies.

MICRO-SOCIAL PRE-SCHOoL LEARNING SYSTEM

A model programme in Vineland, New Jersey for pre-eohoolere

from poor migrant families. It stresses development of language

and behavioural skills.

MINI-GRANTS (TEACHER INKVATION PROGRAMME)

small grants of money, provided by the State education Depart-

ment to individual teachers to experiment with innovative

inetruotional praotioes.

MODEL OITIb6 PROGRAMS

(A Title of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Aot of

1966). A federally funded programme administered by the US

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to develop

and implement comprehensive plate for revitalisingsblighted

urban neighbourhoods. Thera are about 150 Model Cities in the

US and 9 of them are in New Jersey, Concerns of the agency

include; education, howling, health, income, sooial service'',

aoonomio development and mass transportation.

NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAMS

Assists with funds and food to provide wholeeome lunohes every

school day to the Nation's school ohildren. Includes provision

for purchase of fuod preparation equikment in poor areas and a

new pilot breakfast programme for needy school children. It iB

administered by the US Department of Agriculture's Consumer and

Marketing Service in oo-operation with State Departments of

Education, The latter enter into agreements with individual

school districts for the operation of the programme,

NEW JEREISY ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS (NJASA)

An organisation consisting of ohief school Officer° of New

Jersey's school districts.
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NEW JERSEY CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS

A state affiliate of the National Congress of Parents and

Teachers. its goal io to maintain and improve publio education

in the state through the co-operative efforts of parents and

teachers.

NE4 JERSEY DEPARTMENT cF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

A recently created unit of the State nt to promote

co-ordinatei approaches to community proble , particularly

in urban areas.

NEW JERSEY EDUCATION A3600IATION (NJEA)

An affiliate of the National Eduoation Assooiation. It repre-

sents public school teachers and administrators. Strong influ-

ence on educational legislation, teacher negotiations, curricu-

lum and other matters pertinent to public education.

NEW JERSEY LEARNING AND DEMDPMENT CENTRE

Based in the Newark Sprinafield Avenue Community School, it

serves as a regional demonstration and researoh centre. It has

two operational models: 1) community schools with a day care

component and a kindergarten-second grade unit, 2) Training

technology and staff development for local leaders.

NEW JERSEY STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

A 12-member body appointed to 6-year overlapping terms by the

Governor with consent of the Senate. A speoial requirement

mandates that 3 members must be women. The State Board sets

polioy and assumes overall responsibility for the publio schools

of New Jersey.

NW JERSEY STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

A principal department of the executive branch of the state

government. It is composed of a State Board of Eduoation and

the Commissioner of Education with such division, bureaus,

branches, officers and employees ae are necessary to carry out

the mandate of the State Constitution. In it eduoation is stated

as a state responsibility through which the free publio sohools

of the state must provide a thorough and effioient syetem of
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instruction for all children of the state between 5 and 18.

The functions of the Department fall into 4 areas: service to

the local school districts; regulations (teacher and school

certification), distribution of federal funds, pupil trans-

portation: adjudication; and an executive function in such

matters as dispensing state aid, administering* of the State

Library, the State Nuseum and the State School for the Deaf.

N8'w JERSEY URBAN SCHOOLS DEVELOPMENT COUNOIL (USDC)

An educational coalition of the 10 largest oities in the state,

funded under Title III, to co-ordina"-.e a common approach to

urban educational problems. Designed to serve as an agent of

change, the USDC works in areas of research, programme develop-

ment, evaluation and dissemination efforts.

OFFICE OF ECONOIC OPPORTUNITY (CE0)

A federal bureau created to administer the Economic Opportunity

Aot of 1964. The office approves proposals, makes grants and

monitors the operations of programmes designed to bring compen-

satory services to the disadvantaged. The Titles of the Act

include youth programmes, urban and rural community action

programmes, special programmes for migrants, work experience

programmes, administration and co-ordination. The Economic

Opportunity Act was the first broad-gauged legislation designed

to combat poverty in the nation.

OMBUDSMAN

A representative of the people who has direct access to public

officials in efforts to redress citizens' grievances.

OUR SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

Project involving broad spectrum of citizens across the state

in the development of needs, objectives and goals for education

in the State.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Federal Legislation designed to strengthen and improve the

quality of vocational education and to expand vocational

education opportunities.
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SUMMARY

Sweden is famous all over the world for the speed with wnich

it has Carried through a radical programme of educational reform.

At the centre of Lis work throughout the 1960e has been.the

National Board of Education - NBE. And within the Board, research

mid development work has come to be concentrated in the renowned

Bureau L.4.

It is this seotion of NBE, and the activities of other seotions

which inolude researoh and develovment work, which this case study

deaoribes.

But the author first traces the history of the Swedish

educational eystem briefly up to 1940, and then in more detail:

through the 1940s a decade of surveyb, the 1950s - a decade of

experiment and researoh, to the 1960;, in which the transition to

the nine-year comprehensive and associated reforms dominated the

educational scene.

Bureau L.4 had its origins in the Department of research and

Development of NB: it was a logical development from the Department,

and has now taken place formally at the centre of innovative activ-

ity within the system. But innovative activity does occur in Sweden

in a number of other institutions and bureaux, and they snd their

relationship to L.4 is described.

Anyone coming across th? recent history of change in the Swedish

sohools system must be impressed, not only by what has been achieved,

but by the rate of progress. The author suggests that one important

faotor in this has been that the most significant demands for reform

and change have come from outside the system - from the people them-

selves through their elected representative politicians, and not

from professional educational and school administrative sources. On

both political and social premises, influential organisations and

individuals have come to believe that the existing system is not

satisfaotory, and they have been able to articulate their views. Then

there has been a useful interaction between these people and the

existing educational executive, mainly in the political administra-

tion of the Ministry of Education. The leaders of this have during

the last 30 years, in the author's view, become strongly involved in
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new ideas and reform of the system. Since its reorganisation in

1964, the NBS's role has followed a new and even more radical oourse.

Previously, its role'had been mainly that of supervising, controlling

and carrying out financial duties - "walking backwards into the

future", as one observer described its Since 1964 the new BBB has

made its mark as an initiator as well as a powerful apparatus for

implementing innovations, and has been much more concerned with

content and the qualitative aspects of school develoiment. Bureau

L.4 has played no small part in this change of emphasis.

In his conclusion, the author singles out some ourrent points

of growth for innovation in education in Sweden: among them teaoher

training, refresher training, new methods of disseminating researoh

and new itethods, and the training of researchers.

Pew school systems and school reforms have been founded to the

same degree on educational research findings as has the Swedish.

This study traces the progress of new ideas, through an innovative

agency out into the system.
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Chapter I

TIL SNEDI6H SCHWA SY6Tr,N: RISTL,RICAL BACKuACUN

The central administration for the educational research and

development activity within the Swedish school systeA is in the

hands of a central authority, the Swedish National Poard of Education

(NBE). NB2 also has complete responsibility for educational

research and development work. The major portion of the central

. management of these tasks falls on a special research and develop-

ment bureau (Bureau L.4). It is the activities of this Bureau wnioh

are the main subject for description.

The Secondary School

In line with the EUropean school tradition the earliest school

measures in Sweden were taken in conjunction with the Church

and its efforts to educate ministers - and later to enable other,

specially selected persons to learh to read.

Since the Reformation the country has had a State Church, and

the first school law (15?:. was a part of the country's church laws.

In spite of a certain humanistic and natural-scientific element

the school was. until 1849, definitely a Latin school.

In 1760 an education commission suggested that the school extend

its range of subjects to natural history, physics, economy and

bookkeeping. But this proposal was not accepted. In 1820 it was

resolved that the activity in the school should be investigated by

a commission every third year (a forerunner of today's policy of

rolling reforms!).

In 1849 the country was given new regulations for the secondary

school, and beginning in 1856 the two educational courses, the

classical and the natural science courses, were given equal status.

The secondary school did not have its own central administration,

separate from the direct leadership of the Church, until 1904. The

following year the lower secondary school (realskolan was separated

from the rest of the school system as an independent, unified section

with its own examinations. Beginning with this the way to the
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gymnasium (the upper secondary school) was thus normally through

realekolan (Refer to Diagram 1). Not until 1953, however, were the

two traditional gymnasium courses supplemented with a third course,

the jeneral course, in which social studies and modern language

were given a prominent position.

6ven though the question of organisation and content in the

upper secondary school has been under practically constant surveil-

lance since the 1930s it has, until very recently, retained an

encyclopedic character, gradually assuming greater breadth in its

range of subjects.

during the post-war period (since 1945) the organisational

development of the secondary school has been marked to a high degree

by the developments within the primary school and the new comprehen-

sive school. A total evaluation of the secondary school was made by

the 1960 Gymnasium Commission.

Diagram 1

1842 1894 1905 1927

is Primary comprehensive Lower- secondary

sk.hoo I U school
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1956 1962 1964

(Upper secondary

school)



This commission also considered the existing; commercial gymnasia

and technical gymnasia in relation to the general aoademio gymnasium,

and with the reform and general development of the upper secondary

school as a whole,

The Riksdag (the Swedish Parliament) decided on a now gymnasium

form in 1964, and this was put into operation in 1966. A thorough

organisational revision of this form, meaning that the dissimilar

types of upper secondary education will be co-ordinated into one

"comprehensive gymnasium", will be made, beginning this year (1971).

The Primary School,

Primary ecLooling also started under the auspices of the Church,

and later, too, o' certain parents. The first law for elementary instruc-

tion was hulded down in 1686, but it was not until 1842 that the

communities were gilen the task of providing schools. Characteristic-

ally enough ';his decision was made by the same Riksdag that reorgan-

ised local f,overnment, providing for regulated municipal autonomy.

Even at ae early a date as the introduotion of the "Folkskola" (the

people's school) six years of compulsory attendance seems to have

been envisaged. It was not instituted by law, however, until 40 years

later (1882), and it did not become a reality for the whole country

until the 1930s.

The 1940s - The ARe of School Surveys

However, the political and central administrative authorities

began to work intensively on further planning and development of the

Swedish school system, and in the first instance on the primary school.

The 194Us stand out in modern Swedish school history as a period

of surveys and reports. Headed by the Minieter of Education the Govern-

ment appointed a school committee, the Committee of 2nquiry, in 1940.

This committee was composed of 14 school professionals and university

people, and was to present a summary of the whole of the general edu-

cation school system.

The extensive report which the committee made in 1947 contained,

among other things, proposals for a new, expanded elementary school,

an eight-year compulsory school, with a certain amount of streaming

of the pupils after four years. The committee also presented outlines

for the development of secondary schools.

Even at the time that the expert Committee of Enquiry (of 1940)

was appointed it was obvious that it would present fundamental material

which a political commission would then continue to work with. The
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1946 Royal School Commission took over the task even before the 1940

committee had completely finished its work. The new commission

too had the then Mlnister of Education (Mr. Tage 4rlander, later

?rime Minister from 1946-1969) as iti chairman. In this manner the

political significance accorded to the 1946 School Commission was also

emphasized.

Through the work of the commission and its proposals the idea

of a comprehensive school made its breakthrough in Swedish school

policies. The proposal. presented in 1948, retained the plan for

9-year comprehensive sonool. But this commission arrived at a model

differAnt from that of its committee-predecessor. The let to the 6th

grades would, in principle, be the same for everyone. In the 7th and

8th grades most of the subjects, and thereby most of the material,

would be presented in joint classes, but at these levels there would

'le limited possibilities for free choice of subjeots. Not until the

9th grade would there be a clear division into various courses..

"Without a doubt this idea of differentiation by the Bohool

Commission was daring for its day. It is characterised by the

post-war periol's hippy optimism and great belief in education

as a developing and peace-promoting fa0tor."

(from Sixten Narklund: Var nva °kola Or barn, ungdom ooh

vuxna - Our new school for children, youths and adults:

Bonnier°, Stookholm, 1970, p,40).

When the Rikedag (in 1950) discussed the new sohool structure

it determined that the status of the reform would be initially that

of a broadly applied experimental activity,

This parliamentary resolution in 1950 marked a turning point

in the development of the Swedieh aohool system. As background for

the resolution there were extensive reports and intensive debate.

The proposal was presented by a Social-Democrat Government, A

majority of the Liberal and Conservative members of the Rikedag

supported the plans. Criticism of the proposal was mainly expressed

by the teachers in the secondary schools who in their evaluation,

almost unanimously considered it an impossibility to keep pupils of

uneven abilities and interests togother for eight or nine years. The

Rikedag resolution meant that a clear, political position had been

taken on the prinoiple of the comprehensive school.

At the same time the Rikedag Resolution in 1950 meant the

beginning of a period of increased experimental and research aotivi-

tiee. These were clearly grounded in the politioal deoision to
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implement a nine-year comprehensive school. The research activity

of the 19508, which included a series of scientific pedagogical

studies, becave in the 1960s a more strictly planned pedagogical

researoh and development activity.

The 4.50s - The Are of Experiment and Researoh

At the request of the 3946 School Commission, Professor John

Elmgren carried out a study of intelligence on a nationally repre-

sentative selection of pupils aged 11-15 years, in which the question

of "theoretical" and "praotical" intelligence in particular, was

elucidated. The results were of significance for the Commission's

proposals on vital aspects of the streaming problems.

A similar study was later made oy Professor Kjell iittrnquist

for the 1957 School Commission. On contraot this commission obtained

expert statements from other scientific sources (professors in

psychology and education) on the question of streaming.

The School Commission of 1946 proposed two kinds of experimental

activity:

a) activity that would include whole coimunities or groups

of communities.

b) experiments in special experimental schools.

Under the former, as early as 1949 a total of 144 communities

applied to be included in exp.3riments with new reforms, 14 of these

sere chosen. This experimental activity was led centrally by NBE and

said for by the communal school authorities. At the end of the

experimental period (1962) the communities partioipating inoluded

about half the country's population.

Under the latter type of experiment, bne school was put into oper-

ation in 1958 Linkhing), but the results from this soho01

e.:erted only a very little influence on the final solution of the

organisational and educational problems associated with the compre-

hensive school reform. On the other hand, this school has

submitted results in a number of more limited areas that have been

of significance for the schools' qualitative development and in

particular for the pedagogical-methodological development. This

school, which was the only experimental school of its kind, disoOn-

tinued its special duties in this sector in 1968, when it was

absorbed into a new system of attaching special experimental and

demonstration schools to the fifteen teaoher training collegee in

the country.
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In 1953 the Riksdag announced that no more lower secondary

schools ("realskolor") would be established. As there were excep-

tionally large numbers of pupils coming forward this meant that it

would be the nine-year co:4r,hensive school which, to an increasing

degree, would have to accept those who wanted more schooling after

the 6th grade. Phis was nlso stated very clearly. The experimental

activity had to be exonded. The reform that would introduce the

9-year comprehensive schools had become a mature result of develop-

ments and the decisions that had been made.

Transition to the Comprehensive School

The results arrived at during the experimental period, 1950-

1962, were of value when changes were under way. There was a rapid

and effective feedback, especially where the questions of organisa-

tion, freedom to choose subjects and other forms of streaming were

involved. The greatest difficulties, however, were found in the

internal, qualitative work of the school: the transition to a greater

degree of individualisation, self-activity, progress in study tech-

niques and social upbringing. The final report, "Experimental

Activity with the Nine-Year Comprehensive School" (Forsoksverksamhet

med narig enhetsskola, Stockholm, 1959, p.284), offers a clear,

extensive picture of the plans, data and results of the experimental

period.

In 1957 the Riksdag appointed a third, important Royal School

Commission. This was now to continue work on the questions of the

school's objectives and tasks in society. On the basis of experi-

mental results it was also to formulate the content of the new com-

prehensive school. It was even given the task of making proposals

for the organisational amalgamation with other types of schools,

making financial calculations, etc.

At the same time (in 1957) the Riksdag determined that the

current experimental activity should be completed by the end of the

school year 1961/62, and be followed by a general transition to a

compulsory, organisationally comprehensive 9-year school.

It was the National Board of Education that, in conjunction with

the communities, was given the job of planning the bringing into

existence of the new school. The country was divided into primary

and secondary school regions. A 1C-year plan for school buildings

was drawn up. This was continuously revised. The communities, which

had to be reorganised into large units or co-operative community

blocks because of the school reform, introduced a completely new
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organisation for the school Loards and school principals, in which

all community schools were placed under the same administration.

The training of teachers was reorganised in stages, 1954-1958

and 1968. This led to the training of the various categories of

teachers being carried out in a new type of higher education insti-

tution, the teacher training colleges, which also offered in-service

training to teachers and engaged in pedagogical research. Because of

the government subsidies it was now possible to develop more unified

pupil transportation, school medical services and school meals. Free

textbooks were now available, first throughout the compulsory school

and later in all secondary schools.

The greater part of this rationalisation fell to NB4 centrally,

and to the school boards locally. NBr; co-operated here with other

central authorities such as the National social Welfare Board, the

National P;edical Board (these two were later combined), and the

National Labour Market Board. Characteristic of the Jcandinaviau

reform and development activities in the school is the fact that

they are co-ordinated as parts of a further social and economic

planning.

For this experimental activity NBE drew up new curriculum guides

in 1951, 1953, 1955 and 1962. In addition, a large number of study

plans and instructions for teachers' planning in the new sc,m1 were

drawn up. The curriculum of 1962 is strongly influenced by the experi-

ments with the 9-year school. According to resolutions in the Hiksdag

that same year this was to be gradually introduced all over the coun-

try during the course of the following decade.

This resolution remained valid until the next new teaching plan

for the comprehensive sc,00l was introduced in 1970.

Combining the Primary and Secondary School

Traditionally, the primary school and the secondary school have

been placed, so to speak, side-by-side (see diagram 1). In 1894 it

was decided that the secondary school was to be a 9-year school,

founded on the third grade of the primary school. Gradually a larger

and larger portion of the primary school was made the basis for the

secondary school until, beginning in 1964, it was necessary to have

completed the 9-year primary school as a basis for attending the

secondary school.

The current combination of the two types of school apl:ears in

diagram 1, furthest to the right.
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A picture of just how large a percentage of the various age-

groups attended the various types or school in 1940, 1964 and 1970

respectively is presented in diagram 2. To-day 99 per cent of all

7-15 year old pupils attend the comprehensive schools, including the

special schools, 80 per cent of the 16-18 year olds are found in the

gymnasia or parallel vocational schools, while approximately 30 per

cent of all 19-24 year olds receive post-gymnasium education.
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Diagram 2

THE QUANTITATIVE SCOPE OF 1HE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN 1940, 1964, 1910

PRIMARY AND LOWER
SECONDARY LEVEL

WV secondary Schools,
girls' schools
Middle schools

4'8, of all 1.15 year olds UPPER SECONDARY
LEVEL

r Gymnasia

5 *t. or all 16.18 year olds
POST-SECONDARY

LEVEL

HOW IT WAS

184 1440

HOW IT WAS

184 1964

Primary schools

15% of all 7-15 year olds

fee tostitiolsolY stho013

The comprehensive schools

and the primary schools

95% of all 7-15 year olds

Vocational schools

5 % of all 16-18 year aids

Higher education

5% 01 all 15-24 year olds

Cymnasia

Specialized professional
schools

I Vocational schools

Silt'. of all 16-18 year olds

Universities and other
specialized post-secondary
lines 0 education

11%0 all 19-24 year olds

Universities

Specialized colleges
Specialized post-

HOW IT IS Tee comprehensive schools

Gymnasia

Specialized professional
schools

Vocational schools

'Gymnasiums lines of

education

leg. post clerks,
officers, journalists)

1W 1410 99% of all year olds 75% cit all 16-18 year pSds 35.i, el all 1914 year olds
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Chapter II

THE CENTRAL ADhINISTRATION

Origin and Creation of the NBE

In the Swedish central public administration the ministries

(departmenti are Government staff units (civil service). They pre-

pare the Government's proposals on political and economic problems.

'within the sphere of purely administrative activity their tasks may

be said to be fairly limited. Administration, decision raking in-

cluded, is to a great extent delegated to other central authorities.

NBE, under the Ministry of Education, is one.

Another such body - for the universities tuld the professional

schools - is the Office of the Chancellor of the universities.

As mentioned in Chapter I the upper schools were given their

own central administration, separate from the Church, in 1904. Ten

years later a similar central administration was organised for the

primary school (0/11k2lbm=yralgen). In 1920 the two administra-

tions were combined into one National Board of Eduoation (NHS).

A special central administration for vocational training was

formed in 1944. This lasted until 1964, when it was combined with

the central administration for the general school system to become

the present NHS.

On the basis of experience and a further development of the

school system as a whole, several later reorganisations of NBE have

taken place. In 1,)51, for instance, as a result of the Riksdag's

decision (in 1950) on the new school, a special experimental

department was established which was to lead the pedagogical experi-

mental activity within the sector of the comprehensive school.

The present arrangement of NBE dates from 1964 (refer to diagram

3), with a few later changes.

According to its statutes NBE has the supervision of

general education, including the people's high schools (Leak-

hkskolor), the public library and free public education,
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the training, supplementary eduoation and refresher courses

for teachers and other public servants,

the instruotion of children of sohool-age and aotivities

conneoted with this,

eonoole and aotivities in conjunotion with these that are a

part of the School Aot of 1962,

schools and other training of children, young people and adults,

as well as activities in conjunotion with this engaged in by

the Central Government - or with state subsidies fro& the

community, the county or others.

NBE is organised (see diagram 3 above) with

a governing board (styrelse),

a director-general (GO,

a deputy direotor-general (0),

two staff bodies (information departaent - IS

and reporting department .US, as well as

five departments (information department for general

school problems - UA, the instruction department for

vocational training problems - UY, the department for

teacher training and pedagogical development - L, the

department for planning - P, and the department for

administration problems - A).

Each department is divided into twc, or more bureaux. One bureau

(for adult education - is directly subordinate to the top

administration. As is shown on the diagram, several of the bureaux

are divided into seotions. This holds true for bureau L.4 - the

bureau to be described in this report, which has speoial responsibil-

ity for research and development.

A new organisational plan for NBE will be presented shortly.

There it is expected that the departments for general subjects and

vocational subjeots will be amalgamated into a unified school depart-

ment. In return, adult education will have its own department. It is

not expeotcd that there will be any marked changes in the pedagogical

research and development aotivity.

A central administration (like NBE) whose main task is to plan

and co-ordinate measures in the school has to funotion in such a way

that different tasks and projects can be integrated. NBE maintains
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that the so-called department principle offers greater possibilities

in achieving that aim than the subject-office principle would,

The accepted principle for planning, oO-ordination and inte-

gration are clearly demonstrated later in the case study of bureau

L.4. For example, the officials in this bureau participate every day

in meeting with colleagues from other bureaux. More than is the case

in other bureaux there is great activity in "cross etruotural" grOupeo

in other: words, working groups witn special projects of common

interest,

.11.9.110a (klbildpinasdeoartementet)

The Ministry of Eduoation, which is one of the eleven Government

ministries, is formally the tol., body for the administration of all

education in the country.

The Ministry is divided into four departments. One of these

works on school and teacher-training, one with the universities and

institutions of higher education, one with culture and one with

ecclesiastical matters. Adult education is placed unaer the school

department.

The Ministry seldom, if ever, takes the direct initiative in

innovation questions for the school except where these are questions

of principle or of an education-political nature. But proposals whioh

are presented either by political or professional bodies are discussed.

In order to clarify current problems, including those concerning

innovations more or loos directly, the Ministry often takes the

initiative in commissioning surveys - either by royal.

commissions, or in special report projects to NEE or other central

bodies. Even though some people in the middle of the 196Us believed

that the age of reports and commissions within the school system

should end, and any future problems should be handled by the officials,

it has been shown that there ie still a place for them.

As an example, there is the important commission that is now

studying and reporting on post-gymnasium study opportunities, in-

cluding questions that also affect the gymnasium level, called the

1968 Educational Committee (U68), The under-secretary in the Ministry

of Education is the chairman of the committee, and three director-

generals (of NBE, the National liabour Market Board and the Office

of the Chancellor of the Universities) are the other permanent mem-

bers. Three reference groups are connected with the committee, with

representatives from the political parties, the Board of Education

and the Labour Market Board.
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Such committees are planned in close co-operation with the

offioiala, however; for the schools this means the liB8 and/or the

Office of the Chancellor of the Universities (see page 375).

When the Ministry has received proposals for new activities

or changes of previous routines - as proposals from committees or

reports - these are usually sent for comment to the affected or

otherwise interested organisations,institutions or individuals.

Important reporting bodies on school questions are the teachers'

organisations, the parents' organisations, the National Social

Welfare Board, the National Labour Market Board, the universities

and the teacher training colleges. Among the more "heavy" influen-

tial authorities, the national federation of labour unions and the

union of employers should also be mentioned.

Proposals and reactions are then discussed in the relevant

ministerial department. Before the matter is taken up by the Minister

and, perhaps, by the $iksdag, there is usually contact with the other

ministries affected. Frequently, new proposals will also have finan-

cial consequences. In such cases they are then discussed with the

Ministry of Finance.

Thef'reportsqactivity has proved to be of great importance for

the reform and innovation activities in the school system. The most

important committees are parliamentary, which moans that they are

comprised of representatives of the large political parties in the

Riksdag. school administrators, teachers and educational researchers

are often on the committees, too, either as regular committee members

or as special experts. This co-ordination at the committee level has

1940 Committee of Enquiry

Aotive during
the years

Resulted in Aot
of Parliament in

1940-47

1946 School Commission 1946-52 1950, 1954

1951 Board of Bducation
Investigation 1951-55 1958

1957 School Committee 1957-61 196 2

1960 Secondary School
Committee 1960-63 1964

1960 Consultative Committee
on Teacher Training 1960-65 1967

1963 Committee on Voca-
tional Training 1963-70 1968, 1971
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proved to be of great importance for the later progress of the pro-

posalsi it is very seldom that a well-founded committee proposal

does not lead to measures by the Government, the diksdag or within

NBE.

This is illustrated by the followik: list showing some of the

more important committees and their results.

There is reason to note that the period between a report

the passing of an Aot in the Riksdag is fairly short. When the

parliamentary resolution is ready the planning aotivity in NBE is,

as a rule, well under way.

As a typical Swedish feature it oan also be noted that commit-

tees of this type often commission researchers to do special research

studies. For this reason there are a large number of doctoral theses

on education written in conneotion with committee reports.
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Chapter III

BUREAU L.4. POR RESEARCH AND SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT

The bureau has grown up as a special seotion within NBE in the

course of a twenty-year period. There are several interesting fea-

tures in this development.

In this chapter the current situation, including' the resources

available, will be briefly presented.

DAvelopment

The School Commiesion of 1946 proposed that experimental activity

should be started in conjunction with the plans for a nine-year com-

pulsory school (see pp. 369,370).

In order to have a body to lead the experimental activity, NBE

proposed as early as 1948 that funds be made available for a special,

smaller administrative unit within UBE. The following year the

Rikedag gave the go-ahead for this organisation, and in 1950 it was

deolared that the administration of experimental aotivity and account-

ing should as a whole be a part of NBS and that the necessary funds

for this would be placed at NBE's disposal. The research department

was granted formal status on 1 July 1951. At that time its staff

consisted of two educational counsellors, two assistant research

fellows, three research assistants, one research expert (half time),

one first secretary and a clerk.

Beginning with the school year 1952-53 the department was

divided into three bureaux for

a) general questions on experimental activity as well as

questions on the comprehensive school's lower and medium

stages,

b) theoretical subjects and courses at the upper level within

the compalsory school as well as experimental activity

within the upper schools,

c) theoretical and practical vocational orientation, prepar-

atory vocational training, as well as practical lower

secondary schools.
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Gradually, the staff has been somewhat expanded, while the

department from the start was concerned with most of the questions

on the experimental communities, a large part of these tasks was

gradually transferred to othor, relevant working units within NU.

A layman's board was attached to the department. The leader Of

the department was chairman of the board, and it had seven other

membersoinoluding three parent-representatives, As a rule the board

had two meetings a year. Reports were submitted on the experimental

activity, and questions on future work were discussed.

When the researoh and experimental department was discontinued

in 1962, due to the fact that the fixed experimental period in

connection with the new comprehensive school had ended, the whole

of 1438 was reorganised. Among other changes a new bureau was set up

within NBi, to take care of educational research and development work.

A parallel bureau, within the same department, was concerned with

school-psychologioal questions.

In conjunction with the new organisational set-up (1964) there

was discussion as to whether the development activity should be

divided between the different working units or if there should be a

special working unit. The researoh and experimental department

remained as a speoial bureau, however, with the title "Bureau for

educational development aotivity" (L.4). Since 1962 this has admin-

istratively been a part of the department for teaoher-training

(see diagram 3). The most important reason for this appears to be

that he bureau was thereby placed in the department that would also

administer the teacher training colleges and institutions. The

intention was, even at that time, that these should be important

bodies in future national A & D activity..

(Since that same date (1964) the Office for School Psychological

Activity has belonged to the Department for General School. Questions

(UA)).

In 1965 the bureau (L.4) was given a special seotion for test

construotion. Even though NBE had also been responsible earlier

for tests used in the schools, the construction of them had been

done outside the Board (at the universities and, later on, at the

Stockholm School of Education). 1

In 3969 L.4 was also given formal responsibility for the develop-

ment of educational materials (aids), and a new seotion was establish.

ed to work particularly in this sector.

A general overview of NBE's present (spring 1971) organisation

is given in diagram 3. Department L has now been divided into four

bureaux, (See diagram 4).
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Diagram 4

[!]
52 S3

L 1 takes care oft teacher training for experimental and

primary school teachers,

as well as epeoial teachers,

supplementary training

L 2 takes care of: training of teaohers of vocational subjects

L 3 takes care of: refresher courses for teachers, prinoipals

and other personnel

L 4 takes care of: educational research and development

aotivity,

development of educational aids,

evaluation questions.

L 4 is then divided into three working sections:

L.411 School research

L.4:2 Development of educational aids

L.4:3 Evaluation questions. (see also diagram 3 and
PP. 382-390)

Organisation

As shown in the organisational plan for MBE (diagram 3) L.4 is

formally a bureau and on the same level as and co-ordinated with 16

other bureaux.

However, this bureau's special position within the larger organ-

isation (NEE) must not be forgotten. The leader of the bureau and its

officials constantly emphasize the larger whole of which they are a
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part. If this bureau had been a unit by itself many of its functions

and strategies would have had to be very different.

L.4 le organisationally attaohed to the adminiatration of the

Board, which also has major responsibility for the policy by which

the board is led at all times, Formal - and to an equally high degree

informal contacts also exist continually with other departments,

particularly with those that have special responsibility for teaching

questions (UA and UY) and for the planning of the national education

system (P), as well as with the other bureaux belonging to department

L, (see page 357 above).

In this connection it should also be mentioned that there is a

NBE Board for Educational Development and Reaearoh Aotivity, eto,,

also called the advisory board. This is historically a continuation

of a body that acted as board for the teaoher training colleges in

Stockholm (starting in 1956) and Na1m4 (since 1960). When the admin-

istration of the teacher training colleges was placed in the hands

of NBE (in 1962) this special board on which the rector and the

professor of eduoation at the teacher training colleges were repre-

sented, was dissolved. In order to continue formal contact with this

expertise in educational research and development (R & D), the above-

mentioned board was established. Representatives from the teaohersl

and parents' organisation were also members of this board.

To a certain extent this board could also be considered a con-

tinuation of the laymen's board, which funotioned in oonjunotion with

the experimental activity in the 1950s (see page 382).

The board has, according to its terms of referenoe, the task Of

assisting the National Board with advice and proposals on more exten-

sive educational studies and experiments to promote aotivity and

development of the school within the Board's sphere of work.

It usually meets twice a year now, a two-day meeting in the

autumn and a one-day meeting in the spring. The offioials present

plane and orientation on projects. Other current questions can also

be discussed here.

As things stand today, this advisory board (which has the

General Director as chairman) does not appear to have any particularly

important funotion, Contaot with professionals is made more flexibly

and effioiently in other ways, and the teaoherat and the parental

organisations have (since 1964) had representatives direotly on

the Board itself and can make their views telt there.

The advisory board deacribed above gradually proved quite

ineffeotive. Its activities have been of little importanoe for the
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research and innovation work within NBE, and on all aides it has

been emphasized that there would have to bo.a reorganisation of

contaots with "the field", The problem was taken up by the

Ministry in a proposition (dated 26 February 1971) to the Riksdag.

Here it is stressed that the working situation in the school is not

only affected by conditions in the school itself but, to an equally

high degree, by conditions in the rest of aooiety, The need for an

evaluation of aotivity in the sohool is also very much emphasized.

Included on this reorganised advisory board will be .repre-

sentatives of the general social interests and of the parents, the

personnel of the school and the pupils, as well as of the behavioural-

soientifio research personnel.

Just how much progress will be made by such a reorganisation in

relation to the arrangement that has been praotisei up until now is

perhaps doubtful. If an advisory board is to have any real mission

in the steering of extensive research and development work it must

be given a olear and fairly extensive mandate, as well as reasonable,

praotical working conditions. The impression received from present

plane is that no one is iholined to snow the board any of these

things. If this is the case the advisory board will continue to be

more "window dressing" than an aotual instrument in the guiding of

the R & B aotivity.

To an outside observer, the question also arises 4f how expedient

it is to place a research and development unit, with the responsibil-

ity for a whole sohool system, in a position subordinate to the cen-

tral administrative apparatus. The faot that emphasis is placed On

this same unit's also being given the responsibility for the evaluation

of work in the schools, in other words of the activity for which its

superior central administration has been responsible, as is the case

in Sweden, causes the observer to have even more reservations. Very

recently various questions have been asked, mainly by politioiane,

on the advisability of letting NBE make the evaluation of develop-

ments,

Ftelationship of 1!.k to Other Branches gf Bi

Contacts with other departments and branohes within NBE appear

in most cases to take place on an informal level and because of

particular needs, especially in the granting or priority to new

projects and praotioal problems that arise in the implementation of

accepted tasks.
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All divisions within NB6 are free to propose sector& in wiiioh

there aipears to be a need for researon, or for more dotailed des-

criptions of projeots that should be given priority. L.4, for its

part, also asks to receive such proposals, and deliberately invites

them.

L. 4 also seeks furthor contact with the departments inside

NB most concernud, among them the school consultants, in order to

discuss project plans that have been presented by various researoh

institutions (in univeroities and teacher training colleges).

The annual deoisions on the programme for research and develop-

ment are made by NU itself. Th.-1 bureau (L.4) thus has no independent

right to make decisions on the larger lines of the programme. Before

it is ayproved it is discussed by a reviewing group composed of the

five department leaders plus the chief of bureau L.4. The preparation

and follow-up activity in connection with these discuasions and

decisions is left mainly to the R & D unit kL.4). Decisions made in

conneotion with individual research projects are leit completely to

the R & D unit.

The position of the Bureau in the organisation pattern may also

be questioned by an outsider.

Could note department that works in relation to the whole school

system, and primarily for research and development, including the

development of teaching aids and the evaluation of the content and

quality of the school, just as reasonably be set up as a staff body

(division) on a level equal to the information delArtment (IS) and

the reportirv- department (US) (see diagram 3)? It is obvious that

there are points of contaot between the research and development

aotivity and the teacaer-training sector, but are these more promin-

ent than the relationship with for instance, the teaching depart-

ments?

This problem has previously been discussed within NBE. it has

been claimed, for example, that there was a desire not to have too

many staff divisions and thus too extensive administration directly

subordinate to the top administration. This is an argument to be

considered, but it is possible that L.4's position should be re-

evaluated, on the basis of the projects whicn it has gradually been

assigned, the manner in which these are solved and new experiences

which are gained thereby.
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The Three Sectignq of the Bureau

Bureau L.4 is headed by a direotor (educational adviser) who

has scientific qualifications. each seotion is led by a highly

qualified section head.

Section It Sohool Research

It is this section and its aotivity that will be the

objeot of primary interest in the following ohapters of this

report.

The following projeots are listed for the sections

a) taking the initiative for and promotion of

researoh of importance to the school,

b) planning and co- ordination of school research

of current interest to the various working

units of NB8,

o) contaot and co-operation, in Sweden as well as

abroad, with scientific and other institutions

engaged in activities of significance for school

research,

d) the dissemination within NBE as well as to the

school system, in particular the teaoher-training

institutions, of the results and experiences

gained from school research,

e) deciding the budget and other questions on grants

within the spher9 of aotivity of the seotion.

Section 2: Development of Educational Aids

As pointed out previously (page 382) this is the seotion

that most recently beoame a part of the Bureau. Seotion 2 has

the following official tasket

I Planning, in co-operation with the responsible working

unit for the respective teaching-plan aotivity, of

projects to offer the basis for the production,

seleotion and use of educational aids:

a) analysis and treatment of the teaching plan's

objectives and questions in conjunction with this

on the development of educational aids,
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b) development of prototypes for educational aide,

o) the development of methods and media for utilis-

ation of new types of educational aide,

II Analysis, in consultation with the producers and

institutions in question, of ourrent needs for the

development and production of eduoational eldest

a) co-ordination of MBE's contacts with teaching

aid producers,

b) priority-ranking of measures with a special view

to shortage sectors.

III Experimental aotivity with, as well as the trial and

evaluation of educational aids:

a) contact with the producers, schools, etc., in

question,

b) consultation with the National School Book Board

and others in conjunotion with evaluations by the

institutions interested.

IV Questions concerning the teohnical, organisational and

financial consequences of the purohase and utilisation

of educational aids - in co-operation with the insti-.

tutions responsible for this:

a) development and adaptation of technical aids,

b) distribution, storing, standardisation, etc:.

o) registration and information systems in conneotion

with teaching aide.

V Contact with Swedish and foreign institutions of

importance for the development of educational aids.

VI The budget and other questions of grants within the

activity sphere of the section.

Seotion 3: Evaluation (Tests, eto.)

Various working projects within the field of evalu-

ation and assessment are taken up by this seotion:
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a) Diagnostic and grade-normalised intelligence and

ability tests,

b) instruments for the evaluation of other than

cognitive funotions, intelligence and abilities,

o) written tests for examinations and praotical

examination problems,

d) development and experimental aotivity with instru-

ments and methods of evaluation,

e) contact and co-operation with soientifio and other

institutions in Sweden as well as abroad, where

work is being done on evaluation questions,

f) budgetary and other questions of funds within the

activity sphere of the section.

The Staff of the Sureatk

Compared to several similar centres for educational change, this

Swedish R & D unit has relatively few personnel. This is the particu-

larly to the working form and the strategy that has been chosen (more

details of this later).

The leader of the institution has one office seoretary.

Seotion 1: School Researoh

I seotion head

2 senior secretaries (one primarily for administrative

tasks and one for informative tasks)

2-3 project secretaries (to take care of the different

projects' administrative needs)

3 secretaries (including olerks)

Section 2: Educational Aids

1 seotion head

14 school consultants and

1 senior secmtary

4 secretaries (including clerks)

Seotion 31 Evaluation

1 seotion head

7 psychologists/psychometricians

1 school consultant

8 assistants (clerks)
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In relation to current projeote all these staff may be said to

be technical personnel. In addition the sections have regular contact

with about 150 educational experts on the various school subjects in

order to obtain advice and proposals for current tests and evaluation

programmes. Some of these experts have their regular jobs in other

divisions Of NBA;, but most of them are teachers in the different types

of schools.

Altogether, the bureau has a professional staff of 30 people,

and assistants and office personnel numbering 17 people.

In general it has apparently not been - nor is it still - diffi-

cult to obtain well-qualified applicants for the current positions,

even though there is a shortage of professional personnel within the

educational research and development field in Sweden as a whole,

especially if relevant practical experience is required.

Finance

Salaries and current expenditures for the bureau are covered for

the most part by NBE's own internal budget. Approximately 10 of

the bureau's personnel receive their salaries from funds for research

an4 development work.

The bureau proposes its own budget,based on, among other factors,

what it will cost to engage in those projects on which it has made

proposals. The proposed budget is thoroughly discussed with the NBE's

administrative leaders, however, and this is incorporated in a joint

budget proposal for all the divisions within NBE. This proposal is

presented to the National Board before it is sent to the Ministry

(around 1 August each year) as le total budget for the coming aca-

demic year (the calendar year is not followed here). The Ministry's

proposition to Parliament (the Riksdag) is ready about 10 January,

and during the course of May binding resolutions are passed. It is

not until then that NIE11:; knows with any certainty what the financial

framework will be for its activity for the academic) year beginning

1 July.

Even though the H & D unit has a certain amount of freedom in

.distributing the financial means within its own budget, the feet that

a wi.ole year elapses from the drawing up of budgets until they are

accepted nppears to hinder effective planning and the quick imple-

mentation of both large and small projeots. In relation to the

swiftly.inoreasing tempo of the development of the school system

there would be great advantages in a more rapid discussion of ques-

tions concerned with the financing of various research projects and

innovative measures.
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In general it may be eaid that the research and development

activity has been given a high priority in budgets ever since the

institution was founded (1962).

Diagram 5 shows the increase in economic resources for research

and development within NU. The lowest line (I) represents the direot

school research activity (in seotion L 411). The next line (II)

includes the funds allocated for the development of educational aids

and the top line (III) includes the "curriculum development and other

educational development work" within NBE (i.e. in connection with the

building of schools).

Diagram 5
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It will be seen here that NBE in the top line has also included

activity in connection with direct curriculum development. This indi-

cates that this field is also oonsidered as development work. We are

again reminded that NBE also engages ids development work outside

the bureau - "the R & D unit".

While the R k D seotion in 1970/71 received about 8.6 million

Swedish kronor, the development of educational aids 4.0 million

Swedish kronor, and other development aotivity 5.5 million Swedish

kronor, the funds allocated for the next school year (1971/72) are

9.8 million, 3.9 million and 6.3 million kronor respectively, a total

of 20 million Swedish kronor.

A grant of two million kronor in 1962 hasp'in the course of less

than ten years, been increased almost tenfold.

NBE has maintained previously, and repeated several times, that

the goal must be that one per cent of the country's total school bud-

get should go to eduoational researoh and development. Today this one

per cent would mean about 50 million Swedish kronor, or approximately

two and a half times as much as the present grants.

In a prognosis for a long-term budget the NBE has pet up the

following additive peroentagA (in relation to the respective years'

previous budgets) under the item"educational development activity",

43.3 per cent (1971/72), 24.3 per cent (1972/73), 17.1 per cent

(1973/74), 15.4 per cent (1974/75), 16.0 per cent (1975/76). At the

end of this period a sum of approximately 53 million Swedish kronor

will have been reached.

(Of the government funds at present, funds are granted via NBE

to the amount of over 2 million Swedish kronor for educational research

through the National Council for Social Research. From the National

Bank's Fund (Central Government), almost 2 million Swedish kronor are

allocated at present for the same purpose. In addition there are the

extra funds that are allocated to the teacher:training colleges'

experimental schools for development purposes, a total of 15 million

Swedish kronor per year. Thus, in reality, a total of approximately

40 million Swedish kronor is currently spent on development in the

school. In addition there are those funds that individual communities

allocate for experiments in the schools).
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Chapter IV

OBJECTIVES OF THE BUREAU

Framework for Formulatiniz Ottectiveg

In Chapter III are listed the iunotioh which NBE has allotted

to the various seotions within Bureau L.4. Thiu is an organisational

measure to "break down" the more generally formed objeotives set for

the bureau, so that it can funotion in praotice.

The top responsibility for formulating the objeotives of the

school, including the partial objeotives on which the administration

will aot, lies with the eleoted Parliament (the Riksdag). This body

will, in the normal oourse of events, formally make relatively general

and all-encompassing formulations of objeotives, but as a rule it has

fairly extensive premises on which to base its deoisions. Parliament

can, of course, at any time whatsoever take up questions on those

partial objectives that are developed and the administrative praotice

that is followed. Normally, this takes place espeoially in the re-

organisation of the sohool system, or parts of it (such as in resolu-

tions for new laws and reforms, changes in the organisation of the

administration, eto.), and/or when the annual budget is discussed.

The Riksdag, according to usual parliamentary tradition, will

leave it to the Ministry to see that the resolutions are implemented.

From the ministerial level the responsibility for the partial objeo-

tives and the more detailed administrative and organisational ques-

tions are delegated to the central administration, in this oaae MBE.

Here the partial objeotives will be formulated more fully and a more

effioient division of labour will be made as well and further

instruotions given to the regional and local units. MBE is, thus, an

independent central authority. When Government and Parliament together

have drawn up certain guiding principles for the Board and established

a framework of aotion, the Direotorate-general has considerable scope

for making deoigions.
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Development Activity

As has been noted (see Chapter I), the Swedish school commis-

sions from 1940 to the present, hav- to an increasingly greater

degree consciously tried to base their proposals on insight and

results gained through behavioural-scientifio researoh, mainly with-

in the psychological and educational- subjeot areas. The commissions

have also, in this, considered themselves the representatives of the

public interest in school developments and have demanded, on behalf

of the general public, that this developmont be based on as firm a

foundation as possible, with conscious use of research results and

experiences gained from experiments. Only a fundamental understanding

of the importance of research and experimental activity in the devel-

opment of society - and thus of the school, can explain this broad

political desire for actual steering mechanisms.

Relevant material has been obtained partially by appointing

researchers and research-oriented professionals to committees and

commissions, partly by having summaries made of what the research

results tell at present about current questions, and partly by them-

selves initiating (contracting) the desired research with the indi-

vidual researchers or existing research institutions. Typical of this

development is the 1940 Committee of Enquiry's request to the then

four education professors to report on views held by the psychological-

pedagogical researchers on the question of child development and the

implications of this for such important questions as the right age

to start school, and the stage at which the first foreign language

should be introduced at school. A similar project was given to the

professors by the 1957 Royal School Commission, while the 1946 Royal

School Commission gave the psychological institute at Gothenburg

University, under the direction of Professor Elmgren, the task of

carrying out studies on the develoiment of maturity in children and

young people, so that the results could form a basis to determine a

reasonable age for starting to stream pupils, for theoretical and

practical school types of educational course. At that time this was

also a central school-political problem-complex.

In the 1940s and 1950s the most important objective of educa-

tional research, in relation to the development of tho school, was to

obtain fundamental material for the discussion of and the policy to

be taken on the reform proposals that were being prepared for scho;1-
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political decisions. The enormous amount of contact and discussion

that was already taking place during this period among politicians,

administrators, inoluding school commissions, and researchers seems

to have been fairly unique in Europe.

Even so, at the beginning of the 1960s the major portion of

school research was taking place on the initiative of the researoh

institutions at the teaoher training colleges and the universities.

Several projects that came to have a great deal of importance for the

sohool and its further development were carried out, very frequently,

with the simultaneous goal of qualifying the researcher in question

for his Ph.D. or his licentiate degree.

When the bureau for R & D in the NBB administration was started

in 1962 the objectives for its activity were relatively general.

Very soon, however, more detailed guidelines were developed which

made their appearance in, among other places, the budget proposals,

in the granting of priorities and statements made by the R & D unit.

The 1962 Aot on the Nine-Year Compulsory Comprehensive School

was now to be filled with meaning, and an effort made to evaluate the

results. The comprehensive school setting also required further

research and the development of methods of instruction and teaching

aids, the latter not least because of individualisation of instruotion.

On the basis of ideas and plans for various forms for programmed

instruotion the further development of these ideas, particularly in

the prototype-design of self-teaohing material-methods systems,

became very prominent in the project policy that oharacterised much

of the 1960s R & D activity.

In recent years there has gradually been more breadth and varia-

tion in school researoh and development. The lists of projeots are

far more varied than was previously the case. Plans are now being

made for larger units - and with greater breadth and at longer

range. This is expressed, for example, by the fact that the quantita-

tive questions are, to a great extent, being supplemented with problems

of a qualitative nature. The quality of the dissimilar factors that

make up the everyday life of the school where its organisation,

methods, educational aids, etc., are concerned, are being given par-

ticular attention. Other behavioural-scientific disciplines besides

psychology and pedagogy are being drawn into the R & D activity to

a greater degree.

Changes in the objectives and funotions that have been allotted

to the bureau have emerged, partly as a result of discussions with

the scientific personnel from thq pedagogical institutions of the
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teaoher training colleges, and partly at the request of political

bodies as well ae the General Board (NH). In many oases it is direct

experience from projeote that have been carried out, together with

national and international sohool developmente,that has led to a

certain amount of change in direotion.

Current Obleotivee of the Bureau

In the general instruotions for KBE, which discusses objeotives,

the Board is oharged to

- "see that the content and methods of eduoation are renewed,

developed and improved continuously in step with the progrees

and development of research within Government and individual

administration, industry and the labour market as well as in

the other areas of society, at the same time taking note of

conditions abroad,

- provide for lucid, co-ordinated planning of the educational

system's extent, structure and organisation ...

- see to it that knowledge of educational development work is

spread rapidly among those authorities and others who are

responsible for the aotivity ae well as among those who are

otherwise affeoted by the aotivity."

In praotice the main emphasis is placed on oreating an increas-

ingly better basis for an ongoing development of teaching plane and

eduoational aids, as well as for continuous quality control of the

school's activities.

Based on researoh and development aotivity the first objective

is to supply the school with those methods and aide that are neces-

sary to guarantee that the teaching goals set up by society are

compatible with the actual aotivity in schools.

In one of the most recent budget prop)sals the more long-range

objectives for R & D initiatives were li,ited in the following four

pointss

1. Instruotion is to be more effeotive and more defined,

Guarantees are to be given that certain specified results

are achieved with the instruotion in each school and that

every pupil is offered the possibility of a well-rounded

development of abilities and interests.
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2. The funotions of teachers are to be cultivateds the teacher's

potential for effeotively promoting the acquisition of know-

ledge, training in subjects requiring physical dexterity,

etc., is increased.

3. That part of the instruotion that can be called information

transfer is not eupposed to take place mainly from the

teachers and the textbooks that are alike for everyone, but

through a number of methods and material units that can be

used individually or by groups of pupils.

4. Each pupil's progress shall be observed oontinuously by the

teacher-guidance counsellor,

The rationale for explicit emphasis being placed on objectives

for NBE is that it has been stressed by the Ministry as well as by

the General Board that development of the school is the primary

working task and objective of the whole administration. It is thus

not correot, or possible, to point to any particular department -

or bureau - as mainly responsible for R & D aotivitiee, even though

Bureau L.4 is often, formally mentioned as being such a unit. As has

been pointed out here, this bureau has its own speoial tasks, with

particular responsibility for the research aspeot, but it can only

be understood and achieve its aims when it is considered - and

functions - in conjunction with NBA; as a whole.

In this manner, R & D aotivities make up a broad spectrum.

The result is a short path between research and development results

and curriculum instruotions.
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Chapter V

STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE

Here it is natural to start with the ordinary meaning of the

strategy concept: utilisation of the available means (the resources)

within a definite area. Strategy must consider the stated aims and

make plane to evaluate how the resources material as well as non-

material - can be used as well as possible in order to aohieve the

greatest possible effect.

Planning

As shown earlier the organisation of the innovation aotivity,

led by NBE, has been changed at relatively short intervals. In some

cases this has been a result of a change in strategy. In part the

organisational changes have also been the primary faotor, but in the

next instance they have had consequences for the strategies that have

been chosen.

The R & D aotivity within NBE can scarcely be said to have been

very thoroughly planned. The efforts have to a high degree been deter-

mined by very pressing problems or - more often - on the basis of the

professional resources that have been available and the interests

most predominant among these people.

System planning within other levels of sooiets along with oriti-

cal evaluation by subjeot educators and pedagogioal technoorats,have

led to a changed attitude toward long-term planning.

Even though it is not primarily aimed at research and development

work, there is reason to mention the project group which, since the

beginning of 1970, has been at work drawing up a planning system for

the sohool system (PUNS). The group, which is mainly composed of

officials within NBE, with contacts with outside experts, aims at

studying and reporting on the possibilities of developing a planning

structure for the school system. It is working particularly with the

aim of arriving at expedient model(s) for long-term planning.

The leader of the R & D unit (L.-) is one of the members of the

group and is therefore able to be an advocate for views that can be

of importance for the management of ohange.
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It is reasonable to expect Vat, on the basis of results from

Plans, olearer programmes may also be drawn up for the R & 0 strate-

gies.

In this oontext the so-called multi-seminars should be mentioned.

In recent years they have been arranged on a national level, as a

rule initiated by NBE. Here expertise (mainly researohers) is repre-

sented from several contiguous subjeot-fields, and co-ordination among

dissimilar institutions is disoussed regarding aotion and strategy wit

speoifio problem seotors. Among the subjeots that have hitherto been

discussed in this way are the pre-school projeot, the training of

teachers and instruction in the mother-tongue.

In addition the most important discussions of strategies for the

R & D aotivity appear to have taken place within NBE's own framework,

in the routine professional-administrative manner as well as in

internal ad hoe oommittees. Included in these are the previously

mentioned advisory board and the planning committee (see Chapter III),

consisting of representatives from those institutions involved in the

research projects that handle the questions of priority-ranking and

implementation in partioular.

In this context it must also be stressed that the NBE is engaged

fairly actively in granting priorities and steering ourrent projeots,

and thus has a different position from that of boards that adminietar

researoh funds of various kinds, or independent research and develop-

ment institutions.

Relationship of Research to Development

It has not been possible or desirable to draw any sharp, theoret-

ical boundary between research and development in NBE. In the praoti-

cal management of change, however, it has been quite natural to draw

up certain dividing lines, a faot that appears to be relatively ohar-

aoteristic of the strategy followed in the Swedish system.

NBE does not on prinoiple rejeot projects that more or less bear

the marks of basic research in its aotivities,which inolude the allo-

cation of research resources. In earlier budget proposals (see, for

instance, those for 1967/68), it is emphasized that it is necessary

to develop suitable methods for making studies. "Research-technical

problems have therefore been given great attention up to the present.

From the immediate viewpoint of the school these can often appear to

be peripheral, ...".

Applied research, school research and educational development

activity are considered as parts of a continuous process in which
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strictly scientific research repreeente one extreme and meaeures to

support and improve teaoherel practical instruotion the other.

On several occasions NBE has emphasised that its ambition is to

consider research and development as a whole, founded in the reality

of the school. In this way, in their strategy they have also desired -

and been able - to incorporate the dissemination of available results,

experiences and evaluations, and relate these to the sohoolls every-

day life, to its real production process.

The development work, insofar as possible, will deliberately be

based on knowledge gained through research - or in other ways. On the

other hand, the development aotivity will focus on the need for

researoh, or feedbaok information that leads to re-granting

priorities to registered projeots. When development work begins with-

out being the direot outcome of experiment and researoh results, at

a certain point there is often a need to have researoh assietance.

It is known from experience, for instance, that this situation often

arises when one arrives at problems concerning evaluation,

eee chi Section L.4sl

As pointed out earlier the research effort made through NBE is

considered as an integrated part of the Bureau in order to obtain

research-based evidence for deoision making. A more active part is

thus taken here in the planning, etc., than is the case in ordinary

research funding agencies.

The leader of the Bureau, or those persons who are involved in

this particular section (L.4:1) are very infrequently, if ever,

engaged direotly in carrying out the research projects. Their task

lies in administering the research, drawing up goals, granting prior-

ities and co-ordinating the various projeots with each other and with

the all-encompassing objeotives.

Through L.411 NBE makes contacts and contraots with research

institutions at universities and teacher training colleges, mainly

the latter.

Every year an inventory of the needs for research and develop-

ment activity on a national level is made. Various divisions within

the NBE list current projeot proposals and rank these according to

priority. The behavioural-soientifio research institutions are given

the opportunity of doing the same thing once a year. Last year the

County Boards of Education, the teachers' organisations and the pro-

ducers of educational aide were also invited to present their proposals,

with priority ranking. On this collective basis a catalogue of needs
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is drawn up every year. After the researchers at the respeotive

scientific institutions have commented on this catalogue, taking

into account, amone, other factors, the praotical possibilities of

the researchers themselves becoming involved in individual projeots,

a special study group within NBE, comprised of the heads of each

subject seotor, has material for setting up proposals for the budgets

for R & D aotivities for the following year.

Where it is particularly a question of project proposals within

the educational-scientific area (under L.411), a planning council'

comprised of three qualified researchers appointed by the co-opera-

ting scientific institutions also has the task of participating in

the evaluation and granting of priorities, mainly from a scientifio

point of view.

Of almost 9 million Swedish kronor available during the present

academic year (1970/71) to L.4:1 for a total of 59 different projeots,

approximately half a million has been used Ly the section itself for

preparation and planning. Another half a million is being spent on

various forms of information activity on the different projects.

The variations in the funds allocated to the different projeots

in 070/71 lie betw ?en 20,000 and 550,000 Swedish kronor. Some of

the projects extend over just one year, while other, larger projects

last for 7-8 years. In the latter case the total sum for the projeots

may amount to several million Swedish kronor.

The projeots can, of course, be listed by category in differ-

ent ways, for example according to the level in the educational sys-

tem where the data is collected, the school subject or the general

research area to which they belong. A division according to the latter

listing may look like this:

CATEGORISATION OF PROJECTS
Grant for 1970/71

(in thousands of Swedish kronor)

School development in broad outline:

Surveying of trends and needs of education 538

School as an institutions
Scaool organisation 860
Personnel (teachers, etc.) 760

Education:

1. Aims 410

2. Methods 2,845

3. Teaching aids 1,170

4. Evaluation 380
Individual development and adjustment 590

TOTAL 7,553
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The statistics clearly express a current very high priority for

projects within the field of education methods and education means:

approximately 53 per cent of the available funds are granted for these

two seotors.

Even with the fairly broad financial framework for research

projeots, it can be asked with a great deal of justification if the

number of projects (58) is not too large. From the point of view of

sheer effeotiveness it would obviously be advantageous to concentrate

the funds on fewer projects in order to push these through at a more

rapid rate and on a higher level of quality. However consideration

must also be given to the underlying strategy, wnieh consists in

activating dissimilar research efforts in conjunction with the peda-

gogical institutions at the schools of eduoation. NBE is also, of course,

responsible for the training that is given at these institutions,

Tho strengthening of research activity here offers a better basis for

increased quality in the training of teachers. This broader view of

strategy in promoting the development of the school system is charac-

teristic of Swedish sooiety.

Teaching Aids Research And Development: Seotion L.4:2

Within this field there are only a few projects, out of approx-

imately 70, that have been allotted to institutions at teacher

training colleges, universities or to other research institutions.

The majority of the projects are thus carried out within the seotion

L.412 or by other working units .ithin the NBE.

The section works with limited projects for which exports, who

are available or are hired, function within NBE as projeot leaders

and projeot workers. The projects referred to here are, as a rule,

small ones and run for shorter periods than those research projeots

mentioned above. During this present year they have a budget of about

5 million Swedish kronor.

In general the projects can be divided into the following two

main types:

a) description (mainly in operational terms) and definition

of the objectives, for the school and for the individual

subject,

b) seleotion and development of media to, achieve these

objeotives.

The work here is based on both teaching plans and frames that
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are otherwise available and on the development-oriented activity -

reforms -in this field.

The section has close, regular contaot with the instruction

departments (UA and UY) within the NBE, and furnishes them with

desoriptione, analyses and evaluations that can help in further

instruction planning; with the starting point in accepted, as well

as in prospective teaching plans, and methods programmes,

While a great deal of the activity is on mothodologioal ques-

tions, not least in conjunotion with analytical problems, an attempt

is also made to fulfil the fixed working goals through the preparation

of teaching aid prototypes and teaching aid models. This is done

espeoially within areas to which it is desired to give high priority*

and whore educational aids producers do not find it profitable to

engage in production and development work.

A relatively extensive contact and information activity charac-

terises a third feature in the strategy of 1.412. They have estab-

lished co-operative groups with the educational aids producers, for

example. Contact for special projeots is elso sought, particularly

when new requirements arise fairly unoxpeotedly. An example of this

is the educational situation that has arisen in conjunction with a

sharply inoreasing immigration from countries with very dissimilar

languages. To a certain degree one may alsolnolude teaching aids

for pre-school teaching and adult education in this category. NBE

has speoial agreements with the newly-established Government-owned

Educational Publishing Company (JIDilAgagallt). This publishing

company was founded on the initiative of the Government as a non-

profit making firm for the produotion and distribution of educational

aids. The State owns half the publishing company, a quarter is

owned by Sweden's communities and a quarter by the Co-operative

Association (Kooperativa ft5rbundet).

When produotion service is required within the framework of the

NBE-supported R & D activity, this is to be taken care of by the

Educational Publishing Company. This is intended to prevent a gap

arieing between development work and production. The NBE's relation-

ship with the publishing company is therefore meant to be speoial,

quantitatively as well as qualitatively.

Among the school system's personnel the ordinary teachers as

well as the administration - a fairly widespread scepticism, even

dissatisfaction, can be noted on the centralised teaching aids

production taking place under the direotion of the Educational Pub-

lishing company. It is olaimed that production is too slow. Nor do
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prices appear to be any lower, whereas reduced prices was the assump-

tion on which founding the publishing company was based.

The section also co-operates with the users where educational

aide are concerned. The individual communities, their organisations,

the teachers' trade unions and radio/TV are some of the most frequent

oontaot and co-operative partners. In this way the centrally-led

research and development work receives useful reaotions that oan have

a sienifloant feedback effect.

valuation of School Aotivitv: Seotion L.413

The work projeots assigned to this seotion are also to a great

extent solved by its own offioiale, at least where the professional,

theoretical aspects of the projects are concerned.

Up to now L.4:3 has been employed to a high degree in cot-

Btruoting and distributing testing instruments, especially pedagogi-

cal tests, for use at various levels in different types of Bohools.

In this design work the seotion has employed about 150 subject

experts who participate in the general planning of tests and in

making proposals for individual items within their own'eubject areas.

The aim has been - and still is - to give service to the school

in this sector. Strategio plane have not been made in order to guide

the work of teaching in that manner, even though the people involved

are aware of and have worked a great deal with the question of the

feedback effect these teats both can and do have on the praotical

work of teaching. In reality this (with a grant of about 2 million

Swedish kronor) ie often a stronger and more effective means of re-

organising instruction than is the in-service training of teachers,

centrally planned by NBE (for which about 25 million Swedish kronor

from Government funds are used).

The tests are used first and foremost as a means of normalising

the Betting of grades in the school.

In the gymnasium the central examinations are compulsory, they

are given continuously in approximately ten different subjects. The

so-called standard achievement tests in the comprehensive school are

a voluntary matter for the teachers, who may decide whether they want

to use them or not. In practice most of the tests are used in aincet

all classes all over the country.

On the basis of the latest curriculum guides - and to an even

stronger degree on the outlines for the next curri ulum guides -

greater emphasis ie placed on non-cognitive aspeots in schools'

teaching and the teaching they wish to promote. The section is now
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also plaoing greater emphasis than before on the design of eValyation

and observation instrumente, for example, for social and emotional

development and for physical education. This may be said to be a

continuation of the earlier programmes for systematic observation.

Diagnostic tests and other qualitative instruments are also in

the process of further development for vocational training. Aptitude,

tests for use in the people's high schools and for younger students

are being designed and will be able to offer a supplementary basis

for study counselling.

Particularly during the last two or three y_ars there have been

protests from pupils and their organisations, and from the general

publio (in newspapers and other communications media) at the central

standard achievement tests. It is claimed that the centralised school

authorities can thereby manipulate the students, exert too much

influence on the woific knowledge and on what parts of subjeots

the pupils are to work with and learn. In some cases the pupils have

deliberately refused to take the tests presented to them.

Development Activity Outside Bureau L.4

Projects included in the DBEte development appropriations are

also to be found in other divisions than the Bureau. Approximately

a quarter of the total appropriations to research and development

projects are included in this category.

Earlier (in Chapter V) it was pointed out that in several

of the educational aide projects there is close contact between L.4

and UA/UY. The two latter departments also have their own projeots

in operation, particularly on the development of curriculum guides.

Even though consideration must of course be taken of the research

and experimental results that appear through the larger and pro-

fessionally speaking, better founded projects, it has been considered

expedient that the teaching departments themselves set up relevant

projects and lead them. These projects are usually strongly practical

and have previously, as a rule, not made the same research demands

as to design and implementation as is the case with the projeots under

the auspices of the R & D unit.

This is true, for example, of the project that has just been put

into operation, a follow-up study of the curriculum guide

in the 9-year comprehensive school (the WO-projeot). On the basis

created by the continuous, systematic collection and analysis of

information on the recently introduced curriculum guide for the com-

prehensive school (Lgr 64), it will be possible, according to need,
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to successively present proposals for changes in this plan, so that

there will be a steadily improved correlation between aims and results.

NBE's appropriations to the so-called "experimental blooks" or

" development blocks" are also granted through the budget of the instruc-

tion department. These are development unite built on community sohool

systems. By participating in the planning and the support of speoial

community development measures, NBE beliores that it can initiate a

more rapid and more extensive change-process in the regions in ques-

tion, at the same time as new curriculum proposals are tried out in

the praotical school situation. Every "development block" receives

central support for five years. The individual community school

authorities beat the greatest burden in this connection, however,

economically as well as where planning and implementation are con-

cerned.

The first appropriations to the "development block" were givon

in 1964 (to Malm6). (Malmi) is one of those innovative regions des-

cribed in another case study in this series).

Several "development blocks" have already been in operation for

five years and thus will now lase their central appropriations

(Malmi), Kalmar). These regions are now attempting to continue on the

basis of the development there has been during the course of the five

year subsidised period. A total of six development blocks are receiving

support at present (school year 1970/71).

"Development blocks"as a strategy for development and innovation

have been hotly discussed. From central sources (NBE) it has been

maintained that it is not possible to build on these blooks where

ordinary R 3c D aotivity is concerned. In practice however, the blocks

have in several cases represented very valuable additions to the more

centrally-led development work. To some degree direct research efforts

of great value have also been started. In particular it has been

possible to observe a shorter path than is usual between development

projects in the blocleand the practical implementation of new measures

in the school.

Dissemination

Gradually, as the larger research projeots and extensive experi-

mental and development measures are concluded, one question arises

with particular force: how can new insight and the conclusions which

are drawn reach the various parts of the school - and society in

general - so that they can have consequences for the practical school

situation, and primarily for those pupils and teachers whose place

of work it is?
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Problems of this kind are international. They have not been

solved by the Swedes, either, but various strategies have been tried

in order to achieve this ambitious goal.

In some oases development work will be of the type that almost

naturally leads on to the praotical implementation of what has been

the content of the projeots. This is done most clearly, perhaps, in

conneotion with the "development blocks ". In other cases emphasis is

placed on dietributing the results in the form of teaching aids,

after the necessary revisions have been made in relation to the tested

prototypes. The same is also true in conneotion with the more exten-

sive teaching aids systems. Significant experience has been won on

this by development and marketing of the now internationally known

material methods system, IMM (individual mathematics instruction -

see Malm4 case study for detail).

The in-service training of teachers is another important point

in this context. Centrally this aotivity is led by several seotions

within NEE (but in particular by L.3). The offers of in-service

training reach the teachers from several sources, but espeoially

through the teacher training colleges, the county school boards,

the teachers' organisations, voluntary popular information measures

ae well as through radio and TV, which hae been used more systematic-

ally for in-service training and dissemination than in most other

European countries.

A part of MBE's strategy for R & D is that the research results

should easily and rapidly benefit teacher training and supplementary

teacher training. This is done by plaoing most of the R & D projeote

at the teacher training colleges' educational institutions, where

several of the colleges' employees partioipate aotively. The idea is

that the teacher-candidates also, to a certain extent, should be

allowed to work on or participate in the projeots and their results.

It has been noted that many of the reform plans passed by the

Government and other central authorities have not been implemented

at anywhere near the same rate that was assumed or deoided. This

indicates that a discussion of strategies and efforts for, the dis-

semination process must continue to be givan high priority. In this

context it would be reasonable to depend, to a higher degree than has

hitherto been the case, on regional and local administrations by

allowing these administrations greater resources for refresher courses

and consultant services.
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Chapter VI

INNOVATION ACTIVITIES

Innovetion aotivities are aeleoted and put into operation

according to the genets1 polioy which has been deoided upon, those

goals which have been incorporated into it and the strategy that has

been chosen.

In working out priorities in the aotivitiee that can be oonsid-

erel within this framework, further emphasis is placed on the follow-

ing conditions:

a) The urgenoy of the problem from an educational point of

view.

b) Availability of research personnel,

o) The significance of projeots from a researoh point of view.

a) The scope of application of the results of projeots.

ir ImtnAg jslosplatatt
Apart from the in- service training which the everyday work,

including speoial conferences and seminars within the R & D unit

(11,4) allows an opportunity for, NBE - through 1.4 - has made system-

atic attempts to inorease personnel resources by

a) arranging courses in educational technology (in co-operation

with the University of Gothenburg) and

b) producing study material in educational technology in

collaboration with the Office of the Chancellor of the

Swedish Universities,

Other forms of training are given by academic supervisors and

tutorial staff directly to coming and in-service researchers at the

various educational institutes, as integral parts of the ongoing

projects or of their ordinary academic training.

In their comments on the educational research and planning in

Sweden, Paseow and Postletwhite (Paesow, H. & Postletwhite: A further

look at educational research and planning in Sweden, as carried out
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by the National Board of Education through bureau L.411. 1970,

page 7) point to the fact that the on-the-job apprenticeship echeme

for training has its justification. They recommend, however, that a

more systematic and comprehensive training in evaluation techniques

should 0 provided, particularly in the fields of design, instrument

construction and statistical analyses. Seen institute ought to organ-

ise continuous seminars for all project research personnel (or groups

of them) "where all aspeots of each project from the conceptualisation

to the publication state are discussed".

In the next chatter there will be more discussion of current

efforts to develop possibilities in this field.

: tesearch

and Schools of Education

As was pointed out earlier the projects that are financed through

the NBe, but carried out at various behavioural scientifio institutions,

can be placed in categories in several ways, In Appendix I there is

an overview of the sectors, divided into seven groups, and examples

of the current projects within each group,

A Project Prototype

In order to offer a more detailed outline of how one of the more

extensive research projects is planned and carried out the SAG - Project

("Independent Work in the Gymnasium") will be described here.

The Secondary School Committee, which was appointed in 1960,

presented its recommendations in 1963, containing guidelines for the

content of a new gymnasium. Increased emphasis, it said, must be

placed on the pupils' independent work, a fact also stressed by the

new curriculum guide for the gymnasium.

On this basis Bureau L.4, in June 1964, assigned a special

working group at the School of Education in Stockholm the task of

planning explrimental activity aimed at giving content to the general

goals and guidelines that had been drawn up.

After the working group had presented its proposal, containing

a programme for a project, in the spring of 1965, this was discussed

in Bureau L.4 and with their expert consultants. It was then presented

to the Board, which resolved in June 1965 that the project would be

put into operation, beginning in autumn 1965, on the lines of the

proposal that had been put forward.

The purpose of the project was outlined briefly in this way:
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to try out an instruotion-methods framework for developing

pupils' ability to work on their own,

to define the demands made by the use of this instruotional

framework on printed study material, in particular the formula-

tion of the broader plan, the components in the material and

their functions,

to present recommendations on the procedure required in the

production of such study materials,

to study factors in pupils that ixfluence their attitudes

towards working on their own during a major part of the

curriculum-determined school-day.

The administration of the projeot was placed in the hands of

the educational psychological institution at the School of Education

in Stockholm, with a professor responsible for the soientifio content.

The money for operating the projeot was given to the

School of Education (in the person of its president) for one fitioal

year at a time, based on the proposed budget of the project leader,

usually the head of the institute of educational research within the

School of Education. In other words, it is the president of the school

who, technically speaking, accepts the money and is responsible for

its use, while the projeot is planned and carried out by the professor

ae leader of the research institute and the person with scientific

responsibility for the project.

In their Further 19.21.At_giggational Researoh_and Planning in

Sweden, Professors Passow and Poetletwhite remarked on this sharing

of the fiscal and planning responsibilities of a projeot:

"This organisation is understandable from historical and insti-

tutional points of view and for the time being should probably

be continued. However, as the size of the research aotivity

grows, the organisation should be reviewed periodically, since

the time will surely come when an institute reaches a size when

it should be fiscally completely autonomous".

This organisational question was again commented on and

discussed during the year following their comments, and there is

reason to expeot that a change, roughly along the lines of what has

been indicated above, may become a reality fairly soon.

From the very beginning the SAG-Project was planned with the

following four phases for implementation:
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1, Formulation of the instruotional methodology: through a

measurements analysis the criteria of independenCe and the

ability fof independent study are speoified,

2, explorative experimental aotivity; materials and methodology

are tried out in olasses 'eiith running observations and

successive modifications in order to improve and underline

the pattern of instruction,

3. experimental evaluation through controlled field experiments

which are to try the general application of the results

achieved during phase two,

3. dissemination of methods, materials and research results to

the schools concerned, etc.

From the start no absolute time schedule was set up, but it was

suggested that it would be necessary for the project to extend over

a number of years. The final report is now in process of being written,

but S-10 mimeographed reports have also been issued on project activ-

ity and provisional results.

The study materials which were planned at the beginning concen-

trated on mathematics and history. Instruction was planned' according

to a model which, briefly, meant that the courses were divided into

seotions in which different kinds of activities varied according to

definite rhythms: introduotion and stimulation, the working up of the

basio course, diagnostic tests (with reference to the continued study

of the basic course or to supplementary projects), working with and

reporting on the supplementary projeots (individually, in groups or

to the whole class), co-ordinating and reporting. The task of the

teacher is mainly to stimulate, supervise and guide.

At the end of the second experimental year (1967) the mathe-

matics programme was withdrawn from this project, as it was taken

over by the larger 110 project. The later phases of SAO have there-

fore bee% concentrated on the subject of history in the gymnasium.

After three years of experiment, at the instigation of NEE, a

preliminary version of the planned and revised study material was

published. (History on Your Own, let year, (The Educational Publish-

ing Company), with teacher's instructions and set of slides). The

material is divided into four periods: the Middle Ages, the Age of

the Renaissance, the Age of Absolute Monarchy and the Age of Enlight-

enment. For each age the book contains the following components:
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an introductory se;tion, with coloured pictures and a very

short synopsis of the epoch, as well as study-teohnioal

instructions for the pupil so that he can have an idea of the

book's presentation of the period,

a desoription of the age in text and pictures, divided into

four chapters,

study instruotions for the various onapters (a written guide

for the pupils to study),

questions on the chapters, which are to be answered,

praotical projects, with key and commentaries,

questions for self-checking with a key,

summary projeote (repetition questions).

As aide for talks and group discussions there are also epeoial

projects oo-ordinated on one theme. A comprehensive seotion has been

worked out for each age, with projects that take up the aubjeot more

thoroughly, of optional degrees of difficulty. It is estimated that

25 to 50 per cent of the time allottvi to each period is to be used

in working on these projects. It should also be mentioned here that

at various places in the material short articles with study-technical

themes have been worked in such as how to find material in reference

books, how to study source material, how to use a library.

History on Iour Own has also been completed, with materials,

for the other two gymnasium levels. This material has also been pub-

lished by the Educational Publishing Company.

In the follOw-up and evaluation of the experiment, a great deal

of data has been collected by means of

- intelligence testa (terms, concepts, contexts, utilisation

and analysis, interpretation of maps and pictures),

- tests on studying ability (listening, ways of phrasing ques-

tions, knowledge of the techniques of working on independent

projects, study of maps, tables, diagrams, pictures and texts),

- interest in history as a subject in relation to other subjeote,

- judgment of how interesting and productive the work in the

history classes has been.
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Development of Teaching Aids

Innovation within the field of educational aids has been the

subject of study for the NBE for many years. However, it is now

possible to see a clear development in goals and activity in this

field.

To begin with, the activity within this field was mainly direoted

towards technical aids (hardware), and consisted primarily of working

out methodical instructions as to how these could be used. Setting

up lists of equipment, dissemination of technical, information, dis-

playing activities and similar measures with the purpose of easing

the educational aids users' choice of products and stimulate them

to increased use of them, were also considered to be relevant activi-

ties. Special attention was gradually devoted to the sectors of

teaching aids such as instruction films, language laboratories,

school radio/TV and programmed material,

As long as the main emphasis was on these activities it was

natural that they were directed by the more general educational

departments within NBE. However, the people who directed the work

of the teaching aide development wanted gradually to place more em-

phasis on the principle aspects of this area which is so very impor-

tant for the development of the school and teaching. Tae technologi-

cal system which was also developed within the educational field made

its clear imprint on the continued activity, This trend in work with

development of educational aids has been particularly evident sinoe

the end of 1967.

During the course of two years, from 1967 to 1969, the peda-

gogically- technologically oriented experts who were working on the

questions of educational aids had developed their ideas and their

system so far and so explicitly that an evaluation had to be made as

to whether the work should continue along these lines and where, in

that event, it should be placed in the NBr: organisation.

The result of the discussions was that the teaching aids unit,

as it had gradually come to be known within the instruction depart-

ment, was transferred to the Bureau as a separate section (L.4:2).

The leader of the activity and the others who had been right in the

midst of the development of the technological model, moved with the

section when it was reorganised.

Thus a sort of "budding activity" took place. Naturally enough,

the question of educational aids continued to be a central one in the

instruction departments, but now in close contact with the new section

which works more on developing analyses, models and evaluation

programmes,
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A more detailed description of current aotivities in developing

teaching aids is given in Appendix 2.

Evaluation and Testing

The background for the section for evaluations, marks and tests

is to be found in the responsibility which the tad has had ever since

the 1940s for tests which were to be used in the eohool. Great stress

was placed on achievement tests, beginning in 1949 when the entrance

examinations to the lower secondary level were abolished. The selec-

tion was then made according to school marks. Ever since, standard-

ised achievement tests have been used as a regular part of the evalu-

ation in the compulsory school, and since 1')64 they have also been

used for the upper secondary level. Even though it is optional for

the teacher to use the standard achievements tests in the comprehen-

sive school, they are now taken by 90-95 per cent of all pupils. In

the "gymnasium" all pupils have to take the prescribed tests, ae part

of efforts to equalise the evaluations on a national basis.

At first, the construction of the tests was done by authorities

outside the Board (the universities and later on, the School of

Education of Stockholm). Since 1965 seotion L.4:3 has taken over this

responsibility and the produotion of the tests.

An overview of the test construotion work is given in Appendix 3.

The section is engaged in the work of trying out and conetruoting

other evaluation instruments, among them programmes for the sgstematic

observation of pupils. A project has been started that aims at drawing

up evaluation and observation instruments for the non-cognitive results

in the school, such ae the social and emotional development of indi-

viduals and groups, aesthetio upbringing and physical education.

According to the curricula guidelines these non-cognitive results of

the school work are supposed to be as important ae subjeot knowledge

and skills. However, the chances for teachers and school leaders to

make objective and controlled observations and evaluations in these

non-cognitive learning areas have so far been very limited. In con-

nection with a project (see Appendix 1) on "Adaptation, Behaviour,

Performance", the first practical trials of such scales have been

launched.

The section also makes evaluations and statements on current

research studies on evaluation and testing, especially within NBE.

Only to a very slight degree has it assigned such special projects

to the universities and schools of education. Its own projects in-

clude evaluation methods in vocational training assessment given at
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the folk high schools and measuring instruments for foreign language

in adult education.

Aptitude tests in relation to further studies are also being

considered as a problem unit by the professionals in the section. No

other section in the L4 bureau has.as large a professional research

staff as this one.

The section has clearly realised a new trend in the development

of evaluation instruments, pointing out that such instruments will

increasingly be constructed as a part of a teaching aid. Textbooks

for pupils, teacher guidelines, working materials for independent

study are often combined. Tnis combination will then usually include

tests for both diagnosis ani final evaluation. It is fore'seen that

this systems approach in education will be utilised more and more,

making testing a regular part of school work.

This development will lead to questions of evaluation having an

even closer relationship to the work and the approach which has been

mentioned within section L.4:2 (sJe Appendix 2). The continuous

evaluation must then, to a higher degree than formerly, be considered

in relation to the questions of goals and the development of teach-

ing aids.

A further, relevant question will then be how to supply everyday

work in school with testing materials. The NBE is now investigating

the possibilities for establishing a central test-item bank to serve

this need.

IT this context there will be further consideration as to whether

din.cL test-produotionand other repetitive routines which today are

an imp stunt part of the section's activities, should be transferred

to a more independent unit outside NBE's administrative sphere. Then

the section would be able to concentrate to a greater degree and

expand its activity to the drawing up of new methods, models and

prototypes within the field of evaluation, and lead research within

this field. From this section too it would then be possible to initiate

larger and more future-oriented projects, enter into the other sections°

evaluation problems to a greater degree, and thus become more of a

devele-ent ait.

1.r, ent in Other Sections of NBE

AE: has already been pointed out, no less than approximately a

quarter of the total funds for research and development are adminis-

tered by other sections (outside the Bureau) within NBE. These are

almost entire.4 projeots that can fairly obviously be placed in the
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development category. However, the personnel from the Bureau as a

rule are a part of the planning groups within NBE which administers

this development work,

Most of these projects are under the administration of the

Department for general sohool question' (UA) and the Bureau for gen-

eral teacher training (L1), but st:allsr and more limited projeots

have also been assigned to several other seotione, for instanoe that

responeible for vocational training.

The largeet projeots, whioh also are allotted the greatest

resources, are concerned with the development of currioulum guides

for different types of sohool and at various levels, inoluding exten-

sive studies in coonnention with a follow-up of ourriculum guides and

evaluation of how these work in praotice.

From a speoial item in the budget for research and development,

eubsidiee are given to the previously-mentioned experimental educa-

tional areas (blooke) work-groups that prepare experimental programmes

and smaller, MOV6 speoialised rrojeots.

In development aotivities in the Swedish sohool the experimental

educational areas represent a sort of spearhead. Since 1967 one of

the northernmost oity areas, Skellefte &, has been an experimental

educational area.

In the same manner as for the other, similar areas, the develop-

ment programme in its main features has been drawn up by experts from

the NBE (staff from the instruotion bureau - UA 1, as well as Bureau

L.4 have been represented), together with the looal school authorities,

sohool leader(s), experiment; supervisors and assistants. In the plan-

ning and follow-up group, pedagogical-soientifio expertise is also

represented. In the Skellefte& projeot the nearest professor of edu-

cation, from the University and School of Education in Umeg (about

140 kilometres away), is a member of the team as a speoial 0...xpert on

design, data colleotion and processing as well as evaluation. In this

way, even in this most distant region, in relation to the central

organisation in the nation's capital, a working team has been estab-

lished that maintains the highest professional qualifications.

The educational, experimental, and development aotivity has a

budget which, in addition to finance for the ordinary operations of

the school, amounts to approximately 250,000 Swedish kronor per year.

Of this NBE allocates (transfers) approximately 90,000 Swedish kronor,

an amount which in the last two years of the five-year period will be

de-escalated to 60,000 and 30,000 Swedish kronor, respeotively. The

largest investment from a financial point of view is thus made by the

local/regional school authorities.
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The SkellefteA plan has chosen to concentrate its efforts mainly

on one comparatively extensive project, with experiments concentrated

on one sohool, and to the lower secondary school (upper stage, grades

7-9). The project (PEDO Pedagogical Organisational Experiment)

places partioularly great emphasis on trying out flexible organisation

models. Among the items in the programme aret

varying pupil groupings,

flexible, and as a rule, extended work-units,

free use of time within each subject frara at the different

class levels,

simplified organisation of the eleotive aubjeots - new electives

choices,

reading of lessons at school,

use of teaching assistants,

independent and laboratory working method,

material grouping in the working seotors,

pupil-teaching study materials instead of textbooks,

co-operation, teachers-pupilc, teachers-tea'hers, pupils-pupils.

The interim reports which, among other things, explain the

organisation models, the study materials, eto., are being drawn up

little by little. Under the guidance of the professor of education

advanced studants at the University of UmeA are writing their theses

with data from the experiment as their basic.

Teachers who participate actively in the implementation of the

experiment soon become counsellors for their colleagues at other

sohools in the region and also further away.

Documentation. 14formation. DisseminaStion

The information and contaot activity should, in a researoh and

innovation connotation, be able to f011ow several paths and include

several aotivities. In the first place there is a need on the part

of the planners and tha researchers to gain knowledge of earlier

researoh and innovative thinking, strategies and results. Such docu-

mentation must be obtained from national as well as international

sources. There will also be a need to document one's own thinking and

one's own results for other people. And here again it is necessary
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to consider the project in a national as well as an international

perspective.

Along with inoreasad efforts on the researoh and innovation side

people have become more aware of the need to reach out into the field,

to the grass roots, so to speak, with information which can then -:e-

sult in aotivity, expanded innovation, In Sweden people are becoming

increasingly preoccupied with this problem of dissemination and of

solving it in a satisfactory manner.

Cooumentation

The central research and development administration in the NBE

as well as most of the institutions that carry out school researoh

in 00-operation with N134 have access to good libraries in addition

to the literature (inoluding the periodicals subsoribed to)

to be found at the institution itself. Although in addition there is

extensive contaot with foreign colleagues and institutions, a more

rapid and larger documentation servioe is needed today for those who

are to lead and engage in innovation aotivities in eduoation.

,Discussion has been going on for a long time in Sweden, even

before Passow and Postletwhite reported on how to solve problems of

documentation. The National Educational Psychology Library in Stock-

holm has unusually good up-to-date documentation in the form of books

and periodicals. In addition, however, it is necessary to have new

and more effeotive ways of storing documented material, using data-

processing aids. An effioient system for the ordering of relevant

information through different display consoles is needed. Several

syatems have been studied; one of them is called ERIC. There have

also been negotiations with and within the European Council, among

other bodies, on these problems.

An official committee (Educational Survey Committee - Pedago-

gikutredningen) appointed in 1967, suggests that the National Educa-

tional Psychology Library should start experiments in the documenta-

tion field. It suggests that the user demand within central and

regional school management should also be taken into consideration.

Extensive experiments, including the use of computers and microfilm,

should be connected with international efforts in this field.

The Swedish Riksdag will very probably make funds (100,000

Swedish kronor) available as of 1 July 1971, so that staff can be

engaged for experimental activity with the documentation service at

the National Educational Psychological Library. The board of tho
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library is to have responsibility for the experiments to be oarried

cut in consultation with NBE and the Office of the Chanvellor of the

Universities.

Information

NBE has a general information responsibility which to a fairly

great extent is carried out through, or with the assistance of its

own information bureau (Is). Bureau L.4 also has a epeoial responsi-

bility for information on research and development. This is carried

out in a great many different ways and it ie difficult to see any

whole and unified strategy.

Within and up through the sohool system, information is given

mainly through advance work for and proposals on budget requests for

the following year. The various seotions are drawn into this work,

and thus the Board receives direct informatior. as a basis for its

decisions.

During the course of the year much information follows this same

path. This is true of provisional synopses, memoranda, reports from

working groups, provisional reports from the various projects,-eto.

In special seotions there is also an information newsletter which is

printed every year about the various projeote, with a good summary

of the projects and descriptions of their implementation. This news-

letter in issued both in Swedish and in English. The English version

ie distributed to approximately 600 recipients outside Scandinavia.

For internal information within NBE there is, in addition, a

special report and borrowing system using speoial small notebook

sheets. The catalogue which is colleoted every year on current school

research in Sweden - that administered by NBE as well as other sohool

research - gives a good summary for internal use, also, and offers

starting points and references for running formal and informal

conferences and oontaote on the internal level.

Externally and down through the school system a series of report$

(newsletters), along with the project catalogue mentioned above,

reaches a broader publio. To the extent that they are read this will

also be true of larger, preliminary reports, partial reports and final

reports on the various projects, All this material is distributed as

widely as possible within those circles that are at all interested in-

it, including the teachers' organisations and regional and community

school authorities.

The NBE's own publication, PM (Educational Information from NBE
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PedagoRiska meddelanclen rail so often carries material on the indi-

vidual projects in the form of synopses and new plane within R & D.

For epeoial oocaeions NBE draws up very extensive Information

plans, partly by bringing the mass-media - and primarily radio and

TV - into the picture. This was done, for example, when a large num-

ber of teaohers in comprehensive schools were to be told of the new

oontent of mathematics teaohing, and that English training should

begin with the 3rd grade level instead of the 4th. The latest exam-

ple of nation-wide information on development aepeots is that con-

cerning the introduction of a new ourriculum guide in the gymnasium

(Igy 1971). Thoroughly planned basio study material was sent to

every single teacher in th6 gymnasium, along with the ourrioulum

guide itself, before the first of a series of television programmes

were shown, direoted partioularly to these teaohers. Speoial study

days were made available for them to watoh the programmes, go through

and discuss the study material and, with their colleagues, discuss

local and speoifio problems. In this manner the whole of the teaohing

corps which is to introduce the new plan, beginning in autumn 1971,

has been prepared on the new oontent and its consequences before the

preceding sohool year has ended,

In this context it should also be noted that the teachers' or-

ganisations' periodicals and other independent professional periodi-

cals (suoh as the Educational Times, Ytbildninastidningen) give high

priority to material o:a educational development. Through these

channels therefore a great deal of information is spread, information

that often leads to the readers becoming aware of results and views

on which they then seek more information.

A similar information role is also played by the Swedish daily

newspapers, radio and TV, which devote much attention to educational

innovation aepeots, and very frequently subject these to debate. In

this way, too, general reactions from the broader levels of the nation

can return as feed-back to those who are doing the administering, or

more directly influence the goals, content atd strategy of the inno-

vations.

The information bureau (Is) in the NBE also sees to it that

employees within iBE are kept informed on pedagogical discussion all

over the country. The blaxeau does this every day by giving each of

the employees a short summary of what the daily papers all over the

country contain in the way of news and debates on the school system,

education and development work.
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Dissemination

No total strategy for tha process of dissemination is to be

found, but there are many units that can be influenced and which

allow themselves to be influenced with the objeotive of spreading

functional knowledge a:id thereby putting desired innovation into

operation.

The moat general goals one oan hope to achieve through studies,

planning, research and development activity within the school are,

through increased knowledge and expanded insight, to influence

attitudes to and basic understanding of instruction and training and

of the school and education. In this context the nation as a whole

is aeon as a "goals group", but some more limited groups will be of

greater importance than others. Here one thinks first of the poli-

ticians, the administration, research groups and others who work in

the school or teach outside the formal school situation.

Innovations Can be more directly introduced into the schools

through new laws and new curriculum guides. In recent years NEE has

consciously aimed at rolling curriculum reforms, not only in the

gymnasium but in other types of school, too. In this way new insight,

gained through research and development, can fairly quickly have con-

sequences for those plans and deoisions which are to be valid for

the sonool. Even though it is now stressed, especially by the teachers,

that new curriculum guides and reforms must not be introduced as

rapidly as has been the case in recent years, there is a very effec-

tive strategy for the dissemination of innovations in the rolling

curriculum reforms. With this aim in mind it should be taken for

granted that there must be constant, close contact between those Who

are responsible for the development of curriculum guides and the

A & D units. This seems to be the case within the NBS.

In olose conjunction with the curriculum guides, also from the

point of view of dissemination,. are teaching aids. The strategy

chosen by NBE for research and development will, as we have seen,

increasingly govern in many ways the production of teaching aids. This

production, for its part, is governed to a high degree by the goals

Of the curriculum guides. In practice, in the school, the teaching

aids would then be able to appear as an incarnation of those goals

and the innovations towards which the curriculum guide is oriented.

Gradually, as teaching aids become a more significant part of edu-

cation at all levels, and particularly whenever extensive material-

methods systems are put to use, this will become a highway for
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innovation, It is already happening.

Another natural channel w:Lich is also used for purposes of

dissemination is supplementary-teacher-training. every year consid-

erable economic) resources are used for this, and the people who plan

these courses centrally (within NEE) appear to be very consoious of

the possibilities they hold for paving the vay for desired

innovations. Close oontact between development work and those oon-

cerned with supplementary-teaoher-training is very necessary. This

work is also made easier beoause the two bureaux most involved here are

Of equal rank in the organisational plan (L.4 and L.3, respeotively).

Those working on the practical implementation of supplementary-

teaeher-training regionally and locally (in particular at the schools

of education), should become consoious of this polioy and strategy

to an even higher degree in future.

The deVelopment blocks also represent important routes for

approaching the school when this is neoessary with information and

the implementation of new organisation, methods and teaching aids.

This route could undoubtedly be used more systematically than it has

been so far.

Grades and other forms of evaluation can also be a very powerful

incentive, but will net be able to replace other possible aotivities

for hastening desirable innovations. Evaluation will also gradually

become of greater significance as forms of it are further developed

along the lines already described (see Chapter VI and Appendix 3).

This will be true in particular of the broader aim for evaluation,

whioh takes into consideration the non-cognitive aspeots of develop-

ment, puts increased emphasis on diagnostics and - not least - draws

up guidelines for the consequences these test results should have in

teaching.

As an example of co-ordinated dissemination activity there is

the extensive supplementary-teacher-training programme to which

different working units contributed and which was centrally led by

NBE's supplementary-teacher-training bureau, for the introduction

ih 1969 of the new curriculum guide for the comprehensive school

(Lgr 69). The programme was planned completely according to a teach-

ing-technological pattern, with speoifio days for the school leaders

and the teachers, on which radio, TV and supplementary training

consultants co-operated in a total programme.

Another example of similar information dissemination is the so-

called JET-project (Junior English Teaching), in which most of the

country's teachers for grades 1-3 prepared themselves during a two-
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year period for the introduotion of English as a compulsory subject

at lower elementary levels through a series of radio programmes

combined with self-instruotion on the basis of ready-made materials.
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSION

AB will be evident from the summary and case study whioh have

been presented in Chapters I - VI, the centrally administered inno-

vation activity in Sweden extends over a number of fields and admin-

istrative units. For this reason it has not been possible to limit

this presentation to one bureau or to one seotion within the NBE,

even though there is no doubt whioh unit is most central in this

pioture - the one whioh has been called the R & D unit (Bureau L.4)

in the above paragraphs.

lAgloground to Reform 1940-1970

When a person from outside beoomes acquainted with the many

school reforms and new ideas in the Swedish school and educational

system presented during the last few decades, he is invariably

impressed. The question then comes upt how has it been possible to

do all this, even during a period when changes in this field as

well as in a number of others have generally taken place at

a more rapid rate than at any time previously, both in this country

and in any other comparable countries?

Naturally enough, there is a.network of faotors, material as

well as non-material.

In disoussing these faotors with those who have experienced

these intense reform decades at first hand, one meets the fairly

Clearly expressed idea that the most significant forces behind the

demands for reform and change have come from outside, from the people

themselves in eleoted politioians> and not primarily from professional

educational and school administrative sources.

On political and quite often social premises, influential indi-

viduals and their organisations, political as well as professional,

had found that the existing educational system was not satisfaotory.

And they were often able, in an effective manner, to articulate their

views. In the next round there was a fertile interaotion among these

influential individuals and groups on the one hand, and the existing
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executive bodies, mainly in the political administration of the

country's Ministry of Education, on the other. The leaders of this

ministry during the 30-year period, appear without exception to have

become very strongly involved in the new ideas and reform in education.

On the basis of this it may also be said that the people who have been

placed in etrategio jobs have also been one of the central factors in

the re-organisation of the framework of the school system.

Where administration is concerned, and in particular the UBE, it

is apparent that its role in taking the initiative and being able to

carry out innovations has pursued a very radical, new course, follow-

ing the re-organisation that took place in 1964. Until that time

the funotion of the NBE appears mainly to have been that of super-

vising, controlling and in other ways carrying out financial duties.

It is said that, up to that time, in many ways they were walking

backwards into the future. Very little work was being done with

prognoses and innovations, and practically no attention at all was

paid to content and the qualitative aspects of the school's activity.

And it is in just this qualitative field that the new NBE of

1964, which has been described in the preceding chapters, has made

its mark as initiator as well as a powerful apparatus for implementing

innovations, and to a certain extent, also, where it has been a matter 01

solving current problems of dissemination.

Current Points of Growth in Innovation and Change

Against the background of the case study presented above, and

the basis on which it is built, it is neither desirable nor possible

to offer any kind of a total evaluation of the centrally steered

innovation and reform activity in Sweden.

There is reason, however, to draw attention to certain points;

one can perhaps call them possible points of growth. These represent

themes which the reviewer will find it natural to meet again in

further discussion, in action programmes and realisation in conjunc-

tion with the constantly expanding innovation and reform efforts

within the Swedish school system.

Teacher Training

The training of teachers for Swedish schools has experienced

a number of expansions, integrations and reforms during the last

few decades. Even so, expansion has not been able, even in Sweden,

to keep pace with developments in the school. Theoretically it
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